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Dedication 

This project dissertation is dedicated to those seekers of tmth for whom the Christian faith and 

its &en vessei, the church are seen as worthy of exploration, and to those who love both the 

faith and the church enough to give of their time and energy to that work of teaching, 

encouraging and mentorïng. 



Abstract 

The church in North Amenca has been in dedine since the mid 1960's in spite of a significant 

rise in the birth rate between the years of 1946 and 1964, a period that has becorne lmown as the 

post war '%&y Boom." The interest and involvement of the smalled "Baby Boomers" in the 

institutional church declined even though their interest in "spïrituality" did not This Project 

Dissertation examines the spiritual needs of this generation through personal interviews and 

current litenitine and describes the creation of a course of stuciy designed for Baby Boomers who 

want to discover or rediscover the Christian faith, The adult course called Five Steps tu 

Christian Discipleship draws upon the theological construct of W. Paul Jones' Theological 

WorZdr and the Developmental Psychology of Erik Erikson, Robert Kegan and Carol Gilligaa 

The course was tested initially with Baby Boomers at S t  David's United Church, Woodstock, 

Ont As a result of the tesihg introductions to the themes and an oveMew of the biblical story 

were added to the Leader's guide; a workbook with five supplementary stories for each of the 

five themes was added for the participants. The course was then tested in fourteen United 

Church congregations. As a result the questions were changed to address more accurately the 

life experience of the participants. Introductions were added for Participant's Workbooks for 

each of the five themes. The project indicates mat some Baby Boomers who are on a spiritud 

quest, wiU look to the ch& to know the story of the f&h They are concerned about God, self 

and others; they seek a faith that gives fellowship and guidance. niey want to know what 

difference the faith rnight make to their lives and to the world The d u i t  course entitled Five 

Steps to Christian Discipleship, included in this Project Dissertation, is a response to the 

identified needs and to the mandate of the gospel. 
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Chapter 1 

Christian Discipleship and the Church in North America 

Introduction 

Much has been wriîten about the deche of the church in general and of the "Liberal" church 

in particular in North America The decline in numben had begun in the late 1950's in Canada 

and by the mid-1960's in the United States. In analyshg the reasons for decline it has been 

pointed out by researchers such as Regiaald Bibby, William Easum, Wade Clarke Roof and in 

a study by Hoge, Johnson, Benton and Luidens that it was not because of a decline in spirituality. 

It is suggested that what the churches are offering is no longer speaking to the needs of the 

people. One of the solutions pointed out by both sociologists and theologians is a need for the 

church to rediscover and communicate its mission in the world This is said in a number of 

ways. The following are some examples: 

Regmald Bibby emphasizes that the church is in the faith sharing business.' He believes that 

if the church is to be renewed, it needs to do a better job of making God known 'Tf the 

churches are ever to succeed in introducing the gods to the culturey then the churches need to 

start by introducing the fullness of the gods to their own people"' 

Kenneth Leech an Anglican priest active in d a n  ministry, who lives in England and lectures 

- -- 

'Reginald Bibby, Unhown God's (Toronto, 1993), 285. 

21bid 3 10 
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regularly in the United States and Canada, speaks of the necessity of a renewed spirituality. He 

says that a renewed spirituality must be a Kingdom spirituality, a spirituality of the fulfihent 

of God's transforming work in human histoxy. In this spirituality the figure of Jesus will be 

central and there will be a need to follow his teaching and to enter into his vision3 

Douglas John Hall says that one of the temptations that we should avoid in the future is what he 

cals sirnplism He says that we may tend to reduce the faith to slogans and not do justice to its 

depth. He says that the church of the firture "requires of those who remain within the church 

that they becorne theologically serious! It requires this not only of theologians and clergy, but 

of dl Christians. We have to recover the deepest wisdom of the îradition of Jerusalem - and it 

is wisdom. It is a travesty of this wisdom when it is reduced to biblicist and pietistic slogans 

that have ail the depth of singing commercials7'. The appeal is for the church to look once more 

at its message and mission and to be the faith shariug body that it was caiied to be. 

The coune of study that 1 am proposing as a Mode1 Ministry will be an attempt to help both 

individuals and congregations look at the basics of Christian discipleship. The focus will be on 

the needs of the "Baby Boom" generation; the people who left the church in large numbee and 

are among those who are the most likely to reture Their interest in the church might be for 

baptism, for a Christian Education for their children, or in mid-life for the church to give 

meaning to their lives. 

This piper d e s c r i i  the research involved in creatùig an adult course of study that attempts to 

- - pp -- - 

3Kenneth Leech, The Eye of the Storm (San Francisco, 1991), 225. 

'Douglas Hall, The Future of the Chrach (Toronto, 1989). 63. 
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engage in Christian discipleship, members of the Baby Boom generation: those bom between 

the years 1946 and 1964. It wili discuss the needs and aspirations of the Baby Boom generation, 

the implications of the gospel and descnbe a course of shidy that was fashioned in response to 

both 

This chapter will descrii the state of the chmh in North Amerka at the beginning of the thud 

millennium and some of the trends and needs. It wiu look briefiy at the different church 

attendance pattern in the United States and Canada and link them to their respective historical 

roots. It will then examine the contextual nature of the gospel with a view to answering the 

question, "What is the nature of the Baby Boomer context that the gospel needs to address?" 

Let us look briefly at the origin of Christian discipleship and at some of the factors that may 

contribute to its historic growth and decline. 

Christian Discipleship - The Beginning 

The word disciple is used only in the New Testament and means leamer or folIower. Most of 

the tirne it refers to people other than the twelve disciples of Jesus e.g. in John 8: 32,33 Jesus 

said to the Jews who believed in him. "If you continue to be in my word you are euly my 

disciples, and you will know the truth will make you fiee." For Jesus, the calling and trainhg 

of the twelve men and a smaller number of women, resulted in a kind of moveable feast; a 

joumey of apprentices who received on-the-job-training, fint in lower Galilee, and then on the 

road south through Samaria to J e d e m .  Frorn there, they would becorne the apostles, (the 

ones sent) taking the good news into the wider world In two thousand years, the church's 

mandate to "'go and make disciples. . . .*'(Mt. 28: 18) has not changed The calling of disciples 
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Hmo foUow Je- and the sending of c'apostles" into the world to live and proclaim the gospel, 

is still its purpose. When the bad news of the world is obvious and palpable, the good news of 

the gospel has a way of sending mots deep into the ground of our being. In these cimunstances 

the church has a history of becoming vital and grows Like the proverbial mustard plant 

Jesus scholar, Dominic Crossan, has given us a new appreciation of just how pervasive and 

invasive the bad news was in the h t  century.' The liok between the bad news of the world 

and the rapid spread of the gospel was not and is not coincidental; the same CO-relation can be 

seen twenty centunes latex. In the 1960's in South America, the church grew rapidly under 

repressive regimes- We hear of a growing, vital church in Afnca and in Latin Amerka In times 

of pro@* in Europe and in North America that followed the second world war, the church 

has found itself in decline. This decline began in spite of a rapid growth in the population that 

has been called the "Baby Boom." 

The State of the Church - A Story of Decbe 

Church attendance and membership has been in decline in Canada in sorne churches since the 

Iate fifties, accordkg to sociologist, Reginald Bibby. His research bas shown that 

"Some 80% of Protestants were members of local churches in the mid-1950's; 

the figure now stands at 40%. There are very few denomimtiond exceptions. 

The mainlùie United Church, Anglican, and Lutheran groups have experienced 

major membership declines, k m  more than 80% to 30%. 

5 John Dorninic Crossan, The Historicnl Jesus (San Francisco, 199 l), 2 1 8. 
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Consexvative Protestants have also shared in the membership decline. Over the 

past 35 years, formai membership in Baptist and other evangelical groups has 

slipped fiom 85% to 55%.'* 

United Church statistics teil us that church attendance has declined steadily fiom 1,064,003 

members in 1965 to 683,784 members in 1998, approximately 35%.' 

According to Bibby, approximately 25% of Canadiam reported tbat they were in church on a 

Sunday morning. My own experience would suggest that this figure is high In Woodstock, 

Ontario, a city of 30,000, where 1 live and worship, there are less than 3,000 people in the 21 

churches on any &en Sunday moming. 

When we look at the age of those who do attend wonhip on a regular basis, we fhd according 

to research by Posterski and Barker, that only 33% of îhose attending worship are under 45 years 

of age, with 42% being over the age of 65.' Repinald Bibby found that the major h c i a l  

conîri'butors are people 55 and older. Among this age group, five in ten Say that religion is very 

important v e m  jwt two in ten in the age group of those h m  35 to 55. Bibby concludes that 

"the disappearance of people 55-plus over the next three decades will have nothing less than 

6Reginald Bibby, Unkown G d -  The Ongoing Story of Religion in Cana& (Toronto, 
1993), 8. 

7 Joyce De Sousa, editor, Year Book rmd Direcroy, Vol 2: Pastoral Charge Statzstics 
@obicoke, 1999), 15-17. 

%nald C. Posterski and h v h  Barker, Where 's a Good Chiach. Canudiam Respond 
fiom the Pulpit. Podium &Pm. (WinfIeId, BC, 1993), 109. 



dramatic consequences for organized religion in Canada.' 

Hoge, Johnson and Luidens, writing about Baby Boomer trends in mainline churches in the 

United States Say that the decline in membership in the Presbyterian and Methodist churches 

began in the mid 60's and has not stopped They point out that the decline in church growth in 

relation to population growth was something new in the 200 year old history of the United 

States. Io Leith Anderson states that accordhg to a Gallop pole taken in 1937,73 % of Americans 

were members of a church or synagogue. By 1988 this had dropped to 65%. He adds that those 

who do attend are in the older age bracket Younger people are not joiaing denominational 

churches. Also, for the fï.rst time in the United States, Roman Cathoics are no more f a i m  than 

Protestants in attending wonhip. Forty percent of people in the United States say that they attend 

worship regularly." This figure seems to be stableYl2 which suggests that there is growth in the 

more consemative churches and a gravitation to the so called Mega churches that have begun 

to appear- 

The Chnrch in The United States and Canada - Two Different Histories 

nie fact that 40% of the people in the United States attend church regularly compared to 25% 

%eginald Bibby, Unknown Go&- The Ongoing SCOT of Religion in Cam&, (Toronto, 
1993), 97. 

'"Dean R Hoge, Benton Johnson and Donald A Luidens, Vanishing Bounùbries- The 
Religion of Maidine Protestant Baby Boomers (Louisville, Ky, 1994), 4-7. 

"~eith Anderson, qVingfir Chunge (Minneapolis, Min 1990), 46. 

12This 40% level is a statistic f?om 1988. It is quoted in a t h e  when the rnembers of the 
Baby Boom generation were looking for Sunday Schools for their chïldren. Wade Clarke Rooc 
who writes about Baby Boomers ten years Iater does not mention the 40%figure. 
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in Canada might be explained by the difference the role religion has played in the history of 

the settlement of these two countries. The United States. was settled earlier when its founding 

peoples escaped religious persecution in Europe to esîablish a colony where fieedom to worship 

was of primary importance. The State of Mary1aud, for example, was origindy set aside for 

Roman Catholic immigrants1? States such as Pemsylvania became d e  havens for immigrating 

Quakers and Mennonites. The clear separation of church and state gave the churches added 

energy- The United States colonies also went through a religious revival between 1720 and 1740 

that was unprecedented in the western world This 'Great Awakening" as it was cded, relied 

heavily on an emotional experience of God's presence.14 This undermined the intellectual 

approach of older established chrnches that were perceived as not meeting the real needs of the 

people. This religious revival marked the beginning of indigenous denorninationalism and may 

explain, at least in part, the relative popularity and strength of the church in the United States 

today. 

When Canada was settied, economic oppoRunity and escape nom political or class oppression, 

instead of a desire for religious freedom, brought people to the new world. The religious 

dynamics were much different. Instead of the intentional distancing fiom the state. both the 

estabLished Roman Catholic Church in Quebec and the Anglican Church in Upper Canada were 

counted on to give leadership in the process of "peace, order and good g~vemment,"'~which 

13 Bernard Bailyn, The Great Republic- A History of the People of America (Lexington, 
1981), 48, 

lS~esmond Morton, A Short History of C m &  (Edmonton, 1985), 74. 



was the political slogan for early Canadian federalism. 

leadership in education and assist in l o o b g  after the 

8 

The churches were expected to give 

poor. They were given land both in 

Quebec and in Upper Canada UnWce in the United States, the churches were extensions of the 

institutional power they had experienced in England and France, their contries of origin. 

There is some irony in the fact that although church and state are separate in the United States, 

in many ways they are aligned "God and country" are wor& often used in the same sentence. 

Since 1865 the coinage has been stamped with, 'Th God We Trust." Old Testament theologian, 

Walter Bmeggemann tells of a church in Atlanta where the Sunday m o d g  offering is 

brought to the h n t  of the church and everyone stands and siugs GodBIess America. He is quick 

to add, "And 1 don't think they mean North America. They mean M." Church attendance in the 

United States has had a more public profile than it has in Canada It becanle important for 

United States' Presidents since Eisenhower, to have prayer b d i s t s  at the White House. It was 

at a prayer breakfast that President Clinton made his first confession of guilt in the Monica 

Lewinsky affair. Presidents have personal chaplains, find it important to be in church at least 

on occasion and to pray before going to war. 

If there are two traditions in the style of faith in the United States, that of personal piety, e.g. 

Billy Graham, and of social justice represented by Martin Luther King Jr, the former seems to 

have been given priority. The political right with its concerm about famiy values and personal 

morality under the leadership of Pat Robertson was strong enough to attempt to capture the 

leadership of the Republican party. Religious periodicals such as The Christian Cenhr~), which 

originally envisioned the 2om century as the cen* in which the whole world would be 

evangelized, survives, while a social justice peziodical such as Christianity and Crises. did not 



survive beyond the war in Vietnam. 

In Canada, by 1865, when the United States bad just stamped theu coins with "In God We 

Trust." Bib1ical higher criticism was dividing the clergy over the authority of the Bible and was 

bringing imo question its value as an ethical textbook Such debates were regularly reported in 

the Toronto Evening Muil? Nathanael Burwash recalled that as a young clergyman, "rnany of 

the most gifbed and intelleftuat young men were drifthg away from the evangelical fhïth under 

the influence of the modem scientific spirit"17 In Canada, the social history of the church 

differed. The "fieedom from" mind set which fostered a a relentless individdism in the 

United States was balmced by a "fkedom for." This was expressed through faith motivated 

leaders such as J.S. Woodsworth, F.R Scott and Tommy Douglas. These clergy- tumed- 

pofiticians were instrumental in fonning the CCF party. This socialid party and its successor . 

the NDP had considerable infiuence in establishg national health care and the social safety 

net policies that affect the pour. These religious and political leaders also infiuenced theology 

in the mainlioe chutches. In 19 13, J. S. Woodswo:'k, then a Methodist minister in Winnipeg, 

wrote in the Methodist Christian Guardian, that the eradication of  slums was a far more 

pressing Christian need than the abolition of the liqwr tra£fi.cCY' " Woodsworth became involved 

in the general strike in Winnipeg in 1919, was jailed bnefiy, and emerged convinced that the 

16 Ramsey Cook, The Regenerators: Social Criticsm in the Late Victorian English 
C d  (Toronto, 1985), 46. 

l7 Ibid 47. 

1 B Ramsay Cook, The Regenerators: Social Criticism in the Lote Viuoriun Engfish 
CanaCia (Toronto, 1985), 219. 
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purpose of the Christian fith was to "set up the kingdom of God on earth." lg This social gospel 

influenced the Rev. Dwight Chown, one of the architects of The United Church of Canada- In 

a lecture that he dehvered in Toronto, Chown, supporting 19" century Iiberalism, said, "The 

intellechial advances of the late nineteenth centucy had replaced the Pauline theology that had 

preoccupied earlier generation~.''~~ 

When in 1962, the Moderator of the United Church of Canada, the Rt. Rev J-R Muchmore, 

publically called for the settlement of the beer strike in Ontario because the welfare of the 

familes of brewery workers was a bigger issue than whether one could or could not buy beer, 

it was a reminder of the rhetoric of J. S. Woodsworth. Mainline churches in the 60's lobbied for 

such social and political issues as the elimination of capital punishment and the diplomatic 

recognition of China long before these policies were put in place by the Federal govemment A 

more recent example of church lobby for social justice, was the Jubilee 2000 petition, a project 

to ask the government of Canada to lead the way in forgiving third world nation debt. Examples 

of the government of Canada w o r b g  with the churches are the Canadian International 

Development Agency (CIDA) and the refugee sponsorship progxmn Through CIDA the Federal 

government matches fimds raised by churches for third world aid and development on the basis 

of four to one. The Federal government has encouraged churches to host and sponsor refugee 

families. Provincial govemments are mw, once again, asking churches to help provide food and 

shelter for the disadvantaged. Churches, *le doing this, lobby for govemments to take more 

responsibility in policies than affect the poor. 



I l  

What I am suggesting is that wtiile both the United States and Canada share a culture and value 

system that aflects the interest or lack of interest in the fait. in ways that are similar, the two 

countries mix their religion and politics differenty. The "Life, liberiy and the pursuit of 

happiness,"of the United States & different tban the Canadian slogan, "peace order and good 

government" The differences have af3ected both the practice of faith and its place in society. 

Any study which uses statistics from both countries and attempts to propose a blueprint for 

discipleship needs to be aware of these historic differences. 

Reasons for the Decliae- External Pressures 

A signincant contriibutuig factor in the decline in interest in the church in North America, over 

the last halfcentury7 is believed to be the result of a number of complex social, cultura1 and 

economic changes that have put pressure on the church corn the outside. Although these 

pressures wili be mentioned in greater detail in the following chapter which discusses the ne& 

of the Baby Boom generation, the following is an overview. 

For the church in North America the last fi* years has k e n  a time of evolutionary change. It 

was this half century that brought us modernity and the Baby Boom generation. This was the 

first generation raised with TV. With TV came not only a window on the world but a 

homogenizing of culture and the stimulation of a new aggressive consumerism. When the Ed 

Sullivan variety show was presented on Sunday night TV, the church began to reake that 

Sunday evening worship was not the only show in t o m  With TV came the challenge of new 

"scripts7' on which one couid pattern one's We. With a new secdarism the story told by the 

church had a new rival. 



Modemify brought with it a new wave of rationalism. The modem era, much more than the post 

modern era in which we now h d  ourselves, made science the measure of tnith- Unprecedented 

numbers of both men and m e n  were entering universities where basic courses in philosophy 

taught a genemtion to question spiritual tnnh. There was a trend to look to psychology and not 

theology to define the nature of the human condition. As Wade Clark Roof States, 'Modernity. 

. .unleashes mi& forces ûf rationalkition and institutional differentiation, which in their 

advanced stages undermine wholeness of life-experience and rob the world of its remaining 

rnysterie~"~' 

The chrnches moved into this modem world in ways that moved them toward the rational and 

away h m  the mystery of Goci In 1963, Bishop John A. Robinson wrote a book cailed Honesr 

To Godin *ch he questioned the existence of "the God up there? Whüe the study was not 

new in its content, the fact that a Bishop in the Church of England was questionhg consewative 

a~~umpt io~~ ,  made the book worthy of newspaper headlùies. From this book came, with help 

f k m  the media, the 'Cod is Dead" movement Pope John, the twenty third, and the Vatican II 

Corncil, in helpiog the church move into the 2O0centriry, advocafed that the Mass be conducted 

in the language of the people. While the long term benefits of this were not in dispute, 

cornplaints were heard about the loss of a sense of mystery. The United Church of Canada 

brought out a New Cmimlum in 1964 which moved the higher criticism approach to Bible 

study fkom the theological colleges into the church schools. It was a curriculum that was 

2 1 Wade Clark Roof, Spir i rd  Morketplace- Baby Boomers am? the Remaking of 
Amer ican Religion (New Jersey, 1999). 6 1. 

* J O ~  A. Robinson, Honest to God (Westminster, 1963), 13. 
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introduced fint to the adult 'Bible Classes" that had been meeting for decades. The transition 

was too much for many of these classes and in part was responsible for their demise. 

The present quest for individualism, which Wade Clark Roof believes is characteristic o f  the 

spiritual searching of the Baby Boom generation, was given new impetus in the 1960's when 

institutions such as govemment and education became suspect In 1963, President John F. 

Kennedy was assassinated Two years -lier he had sent miritary advisors intoVietnam. His 

successor Lyndon Johnson d a t e d  the con£lict and sent trmps. In 1967, both civil nghts leader 

Martin Luther King jr. and Senator Bobby Kennedy were assasshated The resdtbg 

disenchantment with govemment and with higher &cation to solve problems would carry over 

into a disenchantment with organited religion This traumatic decade which occurred when the 

first Baby Boomers were between 12 and 22 yean of age, was one of the factors that l e 4  . 

according to Wade Clark Roc& to " a tuming inward in search of meaning and strengW"' 

In Canada, there was disillusionment with the govenunent when it refuseci to distance itseif 

k m  the war in Vietaam It began ta support the United States in the initial stages of its advisory 

capacity in South Vietnam and continuecl through the defoliant program which was designed to 

get rid ofprotective cover for members of the National Likmtion Front (Nn). This was a band 

of guedlas thaî wanted to work for a united Vietnam. When the war escalated and the United 

States began to bomb North Vietnam, Canadian Prime Minister k t e r  B. Pearson in a speech 

a. Temple University in April, 1965, suggested that the bombing should be stopped. He was 

quickly 'Gmanhandled" by the president with the result king the two countries agreed not to 



criticize each othen foreign p~licy. '~ 

In the 60's with more and more women workïng outside the home, a new generation of feminists 

began to question directly the patriarchal assumptions of employment policies in the market 

place. The Royal Commission on the Status of Women was formed in 1967. Some of the goals 

were: general economic support for sole support women; pensions for stay at home mothers; 

upgmding and retraining opportunities; equal pay legislation, the right to abortions, and day care 

that was free and located in the workplace. 2s While the church would eventually lend its voice 

to these causes, at least in the higher judicatory levels of its goveming bodies, these goals 

challenged the traditional church position that a mother's place was in the home. There was 

increased disillusionment when only a few of these goals would be reached 

In Quebec, women began to seek employment outside the home at the same rate as their 

anglophone counterparts. The jobs, however, were lower paying partly because of the lower 

educational levels of women in Quebec. The church in Quebec was in part to blame. It had a 

policy of providing only young men with bursarïes for education beyond the secondary school 

level. This inequality was one of the reasons for the formation of the Federation des femmes du 

Quebec in 1%6? The church was quickly losing its ability to dictate to women. In 1968, Pope 

Paul's encyclicd, Htmumoe vitae, reminded the faithful that it was a mortal sin to use artificial 

birth control. The women in Quebec registered their indifkence to this by reducing the average 

- - - - - 

24Alvin Finkel, Our Lives: Cam& Am 1945 (Toronto: 1997)' 154. 

%id 233. 

26~bid 182. 
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birth rate fiom four to less than two children per farnily between 1957 and 197Ln The church 

was losing its crediiility. 

Other fâctors that have contributeci to the decline in church participation have been identified 

as the rise of secularism with its focus on consumensm and the fact that truth was seen to have 

becorne "relative." The fàct that we have a much more transient population, with young people 

moving fiom their place of birth, away fiom famiy or commmity pressure to attend church, has 

contnbuted to a decline in involvement The shift in immigration away from Britain, wbîch is 

now only 2.4% of the total number of immigrants, and fiom continental Europe, to countrïes 

where the Christian faith is not the predomkant fkith has reduced the number of Christian 

immigrants. There has been an increased mistrust or disiilusionment with the church because 

of such issues as the disclosure of moral impropriety of clergy and other church leaders. Issues - 

such as the liberal church's stand on abortion and the ordination of homosexual penons have 

caused some people to shift membership to other denominations or in some cases to leave the 

church altogether. 

The good news, according to Canadian sociologist and researcher, Reginaid Bibby, and 

Amencan researcher, Wade Clarke Roof, is that while there has been a steady decline in interest 

in the church, there has not been a correspondhg decline in an interest in "spiritualitytY" 

Interest in 'The Spiritual" 

According to the research of Reginald BMy, for 90% of Canadian adults, God's popularity has 



not diminished over the last 30 years. This percentage of the popdation Say that God is 

important or is becoming more imp~rtant;~~one half of the population has some experience of 

the presence of God There is a growing interest in "mystery," in the CCparanormal," and in 

"angels." "The proportion of blatant atheists in our culture is 8%, slightly up fiom 5% in 1945, 

but unchangeci fiom the 8% level of 1969.'729 Bibby states that according to his sirrveys more 

than 90% of Canadians find themselves aslong what happens after they die; over 80% maintain 

God e ~ i s t s . ~ ~  

Moreover, there is an increased interest in meaning and getting more out of life than what 

mataïal things have been able to offer. Bibby suggests that meaning may not be a daily concem 

but questions around what life means emerge fiom time to time when facing birth, an illness, 

or the death of a relative or fkiend3' Sometimes meaning of one's life is questioned when 

corning to grîps with a career or marital change or when one corne to a "decade" birthday such 

as 30,40,50 or 60. Some 50% report that He's meaning and piirpose is something that concems 

them "a great deal" or "quite a bit"3%bby suggests that nine out of ten Canadians fbd 

themselves reflecting on three questions: 'Wow did the world corne into being? What is the 

3 Qeginald Bibby, ntere 's Got to be More!: Connecting Church & Camdi~m (Winfield 
BC, 1995), 28. 

"The movie, Tuescinys with Momie (1999) stamng the aging Jack Lemmon and the Baby 
Boomer aged Hank Azaria, is a good illustration of seeking meaning amidst the issues 
mentioned by Bibby. Auira plays Mitch, a reporter, who befiiends and Msits the elderly Mome, 
who is dying. 
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purpose of life?" and 'Xow can 1 find real happiness?" The other question that cornes close to 

these, in importance is, "Why is there suffiering in the ~orld?"'~ Bibby found that about 80% 

of Canadians indicate thaî they plan to tum to religious groups fr~r ceremonies relating to birth, 

marriage and death? 

Ln summary, while there is a diminishing interest in churches and wbat they have to oser, there 

is a sustained, if not growing interest, in spintuai matters. According to his research: 

m "intrigue with mystery is almost everywhere; 

people are façcinated with the supernaturai; 

m they want to fmd out how to make life more meanin@; 

they seek out churches for rights of passage; 

aixtost aU continue to idenw with religious traditions; 

their biographies typically are characterized by religious rnem~nes."~~ 

Wade Clark Roof also identifies an ongoing interest in the spiritual, although he speaks of 

p a t e r  diversity and a greater emphasis on individualism in spirihial quests. He says îhat with 

an interest in the spintual cornes an emphasis on "personal power, a fascination with finding a 

%Regidd Bibby, There 's Got to be More: Connecting Chiaches &Canadam (Winneld, 
BC, 1995), 28. 



key to unlocking one's life and discovering the force or energy that c m  give direct i~n."~ He 

found that this interest in the spintual, while often rambling and far reaching, had certain 

There was a selfauthored search of looking inward and wanting to grow. This "joumey7' 

was linked to a search for meanhg o h  including such things as neardeath 

experiences, angels, past life regression and reincarnation. 

There was the cowiction tht faith has utilitanan value. Faith "helps." It adds to peace, 

joy, happiness, health and personal power. 

The cment spirituality ofkn iucludes a belief that al1 religions of the world are equally 

tme and good 

Two thirds of those sweyed leaned toward a spkituality that emphasized rneditation 

and aloneness. Fifty four percent beiieved îhat churches and synagogues have lost the 

spiritual part of religion. 

Consideration of why one would be involved in a church was not focused on IoyaIty or 

obligation but rather on the answer to the question, ''Is this the place that wiil nourish 

me?'737 

It is evident nom these two studies that spirituality is alive in North America. Any direct 



comparisons between the United States and the Canadian surveys made by Roof and Bibby are 

dificult without knowing the questions that were asked. Bibby's findings suggest that the 

spirïtuality in Canada is not as diverse or individudistic and is not as distanced fiom the 

institutional church, as it might be in the United States. 

Interna1 Reasons for Decline - Not Meeting the Spiritual Need 

Bibby's answer to why churches are decliniag in the light of identined spirituaï need is that the 

churches have a number of problems. They have structural problems, which he identifies as 

some denominations marguialipng women and other denominations getting sidetracked with 

issues such as the ordination of homosexual persons; they have "product problems" such as not 

addressing the basic issues of Go4 self and others, which are at the heart of the identi£ied 

spiritual needs; they also have 'cpromotion'~ and Ydistn'bution" problems. "Bibby's central thesis 

is "because of the failure of organized religion, the gods may remain unkflowr~"~~ 

Bibby believes that one of the ways for the church to recover some of its lost influence is for it 

to do a betkr job in making its God lmown. The church must be clear in kuowing the business 

that it is in, accordhg to Bibby. He quotes Margaret Ogiivie, a Carlton University law professor, 

who says "self-definition is vital to identity and surYival in the rough and tumble of the 

international fiee market of religion as it never was in the old Christian Canada. Ifwe do not 

know what we believe, we can hardly expect others to know or czxe. Feeding the hungry and 

sheltering the homeless are cornmon to a myriad of religious and secular groups. Without a £im 

-- -- 

3' Bibby, Unknown G d  Ibid 183-278 

3%id. 278. 
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doctrinal identity, our congregations are liîtle more that lower middle-class social clubs or social 

welfare agencies.'* 

While the churches need to be clear in what they are about, as Bibby suggests, how this is done, 

would seem to be important. We need to keep in mind that historically, making the mission of 

the church lmown intellectually is not as important as communicating the passion that the 

church has for God's reign Religious education in the schools in Bntain, and in Canada, UR the 

mid 20& centwy, did little to stem the dzcline of the church 1 believe that the recovery of the 

chiirch is both more difficult and more complex than Bibby suggests; nevertheless, his research 

is of importance and needs to be heard 

Spiritual Needs and the Gospel - the Question of Making the Gospel Relevant 

Bibby makes the assumption that disciple making is to reconnect people to the institutional 

church and to do that we need to focus more on identifjring and meeting the needs of the 

disenchanted This raises the question, "Cm one address the spintuai needs of the people 

without compromising the gospel?" "Should we be concemed about making the gospel 

relevant?,, is an o h  debated question. There has k e n  much shidy and work, especially within 

the "church growth" movement both in Canada and in the United States, on meeting needs. 

When needs have been identifid and addressed, churches ofien show signs of new vitality- But 

is this vitality a sign of discipleship of the Jesus, who offers not only an abundant life, but a 

cross w i t .  its implication of self denial and suffering for the sake of the welfare of dl? 
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To examine uiis question, let us look at our faith story and human need. Th= word "Gospel" 

means good news. Tht  assumes that there is bad news that is addre~sed~ there is bad news that 

affects God's created world The gospel or the good news of God fin& its expression within an 

historical context This contextual nature of God's word has always addressed the "needs" of 

the peuple. Moreover, according to the record of ou. faith, these needs were not dways just 

"spiritual." Good news to the people of Israe! was sometimes social and political; good news 

to the individual often affected the physical, emotional and social, as weil as spintual well 

being. 

The Contextual Nature of uThe Good Newsn - Addressing Human Needs. 

The followirig are some examples of the contextual nature of the "Good News." The story of our 

faith is a story of liberation within a historical context An early and fomding story is that of 

Sarah and her husband Abraham. Because they are old and without children, they were, in that 

culture and context, people without hope and without a future. The good news of God was the 

announcement that they would bear a child Having been blessed with new birth, the family was 

given a mandate to be a blessing to others. The family was promised land and with land carne 

the hope tàat they would live in this new land in prosperity. When the family, after three 

generations, because of a famine, had to emigrate to Egypt and there became slaves, the good 

news was politicai i i i t i o n  and a new relationship with the God who had delivered them The 

promised land was given once again; the good news was a place to live and tangible evidence 

of faithfuless by the God of Abraham Isaac: and Jacob. In both examples the awareness of God 

emerged hm a dearly de- human wed: for Sarah and Abraham it was the birth of a child; 
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for the Hebrews, the need was needom h m  slavery. At the same tirne, political fie.eedom alone 

was just the beginning of the good news for the Hebrews; political freedom and a safe place to 

Live pointed to and were an expression of a new relationship or covenant with G d  

The Hebrews, in the long process of establishing nationhood, w i t b  the covenant that God had 

established, eventually lost the vision of the community that God had intended In 587 XE, 

a& almost three hundred years of attempts, by prophets, and sometimes bgs, to bring about 

reform, the Hebrew people were relegated to exile in Babylon. The short te= bad news was 

that God's people had failed to keep the covenant; the good news was the discovery through the 

prophetic voices of Hosea, Isaiah, Ezekiel and Jeremiah, that God was going t o  remain f a i W  

and lead them back home. 

Katherine Sackenfeld argues convincingly that the basic covenant relationship that God had 

with Israel was one of faithfulness (he~ed).~' God tums from judgement mward proud and 

recalcitrant k l  in Palestine, to tender mercy that was show to Israel in Babylon Al1 this was 

on the way to a vision of Shatom that would one day be a reality not just in the hearts of Gad's 

people, but in the land The vision that was articulated by the Biblical prophets was a vision of 

justice and harmony that would have a social and political realit~ The need that was being 

addressed was the need to be loved and to have a safe place in which to live. W l e  salvation 

tended to be corporate, it addressed the spiritual, emotional and physical ne& of individuals; 

whüe God seemed to have a much bigger agenda than sirnply meeting the nceds of the Hebrews, 

meeting needs was part of the covenant relationship of love. 

41~athexine Sakenfeld, Faithjtlness in Action-Loyaly in Biblical Perspective 
(Philadelphia, 1 SM), 1 16. 
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The good news in the New Testament is the story of the corning of the Messiah to a people who 

had loa hope. The "Gospel" is a story of personal deliverance of those held in bondage by 

physical or mental disease; by the judgmental attiîudes of the religious establishment of the 

the,  or by death itseE The minisîry of Jesus was a ministty of bringing those who were at the 

edge of society into the rn-. The powerless were given power; the sick were healed; the 

hungry at least on one occasion were fed; the people were given suggestions for living in this 

new community that God was bringing into being. While this met individual needs, it had a 

much bigger purpose and that was to witness to the newly established reign of God of which the 

pmphets had spoken centuries earlier. In Jesus' ministry, little time is spent on the needs of the 

disciples; their task is to share in the ministry to others. They were asked to Yeny themelws, 

to take up their cross and follow." (Mt16:24, Mk.8:34, Lk9:33) The gospels do not give 

biographical details on the -CS of what psychological or emotional needs were king met 

when they made the decision to leave families and jobs behind and join the c o m p y  of 

disciples; the writers were not social historians or biographers but writers of faith. The self 

denial, however, while neceswy, was seen as a penultimate step to the fulfillment of the 

kingdom, which was seen as imminent A number of texts would suggest that while suffering 

was necessary and expected, there would be rewards later: "Seek first the Kingdom and dl 

things shall be added. . . . ." (Mt 6:23) ; a greater comm,iaity will be yours when you give up 

your family and foliow (Mk 10:28-30). Moreover, the comparative asceticism of John the 

Baptiser was put in contrast with Jesus' eating and drinking (Lk7:34); gathering grain for food 

for the disciples was not put o E  until after the Sabbath (Mt 12: 1). Meeting the needs of those 

who needed healing was givea the same urgency (Lk 6:9,13: 10). Jesus' statement about giving 
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the ne& of people prioriîy over the law requirements of the Sabbath (Mk. 2:2 8), indicates that 

this gospel of love had both immediate and ultimate implications. 

Doniinic Crossan may well be ri@ in suggesting that the immediate contextual catdyst for the 

calling forth of both John the Baptist and Jesus was the threat of the urbanization of lower 

Galilee by the Romans. The Romans were engaged in the building of two cities, Tiberius and 

Sepphoris in the region of Galilee; cities that would change the economic nature of the family 

unit that had existed in that region for He suggests that there may have been a 

readiness to follow one Wno was believed to be the long awaited Messiah, that the gospel Wnters 

do not make explicit 

Sad of T m ,  in inbecoming a wnvert to this Jesus movernent, spoke of those who were far off 

being brought For this converted Jew that we know as St. Paul, the good news was 

deliverance fiom the burden of the law through the swing grace of "the Lord Jesus ChristyaM 

St Paul s p r d  bis apocalyptic message throughout the Mediterranean world; the reign of God 

had corne in Jesus, the Christ, ushering in a new ethic of faith, hope and love. The good news 

was news that addressed the needs of the nnt century communiw, to those needs the gospel was 

relevant. 

The history of the church is also a histoxy of contextual theolow. A different kind of oppression, 

although with an emphasis on salvation by works, similar to that experienced by St. Paul, made 

42 John Dominic Crossan, The B i h  of Christiunity (San Francisco, 1 998). 2 1 8ff. 

43Ephesians 2: 17 

44Roma~s 7:25 



"salvation by grace and not by works," a text of fieedom for reformer Martin Luther. In the 

twemieth centiiry, the World War. c8used theologians such as Karl Barth and Emil Bninner 

to question and challenge the 19& century liberalisrn; a questioning that gave rke to neo- 

orthodox theology with its new respect for the power and the capacity of evil. The nse of 

nationalism in Gemany in the late 30's and the failure of the church in Gemany to speak 

prophetidy, led Dietrich Bonhoeffer to warn the Western World about the dangers of a "cheap 

grace" theology. 

In the 1960fs, Archbishop Rornero of Centrai America and the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. 

brought good news of liberation to their respective communities, albeit at great personai cost. 

It is not surprising that liberation theology emerged from South and Central America in the 

midst of the stmggle against oppressive governrnents. It was God's word of hope for peasant - 

men and women who had been economically marginalized. Asian feminist theologian, Chung 

Hyun Kyung, says that it was out of the persecution of Asian women that a new theology of 

liberation emerged4' Two United Church missionaries, Karen and William Buît, were sent 

home nom Angola in 1998 because of the rising unrest in that country. In commenting on the 

church, they said that it was growing rapidly and that two thirds of its memben were under 25 

years of age. The gospel was seen as giving hope to the oppressed of that country; the 

recruitment of disciples was not a problem. In summary, in God's movement toward the 

"Shalom" cornmwity, the good news is a~ounced  over and against the bad news that arises in 

and fkom the world 

4s Chmg Hyun Kyung, Shuggle to be the S m  Aguin (New York, 1994). 58-59. 
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One ofthe question with which we struggle at the end of the 20" cenhiry in North America is, 

"What is the good news for us?" This is the question that Reginald Bibby suggests that we 

address. The other question that is related is, "'What is the nature of the discipleship to which 

God is &g us?" For the purpose of this study, these question will be looked at in the light of 

the needs and aspirations of the "Baby Boom" generation. This group was chosen for study 

because this is the generation that dropped out of the church in record numbers and members 

of this generation are ones mon likely to give the church a second chance in their lives. As a 

word of caution, Wade Clark has pointed out that the return to church by Baby Boomers that 

was predicted in the late 1980's by some of the major news magazines such as Thne and 

McLean's was notas great as expected. 

Summary 

1 have shown in this chapter that the church in North America is a church in transition The 

number of church members in the United States seems to have stabilized after a decline that 

began in the late 1950's and early 1960's. This decline, while slower in Canada, continues. 

Extemal factors such as a different histoncal context than in the United States, changhg p s t  

war social trends and societal values and intemal factors such as the church not being able to 

address spiritual needs have contributed to the decline. The church in Canada cornes out of a 

tradition of social reform and a concern for justice. 

What is stable, if not on the increase, is an interest in the "spiritual" and an interest in what will 

give "meaning" to life. There has not been a decline in the interest in ultimate questions such 

as, "How did ide world corne into being? How cm 1 fïnd happiness?" and " M y  is there 
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suffering in the world?" People still look to religious groups for ceremonies related to birth, 

marriage and death, There is a fascination with mystery and the supernatural and most people 

identie with religious traditions. The group that lefi the church in unprecedented nimibers and 

are among those who are most likely to r e m  to the church are those bom between 1946 and 

1964, the socalled Baby Boom generation. 

Solutions that ad- the problem of decline are o f f e d  by Regiaald Bibby, Kenneth Leech and 

Douglas I3A.l. Bibby suggests that we need to do a better job of meeting spiritual needs and of 

ariiculating and sharing our faith; Leech believes that we are in need of a spirituality that 

includes the fulfillment of God's transfomihg work in human history. It is a spirituality in 

which the figure of Jesus will be centrai. Hall suggests that we need to become theologidy 

serious and avoid simplism in our faith. He suggests the church needs to look again at its . 

message and mission and be the faith sharing body it is cded to be.The chapter ends with 

examples of our faith king one that has a1wa.p looked at and responded to needs. The Christian 

faith expresses the good news that addresses the bad news in the world 

Importance for the Proposed Course of Study 

This chapter identifies the problem of deche and the group to which the study is directed It 

suggests that discovering spiritual needs and developing a theology that both speaks to those 

needs and is f a i m  to the gospel is the fh t  step in designing a course of study. 

In the next chapter, we will examine in more detail, the spiritual and learning needs of the 

Baby Boom generation. 



Chapter Ii 

The Baby Boomers - Who are They? What are their Spirituel Needs? 

Introduction 

This chapter examines the spùihiaJ[ needs of this generation bom between 1946 and 1964. It 

looks at how this genemtion mers fiorn the previous one, at how it was shaped and by whom. 

It examines the spintual quest of the Baby Boomers, their interests and values as well as their 

style of commitment It draws upon current literaîure from both the United States and Canada 

and concludes with a practicum. In this practicum I asked 17 people of the Baby Boom 

generation such open ended questions as: "What do the words "spirituaï" or "spirituaîity" mean 

to you? What is important to you?" and ''What is the purpose of the church? 

To mdemand why this generation is being calleci the generation that "may be altering our most 

basic conceptions of religion and spirituality, our interpretations of historic beliefs and symbols, 

and perhaps evpn our understanding of the sacred itsetf:"" we need to look at just how much this 

generation wodd m e r  fiom the generation before. The parents of the early Baby Boomers were 

bom in tbe 1920's: a decade of growing optimism and prosperity as weU as a decade of emerging 

secularism The optimism continued mtil the depression in the 19301s, which would bring 

widespread disillusionment, uncertainty and fear. The generation that emerged would value hard 
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work, cornmitment, long term goals, savings accounts and self denial. Tex Sample, a professor 

of Church and Society, at St. Paul School of Theology, Kansas, suggests that self denial had 

three characteristics: the denial of self for the sake of the securiv and well being of the family; 

the postponement of itnmediate gratification for the sake of long term gain, and respectability. " 

When the second World War was declared, and the western world was once again involved, the 

family began to change. Women le& their homes to work in factories; they experienced new 

fkeedom and found a new place in society- When the war was over, the industn'alization 

continued and expanded b y  of the women returned to their homes to become "house wives" 

o r  '%orne makers." However, an increased nurnber would continue to work outside the home 

in factories and offices. 

In 1946, the year recognized as the nrst in the Baby Boom generation, 3.4 million babies were 

bom in the United States; 20% more than a year earlier. Demographers thought that it would be 

a one year phenornenon due to soldiers retuming from the war. However, this was the beginning 

o f  a trend that peaked in 1957 with 4.3 million b a s -  From 1954 to 1964 there were at l e s t  4 

million births per year. Couples being mamed at a younger age and optimism about the future 

have been suggested as reasons for the increased pst war birth rate. By the mid 70's the birth 

m e  was back to the 3.5 million per year rate, 

The new generation would be born into a world of optimïsm and oppominity and would have 

no memory of the great depression or the war. Their World War II parents wanting to shield 

them fiom the hardships they had endured, gave their children the impression that oppominities 

47Tex Sample, US LifstyZes and Mainline Churches (LouisvilIe: 1 WO), 1 1-1 3. 



were unlimited and anything was possible; that a world of "peace and love" was within reach. 

These people would grow up in a culture where jobs were plentifid and incomes on the nse. A 

number of careers offered opportunities for permanent, lifelong work The completion of 

highschool would guarantee one a job; a Univemity degree would have ernployers at one's door 

with job offers. Young people also began to attend university in numbers that would have been 

unheard of a generation earlier. 43% of the men went to university compared to 24% of their 

fathers, and twice as many women attended University as had been the case in the previous 

generation4' 

Instead ofthe self deniai ethic of their parents, this new generation would embrace the ethic of 

selffulfilrnent There was a feeling that it was not enough for something to be just a means to 

something else; it needed to have meaning in and of itself. Life was to be creatively and 

emotionally expressive, and that affluence was a right. Statements such as, "'You have to do 

what is right for you Do it Now." and "Enjoy." were slogans that originated from this 

generation" 

The optimism and prosperity that had been ocperienced personally became part of a new vision 

for the world; a world that would be free of war, poverty and racism; a world in which this 

generation would make a difference. There emerged a kind of neo-romanticism. Two of the 

causes that began to engage this generation were racism and the protest of the United States' 

involvement in the war in Vietnam. The enemy became "the establishment," "the military" and 

48 Gai1 Sheehy, New Passages: Mapping Yom Life Across Time (New York: 1995), 36. 

49bid Sarnple, 16,17. 



to some extent, "'the generation over 30 years of age." 

The Baby Boomer's Decade of 'Spiritual" Awakening 

While the Baby Boom generation has been designated as the generation bom between 1946 and 

1964, the pivotai decade that would change the western world was the 1960's decade. It was in 

this decade that a new "spiritual" awakeaing foumi its roots; an awakening that for the most 

part, would by-pass the Christian church The exception would be the "'bIack" church, which 

would give rise eventudy to a conesponding renewed Pentecostalism in the United States. Gai1 

Sheehy is not alone in suggesting that there was a movement h m  dnigs to spiriniaiity in the 

Baby Boom culture. British theologian Kenneth Leech, speaks of being in London's Soho 

district fiom 1960 to 1971. He saîd he discovered this trend in the counter culture in England 

The reasons for this movement toward spirihiality are many: 

In science, Edward Lorenze in 1961 began to write about something he cailed "Chaos Theory"; 

a suggestion that the world is much more interdependent than we ever irnagined; for example, 

the movement of air k m  butterfly wings in Brazil could effect the weather in Beijing a month 

later. Also, Albert Einstein and two other colleagues, in 1935, had discovered that two particles 

of matter that were CO-related at biah would act in the exact same way at the çame time even 

though they had been separated by thousands of miles. The scientific certainties of the fkst part 

of the 20m century were beginning to be eroded A sense of mystery was about to re-enter the 

world of modern science. With the revolution in communication called television, such 

%emeth ~eech.  Subersive Orthodoxy (Toronto: l992), 3 1. 



infornation began to be made public. 

Marsbai McLuhan in 1962 wrote The Gutenberg G a l q  in which he outlined how our thinking 

had been influenced by the invention of the printing press. He suggested that because we were 

entering the electronic age our way of perceiving the world would change. His te- "rtie global 

village," would soon becorne part of our vocabuiary. 

In the United States President John Kennedy and Attorney General Bobby Kennedy challenged 

the racism of the south. Indicative oftheir impatience with racism and the resistance to change, 

were the successful efforts of enroihg the first black student, James Meredith, in the aii white 

University of Mississippi. It was accomplished on the fourth try, Oct. 2, 1962, with the help of 

two hundred United States Marshals, tear gas, and a platoon of the National Guard The 

accompanyhg race not aud the death of two United States marshals would signal the beginning 

of racial conflict in cities nom Birmingham to Detroit. 

President John Kennedy would out bluffthe Soviets in their attempt to set up nuclear missiles 

in neighbouring Cuba by his daring gun boat diplomacy,, Uartin Luther King would give a clear 

and couragemus voice to both Afiican-Americans and the poor. Then came the assassination of 

John Kennedy. Who was left as an able match for Soviet Union's Nikita Knischev, who had 

stated in the UN that one &y he wouid "bury America?" When both Martin Luther King Jr. and 

Bobby Kennedy were assassinated; when the war in Vietnam was escalated by President 

Johnson, disillusionment with the American dream and the American people increased It was 

a time of growing fear and uncertaînty. 

The appearance of room sizcd very expensive machines called cornputen aud the fear that they 
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would move us toward George Orwell's 1984: TV coverage of the war in Vietnam; the 

escalation of the nuclear arms race and the heating up of the Cold War with the Soviet Union, 

created a hunger that set the generation on a new spiritual quest. That quest, however, to use 

Stephen Leacock's words, would ride off in aii directions," 

A cornter culture emerged that expressed itself in new music, cl othing and hairstyles. Rock and 

Roll singer, Elvis Presley, the new musical group The Beatles and "folk" artists such as Pete 

Seeger and Bob Dylan provided the words and music of protest When Seeger wrote a Song 

called We S M  Overcome and Dylan wrote the song Blowin ' in the Wind the culture bad its 

rallying hymns; hymns that would be sung not in the church, but in the streets. The new 

rhythmic "rock and roll" music of the '6O1s, was not exactly new. A form of it had been in the 

Afri~811-American cornmunity since the 20's. The difference was it now became the music of 

Elvis Presley and Jerxy Lee Lewis; of '%te7' North Amerka and Europe. The combination of 

rock and folk music wodd become the hymns of the counter culture. This would flourish 

through the decade and reach a peak expression in the muddy pastures of a cMy farm ne= 

Woodstock, New York in Augusî of 1969. Four young men, all in their 20's met in a New York 

apadment in February of that year to plan the event They put up a half miilion dollars of their 

own money for a concert for up to 50,000 people. A quarter of a million people showed up. The 

new spirituality, driven in part by the bad news of the assassinations of John and Bobby 

Kennedy, of Martin Luther King and the escalation of the war in Vietnam, had its 'Tentecost." 

Experiments with going %ack to the land" and "communai living" were generally short lived. 

Upon their failure there was a nnnùig inward This taming inward would be expressed two 

decades Later and would be known as "cocoon." A new emphasis on individdsm 
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combineci with this move to turn inward would result in a new emphasis on self; on one's body, 

sou1 and mind, on the ernotional and the experientai, sometimes at the expense of the 

intellectual. Aithough the early '60's brought a new conceni for justice, this would be 

overshadowed by the pursuit of self discovery and fulfillment by the end of the decade. Rots 

and arrests in Chicago and protesting students at Kent State University being shot to death by 

National Guardsmaq added to the disillusionment. The cold war with Russia and the escalation 

of the arms race added to the already heightened level of fear. 

Wade Clark Roof descn'bes this era as one of both hope and disillusionment. He says that it was 

a time of, "opportunities far greater than their parents had known - career options, chaaging 

gender roles, new family types, choice of lifestyles. But it was also an era of disappointments 

and disillusionments - of shattered dreams, of encouriters with war, injustice, and corruption in 

high places, of having to scale down material expectation~."~~ 

Biii Easum summarizes the two generations of Baby Boomers by saying that the younger 

Boomer generation "was uifluenced by Vietnam, Woodstock and affluence. Aithough 

cornmitment is not in their vocabulary, they are cornpassionate and responsive to life. Their 

driving passions are selffulnlment and f d y  dietY" = ~ e  says that the older age cohort of tbs 

generation "are driven by job secwïty and career suc ces^."^^ Roof suggests that the older 

members of the generaton have a vision of the world; the younger Baby Boomers "set pnorities 

Wade Clark Rooc A Generation of Seekers (New York: 1993). 4. 

VWilliam Easum, How to Reach Baby Boomers (Nashville: 199 1), 18. 

531bid. 



in a world where one cannot have it 

Gai1 Sheehy also divides the generation into two: the Vietnam Generatiun and the Me 

Generstion; those bom between 1946 and 1955 and those bom between 1956 and 1964" The 

Vietnam Generation resisted marrying in their twenties, put off child bearing until later, and had 

fewer children than any parents before them. Their collective protests were powerfid enough 

that as Sheehy says, "They integrated Woolworth's lunch counters, shut d o m  universities, 

stopped a war and nred a pre~ident."~~ Ten years later, however, they had joined the over 30 

crowd; their motto tumed from "Bum baby burn!" to baby eam!"" By the late 80's they 

were king accused of being the 'Workaholic Generation" Some, however would find ways to 

spend more time with families, would cut back or change jobs because as they are fond of 

saying, "At the end of one's life, no one ever seems to regret never having spent enough time - 

at the office; one does regret not spending enough time with the f k l y . "  

The dream of the Vietnam Generation was to make a difference in socieîy; the Me Generation 

was to look at, examine, and seek to improve the self. The hippy communes of both generations 

took on a more spiritual life. Meditation was practiced with inspiration coming fkom eastem 

religions rather than from the Christian faith, According to Sheehy's research, those who were 

t-ng from dmgs to religion, himed to "fundamentalist, evangelical, holy-rolling 

541bid 35. 

5Scaii Sheehy, New Pussages: Mapping Your Life Ac~oss Time (New York: 1995) 33-43. 
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Christianity."" Sheehy calls this rise of Pentecostalism the "'Fourth ~wakening."" Women in 

the Me Generation put off marriage even longer with a record number choosing to live in 

partnership rather than in mamage. Accordhg to Skeehy, 17% are choosing not have children. 

Because ofthe "'independent" thinking of the Baby Boom generation, we need to be rnindfhi of 

the differences in people withh this age cohort Sheehy reminds us, that United States 

Republican speaker of the House, Newt Gingrich, President Bili Clinton, his wife Hillary 

Rodham Clinton, as weIl as Ollie North are dl members of the Baby Boom Generation; nor do 

they have exclusive rights to the characteristics that have been mentioned John F. Kemedy, 

feminist, Gloria Steinem, actor James Dean were not Baby Boomers but were influentid in 

creating a "Boomer" style and outlook While Margaret (Sinclair) Trudeau was a Baby Boomer, 

her husband former Prime Minister Pierre Elliot Trudeau, was not but had the style and mînd-set 

that was typicai ofthat generation I suspect that it was this ccstyley' and the Baby Boomer aged 

voters who selected him as the Canadian "man of the century." People, such as the medical 

pioneers, docton Banting and Best, and former Prime Minister, Lester B. Pearson, who brought 

us our Canadian flag and won the Nobel Peace P r k  for his work in the middle east's Suez 

Mises, were passed over. 

Another characteristic of the Baby Boom generation is the delay of mid-Me transition. It is not 

only that life expectancy has i n c r m  tbat men can now expect to live well into their 80's and 

women into their 90's provided they can avoid hart  disease and cancer, but according to 
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Sheehy's research, there is a new mind-set that delays the psychologicai mid-life transition to 

50 years of age or later. Moreover, she argues that there is a "sezond adulthood" stage.& This 

stage is not so much a crises as an opportunity: a t h e  of new fieedom and new discovery. The 

beginning of the second adulthood stage, often about the age of 50, is sometimes marked by 

women discovenng a new sense of self and choosing new careers; men becoming more 

introspective and discover a neglected emotional side of their personalities. Because the first of 

the Baby Boom generation reaches the age of 54 in the year 2000, this rnovement toward new 

discoveiy, is important to those attempting to addreçs spiritual ne&. 

Canadian Sociologist Michael Adams divides Canadian Baby Boomers into four groups: 

Autonomous Rebels 2596, Anxious Cornmunitarians 20%, Connected Enthrisiasts 14% and 

Disengaged Darwinists 4 1%? 

The Autonomous Rebels group include the professions. They believe in personal 

autonomy and self fûlfilment. Their key values are fieedom and individuality. They live by 

words nich as Y did it m y  way", and T h e  personal is political." Their icons are X-Files Scuiiy 

and Mulder and writer Gloria Steinem. The Anxious Cornmunitarians tend to be rnostly women. 

They strive for the building of traditionai commmities. tmt institutions and value social status. 

Their values are farnily, communiîy. They are motivated by fear, duty and a need for respect- 

Thqr Gve by slogans such as "Our chilàren are our future." and 'We are our brother's keeper." 

Their iwns are An. Landers, Martha Stewart and Oprah W s e y .  The Comected Enthusiasts 

61Michael Adams. Ser in the Snow: C a ~ d i a n  Values at the end of the Millennim 
Toronto: 1997), 209-2 L 1. 
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are the smallest portion of the Baby Boomers at 14%. They tend to live in large dies, are 

experience seeking, hedonistïc, need immediate gratification, although the focus may be on 

family and community. niey live by the words 'Zive for today." and "Forever young." Their 

icons are Shirley MacLahe and Madonna Disengageci Darwinists, tend to be mostly male blue 

colla. workers. Within this group that espouses a "sunival of the fittest7' philosophy, there is 

emerging a backlash to the rise of feminism and so called ccpolitical wrrectness." These are 

made up of angry, mostly w h i ,  men who see their power being eroded. They are motivated by 

financial independence, stability and security. Their key values are fear and nostalgia for the 

past. They live by words such as "Look out for number one." and "'Every man for himself." 

Their icons accordhg to Adams, are cornervative writer Barbara Amiel and actor Chuck 

N~rris.~' 

My questions to Adams would be, "Are we really that self centred?" While he does allow for 

the 'We are our brother's keeper."philosophy, he suggests that these are mostly women. 1 laiow 

many men within the Baby Boom age bracket but are not as self seeking as Adams wodd 

suggest. 1 wodd suggest that the men and the women in the church, tend, on the whole, to be 

the exceptions to three of the four categories. What Adams has done, however, is to give us life 

styles and values that can be pl& dong side of the values of the Christian faith. I believe that 

his study throws some light on wtiy some people are in the church and why some people are not 

Adams constmcts a rectangular diagram on which he identifies the polarities of 
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"TraditionaVModem" with "Traditional" being placed at the top and "Modem" at the bottom, 

and "SociaVùidividual" with "Social" on the left and "Individuai" on the right The "average" 

Canadian is a little Ieft of centTe and slightly below the middle of the rectangle. His research 

says that the Baby Boomers are in the quadrant that he labels 'Modern" and ''Individual" while 

the genemtion to follow (Gen X) are both more modem and more social. QThe "Individual" and 

"Modem7' designation is consistent with other studies of Baby Boomers. 

Donald Posterski, a researcher and pastor says that while Canadian and American Christians 

have much in cornmon, Canadiaas are more pluralistic, more secular, and not so single niinded 

in their pursuit of religious tmth? 

1 recall that fifteen years ago, £ïfty AmeI-ican Baptists came for a weekend, into a London 

Ontario nibirrb of th* thousand people. They rented a United Church building7 and "blitzeci" 

the are% making 2500 visits. They announced that a new church was to start on the followiug 

Sunday evening. Sunday evening came, the doors were opened and six people f?om the 

community showed up. The conclusion that was reached by the blitzing Baptists after the 

experience, was that "Canadians cannot be evangelized." What they had done was to bring 

their own brand of Amencan church growth strategy into a conservative Canadian city. It did 

not work 

Adams says that some men ciiffer nom some women in their spirituai needs, with men being 

concemed more with knowing ethical standards and women being concemed about social 

%onald Posterski, mere 's a Good Church (Winfield, B.C., 1993) 120-125. 
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relationships. Adams also says, according to their research, gender differences become 

diminished in younger people, and that differences between generations are more pronounced 

than differences between gended5 My own research, discussed later in the chapter, confirms, 

to some extent, this gender difference in spiritual interests. 

Spiritual Needs of Baby Boomers: 

William Easum, who has written extensively about the needs of Baby Boomers, says that his 

studies of this generation suggest that 67% of those rehiming to church do so because they have 

a need to rediscover theV Christian faith? He believes that they need to be and will respond 

to king grounded in Christ. They also want to lmow what the Bible says, not what the church 

says the Bible says, according to Easum- 

Reginald Bibby, suggests that there is a need for a theology tbat addresses God, self and others. '' 
Because the church has failed to do this in a meaningful way, Baby Boomers have found that 

the church is inelevant to their dady living. While this generation has been criticized for lack 

of cofamitment, when it cornes to improving the self, they are highiy committed. He believes 

that while God has been the focus of conservative churches and others have been the focus of 

Iiberai churches, there is a new interest in both liberals and conservatives in the self There is 

a need to get control of one's life and to look at one's dependencies and addictions. Self 

fulnllment and making life work are some of the goals of the Baby Boom generation There is 

6 5 ~ d a m s .  Sex in the Snow, 155. 

66William Easum, How tu Reach Baby Boomers (Nashviile, 199 l), 88. 

67~epiaaid Bibby, Unknown G d  (Toronto, 1993), 24. 
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also a need , not just to know , but to feel and experience. There is a need to help and serve 

others and to see results of one's efforts. They identie a need for "spintual growih" and an 

interest in the "spiritual journey." The spirihial focus for pre-Baby Boomers was obedience to 

God with the hope o f  heaven. The focus for the Baby Boom generation tends to be how does 

faith help one to fùlnll life now. While there is disillusionment with the idedism of the 60ts, 

there is a cornmitment and passion for finding meaning and direction in a world that is 

characterized by irony. Bibby says that the implication for the church in the light of this need 

to have a deeper faith experience is for the church to take a doser look at what it is offering." 

Bibby also says that there is a desire for spiritual answers rather than "church involvement." 

People want opportunities to share their faith and not just the oppominity to sit in a pew to hear 

about the faith6' 

According to studies done with Presbyterians in the United States by sociologists Dean Hoge, 

Benton Johnson and Donald Luidens, there are four needs of Baby Boomers: 

1. There is a need for religious education for children which includes moral education, Biblical 

knowledge, and character development through quality church schools and youth programs. 

2. There is a need for the church to provide support and reassurance; some help in getting 

through the week There is a need to get away f?om the daiiy routines to a different setting wbere 

one's M e  can be pdled together. This is done through worship as well as through srnail groups 

in the church.. There is a need for community that cares. The church is seen as offering more 



than the local book or bird watchers club. niere is a need to get to know and be involved with 

"reiiable people " whom one can cal1 upon in times of ne& There is also a need for newcomers 

to the community to get to h o w  others. The church is seen as a good place in which to do that. 

3. The o k  need that was mentioned most fiequently was the need for inspirational , uplifbg 

worship. Those sweyed said they had a need to get beyond the trivial cares of everyday life and 

be in a place where they could see the bigger picture. They wanted worship to be sp-y 

nourishing and encouraging. 'O 

There was the general belief that the church was the place to go for the ultimate questions in 

life, even though it was often conceded that ultimate rneaning was not easy to detemine. 

Tex Sample, in his book United States Lifesty2e.s rmd Mainlme Chches,  suggests that the Baby 

Boom generation is divided into what he calls the cultural left, centre and right fictions. The left 

generally is a group missing fiom the institutional church- They are highly committed to 

personal freedom, to non traditional lifestyles and household arrangements. They tend to want 

to be expericntial, and are among the better educated and more afnuent Part of this group 

belons to the 'New Age" spirituatity which is about 7% of the population of the United States. 

These people are n a  so materialistic in orientation and want to experience life f m  hand in rich 

and exciting ways. These people have little interest in conventional organized religion They 

seek instead new religious forms that bring them a sense of UILity and a deeper interior 

7 "Dean Hoge, Benton Johnson and D o d d  Luidens,. Vanishing BoZlllCiOries. the Religion 
of Mainline Protestant Bnby Boomer, (Louisville, 1 993). 204-205. 
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communion with self, others and the cosmos?* Another part of the cultural left is deeply 

concerned about social issues such as the environment, peace and justice. They seek food 

without additives and anempt to live lives of greater simplicity. 

The cultural right at the opposite end of the scaie, according to Sample, are centrd around 

strengthening the family as it has been traditionally understood. niey tend to be against 

abortion, the abolition of prayer in the schools, lesbian and gay ri@ and the ERA. However, 

they may be more liberal on political and ecunomic issues. niese people are not part of the new 

political right that has emerged While he identifies most of these people as blue collar workers, 

as those with lower incornes, and those with lower levels of education, the cultural right has 

within it considerable diversity. While the majority of the culturai right would belong to the 

more consemative churches, they are spread across maïnline Protestant and Roman Catholic . 

churches as weILn 

Between these two groups are hose in the cultural middle. These people, according to Sample, 

are upper class people who are the achievers and strivers in our swiety. They are career 

orientated and have enormous pressures in nnding time for both work and family. They are 

competent, successful and usually well educated. Mid-life crises for men and mid-life career 

changes for women who up to mid-Iife have put husband and chilchen fht ,  an part of the 

cultural middle. These are in maidine as weii as in evangelical churches and tend to be among 

7 1 ~ e x  Sample, US. LifesîyZes and Mainline Chiaches (Louisville, 1990), 29. 

'%id. 64. 



the older Baby ~oomers." 

Sample believes tbat these tbree groups must be addressed by different theologies. The lefi will 

r-nd to what he calls ojourney" theology. These are the mobile people who are on a search 

for wIl01eness both for themselves and for the world The right need "folk" theology9 stoq rather 

than abstract thought It is a theology that suggests God rewards and punishes and is a constant 

cornpanion The theology for the cultural middle is an "explanatory theology" which presents 

the Christian world view to a people who encounter a number of world views. This theology is 

'bot art exercise in musts9 oughts and shoulds but rather a convincing definition of redefinition 

of the world and ou. place in it in the presence of  GO^''^^ 

Wade Clarke Roof speaks about a certain quaiïty that is expected by Baby Boomers. He says that 

the church needs to be a place where things are done right. ' 'This means good worship, good 

pro- for the children, good adult fellowship opportunities, gwd facilities, rigbt down to the 

quality of coffee that is served'" He believes that the church that will attract Baby Boomers 

will be a church where worship is a combination of contemporary and traditional both in form 

and in theme. There should be programs for married couples with children, as well as progras 

for singles, single parents and for childless couples. He suggeN that newcomers need to be 

welcomed, not by singling them out with name tags or nibons but by those members who are 

assigned to do that in a more natural way. 

- - 

%id, 129. 
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Roof says that Baby Boomers will not be attracted to a church that is controlled fiom the top 

d o m  They do expect tmth to be spoked with clarity and authority on Sunday momùig, but want 

opporhmities during the week to discuss, search and share with a great ded of fieedom. Roof 

suggests that the church needs to bave a 'Big heart" He quotes one rnember of the Baby Boomer 

age group who said, "We are doers. We help people. That is what the church is al1 about."76 

Roof says that those who were bom after World War II grew up with high hopes and 

expectations but have for one reason or another had to scde them down. This generation faces 

mcertainties at work, and high divorce rates. It is sandwiched between womes about children 

and caring about aging or dying parents. For this generation life is a ''struggie." Roof believes 

that the story of Jacob wrestling with the angel provides a wrestling metaphor that describes 

their spiritual engagement with themselves, others and the church. He says that some feminists, + 

people of colour, gays, lesbians, and those marejnalized for one reason or d e r  find 

themselves in a struggle with the religious heritage and the traditional interpretations that flow 

fkom it At the same time, he quotes Jewish feminist, Judith Plaskow, who says, "If the Torah 

is our te% it can and must answer our questions and share our values; if we wrestle with it, it 

will yield meaning."" 

Roof says that the metaphor of wrestling is appropriate also because "it symbolizes bath 

confkontation with an external opponent and confkontation with oneself; it also combines in a 

single image the hostile energy of resisting an enemy with the af£ïrming energy of embracing 
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the other.'"' Roof lists a litany of fears that make up "'the other": AIDS, terrorism, loss of jobs, 

the changing neighbourhoods because of immigration policies. Roof believes that Western 

religious thought includes a number of polarities such as a focus both on the intemal 

(subjectivity) and the extemal (God and neighbour); rest, fulfilrnent, surrender and process 

suffiering and stniggie; the positives of joy and love and the negatives of hatred and s u f f e ~ g .  '' 
This would suggest tbat any faith study shodd attempt to reflect this emphasis on reflection and 

action; on the highs and lows of the human joumey. 

Lyle Schdler suggests that we have not been faithfid in helping people grow in the faith once 

they have become part of the worshiping commUniq. He says that there should be opportunities 

for people to move through what he calls concentric circles. Some people will want their church 

involvement to be limïted to worship. These are outer circle people. Othen however, will want 

to know more about the faith Others will want to know about and enter Christian discipleship. 

"The church needs to be able to provide opportunities for the whole range of sceptics, searchers, 

seekers and pilgrims."" 

The question of how significant the retum to the church by Baby Boomers will be has been 

addressed by Roof His research has tracked members of this generation over an eight year 

period In 1989, there was much tak about a significant retum. Both T h e  and Maclean 's 

magazines ran lead stories on the new interest in the church. The surprishg thing about Roofs 

--- 

'%id 105, 

'%id, 

T y l e  E. Schdler, Twenîy One Bridges to the 2P Century (Nashville, 1994), 102 
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s w e y  is that one third of those who had retumed to the church in 1989, were not active by 1997 

even though many of them had described themselves in 1989 as '"bom again Christians." Also, 

approximately one third of those who had d e s c n i  themselves as church dropouts in 1989 were 

attending church weekly in 1997. One half attended two or three times per month Some who 

had embraced the New Age style of spirituaiity in '89 were now descnbing God as Father, 

Cornforter and as caring Shepherd81 The evidence is that the "market" is fluid; the culture 

contains a questing community. However, a retum to church does not necessarily mean a long 

term comniitment It is a notice to the churches that the task at hand is to minister to the people 

who drop in; to celebrate, encourage and nourish that spintual quest, but not to mistake quest 

for long term w d t m e n t  

Spiritual Needs of Baby Boomers: Priicticum 1 

As well as the literaîure search, I interviewed seventeen people who were either memben of or 

affiliated with the St David's, a United Church of Canada congregation where I serve as 

minister. Al1 were within the Baby Boomer age bracket Sixteen of these people were visited 

in their homes. One i n t e ~ e w  was held at the church. Ten questions were asked each of the 

participants and their answers were written d o m  The first introductoy question, concemed 

their childhood affiliation if any, with the church. The last question was a question about the 

need for a course for adults that w d d  deal with the meaning of Christian discipleship in today's 

world Questions two through nine de& with the meanùig of spirituality, their spirihial needs 

and how the church was meeting those needs. (Appendix 1) 



The Participants in the Study 

Two thirds of those who participateci in the research attended church regularly - more than 75% 

of the time. The otber third attended fiom 10% to 50% of the tirne. Six had positions on the 

c h a h  Council. St David's is a church with a large nurnber of people within this age group so 

1 had no difficulty in drawing up a list of potential participants. I phoned each person or couple 

and told thern that I was interested in doing research in discovering spiritual needs in the 30 to 

50 age group and asked if they would consider being part of the study. 1 asked to make an 

appointment to visit them for an interview which would take approximately one hour. Nine of 

the imitations went to couples and one to a sepsrated person. To the couples I said that I would 

like one or both to take part. Of the nine couples, swen said that both would be interested Two 

said that one of them wodd be interested. 1 was able to get the 17 participants fiom the est 1 O 

phone calls that 1 made. Al1 welcomed the opportunity to be part of the research. I n t e ~ e w s  

were m g e d  to take place during one week Two were conducteci in the daytime and eight in 

the evening. The time spent was nom an hour to an hour and a haif per interview. I asked 

questions one to ten and made notes, somethes ashg  questions for clarification. Couples 

were interviewai tog&er with each answering separately when each question was asked The 

decision as to who would answer first was left to them. Ten women and seven men were 

interviewed. Although I did not ask their ages except to con€irm that they were between 30 and 

50, the majority of those interviewed 1 wodd estirnate would be in their mid 30's. 1 asked 

permission to use the material for the research that I was doing. I explained that this research 

was part of a Doctor of Ministry program offered by St. Stephen's College in Edmonton and 

would be of interest and value in a major project which is to design a course in Christian 
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Discipleship. This course would be of interest not only to St. David's but to the wider church. 

I said that none of their names would be used and that each participant would get a copy of the 

research paper if they wished 

For the purposes of this research 1 have changed the names of the participants. The three 

participants that 1 inteniewed separately 1 will name Kay, Darlene and Mary. nK seven couples 

in te~ewed wiil be known as  Linda and Stan, Kathleen and Fred, Colleen and Charles, Ellen 

and Robert, Jane and Edwin, Doris and Frank, Donna and Ken. 

Some responses 1 have reported in general terms leaving out names. Other responses where 

gender seemed important are identified by name. 

Questions and Responses 

1. Would you d e s c r i i  briefly your church background beginning with the relationship you had 

with the church as a child? 

Of the seventeen wtio were interviewed, fourteen had gone to Sunday School on a regular basis. 

These also mentioned k i n g  involved in youth programs, choirs, Vacation Bible School and 

generally fond mernories of their Life in the church Thirteen had gone to United churches, one 

to an "Evangelical" church. One, Ken, did not go to Sunday school but was a choir boy in the 

Anglican church and another Stan, being Roman Catholic, attended a Separate School where 

he got religious instruction and remembered "feeling religious." Fourteen of the seventeen 

dropped out of church for a time, usually between the ages of fourteen and sixteen. Three of 

those interviewed, Doris, Frank and Kay continued to be involved through their teen yean. The 



fourteen who dropped out began to look for a church again either at the time of mamage, when 

their children were boni or when their children reached Sunday School age. 

2. What does the words "spirituai" or "spirituality" mean to you? 

The answers seemed to fd into the following subject areas: (a) what one believes, (b) one's 

relationship to God, (c) the fulfillment of self, (d) what one does i-e. a guide to right and W T O ~ ~  

and (e) a sense of unity and connectedness 

Spintuality is: 

(a) what you believe; it is basic beliefs (Colleen) 

1t is a belief that there is a God (Jane) 

It is a belief in the Father, Son and Holy Ghost; a belief in a higher power. (Mary) 

It is the battle that I have within; that Chnst did not happen, but then 1 h o w  that it did. (Stan) 

Spinhiality is a belief system I believe that there is a purpose for being alive. Sornetimes we 

flnd it and sometimes we dont. parlene) 

(b) Spirituaiity is a sense of awe; how we relate to God (Fred) 

It is a need to feel close to Go4 Wce a physical need, and sometimes it is the feeling of king 

Io* (Edwin) 

It is hard to descnibe - an outside influence. (bky) 



It is one's relationship to God that determines nght and wrong. (Dons) 

(c) Spirituality is life and living. (Donna) 

It is a sense of quietness and serenity, a sense of purpose, a reason for being. (Kathleen) 

It cornes through dancing, music and sunlight It is looking into someone's eyes and seeing there 

the Me. It is ail around me and in me. It's being aU that you can be. Tt is letting your light shine. 

It helps you rise above the ordinary: iike having candles on the table at mealtime. In and through 

my divorce I said "even though you dont love me, God does." (Darlene) 

Spintuality is gening he2p that is more than 1 can provide. (Fred) 

It is a sense of well being, a sense of happiness, of being satisfied (Robert and EUen) 

It is positive and uplifting, a source of strength. @y) 

(d) Spirituality is about mords and ethics- (Stan) 

A way of looking at things and doing things according to the Bible. (Frank) 

Knowing in my heart what was right. (Charles) 

It is conscience, the way you feel inside. &inda) 

(e) It is a oneness; like different facets being drawn together. (Kay) 

It is the interaction with nature and the co~ection with al1 other human beings through love. 

-1 



It is God and Nature. (Ken) 

Spirituality does not necessarïly depend on the church. (Mary and Ellen) 

3. Do you believe that people are more spiritual, less spirihial or about the same as they were 

25 years ago? 

Seven of the participants believed that people were less spiritual than they were 25 years ago. 

They cited an increased secularism and dependency on the world, the loss of the church as a 

social focus of the community, the fact that Sunday is more Wre every other &y of the week; 

that the number of people attending church has declined, and that people are more concerned 

about " me" than they were, as king the reasons for the evidence of deciine in spirituality. Three 

people believed that people were more spiritual now than they were 25 years ago and cited the 

new concern about earth and environment, a greater questioning and some evidence that there 

was a greater search for the spiritual, as reasons- The difference in the search was that it was 

taking people far beyond what the church was offerhg and beyond what was in the Bible. Six 

believed that the level of spirimity was about the same. One of this group said that it 

depended on what was meant by the word Another believed that our spintuaiity was a aven, 

an empiiness or void that was part of k ing  human. He believed that the difference today was 

the variety of ways the void was king  filled One person said that she could not comment 

4. What is important in your life? 

Of the seventeen participants, thirteen said "familyn or "childred' were most important in their 

lives. Kay went on to Say that family unit was important but other values that were important 



were achievements, setîîng goals and attaining them; having a direction in life, a sense of 

security i.e. job as well as having a community and people who care. Donna said family 

gatherings, the extended famiy and her children mattered most Ellen said family and then listed 

health, education, happiness, and how one achiwes that Colieen mentioned family and niends 

as weU as living and doing right. Her husband Charles said that their children and their fbture 

were important- Both Dons and Frank rnentioned that after f d y ,  husband and wife, health 

and happiness were of greatest importance. Fred said that &ter wife and family, that doing a 

good job in his place of employment was important. Kathleen added that along with husband 

and family, "family values" were important. 

AU of the above were parents and had one or more children at home. 

The following did not have children at home: 

Linda mentioned love and a loving relationship in marriage was most important, then family. 

Her husband Stan suggested that a balance in life was important along with heaith and incorne. 

Mary stated that relationships, human interaction, people with whom she could connect were 

the important things in her life. The things that we have such as cars, homes, and microwaves 

were not important Darlene a b  suggested that quality relationships were important along with 

love, music, meanin@ work; the things of nature, flowers, kaches, water, seagdls, plants, 

simple things, someone srniling- 

5. Why is the church important to you? 

These answers tended to fd into categories of: (a) the church as a source of moral direction and 
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guidance, (b) the church as a source of support and numiring and (c) the church as that which 

meet. a spiritual need Within this were specific things mentioned such as types of hymns and 

sermons. Some of the participants mentioned more than one of these areas. 

Kay said that for her, people were important and it was important ta surround herself with 

people with a strong faith. Moral standards such as trust, honesty and cornmitment were 

important She felt there was a need to know about life after death and to have a place where 

she could begin to deal with th is  She believed that the church was a source of strength in being 

able to deal with hardships and stress that one encountered in life. She said that she had corne 

from a church famiy in which church was important- She wanted thaî tradition that she valued 

so much to be passed on to her W y .  For Frank the chmh provided a moral standard It dm 

provided a side or dimension of life that is hopefbi and uplifting. Stan believed that the church 

is a conscience; the comerstone and center of morality. He believed that it provides "seul" in 

a community that is experiencing breakdom Linda believed that the church does not have the 

importance to her generation that it had to an older generation Charles said that the church 

helps clarify some of the "gray" zones. The Sunday worship is a source of inspiration- It is 

important to go into the week with one good thought He values the church both for himself and 

for theû children; it provides a foundation for love, understanding and growth. Colleen also 

mentioned their family and said that the church provided a place in which their children feel 

safe; a place where they c m  explore on their own. She Say; that for her, faiîh is a journey in 

which you need to be able to move at your own pice. She says that she has ken able to do that 

at St David's. For EIlen the church is Iike niends and f d y .  It is also a place where she gets 

r e b h e d  for the coming week. The church helps her to lmow that she is on the right track It 
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provides moral guidance and speaks of ways to get dong in life. Her husband Robert says that 

for him the church speaks of how one is to live; of how one c m  make the world a better place- 

He appreciates the "straight ta& and honesty" that he hems in worship. Ken's experience of the 

sermon which is important to him in the worship is that "it seems the minister is speakhg to 

me." 'n ie  stories of the bible remind me of what 1 leamed in Sunday School as a child but now 

the interpretation is different" Donna, his wife, said that at first she was going for the sake of 

theîr f d y  but now she fin& she goes for her own needs. Jane and Edwin felt that the church 

is important because in worship they fhd a spiritual presence. Jane said that she feels warxnth 

in the worship. Edwin said that it is hard to explain but he h o w s  that the Spirit is present. It 

is what makes the church important for them. Kathleen said that the church is important 

because the worship provides an opportunity for one to slow down; a time when one c m  listen 

and prepare for the coming week The senice of worship "clarifies and helps make sense of the 

world" For her husband Fred the church "puts a spiritual angle on thùigs." Music plays a big 

part in worship for Fred and Kathleen with "hymns fiom the newer green hymn book king most 

important? 

6. Do p u  see the church needing to change in the next decade? If so in what ways? 

The comrnents here generally suggested change. The suggestions were not specific but tended 

to be focused on the church's need to addreçs the needs of younger people. Three of the 

responses suggested that not only does the church need to change but St. David's is a good 

example of how the church can and does change. They were refenïng to the changes that had 

occurred in the transition from a long tenn pastomte, to interim ministry, to the new minister 

and his leadership. Kay said that we needed to keep on doing what we were doing now i.e. "to 
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take care of ourselves and to continue to reach out into the community." One penon said that 

she believed that our church has a good m k  of age groups but we need to continue to grow, even 

if it were for economic reasons, She believed that small churches would not be viable in the 

future. Frank said that the United Church should try to serve both the right and left wing. It 

tends to be a left wing church but it hss the potential to be more inclusive. It has k e n  a church 

that extends its love to al1 - like Jesus. Jane and Edwin believe that the church needs to work 

harder to make younger people feel welcome. Stan felt that the church needs to speak out more; 

it should be more vocal. He also believes that "the church should be the best it can be." It was 

MW who saw the need for the most change. She said that the church "should recoHze the 

differences in people's ne&. There was a need for the church to be more inclusive, especidly 

of single people, of single families and blended families. niere was a tendency in the church 

to see people in traditional nuclear famïly structures. This is no longer the case in our culture. 

There needs to be different types of groups in the church to meet the different needs." She 

mentioned a group that she attended wtiile visiting a &end. It was a group that met monthty to 

discuss the latest copy of a magazine called Sojourners. Although she was a visitor, she was 

welcomed into the group and felt very much at home. She felt that groups such as this shodd 

be offered so that different needs rnight be addressed. She also said that perhaps people try to 

get or expect to get too much fiom church, She said there is much more (in life) than church 

and the Bible. 

7. In your faith whaî is important for you: (1) God's love, (2) God's forgveness, (3) fellowsfip 

and belonging, (4) loving others, (5) dealing with suffering. 

First choices for the men were equally divided between God's love and God's forgiveness. The 
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women's first choice selections were divided three ways between God's love, God's forgiveness 

and loving others. 

8. What w o d d  you Say is the pirrpose of the church? 

The answers were a variation on question 4. KaMeen and Fred believed that the purpose of the 

church was to do the will of God and to reach out to others. Colleen and Charles said that it was 

to teach the wiU of God Linda said that is was a fellowship where the sou1 is cleansed Stan 

believed that the church represents the institutionalizing of the community's conscience. 

Darlene believed that the church presents a standard for behavior and values and connects us 

with the past This continuity is an important part of its value. Mary suggests that the purpose 

of the church is communïty building- It needs to be a vehicle for cornmunity development and 

action. However the action needs to be personalized. Jane said that the purpose is shp ly  to 

show God's love while her husband Edwin said that the chmch was a vehicle for the Holy Spirit. 

Robert said that the purpose of the church is to provide a place where one can go to hear the 

word of GOCL, a word that suggests the equality of all people. His wife Ellen said that the church 

is the place that reinforces the existence of God, a place where she is able to taik to God and feel 

peace. Doris said that the purpose is to teach and celebrate Godls love. Her husbmd Frank said 

that its purpose was to bring ali to Love one another; to bring heaven to earth. Both Donna and 

Ken believed the purpose to be to teach God and where God was leading us and then to apply 

that to our every day lives. Kay says that the purpose was to prodaim God's word, to provide 

a place for fellowship as weU as to give support both spirituai and physical for those both inside 

and outside the church. 



9. What do you expect fiom the church? 

Kay said that she expected to be challenged spintuaily and the intluence of the church would 

make the world a beîtm place. Ken said M e  he began to go to worship with few expectations, 

he found what he was hearing had spoken to his We. He thought that an equally important 

question was what the church expects fiom its people. Donna said that she had come to 

appreciate and enjoy the music and singing, and tbar was one of the tbings that she now e-ed 

from the churck Doris and Frank expected that the church would keep the faith central, 

especiaily the teachings of Jesus. Doris thought tbat it was important for the church to welcome 

al1 people, especially the rnarginalized such as homosexual people. Robert and Ellen said that 

they did not expect a lot nom the church, though they felt its support. Jane expected that the 

churcb should be a place here  one can feel close to God and God is there for everyone. Edwin 

said that he expects stability a .  security fiom the church, especially in a world where it seems 

that there are fewer and fewer things one can coimt o n  Mary said that she was at a place in her 

life where sbe wondered if she expected anytiling. Darlene said that all week she has a feeling 

of being "poured out." In the church she feels she is king "filled up again" Even more 

important is to the feeling that in joining with others she is part of a creative process. She gets 

this sense when singing; when she hem her voice blending with others. Fred stated that one of 

the things that he expects is a willingness nom people to serve e.g. on the church Council. 

Kathleen said that the church should always be there to provide that opportunity for people to 

corne together to worship and to hear the word of Goci Linda and Stan expeaed the church to 

"be there'l and to be a place that was concemed Colleen and Charles expected that it w d d  be 

a place where they would receive support it hey needed it e.g. in a crisis. Charles expected that 
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when he lefi the worship on Sunday that he would go out to some extent different He believed 

that fie shodd be challenged to think and question; to read and discover. 

10. Do you thuik thai a course for adults on wtiat it means to be a Christian Disciple in to-&y's 

world be of value? 

AU but one of the participants believed that such a course would be of value. The responses 

range. f?om: "yes, there is probably a market for everythug" to "It would be good especidy for 

those new to the church" to "it would be good if the church offered this to ail its rnembers." 

Observations: 

1. Spirituality tended to focus on God, self and others as Reginald Bibby has mggestedm 

2. Spirituality is contextual in that those with familes at home included Christian education and 

ethicai teacbing for the children as part of their spiritual concem Those without children in the 

home tended to emphasize relationships as king an important part of spirituality. Those who 

were not in regular attendance at worship tended to see spintuality as haMng a broader focus 

than the church. 

3. Spirituality was perceived differently by men and women Women tended to describe 

spintuality as an inner spiritual joumey and the church as a place for support. Men believed 

that spintuality and the church had to do with a guide to right living. When the participants 

were asked to state what they thought was the most important in the Christian faith, men tended 

to choose " W s  love and forgîveness" while women added "loving others." This is consistent 

'%id24 
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with the men's preference toward ethics and the women's preference toward relationships. 

4.These people expect the church to be a place of utilitarian value. It is a place where: a belief 

system is clearly expressed; where God is encountered through worship; where ethical standards 

are taught; where feliowship is experienced and support given; where community building and 

support both spiritual and physical are extended to the world If the church is to meet spiritual 

needs and expectations it will have to help people explore and express their faith in these ways. 

5. For some, this is not the current focus ofthe chuch, nor is it presently meeting their spiritual 

need 

In this chapter I have examined the needs of Baby Boomers. While the Baby Boclm generation 

is one of internai diversity which is affected by many factors including the decade in which the 

individual was bom and the lifestyle chosen, there are some chanrcteristics that tend to set them 

apart fiom earlier generations. This is a generation that seeks meaning, a generadon that both 

embraces and yet questions the consumer driven materialism of our age. There is a search to 

know more about God, one's self and how the two are connected to neighbour. Spirituality has 

replaced religion in any faith related discourse, with spirîtuality being diverse in nature. Where 

the church is an option and is seen as meeting spiritual need, there is a need to know what the 

faith says, how it differs fiom the values espoused by the rest of the world, and what ciifference 

it &es to one's life if the faith is to be lived The faith needs to be expressed in mxrative, offer 

opprtunities for input and discussion and have some resonance with the metaphor of ''joumey." 

The church must have practicaî vaiue such as being a place of inspiration, a source of ethical 
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guidance, and supportive fellowship. It must be about "heart," and not just head; it needs to be 

able to express itseff in social action: to make a differenct in the world 

The good news is that there is a quest It was anything but focused, but in the change and the 

tumoil; in the disillusionment and protest that began in the 60s there was a renewed search for 

meaning. The accelerated changes in our culture and the ongoing challenges fkom a new and 

shrinking world around us have kept the search alive. Direction is sought in the stmggle to do 

this, but the angel of God is worth wrestling. 

Importance to the Proposed Course of Study 

As well as the focus on God, self and others, a course of study would need to express the faith 

through mative,  offer opportunities for input and discussion and have some resonance with 

the metaphor of 'Tourney." The course needs to point to a church that has practical value such 

as being a place ofinspimîion, a source of ethical guidance, and supportive fellowship. It must 

be about "heart," and not just head; it needs to be able to express itself in social action: to make 

a difXerence in the world It needs to offer inspiration as weil as suggestions for meditation. 



Chapter III. 

Psychological Needs Aceording to Developmental Psychology 

Introduction 

In chapter two the spiritual needs of the Baby Boom generation were identified fiom current 

literature and fkom personal inte~ews. Another lem through which we might discover spiritual 

need is that of Developmental Psychology. 1 am using three psychologists, Erik Erikson, Robert 

Kegan and Carol Gilligan because of their relevance to spirituality. Erikson has been used 

extensively by Pastoral Psychology professor Donald Capp in his interpretation of the 

Beatitudes. Erikson's categories are also used by James Fowler in his work on stages of faith- 

Kegan speaks of a constant rebirth which parallels what our faith calls transformation. He also 

descnis us as  needing both uniqueness and communion. Carol Gilligan who was a pioneer in 

i d e n m g  a relational paradigm that has permeated much current theological thought in general 

and feminist theological thought in particular. 

Psychology is just one of the sciences which has challenged and enriched theological 

understanding. Archeology has ixiformed the "Jesus" scholars; nuclear physics has increased 

and not decreased our sense of the wonder and mystery of the created universe. James Loder has 

said that, "The science of the natural order, including the human sciences, must undergo a 

transformation by which they enter ùito an indissoluble, contingent relation to revealed theology, 

bctioning as subsciences of its inner intelligity. . . ." " The education of Baby Boomers was 

e ~ ~ e s  E Loder, The Logic of the Spirit: Human Development in ~eologicul 
Perspective (San Francisco: 1998). 32-33. 
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within the milieu ofmodemity. This was a world where "science" emerged as a bearer of tnith. 

As we move into a post modernity, there is some irony in the fact that it is science, not ody 

because of what has been discovered but because of what remains beyond its scope, that may 

be moving us closer to spiriîuality and mystery. 

While there will be a brief sumrnary of the theories of these three exponents of Developmental 

Psychology, the emphasis will be on their theories of the psychologica. needs of adults. 

The Developmental Psychology Theones of Erik Erikson, Robert Kegan and Carol 

Gilligan 

Erik Exikson was a psychologist who was not only a scholar both of Freudian and Jungkm 

psychology, but had a respect for and an appreciation ofthe spiritual. As weil as his volumes on 

Life Cycle theories of human development he wrote extensively about Luther and Gandhi. 

Moreover, there seems to be a move, in his writing, fiom Freudian influenceci psychology to a 

more spiritml henneneutic. In 1964 he wrote "Man's creation of dl- caring gods is not only an 

expression of his persistent infantile need for being taken care of, but also a projection on to 

a surn-human agency of an ego-ideaLttM In 1978 in a discussion of what it meant to be human, 

Erikson quotes a Navajo medicine man who, in refemng to a cross, said that " a person was 

most human where the (vertical) connection between the ground of creation and the Great Spint 

met the (horizontal) one between the individual and ai l  other human beings."= 

a~r ik  Erhon, Imighr and Respomibility (New York, 

''Erik Erikson, (ed) Adulthood (New York, 1978). 20. 
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Eriksun traces development through eight stages beginning with infancy and ending in old age. 

Dealhg with these stniggles or "crises" leads one to growth according to Erikson. These stages 

are dependent on one's biological dock, although how a person grows or develops within these 

stages depends on the interaction between the person and the environment Erikson's move fiom 

a Psychosexual to a Psychosocial understanding of early development is indicated by his shift 

in laaguage. In 1964 he describes the e s t  three stages of growth as "Oral-sensory-cutaneous, 

as Muscular-anal-urethral, and as Phallic-l~cornotor."~~ B y 1978 these three stages had become 

Infancy, Early Childhood and the Play Age." In his early works there is a dependency on the 

Freudian Psychoanalyîic mode1 with a focus on the early years of development. H e  goes on to 

extend the initial three stages to eight that describe the entire life span 

In the Infancy stage the desired condition is that of trust. Each stage provides a foundation for 

the strengthening of the ego. Trust, Erikson believes, is the foundation of hope. The tension at 

this first stage is between trust and mistnist The second stage, Early Childhood, is called the 

stage of autonomy verses shame and doubt. This provides for another building block for the 

ego- namely that of wiii. The third stage which is preschool or "The Play" stage, is that of 

initiative vs. guilt. This adds purpose to ego development The elementary school age child 

aocording to Erikson moves into a stage of ind- vs. infériority with cornpetence being the 

positive outcorne. The adolescent child's challenge is that of identity with the negative side of 

this king identity confusion. At this stage fidelity is leamed 
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Erikson has three stages of adulthood: Young Adulthood, Maturity and Old Age. The polarity 

for Young Adulthood is intimacy vs. isolation. The ego quality learned is love. The stage of 

Matlrrity or mid-life faces what Erikson caUs generativity with its opposite being self absorption 

or stagnation. At this stage care is leamed Ln the hnal stage, Old Age, the successful outcome 

is integrity. The temptation is to fa11 into despair and ciisgust If this can be avoided then the 

result is wisdom according to Erikson" 

Robert Kegan 

Robert Kegan in his book, The Evolving Self; speaks of being to Jean Piaget what Erikson was 

to Sigmund Freud He uses Piagetk understanding of development and makes it less static. His 

dynamic understanding of growth is summed up by his quote fiom Car1 Rogers: 

Life is an autonomous event whiçh takes place between the organism and the 

environment. Life processes do not merely tend to presexve life, but trwcend 

the momentazy status quo of the organism expanding itseif conthually and 

imposing its autonornous determination upon an ever increasing realm of 

eventQ9 

Kegm says that the infant's reachg out to "grasp" an object is indicative of the process which 

is begun at birth and continues unîd death. The child's need to be seen, to make eye contact with 

another is an indication of the basic need to see and be seen in order to grow. 

1978,25. 

89Robert Kegan, The Evolving Self (Cambridge, 1982), 4. 



Just as the object-grasping infant is doing something which, in another fom, he 

will try to do al1 his life (grasping thuigs), so the attention-recruiting infant is 

doing something he will tq to do all his life (recognize and be recognized) - and 

at bottom it is the same thing the activity of meaniag Meaning is, in its origins, 

a physical activity (grasping, seeing) , a social activity (it requires another), a 

sumival activity, (in doing it we live). Meaning understood in this way, is the 

primary human motion, irreducible. . . . Well fe4 warm, and fiee of disease, you 

may be, but you may still perish if you cannot m m g 0  

In this search for meaning Kegan believes that we are bom to "recruit another's attention." This 

ability to "recruitn has much to do with friture thriving. He also points out that we are in tum 

recruited 

We are drawn to persons in heroic stmggle; we are drawn to persons who are 

vulnerably alone; we are drawn to perçons intensely alive; we are dram to 

persons whose efforts make "perféct sense" to us. 1 admit to wondering if our 

attraction is not of sorne force "bigger that both of us," a kind of species 

sympathy which we do not share so much as shares usg1 

Kegan argues for a "metapsychology" *ch will be amined to the biological, the philosophical, 

as well as the psychological. He also suggests that we in the western world have moved in al1 
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disciplines fiom a static to a dynamic view of phenornena; fiom entity to process; fiom 

dichotomy to dialectic. For Kegan the person is as much an activity as a thing4in ever 

progressive motion engaged in giving itself new f ~ r m . " ~ ~  He describes his book The Evolving 

Selfas a "book about human being as an activity." He says that, "it is not about the doing that 

a human does but about the doing that a human 

This moving and evolving self goes through five stages to maturity according to Kegan At each 

stage the individual begins to assirnilate the information fiom the outside world As new 

information is assimilateci the result is initial resistance, but eventually there is accommodation 

of the infiormation which effects a change. This movement means a shift fkom the person being 

object to the person king  subject The peMn as subject gets some control over the information 

and the new knowledge, and can move on. The process of assimilation and accommodation - 

Kegan borrows fiom Piaget Kegan gives the example of a child who moves fiom king  feelings 

(object) to the realization that the child is more than feelings. The child & feelings (subject). 

Kegan uses the term "embedded" in dexniing each stage. Between assimilation and 

accommodation there is sometimes much confusion and fear. However, the child, or adult, 

moves o n  

Kegan describes growth in what he calls "neo-Piagetian" tems. When the child emerges fiom 

the womb there is not the desire to r e m  there is not an unavoidable detour to secure for itseIf 

a lost in utero peace, as Freud suggested, "but a move to accommodate to a life of greater 
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complexity. . . a response to the complexity of the world, a response in M e r  recognition of 

how the world and I are yet again distinct and thereby more relatedHW Kegan quotes MS. 

Mahler in saying that we are "hatched out" but over and over again. Each rime we are vulnerable 

- each time to a new kind of separation anxiety. '' ~ e g a n  says that all growth is costly. It means 

that something is lefi behind Growth is not going back to some former state; it is not getting 

back to "normal" but moving on to a dBerent state. Growth takes place when the old way of 

understanding the world no longer works. It is the loss of an old coherence with no new 

coherence immediately present to take its place. Yet again and again a new balance emerges? 

The five stages of development d e s c n i  by Kegan are the Impulsive, the Imperid, the 

Interpemnal the Institutional and the Interindividual. The fim stage is the identification of the 

selfwith feelings and impulses. The second is the realization that the penon has some control 

over not just feelings but the world - the child's environment. The thkd stage is the realization 

that others are needed to complete onesezf. There is a dependency on others for ones self esteem. 

From the third stage one emerges with a new sense of '1." Out of this a psychic institution is 

created, There is a moWig beyond the need to please others to an awareness of one's own needs. 

There is a new ownership of oneself instead of king "owned" by relationships that one has 

developed However, although the self has new identiîy, the identity lies wiuiin the institution, 

the ideology, the etbnic group or the social class. The fifth stage moves a person to look 

criticdy at the group or institution that has given the person meaning. In this stage the person 
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to both men and womeq and to ask them to respond Stage three was the Mutual Interpersonal 

Relations stage; stage four the Social System and Conscience Stage, stage five The Social 

Contract Orientation Stage. It was discovered that most women answered out of stage three with 

a few answering fiom a stage five point of view. 

This led Carol Gilligan to do further work with women. What she discovered was a different 

way women have of approaching problems. She concluded that their approach was net one of 

a laser moral sophistication as Kohlberg's stages would imply but an approach that waç more 

relational and inclusive. The approach was fimdamentaly different tban that of men. While men 

tended to weigh the philosophical values posed by the dilemma, women looked at the effect 

decisions would have on all parties. They were more iikely to look for a solution that would not 

divide the participants into winners and losers. Women were less likely to take the problem as 

presented and work on i t  They wanted to ask more questions and explore more options and 

possibilities. 

Gilligan gives an example of decision making that is typical. A boy and a girl are deciding on 

a game to be played. The boy wants to play "pirates" and the girl wants to play "next door 

neighbours." hstead of choosing one game or the other, or playing each in tum, the girl says, 

"Okay, you can be the pirate who lives next door." "Taking hims playing each game would have 

been the fair solution," says Gilligaq "but the inclusive solution, creates something entirely 

 ne^."^^ Another example she gives is the solution to the ethical dilemma problem of "Heinz", 

the man in the illustration used by Kohlberg and others Heinz needed a life saving dnig to save 

99 Carol Gilîigan, Janie Ward, Jill Taylor with Betty Bardige, Mapping the Mord Domain 
(Cambridge, l988), 9. 
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his wife who was critically ill. The price of the h g  was two thousand dollars. The man could 

corne up with only half that amount. The question was, "Should the man steal the dmg?" Men 

tended to see this as an "either/ort' solution, gave their yes or no answer and supported it with 

moral principles. Women tended to want to find a solution that would both get the dnig for the 

woman and not involve the& 

Gilligan descnies the difference between the approach of men and women: 

The moral imperative that emerges repeatedly in interviews with women is an 

injunction to care, a responsibility to discern and deviate the "real and 

recognizable trouble" of this world For m a  the moral imperative appears rather 

as an injunction to respect the rights of others and thus to protect fiom 

interference the nghts to life and selffklfilhent. . . . For women, the integration 

of rights and responsibilities takes place through an understanding of the 

psy chological logic of relationships. This understanding tempers the self- 

destructive potential of a self critical morality by asserting the need for al1 

persons for care. '00 

Gilligan believes that there are fundamental ciifferences in how men and women perceive the 

world She believes that hierarchical images are dtawn fbm the masculine fantasy world 

whereas "web" images are integral to the fantasy life of women She clairns that the web image 

cornes fiom the family in which both self and other will be treated as k ing  of equd worth, in 

lMCaro1 Gilligan In a Dzyerent Voice, (Cambridge, 1982), 100. 



spite of differences in power, and that no one will be left out-'Ox She suggests that women's 

experience expands the concept of identity to include the experience of interconnection; to 

include responsibility and care in relationships which she suggests is a shift f?om the Greek idea 

of knowledge as a correspondence between mind and form, to the Biblical conception of 

knowing as a process of human relati~nship.'~~ Gilligan questions Erikson's notion that 

individuation eventually leads to muniality and intimacy. She cites Erikson's examples of the 

lives of Luther and Gandhi as being people who were compromised in their capacity for 

intimacy and chose to live at personal distance fiom others. 'O3 

A Critique of Erikson, Kegan and Gilligan 

First let us look at Erikson's strengths. Erikson has looked at human qualities and their 

opposites, and has traced the positive outcomes of these qualities to characteristics that we 

recognize as desirable in human wholeness and fulfillment. The qualities are trust, autonomy, 

initiative, industry, identity, intimacy, generativity, and integration; with their opposites king 

mistrust, shame, guilt, inferionty, confusion, isolation, stagnation, and despair. The desirable 

outcornes, should these temptations be overcome are , according to Erikson, hope, will, purpose, 

competence, fidelity, love, care, and wisdom. The fust three sections occur, according to his 

research, fÎom birth to school age, the next two during the elementary and secondary school 

periods, with the last three applying to the youog adult, mid-life and mature ages. 
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One of the strengths of Erikson's research findings and his subsequent theoxy of outcornes is that 

he has given us a practical, categorical, description of development The categories, for the most 

part, are readily recognizable in myself, in the people 1 h o w  personally, and in the stones of 

people about whom 1 have read Tnist seem to be a key foundational building block to 

whoieness. Shame and g d t  could well have early origins. One gain confidence through 

achievernent Identiîy is relate4 in my expenence, to role models; there are blocks to intunacy 

with isolation being a less than satisfacto~ alternative. Mid-life options of generativity verses 

stagnation describe, in part at least, a dimension of what has been called a mid-life transition 

1 have known many people who have in the aging process moved progressively toward either 

a kind of quiet integration of di that has happened or have moved toward cynicism and anger. 

What Erkon adds to the Freudian psychosexual determinism is the concept that human growth 

and development is a Mie long task detennined both by age and one's encounter with one's world 

My criticism of Erikson is in the area of his "stage" identification, which I suggest is linked 

too precisely to age. While trust, autonomy and initiative may be linked to their oppsites- 

mistrust, shame and guilt - the categories are based on F r e d s  oral, anal (toilet training) and 

phallic stages. One has to ask how much Erikson's research with children was influenceci by 

Freudian theory. The research of psychologists such as Jean Piaget, Robert Kegan and Carol 

Gilligan, àïd not lead to these conclusions. 

E h n  uses the indushy/iieriority stage to descrilx older children with cornpetence being the 

desirable or successfbi outcorne. While this would seem to be descriptive of one dimension of 

an elementary school age child, the stage dws not mention the need for peer relationships or the 

contind need for parental as well as the approval of other aduits. A h ,  the question of being 



able to accomplish a task (indusûy) with the resulting gain in confidence, hardly begins or ends 

with elementary school child This stage begins as soon as the child begùis to take satisfaction 

in accomplishing such things as taking first steps, to making a mark with a crayon, to working 

the remote control for the television Erikson's next stage of identity/confusion with the 

resulting ego quality being fidelity, is a more accurate description of the teen years at least in 

our western culture. The identity, the selection of clothes or customs that are different from 

patents has wme to be a part of the n o m  It wodd aiso seem that the categories of identity and 

confusion are not exclusive of one another at this stage, but for most people this is a time of 

seeking one's identity through the confision of trial and emr. It is a sequence that William 

Bridges would c d  endings and beginnings with a neutral zone of confusion in between. '04 

The adult stages again are somewhat simplistically described with the mid-life stage and the 

later stage in life being the most accurate. Erikson's nrSt aduit stage of "intimacy/isolation" with 

love being the outcome does describe a stage at which marriage takes place. However, one 

could also use this b describe an earlier age such as Iate adolescence or even earïy childhood 

Moreover, the word care, which Erikson reserves for rnid Me, 1 believe, can be used to descrii  

a change that cornes about in early adulthood The self absorption of late teenage life often is 

abandoned in fivour of g e n h  caring about others. Mark Twain's famous statement about one's 

father looking much dinerent to a sixteen year old than he does to the same twenwne year old, 

reflects this growiag appreciation of others. This is not about intimacy, but about care and is 

evident in an earlier stage than Erikson wouid suggest 

'"William Bridges M'king Sense of Lfe 's Transitions @on Mills, 19801, 112ff 



At mid-life Erikson believes that the 

awareness of the end of one's life, which, 

children or work as a kind of extension 

describe what has corne to be known 
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issue is generatiMty/stagnation. This begins as an 

according to Enkson, leads to a desire to leave either 

of one's self Erikson was no doubt one of the first to 

as the mid-life crises or transition There has been 

considerable study in this area since Erikson. Erikson fails to mention the gender differences 

in mid-life, His work seems to be focused on men's behavior. There is some evidence that while 

men may look away corn achievement to more introspection, women, especially those who have 

spent tùne child r-g, look outward to career changes during mid-lik Also, what Gai1 Sheehy 

has found: tbat %id Wa is k i n g  delayed; that there is a c'second adulth~od'~ that has developed 

because of the increased life expectancy, is not reflected in Erikson. 

In surnrnary, Erikson has given us a mode1 for growth that takes place throughout life. WhSe his . 

early stages depend too much on a Freudian understanding of hurnan development, he has given 

us much insight into understanding the issues faced in rnid life and beyond 

Robert Kegan descnbes the stages of growth in much broader terms. His stages are derived 

fiom Jean Piaget's work Kegan's strength is that his work with children, unlike that of Erikçon 

is more venfiable to anyone who has watched chiid behavior. One may not be able to detect the 

presence of guilt or shame, but one can understand Kegan's claim that children bave a need to 

"recruit and be recmited" If in a restaurant, supermarket or fkom the vantage point of a church 

pew one sees a child, one will notice the tendency for the child to engage. The child will "work 

the crowd" i.e. look into the faces of those around to get a response. It is evident either by 

looking at one's own needs, or at the behavior and needs of others, to understand the tmth of 

Kegan's claim that we have two basic needs: that of needing to be unique and independent and 
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that of belonmg Kegan's work on transitions is supported by both William Bridges and Daniel 

Levinson Moreover, the identification of movement fiom one stage to another as being either 

in transition or king embedded, being object or subject is a helpful way of descnbing a number 

of changes that are discemile in human behavior. For example when a marriage breaks down, 

or when a spouse or famiy member dies, the spouse or family often moves into a state of grief, 

anger and a sense of loss. Very slowly they will regain control; will feel less like anc'object" 

(victum). A sense of equilibrium wiIi retum. 

An issue related to this life experience is the loss and recovev of meaning. A crises of meaning 

occurs when one does not have a place in a famly, community etc. Kegan is right when he says 

"one can be warm, fed and fiee of disease but you may still perish if you do not meam" When 

he says that "meaning is the prirnary human emotion,"i.e. a primary human need, he gives us 

a bridge to spirituality- Place and meaning are closely related in the covenant promise of l a d  

Crises occurs for h l ,  not just because they Iose their land, but because they begin to question 

whether they have lost their place in the heart of God, a loss that is far more devastating. Jesus' 

words, "In m y  fathers house are many dwelling places." (John 14:2) is another example of a 

word that seeks to restore rneaning in the midst of threatened loss of community. Kegan's 

description of being "hatched out" again and again is a description of growth that is similar to 

growth sequences descriid in Biblical literature. The wilderness experiences of the Hebrew 

people, the story of Jonah, the rebuth challenge given to Nidemus by Jesus and the conversion 

of Sad, are just some of the examples of transitional growth. 

In sununary, Kegan has articulated some basic human longings and needs and given us language 

that helps us understand transitions that we encounter through the course of our life span He 



has descnied conceptually what the Bible puts into narrative. 

Carol Gilligan brings into question both the way development is perceived to take place and 

challenges the research because of its lack of gender balance. Her suggestion that women see 

things differently and operate relationally rather than institutionally is a helpful lem through 

which hierarchical structures present in Biblical literature can be cntiqued Once again, if we 

look at the struggle that Jesus had with the institution of the law ( a hierarchicd institution that 

had been put together by generations of men ) and how he deemed it necessary to challenge if 

not dismautle that monolithic structure, one wonders if Jesus, like the feminist henneneutic that 

Gilligan represents, wasnlt pleading for another approach to the faith While quantitative 

research in the gender differences in perception seems to be in its infancy, phenomenological 

research seems to suggest that Gilligan cannot be ignored 1 will mention four illustrations, . 

(three of which are anecdotal) that support her research. 

The CBC radio program Momingside, Sept 16,1996 featured host Peter Gzowski in t e~ewing  

Chief Justice Edward Bata of the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal. He was asked if he felt that 

there were differences between the approach of male and female judges. His reply was 'Yhis in 

a generalization but 1 thùik that male judges tend to think vertically and female judges tend to 

think horimntally." 

The second example cornes from an Amencan TV documentary on the infamous Menendez 

brothers who were accused of killing their parents. No verdict could be reached because of a 

"hung jury" at their nrst irial. The issue for the jury was whether or aot to take into consideration 

in this trial the dieged record of continuous child abuse, and how that might affect the charge 
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of nrst degree murder- The jury consïsted of six men and six women The men voted for a guilty 

verdict. They said that they were concemed about what the public would think if those who 

commit such heinous crimes were not punished. The six women voted for a not gdty  charge 

because they believed that the abusive history of the family should moderate the charge of fist 

degree murder. Because the impasse could not be resolved, the jury was dismissed At the 

subsequent trial an all male jury was selected and the Menendez brothers were found gui& and 

sentenced to life in prison. 

The third illustration cornes from a local public school principal who was teaching a course in 

ethical behavior to teachers' coUege students. She asked for Papen to be presented on discipline 

in the classroom. She said that one of the male students came in with a very elaborate systm 

of classroom misdemeanor examples and their consequemes. It was a suggestion for a manual 

that wuld be used by any kacher. The principal's response was that while in theory this should 

be workable, in practice, every child was different and in taking di things into consideration 

such as the background, the cultural norms in which that student operated, the home life etc. 

ethical formulas could not be so universally applied. This "horizontal" attention to ail the 

circu~ll~fances seems more typicai of women Placing the needs of people over the requirements 

of principle was the approach of Jesus in relation to the principles of the law, when he 

suggested that the needs of people took precedence over Sabbath law. 

'fhe fourth exampIe cornes fkom the qualitative research of Practicum 1. los ~ h e  group which was 

withui the Baby Boom age, was asked why the church was important. The major* of the men 
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said that it was important for its ethical teaching; the majority of women stated that it was 

important because of the supportive relationships that it fostered 

According to James Fowler, Gilligan draws on the theones of Nancy Chodorow who suggests 

that gender identity is different in girls because there is no need to develop separateness fiom 

their numinng mothers. There is strong encouragement to be like their mothers so there is no 

threat to emotional solidarity. Boys, however, are encouraged to distance themselves h m  the 

ferninine- Empathy and intimacy for boys might be seen as a kind of regression to a unity with 

their mothers, which tends to be a tbreat to a loss of seK '06 1 would agree with Fowler who is 

critical of Gilligan in not taking into consideration numiring paternal influences on both girls 

and boys. At the same the,  he respects Gilligan's reminder that moral maturity for both men and 

women means balancing responsibility and care with a keen sense of ri@ and justice. 

Carol Gilligan's ''web" metaphor has haù a profound and far reaching influence on poçtmodern 

theological discourseUrse It goes beyond the gender issue to how we look at both our neighbour and 

our world It is e>cpressed in the theology of Rosemary M o r d  Reuther, Sallie McFague, Chmg 

Hyung Kyung, Matthew Fox and Douglas John Hall to name just a few. 

James Fowier's Faith Development Tbeory 

One person who has posited a faith development theory is James Fowler. Using the categories 

primady of Erikson, but drawirig from Piaget, Kohlberg, Kegan and Daniel Levinson., Fowler 

identifies six stages of f a  between birth and death. His earliest stage is one of basic mist 

IOd James Fowler, Becoming Ad&, Becoming Christian (San Francisco, 1984), 44. 
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(Prima1 Faith). The second stage between two and six years, he calls the Intuitive-Projective 

Faith. Here a child believes that she or he is in the center of the universe. Faith questions have 

to do with such things as: "Can God see and hear everythïng? Where is heaven?" What happens 

to Grandfaîher when he dies?" and "'Will God protect us fkom ham?" Fowler's third stage he 

calls the t%lythïc-Literal Faith where the child begins to leam the place of stories of faith; where 

there is an appreciation of fairness. "God made us, loves us , and wants us to love one another" 

is a typical creedal statement in this pre-adolescent stage. With adolescence cornes what Fowler 

calls the Synthetic-Conventional Faith He explains that synthetic does not mean artificial but 

a drawing together of one's beliefs in the light of w w  knowledge of the world and a new 

embeddedness in peer group relationships. At this stage there is the awareness that God either 

is not al1 powerfül or al1 loving or could be asleep. This is coupled with a life that is often filled 

with new pressures and demands. Beliefs are often held with some conviction at this stage. 

There is need for God as cornpanion in the face of loneliness. There is also loyalty to fiiends, 

adult mentors and teachers as well as a loyalty to the faith to which one has been exposed. 

The faith of the young adult, Fowler describes as an "Individuative-Reflective" faith. This shift 

fkom the previous stage has to do with the shift in self understanding. Now the self is less 

dehed by and dependent upon othen and is rnoving toward a new quality of self authorizati~n- 

There is a new examination of one's beliefs, values and commitments which take on a systematic 

unity. What was previously unexamined now becornes a matter of more explicit cornmitment 

and accountability. Achieving integcity in one's faith becornes important, offen through a process 

of demythologking a given faith tradition The next adult stage that Fowier descnies is that of 

"Conjunctive" faith. As the previous stage corresponds to the IntimacyAsolation stage of 
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Enkson, the "Conjunctive" stage corresponds to Erikson's mid-life stage of 

Generativity/Stagnation. This is a time described by Daniel Levinson as mid life transition; a 

time when the resolution of the four polarities of Young /O14 DestructiodCreation, 

MAsculine/FeminKie and Attachment/Separateness takes place. lm As well as these polarÏties, 

says Fowler there is a need to face and hold together the polarity of having boîh a conscious and 

a shadow seKL"There is a movement to accept and embrace paradon The penon moves to a 

state of appreciation not only of one's own faith tradition but of the faith traditions of others. 

Fowler suggests the following as representative of this stage. 

The wiU of God is not some body of cornmanciments or some demarcated path 

we are to find ready marked through the wilderness. It is not, in any simple way, 

working to bring some clear conception of a "Kingdom of God." Doing the will 

of God, 1 have corne to believe, is something like creating a play together - 

actors worlong with a playwright-director. We improvise together in an overall 

plan that God has. The director of that overail plan is what the "script" - the 

Bible - helps us to see. But our responses, our initiatives, our moves are 

important in the drama, as we try to shape our dance in relation to God's 

movements. 'O9 

This stage of faith means îhat the person c m  see, to use a revolution metaphor, the corruption 

"'~anie1 Levinson, The Seasom of a Mun's Life (New York, 1978), 197. 

'081bid. 65. 

'%id. 66,67. 
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and vulnerability of the oId regime, even as they can also see and rejoice in the possibility of a 

new order. Persons in Conjunctive faith long for transforming newness; yet their integrity 

involves keeping steadfast commitments ?O institutions and persons in the present They see the 

possibility, even the imperative of lives lived in solidarity with all being; yet their wills, 

affections, and actions manifest tension and disunity. ''O 

The next stage Fowler calls 'ZTniversalized Faith." These people have been able to move into 

a transfonned and a transfonning faith. This stage is the culmination of a process that is part 

of maturation: the gradua1 "decentration" of self and the expansion of "perspective taking" 

accordhg to Fowler. Universalized faith is the result of a person's total response in love and trust 

to the radical love of Gob It is a total emptying of self for the good of the other. 11' 

Al1 but the sixth nage are based on i n t e ~ e w s  that Fowler conducted The sixth was created by 

a projection of step five and a description of the Life of holiness fiom both the Bhagavad Gifa 

and fiom the gospels. Fowler points out that ail six stages are not to be seen as a progression 

of steps through which people go, but different ways of seeing, knowing and valuing. '" 

A Criticai Look at Fowier 

Fowler has taken the cognitive levels and in his research, has indicated what typically are the 

questions and the faith issues in the stages of a child's growth. It is also evident in Iooking at 

some of the questions, that these questions are not always confineci to childhood and adolescent 
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faith. The strength of Fowler's stages of faith theory is the insight that one gains, especidly as 

he traces fath through the cognitive levels to adulthood His adult stages also are descriptive of 

stances that are readily recognizable. 

The weakness of Fowlefs categories is that the stages seem to reflect some of the critical 

historical verses literal debates in theology that took pIace in the sixties, which dates the 

construct. SchoIars such as Gerald Sheppard, Shirley Guthrie and Walter Brueggeman. have 

suggested ways of moving beyond both Liberalism and Literalism by taking the text senously 

but treating it poetically- Aise, Fovviefs findings that "the majority of adults in our socim amest 

or equiù'brate in either the Mythic-Literal or the Synthetic-Conventional stage"lI3 waich he 

suggests is the childhood and adolescent stages of faith may imply that these adults may have 

a faith that is either childlike or adolescent in conviction and practice, which is not necessady . 

the case. When Fowler suggests that the sixth stage belongs to those rare individuals in our 

world who are seen as "holy,'' he has related cognizant levels with cod tment  levels which 

Whiie Fowler does not dery the validity of the stages, he does suggest that we are moving into 

a new paraigm. His book Weaving the Néw Creation States that what we are seeing is an 

expansion of the Conjunctive stage of faith. ll4He believes that people such as Miutin Luther 

King Jr., Thomas Merton and Sally McFague give us both a theology and a praxis for fdth in 

the next century. 1 found validity in Sharon Parks' criticism of Fowler when she said that 

LI3 James Fowler, Wenving the New Creation: Stages of Faith and the Public Church (San 
Francisco, 1991), 2 1. 
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Fowler's constnict is too much based on Emmanuel Kant and not enough on Samuel Taylor 

Coleridge. In the book Faith Development and Fowler which she co-edits with Craig Dykstra, 

she says that while both Kant and Coleridge were well aware of the power of the mind and the 

importance of the imagination in constnicting reality. Coleridge believed that ''imagination is 

the activity of the Spirit and the breath of the power of God." 'lJ Fowler's use of the imagination 

in hie initial work outlining his faith stages is too dependent upon the constnict of Erikson and 

fails to take seriously the dynarriic movemen? of Kegan This is not the case in his last book 

where he refers often to the new vision to which we are king d e c i  His own paradigm appears 

to have shifted h m  what he bas constructeci to disceming the nature of the new more dynamic 

paraâigrn into whkh God is calliag us. 

Developmental Psychology and its Contribution to  our Understanding of Discipleship 

If one's primary source of îruth was that of Developmental Psychology as expounded by 

Erikson, Kegan and Gilligan, there would be much collaborative evidence found in the New 

Testament Erikson's list of qualities and their opposites reads like a list of m e s  and vices. 

Erikson7s list of what is desirable in development begins and ends in trust. In his adult 

development he lists love intimacy, generativïty and care. These qualities of fulfillrnent wodd 

be among those qualities in the "abundant life" of which Jesus spoke. 

Robert Kegan has given us sorne imporîant insights iato human nature d e n  he says that we 

have a fuodamental need to be a unique individual to be in communion with others. 

1 1s Craig Dykstra and Sharon Parks, Faith Developrnent und Fowler (Birmingham, 1986), 
148, 
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Dorathee Soelle in spealang of what Bonoeffer said about Jesus as  king the man for others, says 

that the ccman77 designation refers to the theological "true mann while the "for others" refers to 

the "bue God" designation; he was both a unique individual and in communion. She claims that 

within St. Paul's staternent of, "let the mind of Christ be in you." there in the invitation to be 

individuals and in communion. 

Kegan says that growth takes place when the old way of understanding the world no longer 

works, and we finci ourselves "in over our head" There is a rnoving tbrough, an often painful, 

new birth. There is a movement forward, not back to the womb, as Freud had suggested This 

movement forward accompanied by experiences of r e b m  is similar to the Hebrew expenence 

and understanding of history. It also has a parallel in the metaphor of the woman in labour that 

the writer of John's gospel uses in descnbing the cross and resurrection '17 

Carol Gilligan is one of the pioneers who linked the person-in-relationship as a lem through 

which women tend to see the world. She was one of the first to question the assumptions of 

patriarchal power. Her staternent that "web" images are integral to the fantasy life of women, 

suggesting that both the self and the other will be treated as equals in spite of the differences in 

power, has egalitarian and hieration implications that contribute to our understanding of 

community. 

When we look at the limitations of Developmental Psychology, Old Testament scholar, Walter 

Bmeggemann, is one of the most outspoken His criticism is directed mostly at James Fowler7s 

- 

ll6Dorothee Soelle, Theologyfor Skeptics, ( Mïnneapolis, 1995), 95-96. 

 oh.: l6:2 1. 
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stages of fiai& Breuggemann says, "The stages are never about interiority, and yet always about 

interaction in which the person is evoked, assualte4 and impinged upon in formative and 

transformative ways, depending on the other parties in the intera~tion."~ In using the Exodus 

story, he suggests that faith has a three stage development: (1) "Expression of a dangerous 

critique of ideology which has shaped personhood according to dominant myths that reflect 

dominant social uiterests. (2) Articulation of and embrace of the pain which the dominant myths 

have trïed to deny and cover over, and (3) Practice of social imagination, authonzed and 

energized by public processing of pain, as an act of dangerous subversion but also as an act of 

concrete h~pe.""~ 

While this may be a valid criticisrn of Fowler's stages of faith, there is a sense in Fowler's 

material of one stage of faith being left behind, if that stage no longer serves. The faith may no 

longer serve when the person is "invoked, assaulted and irnpinged upon "%y circumstances in 

a person's life." Brueggemann is closer to Kegan's concept of growth. It was Kegan who said 

that growth is a matter of moving fiom object to subject The object stage is the sense that a 

person has of losing control. There is a p e n d  of sûuggle and confusion until control is regained 

once more. There is the danger of a person becoming "embedded" as object and no growth takes 

place. Brueggemann has described this process in his reference to the Exodus. ûther examples 

can be found in the Psalms, in the book of Job and in Lamentations. The despair and 

helplessness is processed through giving voice to the lament and the anger. The spoken word 

before God becomes transformative, rnoving fiom embeddedness to new faith. 

"'Walter Brueggemam, Hope Wirhin History ( Atlanta, 1987), 9. 

"%ici 24. 



Summary 

In this chapter I have suggested that Developmental Psychology provides us w i t h  a profile of the 

human condition. From this it is possible to discover the points at which faith tells a parallel 

story of truth, albeit using, a different language and metaphor. Erik Enkson provides a spintual 

road map through the mid-life transition that is part of the Baby Boom experience. This 

opportunity of "'generativity' or what Gai1 Sheehy calls the "second a d u l t h d '  is also an 

opportunity for the church to offer its vision of rebirth and transformation Robert Kegan gives 

us new language for basic human needs when he says we have two basic needs - to be both 

individuals and in commimity. Each of us is a unique child of God and meant to be in 

commuaity His statement that we c m  be fed, clothed and warm, but life is stiii empty unless 

we ''mean," confirms what is being said about the spiritual need of Baby Boomers. Carol . 

Gilligan in her "web" metaphor adds an important voice to feminist theology's concept of 

connectedness that applies not only to people but to the whole ecological world It is what 

Matthew Fox introduced over two decades ago in the his image of "Sarah's Circle." James 

Fowler gives us categones that are readily recognizable both in ourselves and to most anyone 

who has expenenced life in the congregation 

The limitation of Developmental Psychology is that it focuses on the individual and generally 

is descriptive of that individuai's joumey toward wholeness and integration It is with this 

dtimate individualistic goal of integration that the Christian faith would take issue. While faith 

has wholeness objective for the individual, it is just part of a vision of wholeness for al1 of the 

created world. 



Importance for the Proposed Course of Study 

Erik Erikson reminds us that in mid-life there is a crisis of meaning. There is a search for new 

oppoltunities that Ieads to care for one's neighbour and for the world. A course on Chn'stian 

discipleship would identify and offer such oppominities. Robert Kegan's ernphasis on meaning 

and the need to be a unique individual as weii as a person in wmunity suggests a focus on self 

and oîhers that has been mentioned eariier. Carol Gilligan's web metaphor gives emphasis to 

one's interdependence and connectedness in the world. James Fowler makes us aware of the 

variegated faith stances in a commuaity of fa& 



Cbapter IV 

A Theology of Discipleship and The Development of an Adult Course for Baby Boomers 

Introduction 

Theologian Karl Barth said that king a Christian rneant holding the Bible in one hand and the 

newspaper in the other. It is a way of saying that a working theology develops when text is 

applied to context In chapter two 1 examined the infiuences on the Baby Boom generation and 

the resuitiug spiritual quest Chapter three provides insight nom psychology. In chapter four I 

will explore the cment context of the Baby Boomer generation in North Amenca, their 

privileges and pressures. Using what we have leamed thus far in chaptea one through three 1 

will look at the text that d e m i  the journey of the Hebrew people and the joumey of Jesus and 

propose a theoIogica1 hmework for the course of study. Finally I will descn'be how the course 

was deveioped and what form it took. 

Theology of Discipleship - The Con- 

What then, is a theology for the Baby Boom generation at the beginning of the twenty first 

century? If theology develops out of circumstances that assault us and impinge upon us, as 

Walter Brueggemann suggests, then what are the forces that serve to threaten the reign of God 

to such an extent that we are called to join God in the movements of  resistance and 

transformation? We find oufse1ves as Christians, especially those of us in the middie class, 

being among the worlâ's privileged 
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However, occupying a place of privilege (and power) is not without its problems. We are told 

that while North Amenca has ten percent of the world's population, it uses eighty percent of the 

world's resources. With using up much more than our share of the world's available resources 

has gone an inordinate amount of pollution and ecological damage. As Barbara Brown Taylor 

has said, "Our national economy is grounded on acquisitiveness if not outn-ght covetousness. . 

. . We live in the richest most powerful country on earth. We police other nations without their 

consenf and employ their workers for a k t i o n  of what we pay our o w n  We throw away more 

food each year than some srna11 nations produce, and we have no rivals in terms of the 

despoilment of the eartharth"120 

TWO ~ymbo1s have emerged in the last two decades of the twentieth centq that point to this age 

of consumensm. The first is that of "Pack Man" that appeared in an early video game. It 

featured a yellow head with a open mouth that proceeded to consume everythuig in si@ as it 

traveled a labyrinth path across the screen. The second symbol was created by the footwear 

manufacturing Company Nike. The symbol was called the c'swoosh" It was a curved stylized 

"wing" symbolic of the winged Roman god Nik ,  god of cornpetition Both symbols express the 

cultural focus of the western world at the beginning of the twenty first century: consumption and 

cornpetition, 

Asian theologian Chmg Hyung Kyung, speaking of our cultural world says, " Our enemies are 

often so beautifid, attractive, even sexy. They dominate us with the power of seductioq allure 

"Qarbara Brown Taylor, 'Treaching Repentance at the Start of the New Mülennium. " 
Walter Brueggemann and T. Erslane Clarke, Editors, Journal for Preachers ( Decatur, GA. Lent 
2000 ) 5,7. 
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and attraction rather than military force. When 1 look at today's situation of globalkation, 

CNNization and marketkation, 1 can see that the &ver is mad. But the passenges and the 

person who û-ied to save them are alço slightly maci We are all to some degree insider-outsiders 

in this madness of globalization . . . 'Victim,' 'Cornplicite one,' and 'Resister' are embedded 

in al1 of us to some degree."12' Chung sometimes refers to the west's domination of global 

markets as the "Coca Colanization7' of the world It is our attempt to spread a consumer 

rnentality to the third world We do this in spite of the realization that the world will not sustain 

this level of resource depletion The "trickie dom" theory that States, "if we become 

prosperous, the rest of the world will be raised to a higher standard of living," has not worked 

for the poorest in the world The growing anxiety that calls for serious theological reflection is 

our cornplicity in a system that causes 40,000 people a day to die because of lack of adequate 

food and clean water. 

The gap between the rich and the poor is widening not only between first and third world 

nations, but is widening between the rich and poor in North America. Tax dollars have k e n  

diverted to the middle class through tax cuts while those on social assistance have seen their 

monthly incorne cut by one third. In Canada the social safety net that makes us the envy of the 

wodd has fiayed. Social assistance programs have been tied to work and training programs. 

Problems *se when there are no jobs and only a very limited number of training opportunities. 

The misguided assumption of the program is that there are jobs and those receiving assistance 

are not motivated to apply. 

12'Chung Hyung Kyung. 'Vear Dietrich Bonhoeffer." Bonhoeferfor a N m  Dgy. Ed 
John W. Gmchy. (Cambridge, U.K: 1997), 18. 



Spousal support for separated and divorced couples has once again been added to child support 

in Ontario. Regional family support offices tbat once heard the cornplaints of the spouse, shodd 

payments be in arrears, have been closed At present, in Ontario, two thirds of spousal payments 

are in arrears. One office now serves the province and is virtua11y inaccessible by phone- 

Backlogs and attempts to garnishee wages of delinquent spouses often result in the other spouse 

and children going without any income for several months. 

CoIUlllflist Michele Landsberg, Wnting in the Toronto Star, spoke o f  the provincial govemment 

spending 180 million dollars on a contract given to Anderson Comulting to discover and stop 

welfare h u d  The "'cheats7' that were apprehended made up oniy -43 percent of the entire case 

load This less than halfof one percenc when caught "saved" the government 5 million dollars. 

She ad&, 'Women and children who are genuinely poor and desperate, get thrown off welfare, 

not because of hud, but because the govemment has created a maze of hurtles, paper work and 

smaii print designed to disqualm tens of thousands." '" In the last ten years in the province of 

Ontario, those who are living below the poverty line have doubled According to a Toronto 

based Centre for Social Justice, salaries in a11 economic levels, when inflation and the cost of 

living are calculated, have decreased in the last decade. I p  

In December of 1999 the provincial government closed al1 of the agricultural offices in southem 

Ontario and terminated the jobs of al1 of the "Ag. Reps." This was d e r  a fa11 season when 

famiers experienced unparalleied drops in commodity prices and needed the local information 

'%fichele Landsberg, The Toronto Sior (Toronto: January 15,2000). 

1+3C~C~ews, Radio One, Jan 27,2000. 
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and support that these Ag. Reps give. Canada's cheap food policy has kept prices low in a time 

of the ever increasing cost-price squeeze. Farmen in western Canada protest grain prices and 

speak of the United States subsidies to farmers that prevent the Canadian fanners fiom 

becoming cornpetitive. Ifacquisition of more and more goods and senices, as unworthy as this 

might be, is E n  by the culture as givhg meanhg to life, then even this goal cannot be reached 

in a climate of cut backs; of high or uncertain unemployrnent. 

It is little wonder then that the growing anxiety that underlies the assumptions of the culture is 

that of c'meaning." 1 believe that Douglas John Haii says it best when he says that & question 

in North Arnerica is, "What are we for?" He states: "What westerners need to be saved Erom 

today isn't dread of death, and it isn't a crippling sense of guilt . . . It's the gnawing suspicion 

that humaos may be purposeless things. . . ." lZ4 He says that, ". . . anxiety about goals, purpose, 

meaning is by no means a luxriry anxiety. It is probably the most critical anxiety of them dl. ..us 

He suggests that 'kcause human beings can become so talented and capable they easily become 

fhsûakd and angry when they cannot fmd goals big enough for their ~a~abi l i t ies ."~~~ It is thiS 

void of meaning, this quest that takes a myriad of directions, the gospel needs to address. 

As weil as the issues identifieci above, there are some existentid issues that compound the 

pressures for the Baby Boomer age group. We h o w  that the majority of this generation is more 

pnvileged and are better educated than the generation before. Some are getting the impression 

la~ouglas John Hall, Why Christim? (Minneapolis: 1 998). 47. 

1251bid. 47. 

U61bid 
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that they rnay be more privileged than the generation to follow. There is much career expertise, 

cornpetence and success. 

For some, the issues are raishg children in a world that is much different and more diverse than 

the one they remember. For those who are older, the issues may focus on children growing up 

and moving into a job market that is less predictable and into a world much more pliiralistic 

than anticipated. Concerns over aging parents will give the Baby Boom generation the 

impression that they are caught in the middle. With a need for two incomes to maintain the 

family at a reasonable standard of living, the need to ensure that the children be involved in a 

number of activities fiom ballet and modem dance to early morning hockey practices, there is 

the impression of a kind of "exhausting coping." 

In an informa1 survey on why people do not attend worship as they once ciid, that 1 conducted 

with yomg families living in a subdivision near the chmh, 1 was told that, c%oth of US work al1 

week Saturday morning we take the kids to a number of activities; in the aftemoon we do the 

washing and clean the house. Sunday we shop. If we are lucky we get to sleep in Smday 

morning and have a little time together. We are just too busy." 

The thoughts that emerge at mid-life add additionai pressures. Sometimes this Ieads to 

increased activity; it may also lead to a search for meaning that takes them beyond the 

accelerated, consumer driven iread mill. Ralph Milton tells of a husband and wife who decided 

to give the church another try. 

"Shawna and Gary began goùig to church partly in reaction to the consumer culture that 

s1mounded them "The message seems to be to buy more, consume more," Shawna cornplains. 
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"The only happiness offered me, a woman, is to become Miss Perfect Consumer. And M y ,  

it scares the hell out me. %nd happiness for the male," Gary adds, 'is to drink the right beer, 

drive the right car, and become Mr. Perfect Consumer whose goal in life is to make a pile of 

money and seduce Miss Perfect Consumer; not love, just seduce her."lZ7 

In spite of both wife and husband working outside of the home, the house work is not shared 

equally by members of this generation. Moreover, while corporations pay lip seMce to hiring 

women in the higher levels of management and welcorning them to positions on boards of 

directors, this has yet to be dooe in more than token numbers. Women will still need to fight for 

a more egalitarian position of power both in the home and in the corporate world. 

This is the first generation that was born into the world of television They will have to continue . 

to sort out what is r d  and what is a lie on the "tube" lifestyles that are portrayed. They are the 

generation where the privileged will be connected to the world wide web by way of cornputer, 

a medium that gives the impression of being a community but connects to information and to 

people in private and isolated ways. Most evetyone will know someone who has gone to meet 

a new fiend who was met on a "chat line," only to find that the screen to screen relationship 

proved to be much better than the relationship they would have face to face. While the c ~ e b 7 7  

brings the world into the home, giving access to a world of knowledge, its uncensored and 

unpoliced nature gives parents cause for caution if not alam. 

Theology that Addresses the Neeà 

in Ralph Milton, Rumors Navsletter (Vancouver # 77 email Feb, 13,2000) quoted from 
his book, God For Beginners (Northstone Productions). 
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The twentieth cenhiry saw a movement away fiom 19" century Liberalism to post war Neo- 

orthodoxy. As Asian and South American theologies emerged in the post war period there was 

a move to liberation theology. The end of the 2 0 ~  century saw the growth of feminist and 

creation theologies. 

In 19 18 Karl Barth wrote his commentary on Romans. The writing came on the aftennath of 

the first World War and reflected the disillusionment with nineteenth century Iiberalism. Barth 

warned the world of the dark powers and principalities represented in the national socialism that 

was emerging in Gennany. The omet of the second World War offered an affirmation of Barth's 

view that "man" can do nothing on "his" own that is good 

He places himself in a self-contradiction which can result only in his destruction. 

He loves and chooses the inner nothingness which can only reveal itself to its 

shame in the impotence of his action To th is  extent he does do something actual. 

Tt is oniy a negative character. . . . In his loving and choosing he is the good 

creature of God who does that which is bad12* 

Theology emphasized a 'mettanoia," a tumùtg around, and this was the work of the Holy Spirit. 

This was especially true of "Pauline" theology which has greatly influenced the church. When 

the listoncal context cast suspicion on the ability of human beings to "grow," redemption 

theology with the saving power coming fiom the Holy Spirit was emphasized. 

Theology hm undergone considerable change in the sixty years since Karl Barth wrote his 

12'Karl Barth Epistle to the Romans (Londoq U X  : 1933), 419. 
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commentary on the book of Romam and his CIiwch Dogmatics. Barth, in a book entitled The 

H-ity of G d  wrinen in the sixties, suggested that a new age required a new theology "God 

insists on man's participation in His reconciling work. He wants man, not as a secondary God, 

to be sure, but as a tnily fkee follower and CO-worker, to repeat His divine 'Yes' and 'No. ~n 129 

Today there is then a need to have a theology that celebrates the God who creates and affinns 

both the individual and the creation. God is the life giver and we as Christians see and 

experience this new life coming into the world in Jesus. The new life is ongoing, persistent and 

seeks to permeate not only individuals and institutions but al1 of the created world While this 

is a theology of afnrmaîioq we need to be reminded of the persistence and power of evil; of the 

brokeness of the world and God's cornmitment to its healing. Because we, and al1 people, and 

indeed all of the created world are recipients of God's amazing and life giving grace, we have 

reason to hop.  With this hope we move first into community called church, a place of word, 

sacrament and fellowship. From there we are sent into the world where we seek to be stewards 

of this transforming grace: to make a difference. This involves compassion as well as 

confkontation and resistance. Sometimes it involves the '%&hg up the cross" of discipleship. 

Ifthere is one central issue for Baby Boomers it would be the search for meaning; the search to 

give meaning to their stones amidst a myriad of conflicting stories offered by the world I am 

suggesting that there is a need to have a theology grounded in the scripture. "Scripture," says 

Walter Brueggemann is a story of both direction and rich diversity." "O Marcus Borg 

I2-l Barth, The Humaniry of God (Richmond: 1960), 8 1. 

130 Walter Brueggemann, The Bible Makes Sense (Atlanta: 1977), 153. 
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has remindeci of the need for diversity 13' as has Donald   os ter ski.'^^ Borg states, "The daim 

that there was only one way to God was at least marketable in the past, but in today's milieu it 

is repulsive." A theologia. who provides a theological fkmework for diverçity is W. Paul Jones. 

Jones has given us a model of theological diversity in his book entitled Ineological Worlh. " 
It is that model that expresses five different theologies that have found expression in the western 

wodd in the twentieth century: Neo-Liberal, Neo-Orthodox, Liberation, Process, and 

Existentialism Each has its own "0bssessio" (human condition) and its own "Epiphania7' 

(salvation). (Appendk II) The pllaalism honours the theological diversity that is found in most 

churches, and in the canon of scripture. It acknowledges the opportwiity for choice that is 

important to the Baby Boom generation "Y 

From W. Paul Jones' Theology to Jesus' Journey 

One of the words used by Baby Boomers to describe the spiritual quest is "journey." The ongins 

for them may go back to Jack Kerouac's novel On the Rwd (1958)  or to the f o b  who traveled 

in the 1960's across the United States, Canada and Europe to '%nd ihernsel~es,"~~%r fiom the 

language of the h g  culture that began to use the word "trip" to describe a dnig induced sate 

"'Marcus Borg, Jesuî o New Vision (San Francisco, l98î), 98- 165. 

13?Donald C. Posterski, Reinventing Evangelism (Illinois, 1989) 65. 

'"W. Paul Jones, Theologicd Worlak (Nashville, 1989). 

lY~ones has a questionnaire in which one's theology can be identified When eight 
volunteers fiom the congregation that 1 serve agreed to fiil out the questionnaire, 1 f o ~ d  that al1 
five Theological Worlds were represented. 

135 D O U ~  Owram, Born at the Right Time: A History of the BaLp Boom Generation 
(Toronto: 1996), 206. 
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of mind The Baby Boom generation was one that spoke of spintual growth, of having a sense 

of ''where 1 am headed" When evangelical Christian speaking of 'kalking the walk" or those 

of the maidine churches speak of the spiritual "joumey" or "path," they are using a language 

that speaks of a spirituaI growth process. 13' This wodd suggest that a faith study that speaks of 

the growth of the Hebrew people on their geographical and faith joumey. A study of the journey 

of Jesus from his baptism to the cross and resurrection wodd resonate with those of the Baby 

Boom generation. 

John Domuiic Crossan reminds us that it was the biographical accounts of the Me of Jesus by 

the writers of the gospels of Matthew, Ma& Luke and John that were selected over the less 

biographical accounts sucb as the gospel of Thomas, for the canon of scriphire. " At the same 

IMwade Clarke Roof. Spiriluai Marketplace. 102. 

time it is not possible to understand the New . 

Testament or corne to appreciate the ongin 

of the covenant relationship with God 

&out comphentary stories fond both in 

the Old Testament and in the writings of St. 

Paul. When these stories are used Mthin the 

context of the spiritual jouniey, they are 

more likely to speak to the spiritual quest of 

the Baby Boom generation. I began to think 

'"~ohn Dominic Crossan, The Begiming of ChrWtionity Lecture Series (Five Oaks 
Christian Centre, June, 1999). 
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points on a five pointed star. 1 drew a pentagram and placed 

of the five points. (Appendix III) 1 fouud that in placing the 

"worlds" in sequence, there emerged a juxtaposition of opposites. Because I wanted to work 

with stones and not theological concepts, with joumey and not oppsites, 1 began to work with 

the star as a kind joumey icon Most people have leamed to draw this pentagram in elementary 

school, so by recalling this and adding story, 1 found that 1 could trace the discipleship 

''journey." Journey was not only a metaphor but a geographic reality both for the Hebrew 

people and for Jesus. 1 then went to the gospel accounts of the life of Jesus. AU started with 

baptism and ended with cross and resurrection. The first three gospels followed the sequence 

of wildemess, cal1 of disciples, a visit to the synagogue, miracles, teaching and the final 

confrontation with the authonties which resulted in his suffiering and death By reversing Jones' 

Worlds two and four, and usïng the star as a jouniey both for Jesus and for us, sequences of 

Jesus ministry might be viewed within an adapted theological ccworlds" fiamework- (Appendix 

IV) Worlds wodd become Sreps on the joumey. 1 also discovered that there was a parallel 

journey that could be traced through the Old Testament narrative. God's good creation, the 

blessing and cal1 of Abraham, the trials in the wilderness, the foudational likration story of 

Exodus with its connection with communion, the destruction of Jerusalem and the subsequent 

vision of a new world, was another way of looking at what God was doing in Jesus. The course 

began to take shape. 

The Star is a symbol of the light that shines in the darkness. It was used as a symbol of the 

people of Israel and while it fell into some disrepute in Babylon, it reîumed as a symbol that 

pointed to Jesus in Matthew's gospel. The star is used as a symbol of the Christ in the book of 
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Reve1ati0n.I~~ This "moming star"x39 is believed to be Venus, a star that appean just before 

dam. 

The five pointai star mi@ also be seen as a human figure with amis outsbetched. Because the 

earth as well as the sun are seen as stars, we can cal1 ourselves star people. We are of the earth, 

(Atharn) but depend on the sun (son) for life. We are star people. 

The Christian faith has sometimes used symbols of the culture to express its tnith. Early 

Christians used the fish, The Greek word "ixtheos" was a five letter acrostic, which when 

spelled out, became the early creed: 'Jesus Christ, son of Go4 savior." The generation that 

grew up with Star Trek and Star Wars in this space exploration era will be at home with star 

symbolisrn. Scientist, Demis Edwds ,  reminds us that stars are made up of four elements, 

oxygen, carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen, the same elements that are in the human body. lait adds 

a new dimension to the creation story of the first human being created fiom a handfu1 af 

(earthhtar) ddust Rosemary Radford Ruether argues that there is scientific molecular comection 

of all of iife: a web that makes us part of the earth and universe. 14' 

'"There is a growing appreciation of the ''Apcalyptic" paradigm, which 1 believe is 
worthy of our attention, not only because of the apocalyptic sense that Jesus had, that the new 
age had corne, but because it gives the church a much needed urgency and excitement about this 
new Spirit of transformation unleashed upon the e h  The danger in a growing apodyptic 
theology is the fact that this usuaily emerges in a time when people have felt so overwhelmed by 
histoncal circumstances that they shift the transformative agenda to God at the expense of 
''taking up the cross" of discipleship. 

'?Denis Edwards, Made From Sfardust (Victoria, Australia, 1992),39 

l4IIbid. Gaia and God 250-25 1. 



Tbeology that Speaks to the Five Step Journey 

The following theologians I believe speak with relevance to the "Five Steps" that I have used 

as a h e w o r k  for the proposed course, Five S~eps ro Christian Discipleship. 

Hemi Nouwen in Lfe of the Beloved, attempted to articulate the essence of the Christian faith 

for a Jewish niend. While his Jewïsh niend suggested that Nouwen's attempt did not entirely 

succeed because he could not distance himself fiom either language or the assumed categories 

of Christian discourse, the book was touted by Gordon Cosby of the Church of the Savior in 

Washington D.C. as an ideal textbook for those seeking admission to church membenhip. The 

book uses the sacramental formula of bread that was taken, blessed, broken and shared as a 

template for the body of Christ i.e. the churcb He applies this to the individual and changes 

"taken" to "chosen". He elaboraies on what it means for foliowers of Jesus to be chosen, blesse& 

broken and shared It is a contemplative approach to the faith which, 1 believe, sufEers fiom the 

lack of connections made both with the church and how one enters into the reign of God in the 

world (shared), yet is brïlliant in its treatment of God's unconditional and reconciling love. 

Nouwen's strength is in his treatment of being blessed and called which is Step One. 

Theologian Uatthew Fox also gives us a theology of affirmation which is related to Step One- 

He argues that our theological tradition has ignored a concept that he calls "original blessing". 

He quotes Jewish theologian Elie Wiesel who says that original sin is alien to Jewish tradition, 

and Herbert Haig, former president of the CathoIic Bible Association of Germany who says that 

the doctrine of originai sin cannot be found in any of the writings of the Old Testament, and 
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certainly not in chapters one through three in Genesis.'" Fox suggests that blessing is at the 

heart of  the covenant that God made not only with God's people but with al1 creation. L43 

Old Testament scholar, Walter Brueggemann .speaks to our time when he uses the metaphor of 

exile to describe the church in North America lu He argues that the church in North America 

has become disestablished as was Israel after her exile in 587 BCE. In the tradition of Karl 

B e  who said that we need to keep the Bible in one hand and the newspaper in the other, the 

process of having theology emerge from the dialogue between text and context, Bnieggemann 

looks at what Israel did in enle to re-establish vitality and newness. He cites the Priestly (P) 

writer, who wrote the early creation and patriarchal stones sometime fier 587 BCE as stones 

that would reconnect Israel to both its historical and spirituai roots, which were one and the 

same. Brueggemann gives four examples of faith recovery that I believe speak to the church of 

the 21" ~enhiry:'~~ 

1. The creation story in Genesis 1:Z-2:4 a with its good creation culminatkg in the 

creation of Sabbath, establishes the dignity and liberation of Jewishness in an alien 

environment. They are not to w g s  in the irnperial machine but are a people created in 

the image of God 

2. Genesis 17 tells the story of Abraham circumcising his offspring. It is a visible sign 

t42~atthew Foq  Original Biessing (Sante Fe, NM, 1983) 47. 

144 wakr Brueggemann, Cadences of Home: Preoching omong Exiles (Westxnhsâer John 
Knox Press: 1997), 1. 



of an identity, whereby insiders are disthguished fiom outsiders. The corresponding 

identity for the church is baptism. 

O 3. Elements of Exodus 16. the story of manna, are PriestIy in origin It is a symbol for 

exiles to live by the gifts of God, and not by their managed surpluses. 

4.The tabernacle tradition is descnbed It provides for exiled people without the sec- 

of the Jerusalem temple, the idea of a portable shrine and a of a God who will travel. 

Brueggemann has given us the essence of this God community that points to doxology and the 

celebration of Christian identity, the importance of that identity being symbolized in baptism; 

the necessity of the gathered cornmunity breaking bread in remembrance of Godys saving act, 

and the reminder of the presence of God that will not be confined to buildings. Brueggemann 

calls the exile a movement fiom temple to text and would point to curent parallels in a church 

that has been in many ways disestablished and marginalized by the culîue. He also reminds 

us that, cc While we may find wilderness - exile models less congenid, there is no Biblical 

evidence that the G d  of the Bible cringes at the prospect of this community. . . . hdeed this 

God resisted the temple (cf 2 Sam.7:4-7). In the end it was God and not the Babyloriians who 

terminated the temple project"'47 This theology of affirmation, exile and commiinity are 

expressed in Steps One, c'Blessed and Called," Step Two, "Crash and Recovery," and Step 

Three, ccCornmunity." 
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Brueggmann mentions another source of life in exile, (and in the church) namely that of 

prophetic speech. He says that the question that people have as they gather to hear the text is, 

"1s there life wried in the text? 1s there a p e t  who can render the text clearly without fuainess, 

but also without a seducing certitude that covers over where 1 live? 1s there a word that can 

rescue me nom my exhausting coping? 14' The text is a bearer of a new vision; one hears anew, 

"that possibility overwhelms necessity in my Me. . . that the world is set loose toward 

healing."149 Brueggemann argues for a recovery of exile liturgy and exile poetry: stones that 

have given and will continue to give new life to this "odd" cornmunity we cal1 church, Walter 

Brueggemann offers, what I believe, is a biblical hermeneutic that gives both life and 

transfomative power to the te* He credits Paul Racour for stating that the liberals have made 

the text boring by historical cnticism and the consenratives have reduced thz text to rigid 

doctrine? Brueggemann believes thaî the way out is to treat the text as narrative aud to recover 

the power of the text through its life-giving poetic vision. This is not to discount the historical 

context but to go more deeply into the context, not with the purpose of explaining it away, but 

to r e c o v e ~ g  its truth and power for living out one's faith in the world This approach is faithful 

not only to the text but addresses the need of contemporary seekers to leam through cbst~ry." 

This leaming from the text is foundational for the course in general and for Step Three, 

"Comrnunity," in particular. 

148 Walter Brueggemanq F i d y  Cornes the Poet: During Speech for Proclamation 
(Minneapolis, 1989) 8. 

Ibid 10,ll. 

150 Walter Brueggemann Lecture, Princeton Szmrmer Imtitute (Princeton, NJ., 1989). 
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Another theologian that speaks to our conte* is Douglas John Hall. He has for some yean 

spoken of the problem of the Constanthian church; the church that since the time of the 

Emperor Constan~e in the year 3 13 CE has become part of the established order. He believes 

that we need to ask how the foundational creedal statements of the church at Nicea (325) and 

Chalcedon (451) may have been af5ected by an Emperor bent on using the faith to help uni@ the 

empire. He wonden ifthe creedal statements would have beea dflerent ifthey had been created 

under the conditions of diaspora instead of establishment He says that as the church now re- 

enters a time of diaspora we would do well to look once more at its pentecostal beginnings in 

the book of ~ c t s ?  What Hall calls "diaspora," Brueggemann calls exile. Both draw our 

attention to a disestablished church. 

Hall believes that the two sins of ou. time are the opposites of  pnde and sloth. They work off 

one another because modem technology gives us false hope about our mastery of the problems 

of the world @ride). When this fails we give up aod settle for small personal visions and 

achievements. Disillusioned we lose hope (sloth). Because we fail at mastering the world we 

retreat fiom it "At the rhetorical level we contulue halfheartedly to mouth the language of 

official optimism, but in fact we lose the very capacity to h ~ p e . " ' ~ ~  He believes there is a way 

to live without k ing  victim to the fdse optimist of our age and its opposite, despair. He suggests 

that the answer is to adopt the biblical word steward. We need to see ourselves as stewards of 

God's grace and stewards of the world He suggests that one of the pittàlls of the church in 

 ougla glas John Hall, Thinking the Faith: Christian Theology in a North Arnericun 
Context (Minneapolis, 199 l), 203. 

ls?ûouglas John Hall, The Steward: A Biblical Symbol Corne of Age (Grand Rapids, 
1996, Revised Edition) 95. 
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North Amena is to becorne theocenûic: to move away fiom the world into holiness. This was 

Bonhoeffer's criticism of the church in Gemany in the 1930's. The world is avoided and one 

strives to create an alternate Christian environment. This is to focus on G d ,  ofien at the expense 

of caring about the neighbour and about the world Ilal1 suggests that the irony in so much of 

curent religious expression is simply "a religious variation of the consumensm and the 

narcissism that it fancies itserf to be rejecting Often it is littie more than a coy, stained g l a s  

version of the old-fashioned North American self centeredaess and isoiationisrn." '"The antidote 

is Step Four's compassion and resistance, mercy and justice, in the world 

The opposite theological approach, that of Christian Humanism is also rejected by Hall. While 

he has more sympathy for this in that it is dedicated to caring deeply about the world, its 

foundation reaches back into 19" century liberdism. Christian liberalism is rejected on two 

accounts: the experience of the two world wars questions the essential ccgoodness" of human 

beings and the liberal idea that human beings are the crownuig giory of the created order and 

therefore have the right to becorne its managers. Also Hall suggests that both the theocentric and 

the humanistic theological approaches do not take seriously the depth of compassion that Gd 

has for the world as asealed in the cross. Only a 'cnicified God" who saers and weeps "is able 

to break the ultimate power of ou. hell through personal subjection to it"'" The steward then 

as a representative of Chnst to the worki, does not give up on the world as bad as it i s  but 

attempts to love the world as Goci does. Hail says that the 'kttom line" is "the resurrection faith 

ofthe people of the cross mut  mean quite concretely, that this world must not be abandoned; 
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that this world is worth al1 the care and love and sacrifice that we can devote to it. Just that, after 

the centuries of Christian ambiguity, is the priority that we have to get ~traight"'~~ 

Hd suggests that wer since St Paul began to preach to the Gentiles and adjusted his approach, 

theology has been changing and needs to in order for the gospel to speak prophetically to the 

world. He speaks of the necessity of knowing, acknowledging and being gratefiil for our 

creaturehood, He writes: 

Creaturehood is the core of Christian anthropology. It does not describe a 

penultimate state, a stage on the way to something, a training ground for "real" 

life. To be a creature, to h o w  oneself to be a creature, and to be glad in one's 

creaîwehood: this cornes at least close to the heart of the matter for Christians. 

. . . God intends creaîurehooà, and intends it for us as a b l e s s a  shaCon . . . We 

shall have to exchange Athanasius's "He became human in order that we who are 

human might become divine," for the yet more incarnation orientated 

summarization of soteriology; "He becarne human in order that we might 

becorne tnily h ~ m a n " ' ~  

This emphases is a corrective or at least a swing of the pendulum away Erom the post war 

theology that tended to cast grave doubts on the potential goodness of human beings that was 

a W o n  to 19th century Liralism. It gives theological background to steps Two, "Crash and 

Recovery~" that takes sin seriously and Five, "The Cross," which speaks of God's ''passion7' for 

'551bid 121. 

'S6Doupias John Halll, Professing the Faith (Ninneapolis, 1993), 337. 



the world. 

Hall suggests that the mission of the steward needs to be expressed in a number of areas. One 

of these is giobalization. Not only is it implied in Jesus' mandate to go inîo al1 the world, but 

it is a necessity as we seek to live peaceably in the global village. Related to this is the necessity 

of thùilàng and acting commuuallyY This means living the oneness in Christ in such a way that 

we approximate the koinonia that we say we are. Hall calls for an "ecologizaton": a concem 

about the earth that goes far beyond the liberal management of resources. He suggests a care for 

and a redemption of the earth as if it were part of us; as if it were part of Gob '" He calls for 

a new respect for the mystery of al1 created life.15s A fifth expression of the steward is 

ccpoliticization" the seeking and promoting of poIitica1 and economic systems that reflect more 

adequately our faith's inherent concem for justice, equality of opportunity and compassion. A 

sixth concem is that we work and plan not just for the present and for us but for future 

generations. He alço suggests that when we think globally we become aware in North America 

of our contriiution to and our complicity in the poverty of the third and fourth worlds and our 

part as Christians in the industrial oppression of the natural world, so that we might confess our 

culpability. 

Hdl, in his book The Fuime of the Chzach, believes that a theology for the church of the future 

157 Hall credits Sallie McFague's article in the July, 1988 issue of The Christian Cent?, 
p.20-27, for this theory of "ecologization. See also Rosemary Radford Reuther's Gaia a d  God 
p.240- 247. 
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needs to be b d t  on the classic Nicene Creed's description of the church as being One, Holy, 

Catholic and Apostolic. He then proceeds to recast these terms in what he believes to be the 

gospel message for today's (and tomorrow's) world. The emphases is on unity and universality. 

It is a message of wholeness that embraces the reconciliation of al1 human beings and the 

restoration of the ecologicd balance to the earth. He speaks of the Holy as both the numinous 

that we seem to have lost in our churches and the need for a sense of God as separate fiom 

world values. The Apostolic nature of the church, he says, reminds us that the message that we 

bear is not our own, even though we must continually find new and fiesh ways of expressing 

the message. He says that the essence of the message is that "the church knows something about 

the world thaf for the most part, the world does not h o w  about itself: thot it is greoti'y loved". '60 

Hall adds to this and says that the church needs to take redemptive suffering senously. Hall 

quotes Luther who said that the church "must be inwardly sad, tirni& temfied; outwardy poor, 

despised, sick weak; thus it becornes like its head, Christ" Hall elaborates on s u f f e ~ g  in his 

brilliant conclusion in Confesshg the Faith, the third book in his theological trilogy, by 

implying that the church is not alone in its suffering, because Christ in his suffering is our 

representative before  GO^'^^ Hall's theology is creation theology in that it emphasizes Gods 

transfomative reign in creation in and through the work of Jesus, the Christ. 

The vision of God is a realrn of safety extended to al1 peoples and to creation. This 

transfomative movement was embodied in Jesus, and after the resurrection, in the church, the 

'%l, The Future of the Chwch. 103. 

16'Ibid. 104. 

L6?Do~glas John Hdl, Confesszng the Fuith (Minneapolis, 1996), 542. 
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body of Christ Care m u t  be taken to see, as John Hall correctly points out, that the "elect" does 

not become the "elite." Hall reminds us correctly, that the church and its growth, is never an 

end in itself, but is called together to represent God in the world. The church's "power" lies in 

its willingness to share its vulnerability and be identifïed with the weak and marginalized '(j3T'he 

cross represents God's cornmitment to and unwillingness to give up on the world The "new 

covenant in my blood" is the passion of God that embodies the hope that ali can and wiil be 

transfoimed As the church in North America is pushed more and more to the margins, there is 

some irony in the f a t  that in its growing vulnerability there can be f i d  a new source of grace. 

It is a p c e ,  however, that fi ows ody out of the church's willingness to discuss and experience 

its brokeness. This addresses Steps Three, "Comrnunity," through Five, "The Cross." 

Similar in approach to Brueggemann and Hall is the British theologian, Kenneth Leech. Like - 

Hall, he is cautious about the current trend toward "spirituality." He rerninds us that the faith 

is one that is rooted in historical events. He states that, 'Much currently fashionable spirituality, 

and much writing on pastoral w e ,  has no sense of history, and seems to be at the mercy of every 

passing fad and fa~hion" '~  Like HaiI and Brueggemann, he wamç against liberdism. He 

believes tbat the weakness of the liberal tradition is fourfold: It operates within a framework of 

theological optimism; its concem is with the self and with individualism, often to the neglect 

of economic, political and social structures; it suggests that the trïckle down theory of reasoned 

conversion in the comdors of power, will bring change fiom abovc without upheaval and 

'%enneth Leech, Subversive Orthodoxy: Traditioml Foith and Radical Cornmitment 
(Toronto: 1992), 34. 
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disturbance and finally, liberalism seems to operate with a minimum of doctrinal and spintual 

resources, "which," as Leech says, "when fighting monsters," is inadeq~ate. '~~ 

I believe that Leech is right. Martin Luther King Jr. working in the civil rights movement and 

Nelson Mandela in his long resistance to apartheid are a good examples of the of privileged 

people not g h g  up privilege through reason alone. Liberal appeal to reason did not by itself 

lead to change; a measure of social upheaval was necessary. During the second world war, the 

church seemed to get swept up in the ride of German nationdism. it  was Karl Barth and 

Dietrich Bonhoeffer who had to reach beyond liberal theology to f i d  a prophetic voice and 

course of action that was a match for the evii that had been udeashed in the world- 

Leech's solution is similar to that of Hail and Brueggemarin Leech believes that there are six 

components in the praxis of discipleship: the work of justice needs to be located in the heart of 

the fath wàich is Christian baptism; we need to emphasize the practice of euchan-stic worship 

which is a reminder of the "physical crudity of incarnation," and the mystery of the kingdom 

into which we are caught up. There needs to be a centering of God's people in the scriptures 

which need to be read and prayed There is a need to have these communities of faith inclusive, 

not just in language but in the sense of the Company that Jesus kept - the riff-raff, the outcasts 

and the people of dubious morals, and finally these communities need to be comrnuuities of 

expectation, of vision; communities that keep alive "the fiame of renewal, the hope of 

transformation, the vision of Gd"'*Leech's theology is expressed in Step One, "Blessed and 

- -- 

US IbiQ, 21-22. 

Ibid. 42 - 43. 



Calleci," through Step Four, "Compassion." 

Sallie McFague is representative of a number of "reformist feminist theologians" such as 

Rosmary Radford Reuther and Phyllis Trible who argue that theology has not been critical 

enough of patriarchal biases both implicit and explicit especially in Old Testament literature. 

McFague points out that St. Paul's words in Gal. 3 :Z8 "There is no such thhg as Jew or Greelg 

slave or k, male or female; for you are al1 one in Christ" is a text that undercuts patriarchy- l" 

She argues that ferninine metaphors such as the God who gives birth and the God who is like 

a nursing mother need to be rescued nom their suppressed position- '" 

PhyiIis Triile uses Gen. 1 :27. "And God created humdünd in his image; in the image of God 

created he him; male and female created he thernYn to inîroduce us to metaphoncal G d  

language. She suggests that al1 metaphors both male, of which there are many, and femde of 

which there are a few, speak of the relationship and not the essence of G d  This saves us fkom 

the God/Goddess polarities that so easily develop when metaphor is mistaken for noun. God is 

a father, but not a father, father descn i  the relationship. The writek of biblical literature knew 

this and used many names to descni  not so much the essence of God but the &tjonship God 

has to God's people. This haç implications for the fellowship, the "koiwnia" in Christ of Step 

Three. 

Two theologians who speak to Step Five, "The Cross," are Dorothee Soelle and Chung Hyun 

167 Sallie McFague, Metaphorical Beology: Models of God in Religious Language 
Philadelphia, l982), 166. 

16'Ibid. 1 67. 

'6%y11is Trible, God and the Rheioric of Sexualiiy (Philadelphia, 1978), 17. 
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Kyung Soelle suggests that we look at pain as sharùig the passion of God. "God's pain encircles 

my pain, and the sorrow in which we live today becomes a strength which binds us in soiidarity 

for the struggleYnshe States. ''O Chung brings a necessary waming to those who would speak of 

suffering as a virtue in discipleship. Sbe believes that too often suffering has been used to justi@ 

exploitation, especially of women" Let's face it," she says, 'the ideology of suffering has k e n  

used in the Christian church and in the Christian culture to domesticate people with lesser 

power. It has been used as the weapon of domination to rnake people obey and suffer rather than 

resisî. y'L71 

F W y  a discussion on discipleship would not be complete without the inclusion of theologian 

Dietrich Bonhoeffer. His ability to discem the signs of the times; to know "what time it was" 

and to speak and act with "ethical starch" is the quintessential standard for discipleship. Our 

times are different, but there is much in his writïng that warrants our attention. Although the 

context out which he wrote n e  Cost of Discipleship and Letfers and Papersfiom Prison was 

not only more than a half century fiom our own, in a time when the church had been CO-opted 

by the cultural values of a different era, his words on discipleship remain prophetic. Bonhoeffer 

speaks of a world corne of age and of the need for a new language for faith. He speaks of a 

church in transition and the necessity of the two expressions of the Christian life, prayer and 

action In bis letter dated May 1944 he writes his thoughts on the occasion of the baptism of his 

nephew. '%y the time you have grown up the Church's f o m  will have changed greatly. . . . It 

"%orothee Soelie, Theology for Skeptics (Minneapolis, 1995), 78. 

171Chung Hyun Kyung. 'Dear Dietnch Bonhoeffer," John W. deGmhy, Ed. Bonhoeffer 
for a MZW Dqy (Grand Rapids, 1997). 
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is not for us to prophesy the day (though the &y will corne) when men will once more be cdled 

to so utter the word of God that the world will be changed and renewed by i t  It will be a new 

language, perhaps quite non-religious, but liberating and redeeming - as was Jesus language; 

it will shock people and yet overcome them by its power. . . . ?Y 172 

When Bonhoeffer states that the focw of Christian discipleship is not the life afier death but the 

life in this world, it is a reminder of discipleship in the Baby Boom generatioa He says, 

"Redemption now means redemption fiom cares, fears, stresses, and longings, fiom sin and 

death beyond the grave. But is this really the central character of Christ in the gospels and by 

Paul? 1 should Say that it is not. The difference between the Christian hope of resurrection and 

the mythological hope is that the former sends a man back to his life in a wholly new way. . . 

Bonhoeffer's statement that "the church should exist for others" is as relevant today as it was 

when he wrote this in prison in 1944. He wrote, "The Church is the Church only when it exists 

for others. . . . The Church must share in the secular problems of ordinary human life, not 

domination, but helping and serving." L73 

Chung Hyun Kyung suggests thaî M e  martyrdom worked for Bonhoeffer, it is not a mode1 that 

should be touted for Christians in our ent She suggests that Bonhoeffer's "man for others," 

when applied to women, only leads to the support of the exploitation that has gone on for 

thousands of years. She says that the phrase "kornen for others" reminds her of exploiteci black 

and Asian servants and of Korean women who were forced into prostitution to "serve" Japanese 

''%etrich Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papersfiom Prison (New York, 1953), 172. 

'"Ibid. 2 1 1. 
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soldiers.'" Chung has rightly brought to our attention the problem of advocating suffenng as  a 

part of Christian discipleship because it is often seen as advocating injustice, especidly for 

women. What we need to keep in mind is that Bonhoeffer chose resistance, not suffering. 

Suffering was the result. There is some irony in the fact that resistance is that whkh is 

continually advocated by Chung. 

Steps on the Journey ealled Discipleship: The Shape of the Course of Study 

Using "Steps" instead of 'Worlds" let us explore what these might look like and how they are 

related both to '- story," one's own story, and to the research that has been mentioned in this 

paper. The starting point in the joumey of faith is the celebration of created life. It is beiag 

blessed and called. It is the story of Abraham and Sarah as well as the story of Jesus7 baptism. 

It is the baptism that begins our joumey of faith and the words "You are m y  beloved." that we 

too hear. This honours the uniqueness of which Kegan speaks and the need to trust of Erikçon 

Celebrating and affirming the individual is where the church has lost out to New Age religion 

since affirmation is part of the New Age appeaL This beginning speaks of God and God's 

relationship with us; we are both blessed and called It is the "good news." God and our 

relationship with God was part of the agenda that Reginald Bibby said was lacking in the church. 

It anchors the joumey's beginning in baptism, which is increasingly used as a foundational 

building block for Chn stian discipleship. It achwledges Douglas John Hall statement that 

"we are greatly loved" 

174Chung Hyun Kyung, 'Bear Dietrich Bonhoeffer," John W deûnichy Ed Bonhoeffer 
for a New Dqy (Grand Rapids, 1997) 14. 
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'2ife is difficult", said Baby Boomer guru Scott Peck, in the opening sentence of his first book, 

Ti~e-Roud Less Traveled The church needs to acknowledge tbat many Baby Boomers find life 

difficult and give them support and encouragement. Henri Nouwen has given us an excellent 

resornre for Steps One and Two in his book, Lfe  of the Belovedr Spiritual L N h g  in a Seculor 

Worki'" "You are chosen and blessed," says Nouwen. "You are God's bel~ved.""~ 

Step Two in the sequence of Jesus' ministry is the wilderness experience and the temptations. 

In the Old Testament it is the story of Cain, the story of the golden calf after the deliverance 

fiom Egypt, or the storey of Jacob who wresties God for a blessing and emerges with a limp to 

walk humbly ever after. It is the story of exile in Babylon A number of themes will appear for 

Baby Boomers in this step. The Old Testament stories and a major theme of St. Paul's Epistles 

is the fulfillment of God's covenant love in spite of the failure of the people of God. This is a - 

covenant that does not depend on us. We are not in contml of it, God is. Part of the humility of 

the second step is to realize that we are not in charge. The recovery is not so much the 

regrouping of our resources to regain control as Kegan describes, but that we will consistently 

find ounelves lost in the wildemess, a place where we k d  once again the God wlio both invites 

and accompanies us on the journey home. 

This Ansehian sin and grace theology is not a major focus of the Baby Boomer generation, at 

least of those in mainline churches. We did a swey in our congregation asking rnembers to rate 

the importance of each component in the Sunday moming church service. The prayer of 

"%enri Nouwen, Lfe of the Beloved - Spiritual Living in a Seculor World (New York, 
1992), 43-84. 
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confession and the assurance of pardon ranked ''least important."The church members do see 

brokeness in the world and the need for restoration and healing. Baby Boomers know the power 

of evil: how good people can so easily do bad things. They know the importance of saying , "I'm 

sors;" and the necessity of accountability if relationships are to be maintaineci. In raising 

children, they know the lirnits of their own love and are oniy too ready to get to know a God 

whose love and patience is pater ,  for both themselves and their children The disillusionment 

experienced in the last half of the '60's brought them to the realization that the liberal 

understanding of optirnistic progress for the world was short lived and naive. 

While the Second Step on the road to Christian discipleship is called the '%rash and Recovery" 

step, it also involves "contrition" The contrition is gening in touch with the fact that we are 

broken and are part of the broken world. This is what makes grace so amazing. It was Dietrich 

Bonhoeffer who said about cheap grace, that the church is in danger of a cheap grace theology 

when "Grace is represented as the Church's inexhaustible treasury, fiom which he showers 

blessings with generous hands, without asking questions or fixing lirnits." ln Baby Boomers will 

know that cheap grace does mt work either in the home or in the church. Barbara Brown Taylor 

is brilliant in her sermon, "Striving With God," when she speaks of an imagined conversation 

that Jacob has with his grandchild who asks him about his hip injury at the hand of God. 

"What about your kg? Didn't it hurt?" asks the chilci "Sure it hurt It still hurts, but it goes with 

the blessing. They are a matched pair. . . ." says ~acob.'" 

'"Dietrich Bonhoeffer, me C m  of Discipleship. (Great Britain, 1959), 35. 

178 Barbara Brown Taylor, Gospel Medicine (Cambridge, 1995),113- 
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If the story of Jacob was written during the exile, as some scholars are suggesting, it is the stoiy 

of Israel at last realizing that while grace may be free it is not cheap; that God's blessing has 

corne only after the long night of wrestling and if Israel is to become a mode1 for the healing of 

the wod4 it will not corne without struggle. 

In the stoiy of Jesus' temptations there is opportunity to see Jesus as the person who is thrown 

into the wildemess to sort out the nature of ministry arnidst temptations of power, ("all this wiil 

be yours") of prestige, (''throw yourself fiom the temple") and of production, (%m Stones to 

bread"). Al1 three temptations are faced every time one's child just to have a pair of Nike 

nmning shoes or when one tries to sort out where one spends tirne and money in a world where 

one is conscious of so many needs and demands. There is some irony in the fact that at the time 

when maidine churches downplay the power of evil in the world, the culture brings that . 

concept into movies such as Star Trek and Star Wars; movies that are the quintessential movies 

of the Baby Boom generation. 

There is also a theme in Step Two that is seldom achowledged in our culture and that is to 

grïeve the losses that we experience on the joumey. It is the theme of the book ofLomenfationî 

and the subject of many of the Psalm. Th Lamentations 1:2 the writer suggests that there is no 

cornfort. This is answered by Isaiah in 40:1 where God says "Cornfort my people-The joumey 

for Baby Boomers, is a mid-life joumey. Nouwen has given us a wondemù phrase for S e p  Two 

and thaî i s  '30 move the brokeness under the blessing." He says, "embracing it (the brokeness) 

and bringing it into the light of the One who calls us the Beloved can make the brokeness shine 
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like a dia~nond""~ This continues the theme of God and God's relationship to us as advocated 

by Reginald Bibby and Elizabeth O'Connor. Bibby suggests that we do not focus on this 

relationship enough, while O ' C o ~ o r  says that a focus on self, God, and others is the beginning 

of the Christian journey. Step two reconciles one to Go4 enables one to accept one's self and 

prepares the way for one to love one's neighbour, which is the process that is begun in Step 

Three. 

Step Three follows Jesus fiom the wildemess to the beginning of his rninisûy where he recruits 

followers and goes into the synagogue in his hometown of Nazareth, In the synagogue he reads 

fkom the book of Isaiah and announces that the "Year of the Lord" has corne. The reign of God 

as envisioned by the prophets is about to be lived out. Step Three is "koinonia" as it is expressed 

in the informal community of disciples and in the formal community of the synagogue. This 

begins the focus on neighbour- Since we are forgiven dong with our neighbour, (Step Two) the 

Christian wmmunity is a group who are accepted and forgiven who meet knowing that they are 

now comected to one another and to their brothers and sisters in the world through the 

forgiveness of Christ niese folks gather in worship to praise and give thanks; (Step One) to 

aclmowledge that they are simers, saved by grace; (Step Two) to hear God's word about life 

in this new community. T h q  gather to love one another as a kind of rehearsal of the script that 

we call both the word and the Word It is here that they "break bread" in communion with God 

and with one another. It is a symbol that connects pst and future in the present It anticipates 

and acts out the vision of God for the world. It was Bonhoeffer who wmed us not to expect 

perfection in this fellowship. He reminds us that our tie to one another is through Christ This 

''%id 81 



tie does not depend on the warmth of the social relationship. Ig0 

This acknowledges the work of Robert Kegan that suggests that we were made for both "'agency 

and communion." It refers to the first step in Erikson's adult developmenî, "intimacy verses 

isolation;" it honours the web image that Gilligan says is so much a part of our life. Step Three 

combines the need to envision the new community in ethical tems, with the need to experience 

solidarity with others. These were hÿo of the spiritual needs that were identified by the men 

and the women in the i n t e ~ e w s  w i i  the seventeen peuple of Baby Boomer age group referred 

to in chapter two. (Practicum I) 

Feminist theologians have reminded us of the centrality of relationship. Beverly Harrison writes, 

"Al1 things cohere in each other. Nothing living is self-contained; if there were such thing as 

an unrelated individual, none of us would know it. The ecologists have recently reminded us of 

what numirers always knew - that we are part of the web of life so intricate as to be beyond 

comprehensionl* Step Three reflects the "eucharïstic community" mentioned by Leech and 

the community that waits on the creative power of the word referred to by Brueggemarui. 

Step Three prepares one for ministry in the world (Step Four) in two ways; it is the place where 

the vision is discemed and rehearsed; it is the place where support for the ministq is 

experienced. 

'*('Dietrich ~onhoeEer, Life Together (New York, 1954), 2 1. 

181 These needs were mentioned eartier and were identified by both Carol Gilligan and in 
Practicum One. 

'82J~dith Plascow and Carol Christ, Weaving the Visions -Pattern in Feminist 
Spirituulity, (San Francisco, l989), 22 1. 



Step Four in the life of Jesus is the preaching, teaching and heding ministry. It is the pastoral 

ministry of compassion and the prophetic ministry of confkontation It is the response to the 

grace of G d  Dieîrich Bonhoeffer reminds us that, "The response of the disciples in an act of 

obedience, not a confession of faith in Jesus." '"TO enter into Step Four is to tale the truths that 

we are loved, forgiven and called into cornrnunity, that have been learned and experienced in 

Steps One through Three and iive them out as we encounter our neighbour and our world It is 

to love others into being on an individual level and to work for the equitable distribution of 

goods and services in the world which reflects this new community into which Jesus invites ail. 

'Zet thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven," is both the prayer and the purpose of Step Four. 

This Step takes seriously the mid life need for "generativity" that is mentioned by Erikson It is 

the need in the Baby Boom generation to be able to do something and to make a difference in 

the world 1 lmow of a family within this age group that left theK church to join another because 

they had a need to be part ofa church with a strong ministry of outreach, both in its work in the 

local food bank and in its support of the wider overseas mission If the first three steps are steps 

on the inward joumey, (O'Connor) the last two are steps on the outward joumey Le. how the 

faith takes shape in its expression in the world This is living iife as a steward that Hall 

descri'bes. 

This Step is one about wtiich feminîst theologians have written extensively. Chung Hyun K p g  

speaks of theology that needs to corne from below, that is fiom the people. She dso, like Walter 

Brueggemaq believes tbat faith develops fkom the pain of injustice. In her own experience, it 

'83Dietrich Bonhoeffer, The Cmt of Discipleship. (Great Britain, 1959), 50. 
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was the pain of being an Asian woman in a patriarchal culture. She also reminds us of the 

western theological milieu when she says, "Asian Women's theologies still have the tendency 

to be dominated by westemeducated English-speaking women who do theology to understand 

the world Asian women's theology must become a revolutionary praxis that empowen other 

Asian wornen to c h g e  the unjust socio-political and religio-cultural structures so that we may 

all live with the radical power of mutuality in the w ~ r l d " ' ~  

As Jesus moves toward Jenisalem he moves toward the centre of power. In confionting both the 

religious and political power he moves closer to the cross. Step Five is to look at what it means 

to live in solidandanty with those who are suffering with a view to "breakhg every yoke." 

Dorothee Soelle beiieves that Jesus' M e  provides a mode1 for liberation, especially for the poor. 

She reminds us of the passage of scripture fiom Isaiah which suggests that the servant of God 

will not be the attractive one by world standards. Is5 He will be the rejected one. She says, "the 

poor have no teeth, they arouse disgwt, they do not wash îhemselves." They are able to identie 

with this  esu us.'" She al- reminds us that it is in such people that we wiii see Jesus. She speaks 

of Gud's srnering and ou. sutTering as one, and that we should see our suffering whether it be 

because of our s e ~ c e  to and with others or whether it be fiom iUness or accident as part of God 

suffering in and with the world. This sunering is pari of the pain that precedes new birth. She 

quotes Isaiahlp7 and uses the birth image, T o r  a long time 1 have held rny peace, 1 have kept still 
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and restrained myself, now 1 will cry out like a woman in travail. . . . I will tum the darkness 

before them into light"'" This is similar to Brueggemann's embracing and giving public voice 

to the pain which precedes the new vision and the reality of a life-giving community. This 

entering into suffering in order to relieve suffering is the hope for the world and is what 

resurrection is about Fifth Step discipleship is nothing less than the participation in the 

powerlessness of God in the world Douglas Hall says that sunering should never be sought out 

by the Christian community: indeed it shodd be the kind of suffering which if possible, we 

would gladly be rid of . . . lm It is also a step that needs to be taken in the trust (to use Erikson's 

final category) that it is the way to new Me.. 

The question that might be asked is whether the Baby Boom generation which is the generation 

that has had the least amount of suffering will be able to enter fully into a discipleship that is 

able to touch the suffering of the worId? We do know that our faith and our history is replete 

with examples of leaders who have moved fiom a position of privilege to a position of seMce 

often at great cost. 

Moses is a prime example of a person who had it made, so to speak, in the land of Midian Out 

of priviiege he was called to re-enter the dangerous world of the Pharaoh where he was a 

fugitive fiom justice. Disciples of Jesus left families and day jobs for the itineraa uncertain life 

that Iead to Jenisalem and the cross- Tentmaker and Roman citizen Sad  moved into a ministry 

that would get him jailed, beaten, shipwrecked and finally killed Modem examples are Albert 
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Schweitzer who left vocation of music and philosophy to go «, Equatorial Africa and Mother 

Teresa, who taught at a ïvhite" Catholic girls school in India before talang to the streets. Martin 

Luther =ng Jr., Oscar Romaro Nelson Mandela and Bishop Tutu al1 moved fiom positions of 

safety to greater risk. The last three are exarnples and heros within the memory of the Baby 

Boom generation. At the same time it needs to be acknowledged that suffering too ofien, as 

Chung Hyun Kyung has pointed out, has been used in oppressive ways by the faith, especially 

to justiQ or keep in place positions of servitude or CO-dependence as they applied to women. 

W e  these are ''Steps" on the way to Christian discipleship, it needs to be pointed out that we 

will have a preference for some over others. This understanding reverts back to W. Paul Jones' 

contention thai each person will have a "Theological World" home. If we can once again think 

of the star as a human body and recall St. Paul's metaphor of the body (church) being made up 

of many ccmembers7'1* then we may fmd that we are, to use St. Paul's words, more at home 

being a hand (Step Three or Four) than a foot (Step Two or Five). While St Paul seems to 

expect that all of the parts of the body would be found in any given congregation, he affirms the 

individual preferences or gifh of each person Clinical psychologist and pastoral counselor, 

Corinne Ware has identified four "gifts" or ways of experiencing God that can be found in 

individuah and in oongregatiom. niey are the intellect (understanding), the heart (emotion), the 

sense of mystery (contemplation) and action (social justice) in the world Al1 have equal value 

and importance and are expressions of individual preferences.lgl Findùig one's Step or 

'9 Cor. 12: 

Lg'Corinne Ware, Discover Yom Spiritual Type: A Aide rp Individuol and 
Congregational Growth (New York, 1995),37-44. 



preference or one's 'home" in the faith journey would be encouraged 

Course Format: 

(a) Adult Education Theory 

The next step in creating course of study was to look at adult education theory- If one is to 

design a course for adult. in the church, what is the approach that will result in optimum 

le-? The pioneer in addi learning theory was Brazilian, Paulo Freûe, who decided in the 

1960's to launch a program of adult education in Brazil. His work is summarized in his book, 

Pedagogy for The Oppressed. His efforts were applauded by the govemment, but were later 

seen as a threat when the d i n g  party realized that if people could read, write and talk about 

issues that affected their Lives, they might be less cornpliant. Freire was arrested, jailed for a 

week and released on condition that he Ieave the country. Freire used a participatory style of 

learning in which the learner had an opportunity for input and reflection 

His method of teaching was to go to the people and ask them to talk about what was important 

in their lives. He noted the words and returned to the people with sketches and pictures that 

illustrated the words used. One of the words was favela, slum. On the pichire he would place 

the word, and after more discussion on the impact of the fmela in their lives, he wodd break 

the word into its vowel çounds and show how the same sounds could be used in other words. lg2 

In the first senes of i n t e ~ e w s  one of the questions that 1 asked was, "What is important to 

you?" Some mentioned f d y ,  oothers mentioned fnends. When they were asked about 

lg2John L. Elias, Paulo Friere: Pedogogue of Liberution @dalabar, FA: 1994). 21-23. 
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spirituality, some said that it was ethical teaching while others said that it was fellowship and 

support. A course would need to pay attention to words and issues that were important to the 

leamen. The word '~ourney," a word used by Baby Boomers to describe the spiritual quest, 

would be used. 

Elizabeth Williams rerninds us that leaming approaches should be varied since people may have 

a preference for leaming through concrete experience (feeling), through reflective observation 

(watching), through absûact conceptualization (thinking), or through active experimentation. 

(doing)lg3 Williams points out that while the goal of adult education is for adults to become self 

directeci leamers, most addts taking cornes do not corne prepared to do this. They are coming 

for answers, for practical down to earth reasons. Her challenge is to try to meet their early 

expeztations without losing sight of the goal of helping them become self directed leamers. '" - 

She says that the ultimate goal is to teach in an atmosphere of mutuai learning and respect, 

""becoming a celeamer in an environment that encourages open discussion, thoughtful 

questioning and a willingness to consider other viewp~ints."'~~ 

I would discover d e r  the h t  session of the course that the leader was expected to "teach 

more." 1 added more input nom the leader in the k s t  two sessions. As the group progressed, 

there was more leanring from one another. 

Robert Smith in his book, Lenming How to Leam: AppZied Theoryfor AduZts suggests that 

Ig3~lizabeth Williams, So - You Want to Teach Adults (Scarborough: 1996), 20. 

'941bid 23. 

'gsIbid 22. 
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learning takes place when leaming's content and process bear a perceived and meanin@ 

relationship to p s t  experience and experience is effectually utilized as a source of leaming; 

when leaming relates to the individual's developmental changes and Iife tasks; when the amount 

of autonomy exercised by the leamer is congruent with that required by the mode or method 

utilized and when different learning styles are taken into account? 

This would suggest that questions that are asked in the course need to reflect the life experience 

of the participant and that oppominities be given for dialogue within the group. It would also 

be important to alter the learning process so that there are a variety of ways that information and 

ideas c m  be shared both by the leader and by the group members. 

Smith gives an example of how leaming does not îake place by telling the stoly of Bill Williams, 

a minister, who wanted to show how the Bible spoke to everyday problems that are encountered 

by young couples. He identified the problems and sdected the texts that spoke to them He 

printed the texts and passed out copies at each session for discussion There was little interaction 

among the group mernbers wiio showed less and less interest with each session. When 

suggestions were made for other ways of proceeding they were rejected People began to drop 

out of the course." Williams had not taken senoudy the participatory group process that is 

necessary for optimum learning. 

Jane Veila uses the figure of a bicycle to descnbe how groups work She divides the concems 

'?Robert M. Smiîh, h m i n g  How to Leurn: AppliedLeming for Adulls ( New York, 
19 82), 47-49. 
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into group maintenance roles and task maintenance roles. Under group maintenance, which she 

suggests is like the back wheel of the bicycle, she lists, ' c d  by name, th& affirm, joke, CI- 

roles and do gatekeeping (make sure that everyone is in)." Under task maintenance she lists 

"initiate, question, move to action, chri& tasks, synthesize, sumrnarize and delegate tasks. 39 198 

This she suggests is the bicycle's fiont wheel. 

What is being suggested is a method that honoun a variety of leaming methods, that gives 

opportunity for input and discussion, and that encourages the sharing of ideas the corne nom the 

experience of the participants. 

(b) Course Outline 

With the help of my Practicum supervisor, the Rev. William Lord, Director of Continual . 

Education, at The Toronto School of Theology, 1 began to work on some questions and themes 

for the course. The human questions that accompany the Five Steps might be: How do I get 

started? What if 1 fail? Who is going with me? Where do I go? and How fa.? The Five themes 

might be remembered with five words: Called, Crash, (and recovery,) Co~nmunity, Compassion 

and Cross. Five titles that identifjr the themes could be: First Love, Second Chance, Three to Get 

Ready, Four to Go and The Final Frontier. In each Step there is a m i n g  point (metanoia). In 

Step One, the turning point is that of being called and being sent; in Step Two it would be the 

turning fkom guilt and self criticisrn to self acceptance in the light of G d ' s  forgiveness; in Step 

Three it would be the gathering and the sending forth of community; in Step Four it would be 

198 Jane Vella, Training Through Dialogue: Promoting Enetive Leurning and Change 

with Adults (San Francisco: 1995),35. 
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the move fiom compassion to confrontation (mercy and justice) and in Step Five the tuming 

point would be fiom being in solidarity with those who smer  (the cross) to hope (resurrection). 

Built into the course would be an opportunity to write and speak about one's creedal statement. 

After each session, participants would be asked to write down the theme in one sentence and 

share that sentence with another person. Also a method of meditation and prayer as well as a 

labyrinth walk could be developed around the star icon. The five visual symbols that would be 

used in the worship after each session wouid be a lit candle representing Gd's presence, a bowl 

of water representing God's grace that we acknowledge in baptism, the bread and the cup, 

representing the new community in Cbrisî, the basin and towel representing compassionate love 

in the world, and the cross representing co&ontation, resistance, solidanty with those who 

sufEer and resunection. While the water representing baptism might linked to Step One, it is also 

a symbol of God's healing grace in Step Two. Tom Driver makes a case for and has given us 

examples of the transfomative power of ritual,'99 so worship wouid be part of each session. 

A sermon senes using the five themes might be used to reenforce the study. Examples of sermon 

topics could be included in the leaders guide so that while the group sessions are being held, the 

whole congregation might ' W e  the joumeyy" Workbooks could also be available for those who 

would rather work by themselves or in groups of two or three, apart h m  the organized group 

sessions. The study would lend itself to the Lenten period or a period in the F d  when the 

congregation might want to look at the fundamentals of the faitk The course would be best 

suited to those who were seeking to become acquainted with faith's hdamentals and to those 

wishing to discover or rediscover the challenge of God's cal1 to Christian discipleship. 

Ig9Tom Driver. î l e  Magic of Ritual (New York, 1990), 167-19 1. 



Summary 

Reginald Bibby suggested in his research that there was a desire for a deeper faith experience 

among those who might consider coming back into the church. He said that the implication was 

for the church to examine what it is offering with a view to meeting the needs of those who are 

outside looking in To address these needs is to begin the process of contextualizing the ''Good 

News." Meeting one's own ne&, while important, is penultimate to the cal1 to be a participant 

in nothing less than a new vision than involves the needs of al1 creation. 

The context of the Baby Boom generation which theology needs to address is one of a search 

for meaning in a world that is consumer driven It is also a world of rich and poor, powerful and 

powerIess; a world of rapid change and escalating demauds on time and resources; a wodd 

where the church is becoming increasingly marginalized There is a need for a theology that 

begins with the celebration of God's love for the individual and for the world. There is a need 

for a theology that achowledges the temptations in our culture, and what one does wiîh a sense 

of not being able to live up to the demands that this mid-life generation has placed upon itself 

This should be followed by sense of self acceptance in the light of God's gmcious love; a love 

that makes community possible and palpable both in smdi group fellowship and in a 

congregation From this gathering of God's people where transformation is experienced and 

rehearsed, there is a sending forth, a commissioning for the work of being God's "stewards" in 

the world This labour of love as the body of Christ involves both compassion and resisîance, 

mercy and justice. This w r k  is part of the suffering of Gud that leads to new life. 

While nie theological structure of the course was to some extent determined by the ''Theological 
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Worlds" of W. Paul Jones, the theological thought was shaped by theologians such as Henri 

Nouwen, Walter Brueggernann, Douglas John Hall, Kenneth Leech, Chung Hyu. Kyung, 

Dorothee Soelle and Dietrich Bonhoeffer. 

The agent of this theology is a five session course that uses Old Testament and Episde stories 

along with the "joumey" that is taken by Jesus fiom baptism to cross and resurrection. The 

course needs to be one in which there is a balance between story presentation and small goup 

discussion; where accounts of new life and hope can be shared and experienced; where there 

is the anticipation of coming together as disciples, (as ones who leam) and going into the wodd 

as apodes (as ones who are sent). 

Importance to the Proposed Course of Study 

I began the chapter by Iooking at some societal pressures and life issues faced by Baby Boomers 

at the beginning of the 21* century in North America In Mew of this and what 1 have identified 

as needs in chapter one through three 1 suggest a theological framework adapted fiom W. Paul 

Jones' Theologicd Worlds. 1 use each world as a step on the faith joumey and suggest 

theologians who speak to each step. This gives shape and content to the course of study FNe 

Steps to Christian Discipleship. 

The next chapter will descnbe the course that was initially offered and how it evolved and 

changed through consultation and testing. 



Chapter V 

Five Steps to Christian Discipleship: Course Implemeatation, Testing and Learning 

Introduction 

Chapter five is an account of the testbg of the course Fnte Steps to Christion Discipleship. first 

with a group of people within the Baby Boom age group fiom St. David's United Church where 

I serve as rninister, and then fourteen other congregations. This chapter descri'bes how the course 

was modified and what personal learning took place as a result of the project 

The First Stndy Group: The Baby Boomer Age Group 

The course was designed and wntten for five two hour sessions with one of the five themes 

makuig up the agenda for each session The initial material consisted of a Leader's Guide of 

15 pages. The course was d e d  Five Steps to Christian Discipleship. The name was chosen to 

appeal to this generation that had a penchant for reading, and writing most of the "How Tu. . . 

-" books on the market. Since the target group was to be those bom between 1946 and 1964, I 

asked for volunteers fiom that age group to commit thernse1ves to two hours per session for five 

sessions. Ten signed up. There were three men and seven women. Four were in their 3û's and 

six were in the 40 to 50 age group (1997). We met in the Spring and decided to meet bi-weekly 

for the five two hou sessions- At the end of each session there was time dowed for evaluation. 

Observations and New Learning 
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As the sessions progressed, there was a request for more input fkom the leader and a need to 

have more background for the texts. The plan was to introduce the theme and the related texts 

and have the group work in small sub-groups. While there was some appreciation of this, the 

groups found that working through the texts was difficult By session four I decided to add a 

Biblical o v e ~ e w  of the historical faith joumey ftom Abraham to Jesus. The cwerview seemed 

to bind the Biblical stories together and was mentioned as one of the highlights of the course- 

In moving through the star cclogo," we identified the body of Christ, the church, 8s the "'breaà" 

that was chosen and blessed, (Step One) broken, (Step Two) and shared (Steps Three through 

Five). It occurred to me as we moved through the course, that Steps One through Three 

represented the utward joumey while Steps Three through Five gave expression to the outward 

joumey. These categories were used by Elizabeth O'Connor, staff member of the Church of the 

Savior in Washington D.C. O'Connor said îhat the faith inward faith journey consisted of an 

ccengagement wiih self,  an '"engagement with God" and an "engagement with o t h e f ~ . " ~ ~  The 

outward joumeyy which is seMce in the world, according to O'Connor, cannot be taken without 

first undergoing the inward journey. 

At the conclusion of the five sessions a written questionnaire was completed by each 

participant (Appendix V) What the participants said about "what was helpful" were statements 

such as: 

"An opportunity to explore my faith with others; helped me to examine and articulate my 

beliefs; a deepened sense of cornmunity; insight into minister's perspective." "1 had considered 

2 %lizabeth O'Connor, JO- Inward Jomey  Outward (San Fran~isco,l968), 10-27. 



the individual components but putting them together made more sense. Armed with God's grace 

and forgiveness we go into the world and deal with prejudice, jealousy, racism, sickness, death 

etc." "I enjuyed meeting people fiom the congregation to visit some old stories, tu explore ways 

that they pertain to our lives. It gave me a greater and a different perspective on the themes. It 

put discipleship into perspective. Exciting. It came alive. . . ." "Forced to re-examine the 

meaniLlg of being a Christian in today's world . . .Very helpful." "A highiight, for me was the 

suggestion that we might consider the faith joumey in terms of the sacramental "formula" that 

is mentioned by Jesuç in the feeding of the five thousand- that we are like bread that is blessed, 

broken and shared 

On, " 'mat  would you change?" the suggestions were as follows: 

'"1 would make it 10 weeks; more direct teaching and more direct Bible shidy; more from the 

leader." 

"Emphasize everyday application rather than esoteric theology." "1 wodd like to see this 

followed by a study of a book in order to bring more modem day Christian thinking into our 

Iives." 

"Six sessions instead of five. Take two evenings to understand the fmt step." 

The Star logo that was useci, was seen by nine out of the ten participants as a helpful way of 

remembering the steps of discipleship. One person could not relate to tmcing the Christian 

joumey in the way suggested by the star. Those who found it helpfd used such words as 

"absolutely" and 'Vetery effective." The five themes were also seen as a helpful way to understand 



the faith. 

Changes to the Course of Study as a Result of the Group Sessions 

There were a number of changes made to the course as a result of the respomes by the group. 

The group wanted more input about the te- fiom the leader. I added theme uitroductions to the 

Leader's Guide. The summary of our faith joumey that 1 added in the fourth session, I decided 

to make part of the course. There was also a need to have the texts in advance so that more 

reading could be done for each theme. At one of the sessions with my supervisor, the Rev. 

William bd, it was suggested that 1 might consider giving the participants a series of reflective 

readings on the theme to be read the week pnor to each group session. It wodd encourage them 

to enter into a daily "discipline" of meditation, as well as to extend a n d  enrich the leaming in 

the group session. This was done and a 'Participant's Workbook" which was oot part of the 

initial course, was added. 

My own reflection on the process was that the group moved slowly a n d  somewhat aw~wardly 

though the first two sessions. My prirnary experience with Bible study was with clergy in a 

weekly lectionary group that had met for the past decade. From that experience, 1 had assumed 

too much Biblical knowledge. When texts were assigned to small sub-grûups of lay people, the 

groups reported they needed more knowledge of text background. This suggested that better 

introductions be given so participants could get inside the texts. klso, more care needed to be 

given to centre questions on life issues of the participants. In spite of some limitations, the 

evaluations were, on the whole, very positive. 

Field Testing of the Revised Course 
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In the Fall, with the help of my supervisor, the course was revised. The new course was offered 

once again to the people at St David's, as well as to churches in the Presbytery, for a fiirther 

"field test" This time the course was not restricted to the Baby Boomer age group 1 announced 

my intention at the next meeting of our Presbytery. (Oxford Presbytery, London Conference) 

Thirteen clergy said that they would be interested in leading the course in their congregations. 

A candidate for the m i n i s t r y  fiom St David's United also decided to lead the course on her 

intemship field in Seaway Presbytery, Montreal-ONiwa Conference. 1 planned to lead two study 

groups, one in St .David's and the other in the Hickson-Hebron pastoral charge, north of 

Woodstock, where I was the pastoral charge supervisor. This would give me an opportunity to 

lead another group in the church where 1 serve as rninister as well as to give leadership in a 

smaller, rural congregation. 

Oxford Presbytery would be coasidered rural. The Iargest city, Woodstock, has a population of 

approximately t '  thousand people. Of the fourteen pastoral charges that took part, six were 

two congregation and eight were one congregation pastoral charges. Of the fourteen pastoral 

charges, three have an average attendance at worship of nom 50 to 99, six have an attendance 

of fiom one 100 to 149, two have a worshiping attendance of fkom 150 to 199, and three have 

from 200 to 275 attending Sunday worship. 

The study groups ranged in size from four to eleven people. Three of the groups were Bible 

study gmups that met on a regular basis, ten months of the year and used the FNe Steps course 

as their agenda The other groups were brought together as Lenten study groups. One group used 

the five session study as a five day Holy Week study, using oniy the group session material and 
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not the workbooks. Here, the material was selectively used and condensed to five 60 minute 

sessions. The leader provided me with an outline of what was done in each session. Another 

group used only the Participant's Workbook, but used it in the group session. This group was 

an ecumenicai group of clergy. They used two to three daily sessicns per one hour group session 

Another group went through the material once and at the end of the five weeks decided to go 

back and study each theme a second t h e  making it into a ten week coune. One group did not 

use the course as a Lenten study, but as a study following Lent. The remaining groups used the 

course as a five week study during Lent, with weekly sessions of approximately 90 minutes. 

Written evaluations by each participant and leader were asked for. Forms were provided so that 

the course could ùe evaluated aAer each week and at the end of the course. (Appendix VI a and 

VI b) There were thirteen leaders, five wornen and eight men, dl of them s e ~ n g  as minkters 

within congregations. Ten were ordainecl and three were candidates for ordination serving 

pastoral charges. 1 spoke to the thirteen leaders about their impressions of the course. Ten of the 

groups submitted writîen evaluations fiorn the group rnembers and leaders. Four preferred to 

give me the evaluations verbally nom their groups. 

Observations 

Response to the course 1 publicized the proposed course in two ways, at o u  local lectionary 

group which m e t s  weekly, and at the Presbytery. The announcernent at Presbytery came at the 

end of a lengthy Presbytery meeting and took about 90 seconds. 1 asked that anyone interested 

in using the material see me after the meeting. Thirteen people responded. One ordered the 

material and decided to use it at a later t h e .  1 found out later that one of the clergy who decided 
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to offer the course, copied the material for a fiend ~ h o  had not been at the meeting but wanted 

to use material at some later date. These fourteen pastoral charges are one half of the total 

number of pastoral charges in the Presbytery. 

A Reflection on How Course was Used. The course had worked well under my leadership. 

The question was, ccCou.id the basic concept and the enthusiasm be transfened to other leaders?" 

1 dimvered that the course could be taught by others, and in a varie@ of ways as noted above. 

My nrst thoughts about the varïety of ways in which the material was being used was a concem 

that the effectiveness of the course wodd be jeopardized On reflection, the liabilities of 

changing the format, were ouîweighed by the fact that the course could be adapted in ways that 

gave individual ownership and energy. 

Course evaluation. Of the fourteen study groups held, eleven found the material helpful and 

descnbed it as very good to excellent. These leaders represented a varied theological spectnim 

nom liberal to conservative. There seemed to be no CO-relation between one's theologicd 

perspective and the general appreciation of the course. Three leaders were somewhat aitical of 

the course. One leader said that they had substituted the course for the lectionary shidy and the 

group found that by cornparison, the course was too stnictured and too difficult. Another also 

said that the course çeemed to require knowledge that the average United Chuch member did 

not have. The third person who was critical of the course was the one who used the participant's 

material for an ecumenical Bible study for clergy. She said that there was some objection to the 

assumptions in the questions that were being asked However, they continued îo use the study 

over a twelve week period 
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Typical of the comments fiom m a t  1 found helpfûl" were: " a  greater and deeper 

understanding of the Bible7'; 'Bible readings with questions tied in weil with life to-dayyy; ''very 

informative, a good leaming experience, good oppornuiities for group discussion."; "a good 

length - 5 weeks. Doing the readings and comrnents da il^ was a good plan . . ."; "going over 

fimdïar stories, m a h g  them r d  and leaming more"; " the togethemess we experienced as time 

went on; how we leamed fiom each other's interpretation"; "the thought for the day and the 

suggestion that we read the passage and underline the parts of scripture that speak to us."; 

'cquestions forced you to gain a broader interpretation of the scripturee"; "'linking scripture with 

daily life9'; "deep meanin@ discussions of passages and how they pertain to today's events and 

clirnate," and "insights of other steps in the journey of Christian discipleship and the help I got 

in taking a good look at mine." 

One person said that she appreciated the use of symbok and the graduai build up of the worship 

area with a symbols that represented the theme for each week The star logo was a helpfid 

device for remembering the steps. Two people suggested a six pointai star. One young wornan 

who attended the course told her minister that she had no idea that the stories in the Bible were 

so interesting and that foïlowing the course she was going to buy a Bible. One of the clergy 

using the corne said that of al1 the short studies that he had tried in his congregation, the Five 

Step course got the most positive response. He went on t~ say that one of the least effective 

studies he had attempted was to conduct a weekiy study for lay people using the weekly 

lectionary passages. 

Arnong the comments that were made in response to "What 1 would change" were: "'pages 

shodd be numbered consecutively for îhe whole study, not by the week"; "more tirne for the 
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matenal. We always had too much material for the time allotted. We also needed more time to 

discuss the Bible study passages that we had worked on We need more background for the 

Biblical passages e.g. customs and life style and more in depth study of the passages of 

scripture." 

One penon stated that a more personal relationship with Jesus could have been emphasized 

Two people thougtit that looking up passages in the Bible rather than having them pnnted would 

have been better. One leader thoughî that a short introductory session as well as a concluding 

session would have been helpful. Another said that the study was obviously a Lenten shidy 

because it ended at the cross. If the study was to be used at other times of the Christian year, it 

needed to lean more heavily toward resurrection Most people lefi the space oppsite the ' m a t  

I would change" statement blank or wrote in ccnothingg77 

Persona1 observations. Like those who have made written comments, 1 found that there was 

too much material for the time allotteci Also, as the weeks progressed 1 folmd that the group was 

taking longer to discuss the weekly Bible passages. 1 found the course was aEected by the two 

different settings. In the small rural congregation in which I led the course, the ody room 

available was the sanctuary. The setting of pews seemed to lend itself to more dialogue between 

leader and participants and less interaction with sub groups. The sethg in St. David's United 

in Woodstock gave more oppomuiity to move around and to divide into smaller groups for 

discussion In the srnaller congregation, we spent more tune disnissing the daily Bible selections 

in the whole group, whereas this was done in groups of two or three in the larger church. 

The "disciplinen of daily Bible readhg, study and reflection, waç difficult personally, and was 
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not somethhg that came easily to group members. Most people tended to read when they found 

the tirne. Some came to the classes with not dl of the passages read. It tended to be seen as 

home work assignments on a theme, rather than a daily discipline of scripture readings and 

reflection 1 believe that a greater emphasis might have been put on this aspect of the course at 

an introductory session One way of encouraging the daily Bible study wodd be to have each 

member select a partner at the introductory session. This "sc~ipture" partner would be the one 

with whom the passages of scnphue wodd be discussed, either during the week or at the next 

group session Also, suggesting that scnpture readings might be "prayed" slowly the first time 

through, in order to hear what God might be =yin& would be helpful. 

The communion service that was scheduled for session three, 1 decided to lave to the end of 

the course. 1 received one other comment about the placement of the communion. Having 

communion at the third session, which is cbcommunity," was to draw attention to the church as 

the place for word and sacrament. I opted for communion as a way of remembering and 

celebrating at the conclusion of the courseurse However, 1 would leave it in place for session three. 

A session of introduction would give the group one more session in which to get to know one 

another. This would mean that cornmunion would take place at the fouth meeting of the group. 

There could have ken  more variety in the lesniing process. Instead of "read, discuss with your 

neighbour or in smail groups and report backn the course could have offered a process which 

included "read, reflect in silence, and vaite down your thoughts."Th.is wodd have addressed the 

needs of those who were more introspective and less extmverted Askhg groups to dramatize 

some of the passages of SCfipîure or asking them to assume one of the characters and give their 

perspective on the story would add even more interest and variety. 
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There was a suggestion that came fkom the group at St David's, that d e r  the last session we 

meet for dinner (pizza) at the church, to bring closure to the group. This was done. There was 

also a suggestion that we convene another study as soon as  possible in the fall. A sennon senes 

on the five themes was also mentioned as being a way of involving the whote congregation 

Conclusions 

1.There seems to be a need for adult shidy courses in our church. The fact that 50% of the 

churches in the Presbytery responded and thirteen of these offered the corne immediately with 

two saving it until the fall, would suggest that there is a need for a faith study in smdl groups. 

2. It is possible to put together a course of study that speaks to both conservative and liberal 

congregations. 1 wodd class myseifas a liberal Wbat delighted me was that the some of the . 

most enthusiastic responses came fiorn rny more theologicaily conservative colleagues. 

3. Lay people are excellent teachers- They not ody learn fiom and teach one another, they are 

excellent teachers of those leading the p u p s .  Becoming a fellow leamer, as educator Elizabeth 

Williams suggested, is one of the rewards of Ieadlng a group. When one person (prophetic 

voices are seldom the majority) said that she wanted to be led to a closer relationship to Jesus, 

1 was remindeci that the Christian faith is not a set of principles, even ifthey are biblical, but a 

living relationship. 

4. Spiritual needs related to the specinc age of a person shodd not to be assumed When a 

person in her 20's said that the course was too demanding and a person who had just himed 90 

said tbat it had deepened her faith, it was a reminder that one canaot so easiiy assume what the 
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faith needs are. While the course was designed to address the spintual needs of "Baby 

Boomers," spintual needs are not so age specific. 

5. A variegated approach to the faith that makes extensive use of the Biblical text is attractive 

for a number of reasons. It honours the contextual nature of the "Good News" wbich in both the 

faith history of the Hebrew people and in New Testament faith, is plurdistic. Marcus Borg 

describes salvatioa (the Good News) in a number of ways. 'O1~he ongoing Merplay between text 

and context is how a working theology is created. 

Changes to the Course as a Result of the Field Testing 

I. Questions in the Participant's Guide were checked to see what questions may assume 

knowledge that the average United Church member mi-ght not know. Some were changed 

2. An alternative process to ''read, discuss and sbare with the larger group" was incorporated 

in the teaching materiai of the Leadefs Guide. 

3. Since ihere is enough matenal for five two h o u  sessions, one would need to be selective if 

shorter periods were negotiated by the group. 

4. Additional instructions for bible sîudy need to be added to the Participant's Guide. The 

instructions would suggest that they focus on what was being said; that they identiQ the issue 

in the scripture story, how it was addressed and what the contemporary equivalents ~ g h t  be- 

5. I believe that an introductory session to get acquainted, to explain the process of the 

2 0 ' ~ k ~ s  J. Borg, The God we Never K m  (San Francisco, 1997), 156 - 175. 
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individual bible study and the star logo, as well as a concluding session following the five steps, 

to summarize and brïng closure, should be added 

6. htroductions to the passages of seriphne in the leaders guide were written, in order to give 

more background, and to stimulate theological reflectioa 

7. At the encouragement of the group, I preached a series offive sermons on the Five Steps. The 

sermons were printed for each of the five Sundays- ~ h i s  net ody enabled me to explore and 

share my own thoughts on Christian discipleship, but brought the congregation as a whole into 

the learning that had taken place in the small group. A colleague of mine preached on the Five 

Steps in the Epiphany sûason This was to be followed by smdy sessions in Lent for those 

interested in m e r  study of the five themes. 

Changes in the Course in Response to the Critique of «~nowledgeable Users" 

The course Five Steps to Christian Discipleship - submiaed to tbree people worbring in the 

area of Christian Development: Bev. Robinsoq staff person responsible for Christian 

Development in London Conference; Tom Bandy, staff person working in the area of 

Congregational Mission and Evangelism within the Division of Mission of The United Church 

of Canadazm and Yvonne Stewart, director of the d ive O& Christian Training and Retreat 

Centre, Paris Ontario. 

Bev. Robinson said that she believed that ''the CO- - clearly laid out and easy to 

understand" It was her feeling that the course would " help congregations in transfomation" 

202Tom Bandy lefi his position within the Division ofMission in August, 1998, to ~ o r k  
with Biil Easum in the area of congregational redevelopment. 



She had no critical comments. 

Tom Bandy said, '7 think this is a resource that can be helpful particularly to veteran church 

members for adult spiritual growth, and for traditional churches who want to assimilate new 

memben by tramfer or through traditional confirmation process. I want to particularly affum: 

1 .The clear Christocentric orientation of the resource that empathizes not only discipleship with 

Christ, but also companionship with Christ 

2.The fmus on adult spintual growth as a prirnary source for congregational transformation and 

new mission 

3.The broad, historical theology revealed in the resource. 

1 think these are essentials for a successful addt spiritual formation resource. 1 think that you 

could develop this resource into sornething tbat could reasonably be offered to UCPH for 

publication." 

Bandy goes on to raise four areas of concem: 

0 First . . generally speaking, people 35 and over tend to proceed in spiritual growth 

starting with knowledge or information, and then proceeding to experience. The strategy 

of the church with this generation is to first provide the "study opportunity," and then 

help them see or experience the truth of what they have leamed in the church. However, 

people 35 and mder tend to reverse the process. They start with experience, and proceed 

to gather information. 
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Second, 1 thinlr there is an important change in the way people understand 

"community."I dont want to make too much of  genemtionai ciifferences, because this 

change is apparent among al1 ages. I ùiink your resource tends to equate "community" 

with "ckurch institution," and that is a valid cquation among most current church 

veterans. However, it limits the resource if it is used with seekers. 

Third, 1 think thae is an important change in the way people embrace mission. This is 

linked to thc aversion of çctkers to tink "commMtyn and "stmctmd church" Step Four 

in the resource addresses the question "Where to go?" but on page 24 (for example) it 

tends to assume that milm'mr or SerMce is a "ta& of the church" Seekers tend not to see 

mission as a ta& of an kthtïan, but as th& own personal task (shared with ce11 groups 

or mission teams). 

O Fourth, I thinlc there is an important change in the way people understand cornmitment 

I like the way Step Five Ieads to a facus on the cost of discipleship, but am anxious that 

the immediate link between "discipleshipl' and "suffering" will dienate seekers. I am not 

t r y i a g t o ~ g g e s t t h e t ~ a n d s U n a i n g a r e w t i m ~ ~ o f o b t d i e a c e t o C h w t  

1 am suggdng  howcvcr, that in an mi w k n  low seLf-estcem, dapair, and brokemess 

already do& lives, the primary quest for seekers is for personal MnIlment and 

spiritual joy, not more suffering. 

1 would like to address each of Bandy's wnccms. Tom Ban* spaks of "seekers" who are 35 

and imder who prefer to work k m  life experience to te- The Baby Boom generation reached 

the g of35 in 1999 and thercf~~t  they do not fidi within this under 35 age group. At the same 
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time, I believe there should be a greater attempt to adjust the content of the course, especially 

in the questions asked, to the life experience of the Baby Boomer age group Bandy's comments 

are a reminder of what Gai1 Sheehy has said about the younger cohort of the Baby Boom 

generation king more introspective spintuality. The course wiil be reviewed and changed with 

this in rnind 

The second and third points that Bandy makes concem the institution and the s d l  group. The 

intent of the course is to connect the church with the Biblical story and help those wfio want to 

discover or rediscover the faith to get a sense of the church's mandate for mission The focus 

of the course is to address those who are seefang life in the church. Step Three on community 

does attempt to comect the cd1 of disciples and the synagogue experience to the contemporary 

church as a place for both the informal fellowship, which includes the small group, and the place 

where God speaks to people in word and sacrament For those who are coming back to give the 

church a second chance, both the small group, which be experienced by the participants in 

the shidy group and the larger "institution" need to be identified as agents for transformation 

The fact that Banây's impression was that there was little room for the understanding of small 

group fellowship, suggests that I look at Step Three again 

Bmdy's fourth point concerning suffering is one that needs to be examined Bandy points out 

that we are addressing people whose lives may be dominated by "low self esteem, despair and 

brokeness." Those who fa11 within this category need not hear about ''taking up a cross." What 

1 had hop& such persons would get £kom Step Five wouid be a sense of the ~ornpa~omhip  of 

God in their suf3ering. 'ïhere are arey of this generation who are among the most privileged and 

aflluent people in the world; who live hopeful and creative lives and have time and energy for 
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life beyond personal and family concems. I serve a congregation in which there are both Step 

Five needs to be able to convey the "love" implicit in the cross. For some this love needs to be 

felt; for others it will present the challenge of shanng costly love with those who are hurting. 

Bandy' s comrnents are a reminder that this needs to be clarified. 

Yvonne Stewart said, "You provide a sweeping o v e ~ e w  of the biblical history and an intimate 

engagement with the life of Jesus that invites participants to open themselves to God's ministry- 

The icon of the star provides a concrete and personal expression of the joumey of faith that 

invites serious refiection 1 thùik this material is worth publishing and would be most helpful to 

leaders in the church working with people preparing to profess and live their faith have some 

overall suggestions to make regarding the format and a few regarding content The enclosed 

pages make some more specific comments regarding each session and I have made notes on the . 

actual document. 1 wodd suggest that: 

there be a clear purpose statement given in each session of the Leaders Guide (after the 

Question) as there is in the Participants Workbook (I might change the name of this if 

it is meant to be a tool for spiritual reflection). The purpose staternents for each should 

be the same for clarity. 

Since it is stated in several places that the life of Jesus is used as the b a i s  for the five 

themes, Old Testament passages be used for background in the daily readings and 

discussed only in the debriefing time that deals with the week's readings. This will keep 

the process and flow much clearer. Even c l a n m g  when stories Jesus told are being 

used rather than events in his life would help. 
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In the group debriefing sessions on their five reading, clearly focused questions related 

to the theme be used to faciIitate integration of the theme. 

In some of the sessions and particularly in the daily readings, more personal, practical 

and modern day oriented questions be included to encourage reades to reflect even more 

on their own lives in relation to the passage. 

In Session 4 , some discussion of God working through us as well as what we do for 

God, 

In Session 5, some expanded discussion on when to suffer and when to confkont and 

some reflection on our relationship to Go& 

Yvonne Stewart raises some important issues around the clarification and focus as well as 

addressing the issue of suffering as it is presented in the course. The concern about the 

theological lauguage and the need to have the course more grounded in relevant expenence was 

expressed in another way by the user group that said that there was knowledge assumed in the 

course that would not be within the lmowledge of most United Church people. This was also 

mentioned by Tom Bandy. Because of this wncern, the course will be reviewed in order to 

m e r  wntextualize i t  The suggestion that the Me and work of Jesus be the focus for the group 

sessions with daily readings being taken fiom the Old Testament and the Epistles. will be 

implemented. This will give the course more focus and clarity and make it more manageable. 

I found that these critiques were not only most encouraging, but will make the course more 

assessable. The criticisms and suggestions addrPssed with creative cI&'ty both text and conte- 



They will add much value to both course process and content. 

The task of creating and testing an adult study on Christian Discipleship, based on both an 

assessrnent of spiritual need and a gospel that seeks to be the good news of Go4 proved to be 

project of many facets- To adapî Elizabeth O'Connor's phrase, it was for me, both an "inward" 

and an "outward" journey. By the outward jomey 1 mean empirical knowledge; by the inward 

journey 1 am referring to my own spintual joumey. 

My Outward Journey: New h r n i n g  for Me 

1. The Contextual Nature of the Good News. Some of the fll-st questions that 1 asked as 1 

began the study were, "Why is context important? Does this not suggest that making the word 

"relevant" is to compromise its truth?,, What 1 rediscovered was, "good news" in the biblical 

story was always contextual. It was expressed in everything fkom the political fkeedom and a 

promisecl safe place to live for Hebrew slaves, to new respect for the marginalized people in the 

Gospels, to assurances of God's love for people undergoing persecution in the early churcb 

1 diçcovered that theology is the reflection on the word of God, addressed to a specific historical 

context, e.g. nineteenth century liberalism is tempered by neo-orthodoxy, following the First 

World War. Li'beration theology emerged from oppressai people in South America From this 

cornes the further question, 'What are the hurts and hopes, the concems and the yeamings of 

those in our present North American culture?" 

2. The Context: Spiritual Needs of the Waby Boomn generation. For the conte* 1 was able 
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to draw upon pastoral experience, upon the results fiom the in te~ews  on spiritual needs that 

1 conducteci with seventeen people within the Baby Boomer age group (Practicum 1) and upon 

literature fiom both the United States and Canada 1 learned that this generation that spans 

approximately 20 years, wants a church to give ethical guidance for living, fellowship and 

support, a clear presentation of the Biblical story, opportunities to discuss, and progams or 

projects that address some of the problems in the community and in the world A faith that fails 

to address in some relevant way God , self, othen and the world, will not be worth their time. 

They want worship to be presen?ed professionally but they need it to speak personally to their 

world Baby Boomers are, nevertheless, a diverse group that have a great varie@ of needs and 

and leam in a number of ways. For some, "spiritual joumey" is important; others will learn 

through Ma. Some wili appreciate a more abstract or explanatory approach to leaming about 

their faith, 

3. Psychology. In l oobg  to the discipline of psychology for insight. 1 discovered a search for 

wholeness that in many ways pardleled theology. While theology has a transcendence and a 

focus that embraces both the persona1 and the political, the individual and the social, psychology 

gives us another language in which truth can be discovered Erik Erikson, Carol Gilligan and 

Robert Kegan are both descriptive and prescriptive in their discussions of the human joumey. 

1 found it remarkable that Erikson has defined the adult joumey in tems of vimie and vice; that 

Gfigan was a pioneer in laying a fomdation for the very Unportant and insightfd structures of 

feminist theology and that Kegan's dynamic understanding of personhood seems to resemble 

Hebrew rather than Greek thought It suggests to me that God's word to us is not only pluralistic 

but multidisciplinary. 
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4. Theology. In searching for a theological approach that would address these needs 1 decided 

to use the variegated approach of W. Paul Jones. While keeping his £ive theologicd "Worlds" 

in muid, and by reading and re-reading the Gospel story, 1 discovered a CO-relation with the life 

and m i n i w  of Jesus. Using this as a template for the faith, 1 saw parallels in the Old Testament 

story. I began to do more reading in theology and took the oppomuiity to hear any theologian 

that was within driving distance. Over the course of the D. Min study 1 was able to hear and 

speak with W. Paul Jones, Walter Brueggernann, Douglas John Hall, Marcus Borg Chung Hyun 

Kung, Dominic Crossan, William Willimon, Mary JO Leddy, Lyle Schaller, Reginald Bibby, 

John Spong and Walter Wink and June Keener Wink While ail were not resource people in the 

D. Min study, dl contributed to m y  faith journey. 

While the five step approach was denved fiom W. Paul Jones, I found and incorporated the . 

work of a number of theological writers. The senous attention that Walter B ~ e g g e m t m  pays 

to te* his image of exile; the problems and the solutions that have parallels for us; the strength 

of Henri Nouwen's sense of king blesseci and chosen; the transfomative task of the church as 

outlined by Douglas John Hall; the costly nature of gniîe descriid by Dieîrich Bonhoeffer, and 

re-emphasized by Hall, and the weaknesses of liberalism outlined so well by Kenneth Leech, 

were most helpfùi in working out a fheology that speaks to us. Dorothee Soelle's writing on 

suffering has aven me a greater depth of understanding of "the cross." Refiaming what often 

seems like senseless suffering of the innocent, for example in victims of terminal cancer, has 

given new support to my role as a pastoral care giver. Chung Hyun Kyung's poignant and 

prophetic statement about the ditfierence between Asian and Western feminist theology i-e. that 

Asian theology's purpose is to "transform" while that in the West seeks too often to simply 
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"understand," is a reflection on our failure to have identified and addressed some of the urgent 

exploitive issues in our culture. Her identification of the cross with resistance instead of 

suffering as a more faithfùl way to introduce it into the practice of discipleship deserves our 

attention. The course gave me an opportunity to examine again some of the work of Dietrich 

Bonhoeffer, perhaps the most influentid of twentieth century theologians who addressed 

Christian discipleship. 

One of the other discoveries 1 made was that what Reginald Bibby was saying as a sociologist 

about the hunger for a knowledge of Go4 self and others, was also what Elizabeth O'Connor 

had said, a s  a spirihial leader in 1968. O'Comor's order for this trilogy was self, God and others, 

while Bibby suggested God, self and others. This difference in sequence reflects the two decades 

in which there statements were spoken One of the valued and prophetic comments that 1 

received, was fiom the Baby Boomer participant who said that esoteric theology did not dway s 

help her in her spiritual jourxley- Only theology that emerges out of the patient dialogue between 

lived experience (context) and text is going to be transformaiive and life-giving. During the 

constniction and revision of the course, this was said by a number of people in a number of 

ways. 

5. The Learning Process. I learned from the study groups that sharing ideas is a vital part of 

leaming, both for the participants and for the leader. Group members leam much about their 

faith from one another. There is the expectation that the leader wili also share knowledge. I 

learned that getting through the agenda of the course is not as important as addressing the 

agenda of the group. I acquired new insights fiom those in the group, especially fiom those who 

were new to group sîudies in the church. They brought new questions and were able to see the 
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I discovered from my supervisor, the Rev William Lord, director of Continuing Education at the 

Toronto School of Theology, that the most dificult and the most important discipline is to 

identiQ the human question that underlies the text or the biblical or theological theme. It is 

when we c m  address the human questions, that one is open to new les-g about our 

relationship with God and others. 

I realized that lay people c m  l e m  to identiQ theological themes in a relatively short time. 1 

told the group 1 led at St David's that 1 expected that d e r  we had identified the five theological 

steps in the course, that group members shodd be able to tell me after a Sunday worship service, 

which theme (Step) the text and sermon were addressing. The next Sunday one of the members 

of the study group correctly identified the theme of the s e ~ c e  of worship as a "Step Four" 

which is God's transfomative work in the world, 

6. Tools for Ministry 1 have used the course of study in two teen and one adult confirnoation 

class since the initial pilot and the two field testing classes. It is adaptable and tends to change 

slightiy with each class. The teens decided to make a banner that expressed the "Steps." They 

finished with a greater emphasis on resurrection. It became the Step in which we are called to 

Hope.(Appendix VII) 

7. Research Limitations This course was designed for those Baby Boomers who were returning 

to the church, or who were in the church and wanted to deepen their understanding of the faith 

The research that resulted fiom initial inteniews on spintual needs Qracticum I, Chapter Two) 

and the five session course of study given at St. David's, was research based on the needs and 
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interests of Baby Boomers who were, for the most part, involved in or wished to be involved in 

the church One of the persons who was not active in the church is representative of a large 

number of the Baby Boom generation for whom the church in its present form is not meeting 

spiritual needs. Research with this group is important Their interests suggest a faith cornmunity 

with a much different style of worship and mission. 

My Inward Journey; An Exercise in Spiritual Growth 

1. The Discovery of a Persona1 Mantra. One of the most important discoveries for me was 

to use an icon - a five pointed star as a symbol of the faith. The five pointed star became the 

"epiphany" of Matthew's Gospel, the "light that shines in the darkness" of John's Gospel and 

the Christ, the "bright morning stary' referred to in the book of Revelation If one were to 

imagine the star as a standing hurnan figure, it can be seen as the vulnerable Christ with m s  

outstretched to ernbrace the church (Step Three) and the worid (Step Four) The star stands on 

the two feet of crash (and recovery) and cross, (Step Two and Step Five). Such a foundation is, 

as St. Paul said, the foolishness of the gospel. Since not only the sun but the earth could be 

considered stars, and we are of the earth (Adam) the star represents us; we are star people. We 

are engaged in the "star wars" of the sometimes costly witnessing to an alternate vision and 

community. When the star figure is envisioned as a horizontal instead of vertical, it becornes 

a labyrinth through which one can walk the steps of discipleship. 

For me, during the constnrction of the course, the star became and still is an icon for mediration. 

It is what the figure of the fish rnay have been for the &st century Christians - a contextual 

symbol. As 1 trace the steps in my mind, I am reminded that 1 am loved, forgiven, called into 
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community, sent into the world to be compassionate and to identify with the world's brokeness. 

To work through that is to work toward resurrection and new life. It is a joumey in which 1 am 

not done, because it is also the joumey of the church with the cornpanion Christ. I cal1 it my 

10 second meditative moment. 1 have linked th is  with breathing. Steps One through Three, are 

the "breathing in" steps' while Steps Three through Five are the 'breathing out" steps. There is 

a rhythm to the faith: prayer and action; inhaling and exhaling. It occurred to me as 1 re-read 

Bonhoeffer that he was waiting for the church to exhale. The faith story that hangs on the star, 

so to speak, has gîven me a framework that assists in thinking and taiking about the faith. 

2. A Theological Lens. In working with the Tive Steps" I began to look at the world through 

this five facet lem When 1 wrote die fourth and fifth steps which are service, compassion and 

cross. I decided to go to a local (small town) shopping mal1 and k t e  from the vantage point of . 

its ''food colatm In part it was to wriîe about the world in the world It was also to see if 1 codd 

identi* some of the themes on which 1 had been working. 

W i t h  an hour 1 was able to identify examples of al1 five steps. There was the delightfûl 

laughter of three preschool children running with wild abandon through the food court. They 

were oriental, perhaps the children or grandchildren of Cambodian or Vietnamese families that 

came into southern Ontario towm a few years ago under refùgee sponsorship programs. They 

represented the celebration of feeling blessed, the prerequisite for d, in Step One- Another two 

year old child that ran playfuly fiom his mother, only to be chased and swoped up in matemal 

amis was a reminder of the fdl and reconciliation of Step Two. In five seconds, one could 

witness something of the history of Israd; a people who ran and were rescued by a numiring 

G d  In one food booth, people who seemed to know each other, kept dropping in for coffee. 
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Different people came and l e 4  but the conversations and fellowship went on for almost two 

hours. This was the 'bco~unity ' '  of Step Three. One man, probably in his late 701s sat at a table, 

alone, for most of an hom. A young mother and child on their way to the mal1 exit happened to 

see the man. They stopped, huneci, came over and sat with him for a few minutes. I heard hun 

say as they le& "It has been such a long time since 1 have seen you." The young mother replied, 

"Well, corne over some t h e ,  you know where we live." As the mother and the child went out 

the door, the man got up and lefi as weil. The young woman and child were his "Christ." For 

the moment at least loneliness and longing appeared to have disappeared It was a 

transfomative Step Four. On the table on wnich I was working 1 had placed Dorothee Soelle's 

book Sflering- It is a red book with the title written in large white letters across the cover. A 

man in an el&c wheelchair came by, stopped just for a second, looked at me and at the book, 

then, without a word, moved on  1 noticed that he had no legs. He knew about the suffering of 

Step Five on which I was working. The Five Steps had given me a foundation for "doing 

theology. " 

3. The Tertiary of an INFP. Part of the inside joumey was to be aware of how 1 h c t i o n  as 

a person with an INFP pemnality profile. As 1 reflected, with the help of my supe~sor, on the 

highly stmctured course tbat I had created, I came to rdize that the course may represent the 

tertiaiy or the under developed part of my operating style. While the interna1 creative 

pr-ing, c-ristic of INFP's gave me energy, the te* side, the side that seeks to bring 

order, not just to the course, but to my life, was a motivating factor as well. 

1 leamed that attention to detail, management of time, clear planning, and assisting people in 

understanding where 1 am going and how I got there, remains a growing edge for me. Creative 
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thinkng, withouî this, may be somewhat satisfying for me, but for others, the result is confusion 

and fhstration. This applies to my communication with others in general and to such tasks as 

wïting, sermon preparation and delivexy in particular. 

The presentation of the initial course Five Steps to Christian Discipleship and its subsequent 

field testing in fourteen congregations suggest that it is a course that offers an oppominity for 

one to examine the basics of the Christian faith and its implications for the individual and the 

faith community. Because of the evaluations fiom the test run and the comments made by 

knowledgeable users working in the area of Christian Development, a number of changes were 

made. An introductory session and a closing session were added to the five session course. 

Additional introductory and explanatory material was added. A review of the questions asked 

in the coune, led to changes to make them more relevant to the concems and to the life 

experîence of the Baby Boom generation. Through the creation and the implementation of the 

course 1 gained a deeper understanding of the faith and a new appreciation of its expression 

both in the church and in the world The work has enriched my own spiritual joumey and given 

energy to my ministry in the chwch 

The final chapter will be a summary of the meas of learning that have been addressed and some 

concluding statements about this study. 



Chapter VI 

Conclusion 

Introduction 

This concluding chapter summarizes the study and the findings that led up to the writing of the 

course FNe Steps to Christian Discipleshp, a course of study for members of the Baby Boom 

generation It is was created for those within this age group who are in the church and want to 

renew their understanding of what it means to be a Christian, and for thme outside of the church 

who may be wanting either for the first or for the second time to seek out the church as part of 

a spintual quest The following is a summary of the process that prepared the way for the course. 

Chapter 1 

I began this Project Dissertation by speaking of the dectining numbers in the Christian church 

in North Arnerica and some reasons for that decline. Zn analysing the reasons for decline 1 cited 

researchers such as Reginald Bibby, William Easum, Wade Clarke Roof and Hoge, Johnson, 

Benton and Luidens who suggest that the decIine in church affiliation was not because of a 

decline in spirituality. One of the reasons for the decline, they argue, is that what the churches 

are offering is no longer speaiung to the needs of the people. One of the solutions pointed out 

by both sociologists and theologians is a need for the church to tediscover and communicate its 

mission in the world This is said in a number of different ways. The following are some 

examples: 
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Reginald Bibby emphasizes that the church is in the faith sharing business.203 He believes that 

if the church is to be renewed, it needs to do a better job of making God known "If the 

churches are ever to succeed in introducing the gods to the culture, then the churches need to 

start by introducing the fullness of the go& to their own people"204 He also suggeN that the 

church has not addressed needs such as one's interest in knowing more about God, self and 

others. Kenneth Leech, an Anglican priest, says that a renewed spirïtuality must be a Kingdom 

spin'tuaIity, a spirituality of the fidfihent of God's transfoming work in human history. In this 

spirituality the figure of Jesus will be centrai and there will be a need to follow his teaching and 

to enter into his vision.205 Douglas John Hall w-rites that one of the temptations that we should 

avoid in the f h r e  is what he calls simplism. He States that we may tend to reduce the faith to 

slogans and not do justice to its deptb.. He suggests that the c h m h  of the future '"requires of 

those who rernain within the church that they become theologically serious! It requires this not 

only of theologians and clergy, but of d l  Christians. The appeal is for the church to look once 

more at its message and mission and to be the faith sharing body that it was called to be. 

With the problern of decline identified and solutions offered that the church should pay greater 

attention to peoples' needs, should offer a "kingdom" or reign of God spirituality where Jesus 

is central and should become theologically serious, I move to looking fist at what those needs 

might be. 

203~eginaid Bibby, Unknown God S (Toronto, 1993), 285. 

2WIùid 310 

2 0 5 ~ e ~ e t h  LAXC~, The Eye of the Stom (San Francisco, 199 l), 225. 



Chapter II 

This chapter examines the spiritual needs of this generation bom between 1946 and 1964. It 

looks at how this generation differs fiom the prevïous one, at how they are shaped and by whom. 

It examines their spintual que* their interests and values as well as their style of cornmitment. 

It draws upon current literature from both the United States and Canada and wncludes with a 

practicum, The practicum consisted of personal i n t e ~ e w s  with seventeen church members of 

the Baby Boom age group. Most of these people, though not dl,  were active participants in the 

life and work of the church 

It was discovered that there is a search to know more about God, one's self and how the two are 

connected to one's neighbour. Spirihiality has replaced religion in any faith related discourse, 

with spintuaïty beiug diverse in nature. Where the church is an option and is seen as meeting 

spiritual need, there is a need to know what the faith says, how it differs from the values 

espouseci by the rest of the world, and what difference it makes to one's life if the faith is to be 

lived The faith needs to be expressed in narrative, offer oppominities for input and discussion 

and have some resonance with the metaphor of "journey." The church rnust have practical value 

such as being a place of inspiration, a source of ethical guidance, and supportive fellowship. 

It must be about "heart," and not j ust head; it needs to be able to express itself in social action: 

to make a clifference in the world. 

Chapter III 

In chapter three I examine spiritual need though the work of three exponents of Developmental 

Psychology ( Erik Erikson, Robert Kegan and Carol Gilligan) because of their relevance to 



1 have suggested that Developmenral Psychology provides us with a profile of the human 

condition Erik Erikson provides a spirihial road map through the mid-life transition that is part 

of the Baby Boom expenence. Enkson suggests that this is a tirne for ccgenerativity' an 

opportunity for rebirth and transfomiatoe Robert Kegan gives us new language for basic 

human neeàs when he says we have two basic needs - to be both individuals and in community. 

Each of us is a unique child of God and meant to be in commUI1ityty His statement that we can 

be fa clothed and warm, but life is still empty unless we "mean," confVms what is being said 

about the spiritual need of Baby Boomers. Carol Gilligan in her ''web" metaphor adds an 

important voice to feminist theolow's concept of co~ectedness that applies not ody  to people 

but to the whole ecological world Both the Christian faith and Developmental Psychology . 

focus on the individual's journey toward wholeness. While faith has wholeness as an objective 

for the individual, it is just part of a vision of wholeness for ail of the created world. 

Chapter IV 

In chapter one the problern of a declining church was identified and one way of addressing the 

problem suggested. In chapters two and three we looked at spiritual needs which was a concem 

raised by the research of sociologist Reginald Bibby. It was Kenneth Leech and Douglas Hall 

who suggested that a Christ centered theology of 'Xingdorn and theology that was not reduced 

to "simplism" were important if the church of the fume was to be transformed and renewed. 

Chapter four, after identifying some current issues and pressures on the Baby Boom generation, 

identifies a theological hmework and the theological thought to be used in the proposed course 



of study. It then descnies how the course was developed and what form it was to take. 

The chapter suggests that the context of the Baby Boom generation which theology needs to 

address is one of a search for meaning in a world that is consumer driven. It is also a world of 

rich and p r ,  powerfùl and powerless; a world of rapid change and escalating demands on time 

and resources; a world where the church is becorning increasingly marginalized There is a need 

for a theology that begins with the celebration of God's love for the individuai and for the world 

There is a need for a theology that acknowledges the temptations in our culture, and what one 

does with a sense of not being able to live up to the demands that this mid-life generation has 

placed upon itself. This should be followed by sense of self acceptance in the light of God's 

gracious love; a love that makes community possible and palpable both in small group 

fellowship and in a congregation From this gathering of God's people where transformation is 

expenenced and rehearsed, there is a sending forth, a commissioning for the work of being 

God's ''stewarW in the world. This labour of love as the body of Christ involves both 

compassion and resistance, mercy and justice. This work is part of the suffering of God that 

leads to new life. While the theological structure of the course was to some extent determined 

by the "Theological Wodds" of W. Paul Jones, the theological thought was shaped by 

theologians such as H ~ M  Nouwen, Walter Bmeggemam, Douglas John Hall, Kenneth Leech, 

Chung Hyun Kyung, Dorothee Soelle and Dietrich Bonhoeffer. The chapter concludes with a 

review of basic principles of adult education 

nie  agent of this theology is a five session course that uses Old Testament and Epistie stones 

dong with the "jourmy" that was taken by Jesus fiom baptism to cross and resurrection. The 

course is a balance between story presentation and small group discussion; where accounts of 



new life and hope can be shared and experienced. 

Chapter V 

Chapter five is an account of the testing of the course Five S q s  zo Christian Discipleship. first 

with a group of people within the Baby Boom age group from S t  David's United Church where 

serve as minister, and then with fourteen other congregations. This chapter describes how the 

course was modified and what persona1 learning took place as a resdt of the projezt 

The presentation of the initial course Five Seps IO Christian Discipleship and its subsequent 

field testing in fourteen congregations suggest that it is a course that offers an opportunity for 

one to examine the basics of the Christian faith and its implications for the individual and the 

faith communitytY The chapter describes the evolvement of the course through feedback f h m  . 

leaders and participants and knowledgeable users working in the field of education and church 

renewal. The chapter concludes with an account of some of the personal leaming that took 

place during the duration of the project. 

The propsed mode1 mlliistcy coune Five Steps to Christian DiscIpZeship is offered as a way of 

being faithfil to the gospel and addressing the needs of the members of the Baby Boom 

generation who look to the church in their spiritual que* 
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Practicum I - The Spiritual Needs of Baby Boomers. - Research Questions 

1.Would you tell me something of your church background beginning with your childhood? 

2.What do the words "spiritual" or "spïrituality" mean to you? 

3. Are people more spiritual or less spiritual than they were 25 years ago? 

4. What is important to you? 

5.  Why is the church important to you?6. Do you believe that the church needs to change? If so, 

in what ways? 

7. In your faith, what is most important to you: (1) God's love, (2) God's forgiveness, (3) 

fellowship and belonging, (3) loving others, (5) dealing with suffenng? 

8. What would you Say is the purpose of the church? 

9. What do you expect fiorn the church? 

10. Do you thuik that a course in Christian Discipleship would be helpful either for those who 

are seeking membership in our church or for those who are currently members? 
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Appendix V 

. . 
FiveSte~sin ChnstianDiscrpleship - &&@ion 

1. Information about the participant: Age 20 - 30 30 - 40 40 - 50 

Number of years that you were active in the church 

1 was able to attend al1 sessions,four out of five- three out of five- 

2. How was the course in discipleship helpfid or not helpful to you? Explain 

3. Did the sequence of the five themes of God's Love, God's Forgiveness, 

Christian Community, The Reign of God and the Cross make sense to you? 

4.Are these categories helpful in your understanding of what we believe and how we live that 

out in the world? If yes could you give examples? 

5. Did the 'ktar " logo help you in remembering the five steps? 

6. What was the most mernorable part of the course or the part of most learning and why? 

7. What would you change in the content of the courset e.g what wodd you have 

preferred more of or less of? 

8. Evaluate the process i.e. smail group discussion, discussion in the larger group. input from 

the leader. 

9. Was the thne of 2 hours per session and one session bi-weekly a good choice? 

IO. Do you think that this course could be conducted along with a sermon series on the Five 

Steps? 

1 1. What in the course would you change? 

12. What other comments would you like to make? 



Appendix VX a 

FTVE STEPS TO CHRISTIAN DTSCPLESHIP 

EVALUATTON FORM 

Week Number 

Participant 

Identification mark 

@O not use name or initials that c m  be identified) 

Male Fernale- 

Age 15-19 - 20-29- 30-39-  40-49- 50 -59-  60 - 69 - 70 or over , 

Daily Readings 

1.What 1 found helpful. 

2. What would 1 change. 

Group Session 

3. What I found helpful. 

4.What would 1 change. 

For additional comments use back of sheet 



Appendîx VI b 

FlVE S E P S  TO CHRISTIAN DISCIPLESHP 

Evaluation fom to be completed when course is finished 

Identification mark 

Church Member Yes No- 

Approximate number of years in the church 

1. General comments about the course: 

2. Was the star logo helpful? If yes in what ways? 

3. Will you use the steps to help identi@ different expressions of the Christian faith? 

e-g. "that sermon was obviously a step 4,,,," 

For additionai comments use back of sheet 
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FIVE STEPS TO CHRISTIAN DISCIPLESHIP- INTRODUCTION 

The Purpose of the Course =Five Seps ta ChrIstlrur Dkc~leshi'p'' and the Learning 
Expectations. 

There has been much talk as well as çtudy in recent years of spintual ne&. The most study has 
been done with a group of so d l e d  '%&y Boomers", the generation that was bom between the 
years of 1946 and 1964. This p s t  war generation left the church in record numbea. It is this 
generation that is most Iikely to give the church a second chance. According to current research 
these folk have certain expectations of the church that they once knew- They want to connect or 
reconnect with the BibIica1 story and have a chance to discuss this in the light of their own stories. 
There is a desire to know the faith bath intellectually and experientidly and the difference it makes 
to themselves, their families and to the world They want to know the Christian world-view. They 
want a fath that has both spiritual depth and practical application and are more likely than any other 
generation to describe their faith as "joumey-" 

I 
AXthough the course was initially designed for "Baby Boomers" who were entering or re-entering 
the faith, the course has been used with very favourable respowes in groups ranging from teen 
confirmation classes to seniors' Bible study. 

The purpose of this cùwse of study is to give one an o v e ~ e w  of the Christian faith that 
honours spiritual needs of Baby Boomers and is faithful to the Christian story. The foliowing 
are some of areas that the course addresses. 

1. The Biblical Story as e whole and its historiai and faith joomey, 

2. The ministry of Jesus in particulsr from baptism to the cross. 

3. Five basic themes that foilow the H e  of Jesus and complimentsry stories found in the Old 
Testament. 

4. Discoverhg how the feith that we embraee, or the hith by which we are embraced, relateJ 
to one's life as well as to worship and the mission of the church in the wortd. 

5. An opportunity to see the faith from five dinerent perspectives. 

6. Opportunities to discuss one's faith perspective with others. 

7. Practice in writing one's ow-n personal creeà and speaking about one's faith to others. 

8. Practice in using a Ystar" symbol or icon as a way of remernbering the fîve basic steps and 
developing a method of meditation tbat ein be used d a m  Early Chrhtians used the fhh in 
such a way. A %taP was chosen not only becaw it was one of the first eenniry symbois for 
Christ bat because it U a familhr and often used symbol in the 21ucentury. It a n  ab0 be 
drawn in a fîve step sequeoce that represents the Christian joutney. 



The Format - Leaders Guide and Participant's Workbook 

The course of study cornes as two books, The Leader 's Guide includng Portic@ant's Workbook 
and the Participant's Workbook. The first 45 pages of the Leaders Guide con* the o u t h e  for 
seven group sessions. The 1st  70 pages which are numbered separately are a copy of the Bible 
studies that make up the Participanî's Workbook They are included in the Leader's Guide for 
convenience. BlanL pages are for notes. 

The seven group sessions begin with an introductory session in which the participants come 
together to get to know one another, to hear about the general purpose and outline of the course of 
study, to select a Bible study "partnei' for the duration of the course and to receive their Workbooks 
in order to begin their reading in preparation for the first of the five tiiemes. One of the themes or 
"Steps " of Christian discipleship is studied in each of the next five sessions. The seventh group 
session is one of reflection and celebration, 

The Participant's Workbook contains a series of 25 Bible studies that are divided inîo the five 
themes or steps that will be covered dunng the course. They provide background material for each 
of the 5 group sessions. The intent is tbat the participant would set adde some time each day during 
the five days before each group session in order to read, refiect on the scripture and answer the 
questions that are paa of each Bible shady. This exercise encourages a d d y  spirituai discipline that 
becornes part of Christian discipleship- 

How the Course Might be Used 

a As a Lenten Study 

Ifthe course is used as a Lenten Study, there would be enough time for six weekly sessions before 
Easter. Since Step Five is the cross it wouid be appropriate to have this session during Holy week 
or during the previous week This would dlow the group to come together after Easter for the 
reflection and celebration session One might involve the whole congregation during this time on 
three levels. 

(i) One Level would be group sessions and private study by participants as mentioned above. 

(ii) Others might want to take part in the Bible study around the Five Steps but not be part of the 
weekly group sessions. This would mean the purchase of the Pwticipant's Workbooks for these 
people. They may wish to study privately or link up on an informal bais with a Çiend in the 
congregation to discuss the passages of scripture. 

(iii) Another lwel wodd be a sermon series presented on The FNe Steps during the five Sundays 
in Lent with people participating only through Sunday worship. 

b. The course rnight be used at any time during the church year in conjunction with looking at either 
what does it mean to be a Christian or what does it mean to be the church, 



When Jesus used the metaphors of salt, yeast, and light to describe disciples he was describing 
the disciples1 place and purpose in the world. Each of these metaphors implies a separation 
from and an influence upon the food, the bread and the darkness. 

What it means to be the salt, yeast and light two thousand years later is the purpose of this 
'rjourney" into Christian discipleship. The course is built thematicany around five steps. 1 
have given the foilowing names ta the five sessions: First Love, Second Chance, Three to Get 
Ready, Four to Go, and The Final Frontier. The steps trace Jesus' Iife from Baptism to the 
Cross and resurrection as recordeci and passed on to us in the gospels and draw upon 
correspondhg egperiences of the Hebrew people fmm Abraham and Sarab to the exile and the 
new prophetic vision. 

We will be lookhg a t  where Our story intersects with the Bibiical story and at our relationships 
with God, with self and the worid around us. 

The course will involve daiIy meditative readings on each of the five themes. It is the intent 
that the participants set aside some daily study tirne during the five days prior to each of the 
90 minute group sessions. This wiii supplement and enrich the course and is in keeping with 
the "discipline1' of discipleship. It is important that each of the five themes be remembered 
since they build on one another. 

We are  familiar with the word, Doxology. "Doxa" is the Latin and Greek word for glory 
which means üght The Bible begins and ends in doxology. Our  faith begins in the iight of an 
Easter morning. It is a Iight that reflects backward into the Old Testament and forward into 
Our hes. Each step has its own symboi. The first is a flame. You may want to iight a candle 
as you reflect on each of the five stories in step one. 

Before you begin - a word about the term Disciple. 

The word disciple as it was used both in the Old and New Testament rneant learner or  pupil. 
According to the Interprefers Dictionary ofthe Bible of the more than 230 times the word, 
disciple was used in the gospels, about 90% of the time it referred to betievers, other than 
the twelve disciples eg. John 8 : 31,32 Then Jesus said to the Jews who had believed in him. 
"Ifyou continue to be in my word you are truly my disciples, and you wili kuow the truth wiii 
make you free." 

In order to help you remember each of the five steps long after the "course" is finished, we will 
be using a fîve pointed star as a symbot of the journey. K t  is the light that shines in the 
darkness, (Jn 1:s) or  symbol used by Jesus in "1 am the bright rnorning s~sr".(Rev.22:16) 



Also, the star metaphor was used fvst to describe numerically the people of IsraeL Just prior 
to the exile it tell into disrepute when it was used to refer to Babylon. The symbol was 
redeerned in Matthew's story of the wise men from the east when a star led them to the Christ 
child. Then fmally seven stars are held in the right hand of the Christ figure in the book of 
Revelation. There, each of the stan represents an angel assigned to each of the seven churches. 

It might be a good rime to begin to practice drawing the star. If you a n  envision a clock 
Begin at eight, then draw a line to twelve, four, nine+ threé, and back to eight 

When you have done this, number the steps as below: 

1. 

You wiU note that in each of the 
triangular steps or stages there is a 
turning point. This turning point in 
the New Testament was referred to 
as the "metanoia." The word 
metanoia was used by John the 
Baptist and was trandated, 
"repent" It meant turn around* 
The turning poinb that send us 
along the Christian Journey to the 
nert step. 

As you read each selection of scripture throughout thh "journey" underline the words or 
phrases that speak to you Remember that we believe that God speaks through scriptare. Put 
question marks o p p i t e  words or sentences you don't undemtand. You might want to read the 
passage again slowiy as a prayer. Find yourseif in the story. What U it that God k~ saying to 
you? Take your tirne. 



1. Flrst LBH<: How do I get started? Where does God begin with me? From the position of 
resurrection victory - a look at those who were and are cailed to be foilowem. We look at  how 
we have been bIessed,at the relationship between being blessed and cal1ed. We see that as a 
turning point on the discipleship journey. Example from the We of Jesus: Baptism 

2Seco- - What if 1 fail? - an examination of failure and recovery, sin, confession and 
reconciüotion, using wilderness/ede as a metaphor. What do we need to leave behind? The 
tnrning point is confession and the assurance of pardon, self aceeptance and forgiveoess. 
Example from Jesus' life: Jesus' temptations. Gospel text: The ProdigaI Son story. 

3. Three -et rem&- W h o  is going with me? - the move to k i n g  reconciied in community, 
from feer to trust. The gathered community as receptor of word and table fellowship; a 
community that rememben and rehearses the vision as preparation. The turning point: the 
gathering in and the sending out. Example from Jesus He: Jesus in the synagogue. 

4. Fow #O GO - Where do 1 go? - a look a t  what ministry in the world means for tbis 
community with a vision that is not of this world. The metanoia or turning point is moving 
from service to encountering mistance. Jesus' ministry. 

5, T7ze Final F r o k r  - How far? - greater rish and resistance. The cost of discipleship and the 
place of soffering. The hirning point is cross and resurrectioa The example from the lie of 
Jesus: Jesus' confrontation of power and the result. 

Sermon Theme Suggestions: 

If a sermon series is to be used during the course, the sermon îitles might be the five questions. 

1. Discipleship - How do 1 get started? 
2. Discipleship - What if 1 fail? etc. 

Step One - God on the Mounhin- king blessed and called; the times and places; the Easter 
People; the celebration of Sabbath. 
Step Two - Cod in the Valley - judgement and grace; the truth about ourselves- and Gd; 
times of transition; searching for the way throngh. 
Step Three - God in Community - (rom isolation to intimacy - the church that hears and 
rehearses the story; the feiiowship of the community. 
Step Four - God in the World - the church that witnesses to the story in the wortd; mercy and 
justice; compassion and confrontation. 
Step Five - God on the HïU - the church that W called to and chooses to suffer; the God who 
suffers with us; the cost of discipleship. 



While this U not a study in theology, nor are different theologies identified, the theological 
construct that is used was inspired by the work of W. Paul Jones who beliwes that in every 
congregation there are a t  least five operating theologies or "theological worlàs." These 
'%heologiePl worlds" or viewpointr are neo-liberal (world 1) libetation (world 2) process 
(world 3) neu-orthodox (world 4) and eristentialism (world 5) 

The life of Jesus is used in this study as a kind of template for discipleship. If doctrine is 
implied it W expr- thmugh narrative. If we are to be Thrist  to our neigbbour" and if the 
church is the body of Christ in the world, then there is need to reflect aU of the five steps. 
However, both individuah and churches may find themselves more at home in one o r  two of 
the steps than they will in the others. Each %tep" will tPke us past the centre which W where 
we fmd God's  praeace. 

For example, for those whose spiritual need b to enter into the mystery of God's presence; to 
dwell in the blessing of God's love; to celebrate in the joy of praise and worship, will fmd a 
home in step one. For those who feel that the centre of the faith is God's amazing grace; that 
we are saved by grace through faith, step two will be their centre. Those individuils or 
churcbes that emphasize the feilowship of the church, the gathered comrnunity that  m e t s  to 
care about one another, to hear the word and take part in the sacraments, will have a step 
three orientation. Those who see the împortant work of the faith as living out the realm of God 
in the world in praetical terms of mercy and justice ml1 fmd themselves at home in step four. 
Those who beüeve that the way of Christinn discipleship especialiy in the North American 
context of privilege i to enter into soüdarity with the sunering world, may want to emphasize 
step five The course is an incremental journey through these steps. 

1 bave reverseà Jones9 (Cworldsn two and four to fit the sequence of the events in the  life and 
work of J-us The emphasis here is not to present steps as reflecting dinerent theologies, and 
as Jones suggests to see them as complete within themselvea, but to treat the steps as steps on 
the joumey called discipleship. 

As weli es the theological paradigm of W. Paul Jones, I have drawn upon the works of Henri 
Nouwen, Walter Brueggemann, Dorothee SoeUe, and Douglas John EaL 

It would seem that Douglas John Hail is correct when he says that theology is always 
contextual and that generally we have moved away from post war neo-orthodox to creation 
centered theology. However, the five steps do allow for theological diversity. One should be 
able to fmd a theological home as weli as to wak through and visit the theologieal home of 
others. Feminist thmlogy in this study is not one among other theologies, but would find its 
strongest espression in s t e p  one, three and four. 



FIVE STEPS TO CHRISTIAN DIISCIPLESHIP 7 

LEADER'S GUIDE 

GETTING STARTED - TEE INTRODUCTORY SESSION 

The study course is designed for five a r e  90 minute group sessions. Each of these session deah 
with one %tepw in Christian discipleship. In addition to the five core sessions there is an 
introductory session of one hour as well as a concluding session which might include a meal. 

Purpose of the Introductory Session. 

The purpose of the introductory session is to  get acquainted, to iatroduce the %ar" icon that 
wiii guide the group through the course, and to introduce and distribute the workbook 

The Introductory Session 

Arrange Ilic chairs in a drde with aflip chart at one side Place a figlted candle on a table neor 
the cir& Hàve enough workbooks/or each of thepartrC@an~~ Provide nnme tags (You mght 
mcike them in the shape of 5pointeds&zm) WCYpleomgroup members as &y corne ih have thern 

fil1 out name tags and be seated 

I .  When all have arrived weïwme the group and divide into twos and have them talk to one 
another about: 

a. What it was like preparing to get here this evening? 

b. Why you decided to be part of this study? What has brought you to this place? 

c. What you would iike to get out of the study? 

d. How you teel about getting started in a group? 

Re&m io the Iargergroup fontiaf and ark î ~ m m b e r s  would share sotne of their cunveersations 
Wnte the responses tu r%n onflip chut 

2.Ikplain lhot llre p u g  wiU be using a star to help one move through thejive sfepr lo Chtktian 
discipIlehip Ask mernbem of the grovp to remember n tim when they lwked nt the sfam Ask 
rftirere îk myonyone who would shnre with the group, the s'me, pIace or the circutltstances Ask  ho^ 
the culîzue uses the symbol of the sfcu. This mny be everytliing from geîîing %ia1sn /rom the 
teacller In elementary school for taFb completeîi to the movier Star Wam and Star Trek Ask JY 
t h q  c m  recaii h m  the qmbol was used in the Bible 

The star might be scen as the %gbt that shines in darkness? (John 15) The star p i d e d  wise 
seekers to Jaus. Christmm cards, which are reaUy birth announcements, often depict the star. 
The seven stars were held in the band of the Christ figure in the book of Revelrtioa.(l:lo) 



They represented, says the author, the seven angels assiped to the seven churches. The " 
bright morning star" is used for a metaphor for Christ (Rev.22:16). The star might also be seen 
as a human figure with han& and f e t  outstretched. It might represent humanity made in the 
image of God; star people who dwell on this "star" pianet earth, but linked to the "star of 
wonder." 

3Jntroduce the star logo. Draw it on the imgirtary dock 7-12,s ,9,3, 7. Have t h e p ~ f i p ~ n t s  
do this in their notebooks 

When you d r m  the f'mî stroke from the 7 to the 12 oYcIoc~ you mght suggest th& th& 
represents the resrcrrection of Jesus It Ls where ourfoih begirts All otlrer stories are told and 
heard in that light mat upward stroke is how we begin the wnOtten word It is the Sun@ 
(SabbaLli) whkh begim our week lit i3 thefimt fine ofthe Greek ietter Alpha Jesus said that lie 
was the A @ h  and Omega, the begrhning and the end Ask the group to label the top point of the 
star, "Blessed and Called " 

Ask ifthe group c m  recall a symbol that the early ChMans to remember their faith. Someone 
mght recalt the frsh whkh was used as an acrosn'c to recaU the faith. The Greek wordfar fuh 
was htheos, The letters in the word were used to suggesf, (CJes~ Ch& son of Goa savior. " 

4. Now distribute the work books and explain that part of this faith journey tkat t h q  are takfng 
inwhvs the dai@ discr'pline at ieast forfive duys of reading the scnpture stonoes that refeer to the 
weeWy th- Of tlie seven dqys, une of the days wifl be Sunday womhrfp and another the doy on 
whièh the p u p  wifl md Th& wîli invoivejZve themes of individrcaf medr'tation and strtdy and 
two opportumOties to meet with 0th- 

5.Explain thnt the weekZy theme will be outiined in the storr'es, mstfy /rom the Old Testament 
. niey will be o preparotion for the gospel story from the life of je si^^ that wifl be mdied by the 
grorrp. For e;rmple, thefimt rheme Is that of being blessed and calfed The Old testament stories 
are aboutpeople who huve fd blessed and out of that blessing have been cafied ta be a foUower 
or &c@k Thir wlllprepre us for lmking ai the story of the begronnigng of Jerus' melnlIlry in the 
group. It is a way of thinking about how God gets invohed in our lives. 

dAsk individuals in the group to clioose Q partner front the group. You will be mentom for one 
another during the course of study. This wifl mean d&cussrion with thut person about your 
thoughts on the &ify readr'ngs either &ring the week shouidyou w M  to tkz& andat rlieftrstpatt 
of each group session. Wlien they have chosen theirpariner, ask Ythey covld exchange phone 
numbets or e-mail addresses 

7'. FEbt the daily scr@twe is read tky moy want io go lhmvgh the scriptare story for the day and 
mark thaî whkh speaks to them ami th& which they would like tu dkcws or question with th& 
partner or wilh the group. You mght suggest that they mght comider "praying the scnlpturer.'' 
gohg thmugh the story sIowly whik usking wnof Cod is saying through the story or somepart 
of i& 



They may wanf to commit themeives to contact their study partner dun-rtg the week to see how 
he or she is getthg aiong. 

9. Ask zythere are any questions or suggestionr You may wanf to check tu see iythe iiay of the 
week and the sîiuting and ending tïmes are acceptable to the group. You mg& want tu talk about 
conjïdentiaiity in the group. This usually means that you may not speak about wtyone eke's 
mperîence beyund the group semhg. 

10. Ask someane tu help bn'ng the table with the candle on It into the centre of the circk (Pou 
may want to ask sumeone tu carry the candle.) Prepare for a briefclosing wotship. 

Worship 

Wïth the c a d e  on the table, darken the room iights. You m q  want to ask the group &O think 
aboutjht foIImers of Jesus whu gafhered in thefrmt century suon after the resurreeîion Being 
a foilower d e y o u  suspect. The gathering would have been smd and secr~~ve ,  Rome, the 
power thaî controileti the country, w u  jusf one part of the 'Cdarkmss" that was faceù daily. lit 
spite of that there would have been a new excitement and a deqened sense of support in the 
group who shared a common hop& 

R e d  or have someone read John I:I-5. Think about the words in a moment of silenf meditution. 

You mi@ close in prayer. You mr'ght askfor suggestions on wiiat the group wr'shes fo have 
idenh!ed in prayer eg, subjecfs fur thanhgroving or concerns in the church or in the world The 
worship mght be closed with a benedicn'on 

rmy YOU GO WITE TEE BLESSING OF OUR GOD; THE WEKO CREATES, 
SUSTAINS AND OFFERS US AND A .  TITE WORLD THE G m  OF NEW LIFE. 





Step One 
First 

And Called 
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STEP ONE GROUP SESSION 

FI[RST LOVE BLESSED AND CALLED 

PURPOSE: To examine the experience of being cailed to be a disciple. 

QUESTIONS: How have people in the biblical story experienced G d ' s  blessing and call? How 
did Jesus? How do we? 

Introchction to the Step One group session. 

The beginning of the Christian journey for the original disciples of Christ and for us is the 
Easter experience. When the risen Christ appeared to grieving and distraught followers, their 
liva were transformed from despair to hope. They were blessed by this new presence, then 
sent or  cafled to proclah this good n e m  The details of the life of Jesus took on new rneaning 
and were written down and passed on. We know the stories as the gospels. It was only after 
the resurrection experience, in tact some years after, were the details of Jesus life written 
dowu. Only when the first disciples realized that Jesus had departed and was not about to set 
up his reign in the way that they had hope, did the details of Jesus life become important. It 
was a t  this point that they were recorded. The purpose was to inform future generations of this 
man whom they believed to be the long awaited Messiah. 

Our  Christian heritage is rich in blessing and "cail" stories. Over the past five days some of 
those stories have been read. The group session study will focus on the beginning of Jesus' 
ministry which was his baptkm in the Jordan River. This was foliowed by the heavens opening, 
the spirit descending Iike a dove and the words from God, "You are my belovecLn These stories 
a r e  used to help participants think about how they perceive God's presence. One of the 
questions is, "1s ublessing" o r  being blessed related to "caiim? The guided meditation on this 
passage of scripture is to get the participants in touch with their baptisrn as the beginning or  
their "calln to discipleship. 

Another part of this session is to give the group a historical sammary of the faith journey. It 
is to provide a framework into which the stories that are dealt with in the next few weeks can 
be placed. Maps are provided for you to trace the story. 

Have M e d  WU newsprinf or a white board on iri W d e  thefollowing ut the top: 
CREATION, 
ABRAHAM AND SARAB, 180? BCE 
MOSES, 1200 BCE 
DAVID, 1 0  BCE 
ISALAB, 550 BCE 
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Under it write: THE BEGINMNG OF DISCIPLESHIE' - BEmG BLESSED /CALLEI) 

CHRISTIAN DISCIPLESEIIP 
IS A JOURNEY WïTH JESUS 

TOWARD WHOLENESS 
FOR ALL 

Arrange the chairs in a circle and place the lir c a d e  on a nearby table, As the group lvneves 
have the name lags w ~ ~ 1 a . k  A fter evetyone lias adved and Is seuteti, you mght wanf to &gin 
the session with prayer. 

1. Talk about 'fiourney" as the image thaî wilC be used throughour the course to îeurn about 
discipleship. What the members have done in theit reading is to look at the begimhgs of fm0th 
tlrrough stories rlratfor the mostpart spoke of blessing or coll or botk 

i) m a t  cornes to mind when you think of the word "b1essingn? 

ii) Think for a moment about the words "journeyn and "spiritualityn. In what ways are they 
connected? 

2.Have the group divide in groups of three to five and share some of fheir own ston'es of 
"iourney." 

i) Taik about the ujourney" that they or their ancestors took in coming to this country. Were 
any of these CLspirituaP quests? 

ii) TeU the others in the group something about the journey to this point in your l i k  Describe 
some of the 'mountain topn and the "valIeyW experiences. 

3. Erne tkgroup divide into tfteir partner groups of twu to dkcuss the readings of the pratious 
week Have them &cuss: 

i )  The diffxulty, if any, of finding the time read and reflect on the scripture. 

ii) What questions or clarifications about the readings would you iike to ask in the whole 
group? 

iii) Discuss with your partner any new insights gained. 

iv) Taik to your partner about times when you have felt %Iessedn, ulovedn or 'accepted". 

v) During these times did you feel "caiiedw to new Life or action? 



Br& the group together and give them an opportrrnity to shure whut they discussed around 
questions 3. ii thruugh v. 

7. Putting the Biblical stories into a journey Le. historical context. 

Turn tu the rnaps found in the back of the leader's guide und the participant's workbook Using 
the ltfaLenmd and rejèrring to the fm ston'es that were in the ltiaferz0aï used theflmt week take the 
group through the hLstaràcal and geogrcrphical journey. It is important to be reminded that God 
worked and works in histodcal c o n i d  God's vision seemed tel be to cati, guide, shape and 
transfann fi.& the Hebrew people and final& ail people into a cadng-, sufe, harmonious 
communiiy. 

Place thefive &l'y "readings" and the references to Jesus and SC Paul in th& historical context 
as you go. Refer to map and story. (Appendices 1-N) The Biblical C t ~ ~ r y "  that you mrght tefi or 
read may be as foliows: 

A Short, Short Story of the Faith Journey 
(This story is printed as Appendix IV in the participant's workbook) 

Sometime between 1800 and 2000 BCE, an elderly, childless in the vicinity of the country now 
known as Irak, were told by a God who had not previously been h o w n  in that ares, that they 
would have a baby. Moreover, this child would be the beginning of a whole race of people, 
They were to move from their present retirement home and follow the fertile crescent to the 
land of Palestine, along the Mediterranean Sea. (See map Appendix I) Nine months later much 
to everyone's surprise, eapecialiy Sarah's Isaac was born. They named him Isaac which means 
ulaughtein perhaps because they first thought God's plan was a joke. This couple, Sarai and 
Abram, because they had been given a new lease on life, a new future and a new identity, 
changed their names to Sarah and Abraham. 

Isaac grew and married Rebecca, The account of Ikaac9s selection of Rebecca (Gen: 24) is 
worth reading. Abraham sends a servant to look for a wife for kaac  in Abraham and Sarah's 
home country. The instructions are to go to the viUage well where camels a re  watered and ask 
women who corne to water carnels, for a drink The first one who not only gives a drink of 
water but who offers to water the servant's camels, is to be the wife of Isaac When a wornan 
by the name of Rebecca &es the servant a drink and proceeds to water his camels, the servant 
produces a gold nose ring weighing a quartre of an ounce, and two gold bracelets weighing five 
ounces, and the proposa1 is made. Rebecca says "yes." Isaac have two sons, Jacob and Esau. 
When Rebecca9s favourite son Jacob is of marriageable age, Rebecca sends him to her brother 
to choose one of Jacob's cousins for his wife. He chooses the younger Rachel but eventually is 
forced to marry the older Leah as welL With Leah and Rachel, and two concubines, Bilhah and 
Ziipah, 12 sons and one daughter are boni, one of whom was Joseph, Favourite son Joseph was 
sold by his jealous brotbers to traders on their way to Egypt. Joseph found favour with the 
King of Egypt and was eventuaUy put in charge of the food. m e n  a seven year famine struck 
Palestine, Joseph brought not only his famiiy but almost everyone else in Palestine fo Egypt. 



After four centuries as refugees in Egypt, most of the time in slavery, God calls Moses to free 
the people (1200 B. C.) They take 40 years to get to the promised land where eventually kings 
were nppointed. ( David - 1000 B. Cm) krae l  eventually becornes disobedient and corrupt 
exploia the poor, does not masu re  up to the vision of a community of justice and mercy that 
God had envisioned and is sent into exile. (587 B. C.) Prophets such as Amos and Hosea as far 
back as the eight century bad tried to warn Israel but to no avaii. They lose the land that was 
part of the covenant agreement and are taken into exile to Live again as refugees for two 
generations, With the loss of land went their temple, their faith in God and their identity as a 
people. Prophetic poet-preacheig we know as Ezekiel, Jeremiah and Isaiah, a re  part of the 
people in exile. With words they weave a new vision of hope. 

Fifîy yeam Iater, when Cyrus defeats the kingdom of Babylon where they a r e  in exile, they a r e  
free to go back home The temple is restored and the people wait for the Messiah. 

jesus arrives on the scene. He is boni in Bethlehem, grows up in Nazareth, although according 
to DI.tthew, his early childhood is spent in Egypt where Cs famüy, for a the ,  Lived as refugees. 
He begins his ministry with his baptism in the Jordan. His ministry begins in the home 
province of Galilee but eventually moves south through Samaria to the province of Judea. It 
eventually takes him to Jerusalem where he encounters resistance, is accused and tried in a 
makeshift court of Iaw. He is crucified and raised from death. At a harvest festivai called 
Pentecost, fm days hter, the church is born. Both wind and tongues of fire are mentioned as 
signs of the beginning of the reign of God. This would connect the hearers to the 'ruachn or  
spirit of God in creation, and to the fire of the burning bush of Moses' cali. It was seen as the 
prophet Joel's predictions for God's reign. (Acts 2: 28-32) The age that God had promised had 
arrived. It was seen as a threat to boîh the religious and the political establishment a t  the time 
On every Roman were the words, "Caesar is Lord." The first creed of the ufoliowers of the 
wayw as they were called, was, 'Jesus Is Lord," There were many who b m e  committed to 
starnping out this movement before it spread. 

Saul, a Jew and a Roman citizen, was one of those who were attempting to kiil this new 
movement and tbose wbo are part of it. Sad, however, has a dramatic change of mind and 
heart as he watches Stephen, one of the early followers, die by stoning. Saul's experience is so 
profound and lif&ghbg that he changes his Eebrew name S a d  to the Greek name f au1 (which 
means smali) and takes the gospel message to the people beyond Jewish Palestine. He travels 
to the Mediterranean citis of Rome, Corinth, Philippi, Ephesis, Colossia etc. and establishes 
small groups of foliowers calleci churches From there the faith travels to the rest of the world. 

me remar'ning tirne will be spent on the Mark's s t o ~  of Jèsus baptism and on the words 46Y0u 
are nfy beloved" as foundclîional for ministry. 



JESUS' BAPTISM AND THE WORDS OF BLESSING 

a. Have someone read aloud Mark I:  I - I I  and Genesls 1: 2 - 4 a 
b. Guided Meditation Exerc We 

Ask the p u p  to relax ami close theif eyg whUe you take zhern t h u g k  a mditative jocrrney that 
revlous the place of woter in the faith jouniqt of the Hebrew people Tne purpose wifl be to give 
some backgmundfûr the baptkm of J~SUT in the Jordan. Wnen Jesus heard the wordsl"You ore 
my Bdoyeh" at hk buptfsrn, ii was a culm*ndon of God's word of love that luid &en stated in 
one way or another from creation to freedom from slave'y to release from exile. God's love ik 
relentlm ondfiMCIy did not depuion cownant keeping. Imgiine that th ik is the love statement 
tlrat is offered at our baptikm and indeed in each new &y. 

Imagine you are there at the stage of the earth9s creation when there was only water and an 
expanding land mass. The continents were breaking apart to form the land as we know it. 
There was only wind and water; churnîng seas on windswept besches. Millions of years pass. 
The next scene is the same water but now at the water's edge is the lush growth of plant We. 
No birds yet fly, no anirnals inhabit the forests. What animal Life that there was, swam in the 
sea. It was the slow, patient, rocking womb of the earth. For another nine million years, God 
would watch and wait and with every wave that crashed, with every tide that would ebb and 
flow, God would Say, uIt is good! It is very good!" You lave  the scene remembering the ebb 
and flow of the earth9s 
waters. Out of those waters would corne new life. 

Now leap ahead. You are in the hot steamy land of Egypt in the reign of the Pharaohs, We 
have identined the time as 1300 BC. But for you, time is rneasured by the reign of the Pharaoh 
iün- You are Hebrew and have lived in slnvery al1 your üfe. In fact, your people have lived 
in Egypt and under its domination for four centuries. Recently, your Me has becorne f~ed 
with more pain, more hardship. Gaveniment grain used for food has been cut back The men 
work longer houn in the brickyard. Some of the oaes who have complaiaed have disappeared. 

Then one night after a series of plagus, including a d k s e  that strîkes Egyptian children, you 
are asked to gather some bread and what clothing you a n  earry and leave your home which 
h u  b e n  at  the edge of the Nüe river. You travel toward the open desert, but as you go, your 
escape is dïscovered. You begîn to run. You hear the rumble of horses' hooves and the rattle 
of chariots behind you. In front of you are of the head waters of the Red Sea. You decide that 
you will drown rather than be cut to pieces by Egyptian swords. Yoa and your family run 
headlong toward the water. You pick up your two children in your arms and prepare to die... 
Then the wind sweeps d o m  acmss the stretch of water blowing it to the routh epst. You keep 
mniing. Now everyone is shouting and Lsughing. You find somewhere the energy to keep 
running until yoa feel firmer dryer ground under your feet The wind dies d o m ,  suddenly. 
Now you hear the surge of water as it sweeps back over sen btd over which you have walked. 
You hear the shoub of the Egyptian solders just before tbey are swaiiowed up hi the wall of 
water that crashes across the path behind yoo. You are saveà! GFree a t  last! Free a t  iast! 



Thank God we are free a t  last!" you shout at the top of your Iungs. I t  is a new beginning. 

Forty years pass. They have been desert years, but years of profound trust. You have come to 
know the God of your ancestors Abraham and Sarah, Isaac and Rebecca, Jacob and RachaeL 
You are  about to end your journey. You are  a t  a river called the Jordan. Yonr people crowd 
to the waters edge Tt is one more barrier. You have almost become accustorned to barriers. 
Your leader Moshe has ditxi and Joshua has assumed the leadership of your people. You stand 
thinking of the story of the Egyptian pursuit but this time there is no wind, and the river is in 
flood Some pnests move through the crowd carrying the hnge Ark of the Covenant in which 
has been phced the Torah, the sacred writings of the story of God's deliverance and of God's 
expectations. They move into the river with it and lower i t  until it rets on the bottom. Will it 
Save you from the waters? The water begins to back up behind i t  Once more you are  saved. 
You walk througb the Jordan. You laieel d o m  and kiss the ground, then you get up raise your 
arms and shout and dance. You a re  home. God has kept the promise! You know that you are 
loved. You f e l  safe I t  is a new beginning. 

Eleven centuries pass. You are Jewish and are standing a t  the edge of the same river. You have 
come out of the city of Jemalem because you have heard of a preacher/prophet who has come 
out of the desert and is attracting crowds with an urgent message about the arriva1 of the long 
awaited Messiah. Yoa watch as a young man from a town in the north called Nazareth m e t s  
a prophet by the name of John son of Zechariah. The two of tbem walk down into this historic 
river. John, son oiZechariah puts his hand on the head of the young man from Nazareth. The 
young man's name is Joshua in Hebrew, but the Hebrew culture has been so dominated first 
by the Greek and then by the Roman culture, he is known as Jesus, the Greek adaptation of 
the name, Jesus goes under the water. For a brief moment the muddy Jordan waters close over 
him, then up he cornes, srnihg and c h r i n g  the water from his eyes. There is the whirr of a 
doves. There is something about the scene that stnkes an ancient chord in you. You imagine 
that this is the beloved of God. Suddenly you too want to be baptized. It is a new beginning. 

Now ask the people in the group tu slowiy, w k n  &y are ready, leave the Jordan scene and come 
back to the room and open their eyes 
Ask rhe group to share their t h o u g k  You may want tu explore the meaning of our baptism &y 
asking questàom such as.. 

Do you think that Jesus was making a conscious connection with his Hebrew and Jewish 
history when he went down into the Jordan for baptism? 

Do think that Hebrews may have heard the uYou are  my beloved," as the people of God 
following the deliverance from Egypt and the crossing of the Jordan? 

Is that the message to us as we a re  baptized into the body of Christ? Do we feel that again 
every îime we are present for a baptism in our church? 



9. Go back to the stutement on Discipleshi$ that you wrote on the newspn0ttt o r  white board 
Remind the group that Step One has been taken on the journey. Does the fiatement on 
Discipleship that you have printed describe the journey f Are there alternative statements that 
shuld be wrlnen Are t k e  statemem that should be added? If so add them You rmght want to 
creote n working dejintion of dkcli,Iesh@ as a guide Ask if tliere are any questions o r  
suggestions that the group nùgitt have 

10 Prepare for worshlp. On a table, beside the candle place a baptisml fonî and water. 

Worship: Gather in a circle - 
C d  to Worship: Only God can love us perfectly and in perfect love there is freedom. 

Have someone read Psalm 139: 1-18, John 20: 19-22, and Mart, 28:1&20. 

Reuci thîs staternent from Henri Nouwen's Life of the Beloved' 

WeN, you and 1 don't have to kiU ourseïves. We a re  the Beloved. We a re  intirnately loveà long 
before our  parents, teachers, teaehers, spouses, children and friends ioved or wounded us. 
That's the truth of OUT lives. That's the truth spoken by the voice that says, "You are  my 
beloveden 

Listen to that voice with great inner attentiveness, I hear a t  my centre words that say: 1 have 
caiied you by name and E am yours. Yon are my beloved and 1 am yours. You a re  rny Beloved 
and on you my favor rests. 1 have molded you in the depths of the earth and knitteà you 
together in your mother's womb. I have carved you in the palms of my hands and hidden you 
in the shadow of my embrace. 1 look a t  you with infrnite tenderness and care for you with a 
care more intimate than of a mother for her child. 1 have counted every hair on your head and 
guided you a t  every step. Where ever you go I will go with you, and wherever you rest I will 
keep watch. 1 will give you food that wili satisf'y ali your hunger and drink that wilt quench all 
of your thirst. 1 wüi not hide my face from you. You h o w  me as your own as I know you as my 
own. You belong to me. 1 am your father, your mother, your brother, your sister, your lover 
and yonr spouse. . . yes even your child. . .wherever you are 1 will be. Nothing wil1 ever 
separate us. We are one. 

AskpeopIe to suy out loud one word or sentence thunking God for blessirtgs, or naming a person 
or petsons who have k e n  a blesslng in th& lives. 

'Henri Nouweq Life of the Beloved: Spiritual Living in a Senrlar World (New York: 
1993) 30-3 1. 
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Aave members say to each other "Peuce be with you, " and respond with, "And with you aLsa " 

End worship with payer and with CoItLrrni'ssiomLng and Bmediction mch as: 

a 

Go into the world and remember Cod loves you! 
You are bltssed and called, 

and may God continue to bless and keep you. 
May G d ' s  face shine upon you and gfve you peuce. 

Say a word abouî the second step. The first step to use a T" word is Taliedn It could aiso be 
"Chosen" or "Cherished*. The second step is Crash (and Recovery) - It is the wilderness/exile 
experience. It is moving through uncertainty to resolution. Jesus' second step in his ministry 
was the experience of doubt and struggle in the wilderness. For us it may be that as weU. Xt 
is also confession and reconciliation, sin and grace and the step toward uCommunity". 



Step Two 
Second 

Crash 
And Recovery 
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STEP TW0 GROUP SESSION 

SECOND CHANCE CRASH and RECOVERY 

PURPOSE: To look a t  how one moves from alienation to reconciliation. 

QUESTIONS: What if 1 fail? What do 1 do with a the feeling that so much is expected and 1 
have only so much time and energy? 

Introduction to the theme for Group Session Two: 

Step One was about the God who blesses and caïls people to be a blessing. If the cal1 to 
discipieship is a cal1 to follow Jesus, then the question is not so much "What if 1 fail?" but 
"What happens when 1 fail?" The star of Jesus might indeed be the bright morning star that  
shines in the p r d a w n  darkness, but we fail to reflect such brilhnce. What happens when we 
discover that though we may be loved, we are not always lovable; that as St. Paul said, "the 
g d  that we would like to do, we fail to do. The evil that  we try to avoid, we do." Where does 
tbat  leave us? 

Step two is about crash and recovery; i t  is about sinking and swimming, although the 
swimming is about tnisting baptisrn waters of grace to carry us to the surface. Psychologist 
Er ik  Erikson cites trust as being foundational for  the rest of human development. Without 
basic trust, the steps in normal human development are arrested. The stumbling block to trust 
is the discovery that we a re  imperCeet. This Ufali" and recovery is a recurring Biblical theme. 
The  Hebrews wrote a fali from grace into their creation stories. Gad an but gives up on 
creation in the story of Noah. Ln the story of Abraham and Sarab the exile is bareness and 
wandering, the bornecornhg is the gift of land and the birth of a child. There is no srnail irony 
in the fact that once the people of IIsrrtel left the desert wilderness, they found themselves in the 
wüdernerrs of a dominant cultare that would fmaUy distract them to the point of forgetting God 
and G d ' s  vision for community. God eventually loses patience and sends them into exile in 
Babylon, suggesting that while Gad's  grace is free, it is not cheap. The solution cornes through 
Gd's initiative to reach out and restore the broken relationship, but as Isaiah the prophet 
discovers, the cost and the agent of reconciliation is suffering. 

What gets played out in the He of Israel geto replayed but with a sharper focus in the ministry 
of Jesua The ministry of Jesus is a ministry to those who find themselves in exile, either 
through what they have done, i.e. Zaccheaus, o r  through wbat bas been done to them, Le. the 
ones who needed to be restored to health or  cornmunity. The story of Peter trying to walk on 
stormy waters, suddenly finding himself over bis head, only to be pulied up by Jesus may be 
the quintessential crash and recovery story. 

What  do we do with this exile that feels like we are broken? Henri Nouwen says that the good 
news of Gd's love is that we can move our bmkeness under God's blessing. Nouwen says that 
we are G a i ' s  bread and need to remernber that we are chosen, blessed, broken and shared. 



The brokeness is part of what we share  There were two other responses to brokeness that 
were part of moving it uoder God's love; one was outrage and the other lament. The 8& and 
9* chapters of Jeremiah are good examples of this. God seems to be the outraged one and 
Jeremiah the one committed to weeping, although the distinction between the words of 
prophet and God are  not always clear. Another example of God's dual response is found in 
Hosea 14 and 15. It is the response of Jesus both weeping over the city of Jerusalem and tossing 
the rnoney changers out of the temple. 

Psychologist Robert Kegan says that growth takes place through a series of stages in which a 
person in the encounter with her o r  his world becomes overwhelmed, loses control over what 
is happening, o r  in his words becomes Yembedded.w One then gets some control over what is 
happening and moves on. These a re  transitional times of both confusion and new creative 
leaming. Kegan does not sugggt what is involved in this very dinicult and demanding process. 

This session is about brokeness and reconciliation and the steps to get from one to the other. 
It is about how we get from crash to recovery, from sinking to swimming, from being 
embedded to moving on. 

The Group Session: 

Preparation 
Set rrg a t h l e  andplace on it a candle, the baptilsmai font 
or a bmvl ofwater. 
Light the c a d e .  

As the group arrives greet and &sue name tu- 

1. You nu>y want to introduce the sesrion by using some ofthe niateriolprinted above. 

2. Have tliegroup work with their studypatîners and ask t h  to share a childhood or a current 
StoV of 
i) being lost and found, or 
ii) being frightened and comforted, o r  
iü) making a mistake and being forgiven (or not king forgiven) o r  
(iv) being quite overwhelmed, then getting things sorted out and moving on. 

THE BAD NEWS IS - SOONER OR LATER WE WILL EXPERIENCE THE 
WILDERNESS. 

THE GOOD NEWS IS - WE DON'T HAVE TO STAY TEERE, 
AND SOMETIMES, WILDERNESS IS THE PLACE OF GROWTH 



4.Wave the gmups discuss the Step Two readings. 
i) Suggest that they go through the readings and taik to each other about what spoke to them 
or  what they underlined. 
ü) The image of "exile* and 'wilderness" have been used as being part of the human journey. 
Ask the members to share with each other times when they feel separated from God; when they 
feel a d ' s  absence. Are there times when they feel inadequate? 
üi) What are the "roadsn that members have discovered to move out of this wilderness o r  
wasteland? 
iv) Ask them to briag aay questions o r  comments thnt they wish to the larger group. 

5. Draw the star and explain we move from the mountain of God to the valley. Start with an 
inverted V which is the first part of the star. For Christians, the upward stroke (from the 8 
to the 12 o'clock position) might represent resurreetion which is wbere Our journey begins. 
The inverted V might also represent the mountain of the spiritual "mountain top experience;" 
of being accepted and blessed, or  the shelter or  "dwelling placet1 in God's love (Psalm 90 : 1) 
It may be the "banner of love" under which we üve. Step Two is the süde into our weaknesses. 
It is the crash and recovery theme that was the subject of last weeks readings. Complete the 
star dmwing and ask the participants to do the same Label the second point on the star (at the 
5 oyclock position) with the number 2 and the wordsbbCRASH and RECOVERY". You might 
suggest that they may find some of the steps will feel more like home than others. That may 
depend on how one sees the faith, o r  the circurnstances of one's lire It is important to 
remember that al1 «dwelling places" are part of the discipkship journey. Al1 may shine with 
Gad's üght AU points on the star are also transitional tuming points and points of new energy. 
The new testament uses the Greek word emetanoia". 

A variation of drawing the star wouid be to use cord or  m a s h g  tape on the floor. Use chairs 
to anchor the five points if you use cord. It may take a 100' or so depending on the size of the 
room. Leave the cord or tape there for the duration of the session. This pattern might become 
a labyrinth walk for the participants. 

Another variation is to divide the group into twos. One person stands with feet apart and hands 
outstretched. The other person takes cord or  masking tape, stands in front of the other, bends 
down and attaches the cord or tape to the partner's right fmt. The tape is then brought up over 
the head and down to the left foot. From there it goes to the right hand, across to the left hand, 
then back to the right foot to complete the star. 

6. Discuss the statement on thefri'p cliart 

What is the wilderness o r  the wasteland for you? 1s the statement true in your experience? 
Why or  why not? If it is true, in what ways? 

The rhente for Sip Two b diw-&d into three secirions There mny not be enough tinte to deaï with 
all rhrea Pou may WM lo ask the group lo chmse one or two, or jflhe group Ir large enough, you 
might wunt tu divide the group into three sub-groups and have each group s e k t  one of the 
themes 



7. Step Two Texts: (i) Luke 4: 1-13 Mark 1: 9-12 (ii) John 11:28-43 (iii) Luke 15: 11-24 

(i) Luke 4: 1-13, Mark 1: 9-12 Wilderness 1: Temptation Already 

Introduction. The next step in Jesus' journey according to the first three Gospels is Jesus' 
venture into the desert. (John's Gospel does not suggest that Jesus was baptized by John the 
Baptist, nor does he include a wilderness experience a t  the beginning of Jesus' ministry.) Mark 
does not spell out the temptations in any detail but says the wilderness was a place of %Id 
beasts and angehW 

Jesus may have gone there to get in touch with that rich heritage in the ancestral story. The 
forty days might suggest the 40 years of Moses9 journey. Moses as we know discovered tmst; 
brael in exile discovered new vision, although nt the cost of considerable suHering. Jesus who 
was led by the Spirit into the wilderness, was soon over his bead in voices that sounded more 
like the world than the faith; voices that suggested that privüege power, and prestige might 
be a way of ushering in the reign of God. It was a struggle to usubved', to use the words of 
Walter Bruegemann, the dominant voices of the culture and to regain a vision of ministry that 
would see power emerging from vulnerability and strength from weakness. 

Asksomeone to read Luke 4:1-13 and Mark 1:9-12 or you mght divide Luke's story inîo three 
patts, Namator, Jesus and the Bible quoting Satan, and read it Iike a play* 

Divide the group inîo groups of 3 to 5 and nsk them to discuss the foZlowing= 

a. What are  the dominant voices o r  values that corne from the culture that attempt to define 
us and move us off the faith journey? You might want to think about how the voices of the 
world differ from those we hear in Baptism. Can you give examples? Think of a TV 
commercial and what it offers dong with its product. What tempts you? What makes you 
forget that you are the you are  “Gad's beloved"; that you are blessecl and called? 

b. Tbhk of stages of Me or  vocation when you have felt like you were in the wilderness. What 
were the temptations and the faith resources i.e. beasts and angels? 

Return to the whole group and dr'scuss. 

ii. John 11: 28-43 Wilderness II: Change, Loss and Our Grieving God 

Introduction: The first wilderness that we looked at was a wilderness of alternate voices. The 
wiiderness described in John's story of the death of Lazarus is a wilderness more personal, and 
more faith threatening. Lazams dies. Jesus does not arrive in time and Lazarus dies. Martha 
sees Jesus coming and moves out into the street and accuses him of being negügent. Martha 
and Jejus go into the house and Mary, now after repeating the rage that she feels, begins to 
weep. Jesus hears her words, sees her tears and weeps. The brokeness bas just been moved 
under the blessing. 



The story of God's people U a story of change, of loss, of lettiag go. It is also a story of new 
vision and king caUed forth to new life. In between h Iament. Only the Hebrews would have 
a Book cailed Lamentations. The loss of Jerusalem, which was tantamount to Iosing not only 
the homeland but faith and bope as well, could only be dealt with by a book caIled Lament. The 
book ends with: 

"Restore our ancient glory, 
O r  have you rejected us forever? 
Is there no limit to your anger?" 

The book of Psalmq the Hebrew hymn book is a collection of hymns that praise God; hymns 
that tell of God's goodness or  hymns that both rage against God and lament God's absence. 
Some of the Latter are noticeably absent in most of our hymn books. We  are not cornfortable 
with holy raging or  weeping. 

The Book of Job (along with Freud) shows us that feelings of rage and lement put into words 
is a bridge to moving on. It is the desert place in which we hear a t  last the weeping of God. In 
the story told in the llQ chapter of John's gospel, Jesus enters into the grief of Martha and 
Mary. Only after that was Lazams called from death to We, 

Ask the group to Iwk up the stov and have it rend doud with the passage of scn'pture divided 
into thaî of murator, J ~ s ~ T ,  Martha and Mary. Ask the group members to consider the folhwing 
queSti011~ and wràte onswers in th& nutebook men invite them tu shore their reflections wiîh 
the group. 

a. List some changes or losses that result in outrage or  lament or both. This might be a change 
in one's community or world; a loss of a relationship, an opportunity not taken, a goal not 
reached etc. 

b. Take a few moments, close your eyes, then envision yourself as Mary or Martha. Go 
tbrough the stages of (a) whatever loss you might have experienced (b) the outrage - GBd wby 
werenSt you here to help? (C) the weeping and the awareness that God sits down with you and 
weeps (d) the cal1 to move on to aew life. In your notebook' reflect on this experience. Share 
this with one other person. 

(fi) Luke 15: 11-24 Wiiderness ITI - Sin and Forgiveness: "In and Out of the 
Garbage Pailn 

Introduction: The story of the prodical son may be a familiar story to most people. It may be 
düncult to approach the story with the expectation of newaess. It probably was an outrngeous 
story when it was heard by a Jewish audience in the time of Jesus. There would have been 
some expectation that the wasteful son wodd nt least have to work his way back into a state 
of grace, 



Homilecîia professor David Buttrick has suggested in one of his sermons that the son was a 
con-artist who while in the far country, realizing how stupid he had k e n .  He decided to make 
up a speech that would surely get him a better deal at home. As the text indicates, the forgiving 
embrace of bis father had oothing to do with hW carefully crafted speech. By the time the son 
got it said, he had already been forgiven. Buttrick suggests that the father lmew the con-artist 
trait in his son and forgave him anyway, which makes the grace more amazing. It is ako  in 
keeping with the fifth daily meditation on this theme where in Romans, Paul talks about Christ 
dying to restore sinners to a relationship with God. 

Fred Craddock tek about the time he was asked to teach an  adult Sunday Schwl class on the 
text and iastead of reading the ending in Luke, said, "The son came home and the father said, 
Wow get on out to the barn and get to work* Fred went on to say that some a t  the back of the 
class said, 'That's the way it should have been told!" 

Theologian Karl Barth suggested that one might see Jesus as the son who l aves  heaven and 
goer into the far country in order to brhg about reconciiiation. It would be dinicult to adhere 
too closely to this metaphor, especially when one thinks of Jesus as the wasteful son, although 
Jesus did get Ywastedw. 1 suppose a case might be made for Jesus as God's beloved holy waste. 
(Golgotha was a garbage dump.) The story does however address sin and forgiveness. 
Forgivengs is given for no reason except the tenacious love of the  father. The far  country was 
the garbage heap called Golgotha just one high wall away from the Holy city. It was the far 
country for human End in that it was the killing of the innocent and blameless one. It was 
there that God met such falleness by leaving the holy city and entered into that act of 
reconciiiation, just as the father left the confines of the famiiy home and raced to embrace his 
son. At Calvary we are embraced. 

We know the end of the story. The youngest son gets a new start The older son gets the land 
and an invitation to j o b  in the party. The father ends up with nothhg - except love poured out, 
and forgiveness given which of course is what God did and does. 

Read the tert out l o d  or divide it im the par~s of natrator, fatitet and son Divide into grorrps 
of 3 to 5 and dhcuss: 

a. Who are  you in the story? If you a re  the son can you accept forgiveness? 

b. If you are the one who has been hurt i.e. the father, can you forgive? 

e To forgive is to move on. What is the most difficult (a) to forgive yourself, (b) others or (c) 
God? 

d. What contribution d o a  seeing oneseifas a sinner saved by grace have to how we see others? 
How does it prepare us for community? 

e. Most worship s e m a  begin with praise for God9s blessings and then move to the prayer of 



confession and the assurance of pardon. In  the  worship service do you have a sense of being 
embraced, restored to the family and invited to join the party that has been planned in your 
honour? Discuss. 

$ Return to the iarger group and dr'scuss. 

8. Preparefor worshe 

Bnhg the candle and the bapiism font or bowl and a pitcher of water into the centre of the circle 
either on a srnail table or on the fluor. Leave the candk segin wirh a silent reflection on 
wildemess and homecunting; on being lost and found; on feeling that you are a wanderer t h  
finding direction, You W h t  begin by saying: 

We gather as people who recaii an  ancient journey. Though it happened haif way around the 
world and originated in another culture and time, it bas become part of our journey. 

O u r  ancestor Moses, while wandering at the base of a mountain, looked u p  and saw there a 
bush burning. Light the candk That flame would fire up the passion in his heart for God's 
coocern for suffering Hebrews locked is slavery. Through the waters of the north end of the 
Red Sea they would travel to freedom. Pour water into the fonf or bowl. With a pillar of fire 
God would lead through desert spaces to the  Jordan. Across the Jordan they would find their 
home, 

Thirteen centuries Iater, Jesus would piunge into the Jordan and come up to declare freedom 
to ali, and invite al1 to be graced by its baptismal waters, brought from desert wanderings to 
homecoming embrace and a feast prepared in your honour. Jesus offered a new beginning- 
Jesus offers us a new beginning. 

Close with aprayer of thanksgr'ving. An option rnight be to pass around the bowl and askpeople 
to help one another remember their baptism by dipping theirjingers in the water, turn to the 
person na# to them, touch his or her forehead and say, "Remember your baptism. God loves you 
as you aren 

Benediction and Comrnissioning: 

Go into the World as a member of God's forgiven people. 
Go with hope for the journey is from exile to home. 

Pou mqy want ?O introduce nert week's theme of Communify, the third step on the journey. In 
Srep Two we come to know ourseives and others as forgroven, acceptable, not through anything 
we have done but becarcse of God's fo.giVing grace. This enabfa us tu enter i n ~ o  communily. 
We are able to join the gruup of foorgi-ven sinners whose foundation LF alt~ll~~~ng grace, There in 
the community we cal1 church, we hear our mrching orders that takes KS another step afong 
the road 





Step Three 
Threeto Get 

Communlty 



SïXP THREE GROUP SESSION 

THREE TO GET READY 

PURPOSE: To examine the community into which God c a b  us. COlbmmNITY 

QUESTIONS: Who is going with me? What is the nature of the Christian cornmunity? 

Introduction to Session Three: 

The Iate Elizabeth O'Connor, staff member a t  the church of the Savior in Washington D.C. 
in her book Jorrnteq, Imard Jounrey Outwaral, suggests that discipleship wnsists of an inward 
and an outward journey. The inward journey consists of an engagement with self, an 
engagement with God and an  engagement with others. The outward journey in the journey of 
service in the world. She suggests that one cannot start with the outward journey. Reginald 
Bibby, Canadian Sociologist, has said that according to his research, the church fails when it 
does not adequately address the issues of God, self and others, In Step One, we Iooked at the 
encounter with God. In Step Two, the alienation and the reconciliation of the self were 
examined. La Step Three, we move to the place of others and the place of the gathered 
worshiping community, the church, in the journey of Christian Discipleship. 

Origins of Christian Community 

In  the Old Testament, Abraham and Sarah become the parents and grandparents of the 
community that wonld be calied LPraeL The community wonld be reformed and refmed in the 
forty year trek from Egypt to Palestine, The vision of this community would be kept alive in 
IsraeI by the prophets in the pend of the kings, and wouId be recovered and reshaped during 
the fifty year sojourn in exile, 

M e n  we follow the next step in the life of Jesus, we fmd that he moves from the wilderness 
to calling disciples in the gospels of Matthew, Mark and John and to the synagogue in the 
gospel of Luke. It is a move to create or to be in comrnunity. The community of followers 
included the twehre men and according to Luke, some women, foliowed Jesus to Jerusalem and 
the cross. The community became threatened at  the crucifixion but was recreated and 
empowered as individual followers gathereà to witness to the resurrection. 

The Need for Community 

Psychologist Robert Kegan has said we have two basic needs: to be individuals, and to be in 
the community. We need to éie and -. The k i n g  in community also informs and creates 
who we a r e  He points out that a t  a very eariy age, the child will begin to engage those who are 
within sight. 



There is a kind of recmiting of others that goes on, often while the child is being held. 1t is an 
attempt to notice and be noticed by a wider community. He suggests that we do not outgrow 
this need to notice and be noticed. He also suggests that our psycho-spiritual movement is not 
back to the security of the womb, but forward to new growth erperiences. As the child reaches 
out to grasp objects, we as grown ups will seek to mach and 'grasp" the world around us. 
Growth and new learning take place when we are  part of a community that holds (Le. 
supports) us without holding on to us. 

The Church as Community 

The third step examines Gudts covenant community, the church. We d l  be looking at the 
church as a place of feiïowship aod support, and a place for vision and empowerment. It is a 
place wbere one might feel Ioved; a place where the story is remembered, and the future is 
reheamed. It is rehearsed so that we might go into the world to speak and act according to the 
script, which is d e n  in word and sacrament. The church community is the place where the 
word is heard and where "faith aaswering," to use Walter Brueggemann's phrase, takes place. 
The church community through worship and feilowship helps to bring us to wholeness, but 
not just for our own sakes; it  is there to engage us in God's work which is to bring wholeness 
to the world The title "Three to Cet Ready" rnight be linked not only to preparing for a race, 
but to Jesus' words "where two or three are gathered in my name 1 am in the rnidst" By 
session three, reiationships should be building within the group. It is hoped that you may both 
talk about and be the fellowship. The moment of metanoia o r  the turning point in Step Three 
would be the transition between looking inward (fellowship) and looking outward (service). 

Session preparation: 
Set ccp womMp center table with c a d e ,  baptkmal bowl, Bible and co~tutu(don cup, phZe The 
womhb will include communion so you wtll need grupe juke and bread You miglt consider a 
common loaf and communion by intr'wtion 

As the group arn'ves greet and issue ruzme tags zythey are still needed 

Group Session Three 

1. Introduce the theme of Step Three and wriîe on a f l p  chart: 

THREE TO GET READW. COMMUfWN- 
(a) WHERE TWO OR THREE ARE GATHERED IN THE SPIRIT OF CHRIST 

(b)THE CHURCH AS A PLACE FOR SUPPORT, VISION AND EMPOWERMENT 

You mght wanf to m k  what thiS brings tu mind 

ACso wnte the question: "WHO'S GOING WITH ME?" 



Ask ifany know CIeo Laine's theme song "1 know where 1 am going and 1 know who k gohg 
with me'' 

Divide the group into the partner groups to discuss the Step Three doily readings. Ask the 
members of the groups to a m e r  the following. 

a. What specific questions or what new understanding of community arose for you? 

b. m a t  do you need from community and what do you have to give? 

c. What is Christian community? 

Bn'ng the group backfor shan'hg of where the twt  "speab" anuor questions the group wants 
?O rtrke 

The foUowing is an exercise that is a reminder of Steps One, Two, and Three 

2. Ask the group tu stand in a circle facing inward with shoulders almost touching. Ask them 
to txtend han& and clasp another hand but not the hand of the person nerf to them Now ask 
thegroup to untangie without fetthggo of han& Pou shouià emerge wlîh two circies more or 
lerr Step one mignt be circle in harmony, and at rert Step two might be the confued, tnngled 
wiIdermss ertperience, Step three the emerging of communities (fhough they may not aiways be 
facr'ng the same w q )  

You may want to suggest that the tangled world of step two involved a wide range of feelings: 
deep &appointme@ grief; unger, andfinui& the joy of Q new cornmirni@. God had angry words 
for IsraeL People fike Job and the writers ofthe Psalms had ang'y work for God Step two is 
ftlled with both heat and light. The cost of reconciiiation was high, uin'mately Christ's deatir. 
Reconciliation does not occur unfess hurt is acknawledged Anything las ik whut Dietrich 
Bonhoeffer cailed cheup grace 

3. Ask the group to be seated and ask the group members to write the fimt sentence orfirst two 
sentences of their creed This will cover sreps one and two. The sentences may begin with. 1 
believe that. .. The Christian faith for me meam... ag. I befieve that I am loved and in spite of 
being a sinner 1 am forgivea @tep one and two) 

Ask the group IO divide into îwos and shnre their sentences This LF part of learning to talk about 
one's fd th  mis "creedv will build QS the group works througlc the steps 

4. Step Three Texts: (i) Ezekiel34: 25-31, (ii) Luke 4:16-30 

Introduction to (i) Ezekiel34: 25-31 - A Place Where You Shall not be Afraid 

Ewkiel wm a prophet, as we how, who lived in Babylon after the fall of Jerusalem in 586 B.C. 



In  terms of our journey from Steps One through Three, he lived in Jerusalem before the 
invasion by Babylon, (Step One) was there during its destruction (Step Two) and now begins 
to envision the community. (Step Tùree) This is one of the readings fmm day two of Step Three 
so some work will have been done on the passage of scripture. 

Ask someone to read the scripturefrom Ezekiel: 

For the purpose of our of wnununify in general nnd ofthe church in particuiar, you mght  
look at verses 3Ie)  and 2 8 0  and write these on the/r@ chart. 

1 am your God and you a re  my peopl e... 
... and no one s h a l  make them afraid. 

Write on a flip chart: 
The vision of the new community was a place where 

one could f ed  both loved and safe. 

R e d  thefol2uwing comments that Dietrich Bonhoe#ier about the Chrislata commitni~. You may 
want to photocopy these andgive fhem to the groups. 

'In a Christian community everything depends upon wbether each individual is an 
indispensable link in a c h a h  Only when even the smallest link is securely interlocked is the 
c h a h  unbreakable.. . Every Christian community must realize that not only do the weak need 
the strong, bu also that the strong cannot e W t  without the weak The elimination of the weak 
is the death of the feilowship. 

Not self-justaocation, which means the use of domination and force, but justifcation by grace, 
and therefore service, should govern the Christian community. Once Christians have 
erperienced the mercy of God in their Me, they will henceforth aspire only to serve. The proud 
throne of the judge no longer lures them; they want to be down below with the lowly and the 
needy because that is where God found them. 

A Christian feliowship lives and exists by the intercession of its membem for one another - or  
it collapses. 1 can no longer condemn o r  hate o t h e ~  for wbom 1 pray, no matter how much 
troable they cause me. Their facea which hitherto may have been strange and intolerable to 
me, are transformed  JI intercession into the countenance of a brother o r  a sister for whom 
Christ died, the face of a forgiven sinner. This is a happy discovery for the Christian who 
begins to pray for others. There is no disiike, no personal tension, no estrangement that cannot 
be overcome by intercession. . . 
To make intercession means to grant our brother or  sister the same nght  that we have 
received, namely, to stand before Christ and share in his mercy." 



Divide the p u p  into groups of from 3 to 5 and have thern dikcuss: 

a. Diseuss Dietrich Bonhoeffer's word on Christian comrnunity. m a t  do you agree with or  
take exception ta? What in his statement might be implemented? How? 

b. What a r e  some of the characteristics of a community where one fels both loved and 
safe? What do you need the community to be for you? 

e Jesus was a part of a small informal group of men and women that beeame a community. 
He was also part of the more formal synagogue. Wùich group is more like your church? 

Hme the groups return ro the larger group and dkcuss the above questl'oni~. 

You mr'ght want to rmièw the sfat diagram and label the rhirdpoitzî on the star 
c6Community". 

(ii) Luke 4: 16-30 Mandate for a New Comrnunity 

Introduction: According to Lukeys gospel, Jesus cornes out of the wilderness where he has 
been for 40 days and enters the synagogue. He reads the reading for the day which is the 
vision of the new order, envisioned in exile by the prophet baiah. The passage which was 
taken from the 61"' chapter was a description of the new community. Thh vision inclodes 
part of the vision that is mentioned in Leviticus 25. Ail debts were to be canceled, land was 
to be given back to the original owners. The land was to be given a rat  and not worked. 
This was called the 'Jubileen since it was to take place every 50 years. It had become 
known as Year of the Lord. Isaish's vision suggested that there would be no more poor, 
and prisoners would be released. Jesus reads the passage and says that the time has arrived 
for this vision of G d ' s  new community to be implemented. 

Hme someone reud Luke 4: 16 - 30 

Divide the gmup in groups of 3-5 and have them work on: 

a. Why do you think the people were so angry a t  Jesus? 

b. What economic and social implications did this vision have? 

c. What is in the scripture that indicates a new status for the marginalized? 

d. How did Jesus irnpIement the new vision in his ministry? 

e. Why does this vision of the new community bring both bad news and good news 
to our world? 
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f. What does this vision mean today? 

g. Do we need community to be accountable to as we try to live God's vision in the worId? 

e. Do we need community to support us in order to get the courage to live differently? 

Come back into the Iatger group and discuss a m e m  

Ask the group to work on theif creed ?O bn'ng if up to data It m*g& read something l i k  "I 
believe that we are loved and forgiven. As people we are cafled into a speciul community 
c d e d  churck " 

5. Get ren4  for communion 

Sit in a cirele with the table ntoved to be u part of the circle. You may wish to turn some iights 
off to get a sense of the iight thai shines in the darkness The candle should be lit. Yuu may 
want to add more candies. 

Ask the group to think about the question, " W%o is goes with me on th& journey of 
dIscipleship?" Then ask the gtoup to get up and thank each one for beingparî of the group. 
Have ?hem sit down and temond them that they are surrounded by a gr& host of those who 
make up the people of God Abraham and Sarah, Moses, Hanmit, the 12 &c@ies, Maty, 
Marthe Johnna, Mary MagdoCene, Je- the apode Paul, the men and woltien a d  
children who have made up the church in every generudon 

You might ask the p u p  tu remember the origln of the communion symbok; the blood of the 
Iantb pfaced on doonvays of EebrewfamWes, which rnarked tkem for freedom, the wilderltess 
manna given dail'y /rom God wfùh  was breadfor the journey. Then 3esu.s gathem with hi3 
friends in an upper room and announced o new freedom and a new journey - a new promiSe 
that would be wtitten in blooti, powed out tu brhg new Ire to oiL 

Accordhg to John's go@ suon afm the resurrecdon the Spirit wus breathed irilo tkose ear& 
disc@fes by Jesus According to h k e  ir came 50 days luter. Fiji@ was the Jubilee number 
when people were to [ive the new contmuniîy. Tliere 50 days ofter E-r, at a hamat fesdval 
cailed Penteco* the Spi& ofwhich the prophet ihad re/med came upon them mile the= 
werepeople tliere from nuuiy lt0a-01~~~ each heard the uthet speaking in their own langu~ge 
nic rrpw commirm*~ ncid been fornted 
Poss the cup and breaà amund the c i d e  with frmt person holding cup and breudplaîe so the 
o t k  might ta& u piece of bread and &p it in the cap. Person hoidr'ng the b r d  and cvp 
says, "The body and blood of Chnikt foryouW or WTth th& cupyorc ore blessed; wUn this 
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bread you are nourished " You may wislr tu close with payer. You moy wanf to re&d the 
group that they are pan of th& commitniîy culled church; th& t i tq are the bread blersed, 
brokn lurd shared 

You mny want the gtoup fo reflet on what it meam to be the breud that 2s "blessed, broken 
and shared " 

BENEDICTION. 

You are the Christ community - the body of Christ. Go into the worïd 
with courage. You are not alone 





Step Four 
Four 



STEP - FOUR GROUP SESSION FOUR 

COMPASSION 

1 PURPOSE: To look a t  what it means to live God9s vision in the world. 

1 QUESTIONS: Where do we go? How do we Iive the vision in the world? 

1 Introduction to Session Four: 

When Dietrich Bonhoener wrote his book, Tne Cosi ofDisc@leship and spent the first chapter 
accusing the church of indulging in "cheap grace," he was speaking to a church that knew 
somethîng about Steps One and Three, did not undemtand or appreciate the depth of Step Two, 

i and refused to venture in any kind of prophetic or  transfomative way into Steps Four and 
1 Five. When he and several o t h e ~  moved from the safe confines of step three, to risk acting out 

what he thought God was calhg him to do, he was arrested, imprisoned and fmally executed. 

The next two steps suggest we take the word and sacrament to the streets. The word that was 
heard, heeded and rehearsed in wonhip; that was witnessed to in sacrament and practiced in 
the fellowship of the church community is oow to be lived in the world. Step Five d a e r s  from 
Step Four in its intensity. The C word for Step Four is Compassion. The turning point in Step 
Four is another "C* word Confrontation which is the bridge to Step Five. As Jesus moved 
throughout Galilee and set hi9 fàce toward Jerusalem, he would be increasingly confronted by 
the power of those wbo feared the changes that was part of bis ministry. To use the prophet 
Micah's summary of discipleship i.e. to seek justice, love mercy, and walk humbly with God, 
Step Two is where we leam to walk humbly, Step Four and Five are the Location of mercy and 
justice. Step Five increases the risk by moving farther into raistance, but then o p  for 
suffering. Suffering and solidarity with those who live in exüe lead to the new vision. Both 
steps are attempts to live the vision of Godfs reign in the world. 

The OId Testament story of G d ' s  new eornmunity takes shape with Abraham and Sarah k i n g  
blessed with the birth of a chüd  The purpose of the family that was to foliow was to be a 
blessing. With the Hebrew sojourn in Egypt came suffering and slavery. New lire and a new 
commonity were eatablished through water and word. Freedom was marked by the blood of 
the lamb over doorposts and sustained by wilderness manna. The Teo Commandments gave 
the cornmunity a new m m t i t ~ t i o .  Endless economic and ritualistic dehiLe written in the books 
of Deuteronomy and Levîticus give us a description of what this new community would look 
Iüre To insure that there would be no more poor, there was to be debt cancehtion every seven 
y e a ~  (Deut 15:l.) Then every tiyl yean the lsnd would be returned to its original owners and 
slaves would be freed.(Lev.25:8-10) This became the year of Jubüee of which Jesus would 
speak as he read from Isaiah 61 in the synagogue. 



It hm been suggested by Walter Brueggemann that many of the details of the new community 
may have been written as late as the Exile period in Babylon with the purpose of helping the 
Jewish community maintain their identity. 

This vision of the new community was repeated by Jesus, taught in his sermon on the mount, 
b e d  out in his transformative encounters with people, and acted out aymbolically at the last 
supper. As the risen Christ, Jesus sent Peter (and the disciples) into the world to lïve the 
vision. He said to Peter, "Do you love me? Then f d  my sheep." At Penteeost, the new 
community was experienced and the early church as describec! in the book of Acts was formed. 

Group Session Four 
Sa qp worsh@ cent= wiih the symboCs of steps one through tlvee Add tu bat a b d n  with water 
and a toweI, 

As the group arn*ves greet and issue name t u e  

Wrr'te on afl@ ckrt: 
STEP FOUR - FOUR TO Gr0 - COMPASSION 

SERVICE AND SOLIDARITY - THE TRANSFORMATWE TASK OF THE CHURCH 
IN THE WOEUD* 

STEPS ONE TO THREE - WaAT GOD DOES FOR US 

STEPS THL(EE TO FIVE - WHAT GOD DOES THROUGH US 

1. Ask about the readings andproceed in partner groups with discussion and questions 

a. What passages spoke to you most clearly about seMng God in the world? 

Suggest t h 2  thk U the session in whkh we t ~ k e  info the world the vision of the new commum*@ 
thcd wm iived orri in J m ;  Q vi'sion that mmunced the "Jubilee" or the relgn of God Our tmk 
iE no lem thon ro ttanF/orm thc world; to take the word to the world; to muke tlie sacrument a 
meuble feast 

3. Divlde inîo groups of3 to 5 and usk the lndivfduoCs to share: 



a. One example of someone "ministering" to  them. What  was important and why? 

b. Give examples of the importance of üsteniag as part of one's ministry. 

c. A favorite story from the gospels that involved Jesus and why its a favorite. 

d. m a t  can we l w m  from these stories about our "ministry" to others? 

e. M a t  hurts in the world cal1 out to you to take action? 

f, What are the things that you believe to be important in your ministry to others and in the 
world? 

g. How does ministry transform? 

Came back into the circle and share with the Iarger group. 

4. Texts for Step Four: (a) Matthew 14: 13-21 (b) Luke 8:40-48 

Introduction to (a) Matthew 14 : 13 - 21- Abundance in the New Community 

This is the only miracle story found in al1 four gospels. In that miracle Jesus uses the same 
sequence of blesseù. broke and shared, that he used in communion. (Hyou wish to use the story 
of the young child sharing the five loaves and the two fish you will need to use John's account 
of the  story.) It is a story of abundance, Where Jesus is, there is more than enough to go 
around. It has this in common with the resurrection story of the fmh that the disciples puïied 
from the nets when Jesus appeared on the shores of the Sea of Galilee. 

It is a story about Jesus' compassion for people who would not be sent home without a bite to 
eat. It is the  story of the abundance that is the result of the presence of Jesus. It points 
backwards to the reiationship of daiIy trust in the God who provided manna in the wilderness 
and forward to the new community with a mandate to share both spiritual and physical bread. 

Have someane r a d  aloud Matthew 14: 13-21 Ur you may wwu to &vide the group in10 those 
who wouià read the parts of narrator, and Jesus with the rest of the group being the &c@les. 

Divide into groups and discuss: 

(a). How does this miracle f i t  into the vision of the new community? 

b. What is God's word to us and what implications does it have for ministry? 



c Discuss what implications this bas for (a) your discipleship (b) the mission of your church. 

This story is about the abundance (like the story of water to wine, and the net filled with fish). 
Where Jesus is, there is abundance. M e n  the gospel is applied the world would have enough 
love and enough food. 

(ii) Introduction to Luke 8 : 40 - 48. The Persistent Woman 

Luke is tbe gospel writer who speaks most about those who were rnarginalized in the culture. 
Only Luke tells the story of the %ood" Samaritan, which within that culture was a 
contradiction in terms. Luke also has the most references to women, which was a group that 
was often marginalized. The story in Luke 8:4048 is similar to the story of the Phoenician 
Gentile woman who went to Jesus to have her daughter healed.(Matthew 7 and Mark 7) In 
these stories, race, and religion would single this woman out as k i n g  second class. In Luke's 
story the woman "with the flow of bloodn would identify her as being unclean. Moreover, Jesus 
is on his way to heal the daughter of a Jewish officia1 when he is stopped because "someone 
touched him." He oills this marginalized person his daughter. 

Rave the story found in Luke 8r40-48 reaa or dtvide the stoy Into parts fead by the group. 

Hime the group read the questions and write amers  in their notebook Then have them discuss 
ihelr respomes in the group as a whole 

(a). In that culture who would be regarded as the important people in the story? 

(b). Do you get the impression from this story that Jesus bas a different set of values? 

(c). Who are important in our society and what does this story have to Say about who we 
are to value? 

(d). Suggest ways of doing that? (a) for you (b) for your church 

&The Star Part Four Review on am chart or white board the star. As you take the group 
through steps one to four, encourage them to begin tu use the star as a bas& for personal 
mediatibn Ask them to envinon the star und at each point tu imert one sentence of their creed 
You rnay mention that in the last five dui& readings there ik a meùitative moment fhat gives 
instructions as to how to build th3 star into a symbol that forms a basis for a spidual e x e r c k  

7. Theù Personal Creed Ask the group to work on the fourth step in thefr creed Ir mr'ght be 
somding like, " 1 believe that 1 am called into the world to show compassion and to take part 
in the transformative work of the SpM,"or 1 feel that 1 am king  calleci to. . &ive an example 
of something specific and praetical) 

8.Womhip: Tho womhip centre wîll nmu have the canifle, the baptismfont, Q Bible, chalice and 
plate, symboh oftheflrsî three steps Tu those udd a towel a d  a b& 



You mght rend or have sorneone read John 13: 1-9, the story of Jaur washing the disciples'fee~ 
You mi0ght mention that this was usually the work of a woman, a servant or a slave in thefirst 
century P a l e ~ n ~ ~ ~ ~ ù n  household You mgirf recul1 the use of wafer rit the dr'scipleslir'p ston'es; the 
water ut the Red Sea and at the Jordan which was both barrier and new beginning; the water of 
baptism which was a symbol of death and resurrection, of bitîh iwo the new cornmuru! Now 
J~SLLS uses water as a symbol of service to others. 

You mihî lead the gmup in a directed meditation envisionhg the upper room with the group as 
disc@les Jesus cornes to each one in the group, kneels down and takes your feet in his han& and 
gently washes thern Does he look up inlo your face? Dues he Say something to you? 1s the water 
cool on your feet? Does he ta& your feet in his hanris? Feel the softness ofthe towel, the warmth 
of feeling as he slow& moves on leuving you with the memory. 

or  
Lead the group rhrough rhe 6 C s t ~ "  meditaa'on in which you ask the mmbers of the group to close 
their eyes and envision.- God's love and the safe dwellingplace represented by the two tenî-iike 
strokes ofthe starfigure Then you di& ihîo d e  and feel the support of God's everIasting arms; 
God's amazing grme Nbw you hear the invitation to come inta commum2y; to come into the 
fellowship of the church Then you heat the word spoken are murished by the bread broken and 
wine tasted You go into the world with Jesus 

Ask members to contribute to the prayer for others or for some problem or areas of the 
communiîy or worïd You mght begîn by saying "God hear our prayers for. . . then name 
someone or something. Invite orhers to contime by naming something or somone they wrjh tu 
bn'ng before God in prayer. End the prayer &y asking each persan to pray siïerttl'y for the person 
on the* right and to relttember them as the group goes inîo the world to [ive out t k  *ion of 
God's new community. Ask the rnembers to report the n a t  time they meet on their mi&tty as 
disciples in the c o m m u n .  

Go into the world as friends and servants of Ch&; 
to live the vision. Remember you are not alone 

You may waM fû introtluce the Fifih Step in Christrgan dkc@leship. The most dflcult for ail of 
us is the cross. Nert week we wii i  be fooking at what it means to "Take up the Cross." 





Step FWe 
The Final 

Cross 



STEP FIVE CROUP SESSION 

T E E  FINAL FRONTlER TEE CROSS 

PURPOSE: To examine what it means to take up "the crossen 

QUESTIONS: How far? What does it mean to be in solidarity with those who suffer? M a t  
does it mesn to resist the vaIues of the world and at what cost? 

Introduction to Step Five 

The cross, as Dorothee SoeIIe says in her book Suffen'ng, is "the world's answer, given a 
thonsand times over, to attempts at Iiberation." Before the cross became a theological 
staternent about reconciliatîon, it was for Jesus the inevitable outcorne of his passionate attempt 
to liberate those whom he encountered. Eis ministry from the begïnning was a threat to the 
way things were. The values of the world he reversed. Those who were far  off he brought into 
the centre. A system that had recognition to some and oppression to others he challenged both 
by word and deed. Hi9 ministry of compassion, had he conhed it to Galüee, may not have been 
a threat to his life, The ministry of mercy, however, would have to include a confrontation of 
the powers. God's love was both tender and tough. The clashes in ideology encountered in 
healings on the Sabbath escalated to Jesus throwing the rnoney changers out of the temple. 
(Money changers and the selüng of sacrifices meant among other things, that the poor did not 
have access to the holy.) 

However, it does not do our faith justice to simpiy see Jesus as a first century Iiberator who 
brought into the world a new vision of how one needs to tive in th& world. The path to the eross 
was also God's path. 

The incarnation was M ' s  downward journey into suffering. The debate as to whether Jesus 
was God seems to have neglected the suffering God on the cross. It may not be a coincidence 
that the question is raised by fimt world and not third worid theologians i.e. by those for whom 
suffering is not a daily occurrence. There is the question that is often asked about suffering. 
The quintessential example is, 'Where was God when the first Jew person stepped to her death 
in the gas chamber?" The only answer that approaches any semblance of satisfaction is 'Gad 
was thereen We know that because we know about both the compassion and the passion of 
God. Io the cross God was not an observer but a participant. 

Suffering for the Christian is an act of love entered into in order to reduce suffering. The 
Christian faith does not glorify suffering. No one who suffers in their relationships or in the 
work should be told that it is part of the reign of God. Suffering is entered into because it is 
the way to hop& Suffering is staying with the pain and tMsting in God to bring about newness. 

The cross does not answer the question of whv there is suffering, it answers the question of 
God is in a suffering world 



We began by identiwing ourselves as made in God's image. It is how we begin our  journey. 
We are  the beloved child. Now we take on the image of Christ. W e  eat and drink it  a t  
communion, not just to be reconciled (Step Two), to care deeply in befriending and sewing 
others (step 4), but  now eatering into and embracing the pain of the  world. W e  are the body 
of Christ as St. Paul says; the body that continues to suffer until the world is redeemed. We 
do so in the knowledge that the outcome is hope-full. The outcome is not in doubt. The 
discipleship journey leads to greater love. As love deepens and the circle of love widens, we as 
part of the church. the body of Christ in the world will experience suffering. The  final act of 
God in Christ was not confrontation and the settling of scores (justice) but suffering love 
(mercy). To join God in confronting but then finatly to  embrace; to yearn patiently for the 
wholeness of a broken and wounded world moves us to take up the cross. 

As Douglas John Eau states in his book God in Human Suffen'ng, "The object. . . is to identify 
oneself with the suBering that is already there in one's world, to let oneself be led by the love 
of Christ into solidarity wîth those who suffer, and to accept the consequences of this solidarity 
in the belief, in the joyful belief, that in this way God is stiU a t  work in the world, making a 
conquest of its sin and suffering within. 

Session Five 

Prepare the worshb centre To the worship center table where you havepfaced a candie, font, 
chalice, plate, basin towei, add a cross 

1. AJter the membem are seated ask them to share in partner groups theit r@ections or questions 
about the readings for stepfive. 

a. What a r e  some examples of resistance o r  suffering that reduces suffering? 

b. M a t  issues were raised for them about the personal cost of compassion and justice? 

Return to larget group for sharing information 

2. Go ?O the flip chart and once again draw the star. Ask ttrem to draw the star in th& 
mteboaks Draw each of theflve sectiom and the worship symbol d at each session with the 
c d e  in the top point etc. Ask Fthey are able to close their eyes and envrîian the star, pum0ng 
each symbol in place as they move through the five points 

3. Now ask thegroup &J wn'te the four sentences of their "creetiw in ttreir notebook one for each 
step. Number them and opposite 5 draw u cross. m e  creed mr'ght look iike thk: 

To be a disciple is: 
1. To believe 1 a m  a child of God. 
2. That I am forgiven (through Christ). 



3. That 1 am called into community, 
4. Then called into the world to show compassion. 

4. Refer to the Nèw T&amen~ map in notebook and trace the journey 0fJe.su.s Jesus may have 
been bap&ed in the Jordan River near Jerusalem From there he spertds forîy days in the 
wiiderness. According to Luke's gospel, when he cornes out of the wilderness he returns tu 
GaIiIee Matthew suggests that when Jesus hears that John the Baptiser hm been arrested, he 
leaves his hometown of Nazareth and goes norîh to Capernaurn to the region of Naphtali You 
may want to ask the members of the group to hun to the dflèrentgospds and look at the diversiîy 
of opinion about the beginning of Jesus' ministy. They al1 agree th& most of h k  minktry was 
in Galilee, The length of hts ministry, is uncertain. It was understood to be from one to three 
yenrs At somepoint in hk rnimkby he decides to go south again to Jemsuiem He goes through 
Samaria, instead of around it, which was not the path of most ~ewish people. 

Draw a lim tracing thk journeyfrom Baptrsrn to Galilee and back to Jerusalem where he would 
be confrronted by the religious and, ultimately, the poïitical establishment and put tu death by 
crucifu:iun, wlricli was the preferred ltzethod of capital punishment of the Romn  empire 
Apparent&, crosses at onepoinî lined the roadn'des as a warning tu all who woufd dare challenge 
the pawer of R o m  

S. Introduction to Luke 14 : 25 - 33 The High Cost of Discipleship 

Warning! Reader discretion advised. The following material may contain situations so 
demanding that readers may decide to quit the journey and go home. 

Perhaps this selection of scripture from Luke's gospel shouId have been so iabeled. It follows 
the story of the people who have excuses for not accepting the invitation to a great feast. Since 
there was gohg to be a great number of empty seats and the host had counted on a full house, 
the order was given to go out and make the people in the streets corne in. It precedes a 
reminder that disciples a re  like salt and the stories of the lost sheep the lost coin and the lost 
son, so a t  least it is in the midst of parables of grace; sandwiched so to speak between feasts; 
between reassur-hg manna. 

The verses a re  so demanding that it has the ring of a cult which is how the early church was 
not doubt regarded. In verses 25-33 Jesus lists some requirements for discipleship. One is an 
undivided loyalty and a love of Jesus that is above al1 other loves. John Dominic Crossan 
suggests that the first statement of "Jésus is Lordn was spoken in a time when the predominant 
belief was that Caesar was Lord. It was written on one side of the Roman coin, the Denarius. 
On the other side was Pont. Max- which implied that Caesar was the onIy bridge between 
heaven and earth. To be a disciple of Jesus then, with the undivided loyalty that is suggested 
in the text, was to risk death. 

A second requirement was to %ke up your own cross." A third statement of Jesus is "none of 
you can be my disciple unless you give up everything you bava" 



What  do we do with such demands? Was this an exaggeration in order to make a point? I t  
might be good to put such a passage of seriphire in the context of LukdActs. Would be disciples 
did give up famiiies to foilow. There was a selling off of property and a pooling of resources to 
support the common cause because the return of Christ was seen to be immanent One does 
wonder if thki kind or singular devotion was part of the reason why this early movement would 
eventually triumph over the migbty Roman empire. How does it speak to us who are membem 
of the %rst world" nations? This is the question with which we will have to stmggle. 

R e d  aloud Lukz 14:25-33 and ask the groups m a whole or divue the group inîo smoller gruups 
of 3 ?O 5 cuid ask them tu discuss: 

1.What were the three requirements of discipleship? 

2. What does it mean to take up your cross? Give examples, 

3. What do we do with the Last requirement? How does it or  a n  it speak to us? Think of this 
as a word to a world divided into first and third world nations. How does it speak to each? 

Come buck to the group for general discussion 

6. Introduction to Luke 19 : 41- 48. Upsets 

This describes Jesus' approach to Jerusalem. His fwst glimpse of the holy city moves him to 
team. He is upset. He weeps for what has become the centre of reügious power. He then travels 
to the city, through the gates, enters the temple and upsets the tables of the money changers. 
Besides the obvious c o m m e r c i ~ t i o n  of the holy, the practice would discriminate against the 
poor and deny them riccess to grace. We know, of course, that as he continued to stay in 
Jerusalem and continued to teach, ultimately he would choose suffering over confrontation as 
a way to bring healing to the world. God9s justice would be an act of mercy. Jesus would 
become the suffering servant who would by this depth of love bring about a new community. 

Have someone read Luke 19: 41-48. 

Questrkms for smll gruup discussion: You m y  want tu d g n  only two questionsper group. 

1. If we are  to be Christ in the world, what in the world should we be weeping over? 

2. Jesus not only anirmed the outcasts, he confronted those who used their power to oppress 
others. What a re  current examples of this? Think both of the church and the world. 

3. Through Christ's suiTering, death and resurrection, we know that suffering brings new life 
and new hope. It was also the conclusion reached by hrael according to Tsaiah the prophet. 
Doea Our suffering lead to new 1 i f ~  especialiy if it ia shared? The patient suffering of Nelson 
Mandela and the persistent witness of people like Bishop Desmond Tutu seems to have broken 
the cycle of violence in South Africa. Are there other examples you can cite? How do we kuow 



when to suffer and wben to confront? Have you known someone in an abusive relationship? 
Why would the suggestion to 'suffer" be the wrong advise? m a t  would it mean for this 
persoo to resist? What does Usuffering" mean for the church? 

4. When suffering is aot  our choice but something that happens to us, Le. accident, disease, or 
loss, can we caU this a scrossn? What does the cross say about a d ' s  presence in al1 suffering? 

Discuss in the larger group. 

7. CompLete creed by writing lu t  line eg. And finally to sbare in the suffering that leads to 
hope or to resist evil and share Christ's cross. 

8. Comp&te the star wlth the stop fwe as the cross As a "/igrem representiing Chnsi or oumeLves 
you mghi potnt out th& it standr on step two, Crash and Recovery and sfepj iw,  the Cross Tne 
arms whlch are spread wide tu embruce the world are Step three Commudty (clutrch) and 
Compassion (service). 

9. Womhr'p: The table or centre 1s now set with al2 of the symbok 

Sit in a cîrde around the wotship centm. Ask the group tu think about theirjourney as they look 
at the symboik 

Read John 20 : 19 - 22 

Ask them to look at one mother io srond andgo to each person and speak to him or k. T ' n k  
them for the journey together. Then ask the membem to ncoMntiS~wn" one another by suying, 
"Go into the world with courage, strengfh and new ive for you are mt ahne. " 

Corn back together and stand in a circie and say.. 

The risen Christ, the light of the world, shines in the darkness. 
He shares our sortow; He is acquainfed with our grief: 

He breaihes into us his Spitif. 

Close wirh payer 





CONCLUDING GROUP SESSION 

PURPOSE: T o  provide a time of  reflection, fellowship and commissioning. 

SUGGESTIONS: Ask the group members to bring a "Pot Luckn dinner or order pizza to be 
shared. You may want to have a smali wooden cross or star made into a necklace. These might 
be found a t  a local craft store. Holes might be bored through one end or point and a piece o f  
plastic Iacing attached. 

You might meet over an evening meai. When the meal is finished, gather is a circle as you have 
done for the regular group meeting. Ask the group to sit with their partner. 

Have up on a flip chart or white board the definition of disciples that was shown the first night 

DISCIPLESEP IS A JOURNEY 
WiTH JESUS, 

TOWARD WOLENESS 
FOR ALL 

1. Ask the group ifthis definition of discipleshi@ rS one that mgh t  be used Ask them to suggest 
changes that they mrght want tu m a k  

2. Look ut the List of expectations that were made duhg the fimî evening and ask them tu 
comment on whether the course met the apectatiom that they had rnentioned thefirst mi. 
3. Ask them to share highlr'ghts of the course with the group. 

4. Ask the parnet groups to &cuss which of the "Steps" they mightjind themeives at home la 
It i3 through this step that they will best erercise their gifi or talent. For example, a Step TIiree 
person will have a grit for being in feliowshr'p with others. A Step One person m y  have the grtt 
of prayer and meditatiffort Ask the partners tu speak of their preferred Step and the talent or gilt 
t h q  have for &@leship. men ask them to say ro theirpartner, 1 see in you the gift of. . . ." You 
may want tu have these g@i n a d  by the partner for the group. 

5. Ask each person to take one of the "necki(~ces" and " c o d s i o n "  th& partner by placing the 
necklace over their head and saying, "(name) receive the Ho& Spirit Go irtto the world as 
Christ's disc@le." 

6. Join hands in a circle and cime with prayer of t h e  

me Cight shines in the darkness, 
and the darkness does not overmme it, 
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FrVE STEPS TO CHRISTIAN DISCIPLESHIP 

INTRODUCTION 

When Jesus used the metaphors of sait, yeast, and light to describe disciples he was describing 
the disciples' place and purpose in the world. Each of these metaphors implies a separation 
from and an influence upon the food, the bread and the darkness. 

What it means to be the salt, yeast and light two thousand years later is the purpose of this 
"journey" into Christian discipleship. The course is built thematically around five steps. 1 
have given the foliowing names to the five sessions: First Love, Second Chance, Three to Get 
Ready, Four to Go, and The Final Frontier. The steps trace Jesus' life from Baptism to the 
Cross and resurrection as recorded and passed on to us in the gospels and draw upon 
correspondhg experiences of the Hebrew people from Abraham and Sarah to the exile and the 
new prophetic vision. 

We wiii be lookhg at where our story intersects with the Biblical story and at our relationships 
with God, with self and the world around us. 

The course will involve daily meditative readings on each of the five themes. It is the intent 
that the participants set aside some daily study t h e  during the frve days prior to each of the 
90 minute group sessions. This will supplement and enrich the course and is in keeping with 
the "discipline" of discipleship. It is important that each of the five themes be remembered 
since they build on one another. 

We are familiar with the word, Doxology. "Doxa" is the Latin and Greek word for glory 
which means light. The Bible begins and ends in doxology, Our faith begins in the light of an 
Easter morning. It is a light that reflects backward into the Old Testament and forward into 
our lives, Each step has its own symbol. The first is a flarne. You may want to light a candle 
as you refiect on each of the five stories in step one, 
Before you begin - a word about the term Disciple. 

The word disciple as it was used both in the Old and New Testament meant learner or pupiL 
According to the Inîerpreters Dictîonary of the Bible of the more than 230 times the word, 
disciple was used in the gospels, about 90% of the tirne it referred to believers, other than 
the twebe disciples ag. John 8 : 31,32 Then Jesus said to the Jews who had beiieved in him. 
"If you continue to be in my word you are truly my disciples, and you will know the truth will 
make you free," 

In order to help you remember each of the five steps long aiter the " c o a ~ e "  is fmished, we will 
be using a five point& star as a symhl  of the journey. It is the Iight that shines in the 
darkness, (Jn 15) or symbol used by Jesus in uI am the bright morning star".(Revm22:16) 

Also, the star metaphor was used first to describe numericaily the people of IsraeL Just prior 





GETTING STARTED 

Over the next few weeks you will be learning to look a t  the Christian faith through five 
different lenses. Because you will be following the life of Jesus in the group sessions and 
Iooking a t  stories from the Old testament, with some exceptions, in your five daily readings, 
you might consider the five themes es stopping places on the journey. The J'us journey is 
from Galilee to Calvaryi the journey of the Hebrew people W to "the promised land." The five 
themes we cal1 "steps." 

The five '%tepsH on the journey are  (1) Blessed and Called, (2) Crash and Recovery, (3) 
Community, (4) Compassion and (5) Cross The first two are about getting starteci on the faith 
journey, the third looks a t  life with others in community, the fourth and f&h steps deal with 
one's work in the world. 

You may fmd that you wiiI be more &at homen in one o r  more of the steps than you wül be in 
others. This wül depend on your gifts and interests. We have always known that some people, 
for example, prefer and get theV energy from social action while others prefer a iife of preyer. 
Some, of course, are able to do both. St Paul was referring to this diversity when he spoke of 
followers having different gifts and being like different parts of the body of Christ. 

Also, while the first step is called "Blessed end Called," one can be called into the Christian 
faith through any of the "steps." Theologian Dorothee Soelle, says that her knowledge of the 
holocaust drew her into the faith. This would be Step Five. Sometimes it  is the experience of 
a close feilowship within the church, which is Step Three, or some act of kindness, which is 
Step Four, that be&s a faith journey. This journey in faith will take you through aiI five steps 
or stopping places. 

S'TEP ONE- BLESSED AND CALLED- INTRODUCTION 

The theme of Step One features readings and stories, with the exception of the creation story 
on the first day, that speak of king calIed by God for a purpose. The underlying theme is being 
caUed to new life; to live fully in the world. The f in t  story is the story of creation where God 
creates, calls the earth into k i n g  and says that it is very good. Senior citizens Sarah and 
Abraham, (75 and 85 years old) in the next story, are caUed to become parents of a first born. 
This is foliowed by the stories of the cal1 of Moses, David and Isaiah. We are al1 called to new 
birth, to live again just when lire seems to lose its promise, or when hope is challenged. 

m e n  Aüce Waker's character, Shug, in her book The Color Purple, speaks of what a shame 
it is when we see the color purple in a field and don? notice, or when painter Vincent Van 
Gogh pain@ sh r s  in the night sky that are almost as big as sunq or  when Beethoven writes hW 
NiWh JLqpIrony, and we sing uJ~yfi& joyfbl, we adore yoo" to its tune, we are king called to 
new life. When you hear a jazz musician discover and play notes that he never thought 
possible, or when singer Shania Twain belts out a Song punctuated by bursts of fireworks, or 
when youag people jump, dance, and wave their bands a t  a rock concert, it Y a call to new 
We. Ail that is related to Step One. 
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And Called 



FIVE STEPS TO CHRISTIAN DISCIPLESHIP 

PARTICIPANT'S WORKBOOK 

STEP - ONE DAY ONE 

FIRST LOVE BLESSED AND CALLED 

QUESTION - Where does God start with me? Where al1 the journeys begin. 

T E  PURPOSE OF STEP ONE: is to look at encounters with God as they are  recorded in 
scripture and to see in them how people were blessed and called. 

TEIEOLOGICAL ISSUE - Examining who we are and what it means to be blessed and called. 
The bible is a book that tells a story of divine action and human response. They are stories of 
God who creates the universe, the earth, and every living thing, then creates humankind who 
God blesses and with whom God shares power. God then enters into the life of the people to 
shape and transform so that they might know what it means to be the people of God. 

The first story from Genesis affirms that creation is the good work of God's creating, ordering 
Spirit. Scholars now believe that it was probably written during the Israel's exile in Babylon 
as a hymn that affirmed God's goodness over agsinst the chaos that surrounded them. 

LIGHT TO SEE T m  IMAGE OF GOD 
There is an  old Jewish story of a Rabbi who would ask his students how one could tell when 
it was dawn. They gave answers such as: "When 1 can see the trees against the eastern sb," 
or "when one can teli a sheep from a human being." " No," the Rabbi would say, '5t is when 
you can look into the face of a stranger and see the face of Godew 
The following scripture reminds us that in the first light of creation it wss revealed that we 
have the face of God. 

Genesis 1: 1 - 5 26 - 31 (Al1 scriptures are taken from the NRSV version of the bible) 

In the beginning when God created 
the beavens and the earth, the darkness 
covered the face of the deep, while a wind 
from God swept over the face of the waters. 
Thea God said, "let there be light"; and 
there was light. And God saw that the light 
was g d :  and God separated the light from 
darkness. God catled the light Day, and the 
darkness be called Night. And there was 
evening and there was morning, the first 

day ... 
Then God said, "Let us make 

hurnankind in our image, according to our 
likeness; and let them have domination over 
the fmh of the sea, and over the birds of the 
air, and over the cattle, and over al1 the 
wild animals of the earth, and over every 
creeping thing that creeps upon the earth. 
So, God created humankind in his image, 





STEP - ONE DAY 'IWO 

BETTER LATE TEAN NEVER 

One of the oldest foundation stories of Our faitb is that of Abraham and Sarah. The theme is 
tha t  out of the unpromishg and unlikely, emerges new life What is not possible with os is 
made possible with G d .  Sarai and Abram, their names before the new birth, were weU past 
retirement age. They had corne from their ancestral home, a place caUed Ur, and settled in 
Haran. It was here when Abram was 75 years old that God told him that he and Sarai should 
leave and move to Palestine. There they would have a child and tbat this wss only the first of 
a great nation. Abram and Sarai would be blessed with a son, and they is turn were to be a 
blessing to others. 

Genesis 12: 1-4 a 
Now the Lord said to Abram, "Go from 
your country and your kindred and your 
father's house to the land that 1 will show 
you. 1 wiil make of you a great nation, and 
I will bless you and make your name great 
so that you may be a blessing. 1 will bless 
those who bless you and the one who curses 
you 1 wül cune; and in you al1 the families 
of the earth shall be blessed." 

Gen. 18: 1-3,945. 

Now the Lord appeared to Abraham by the 
oaks of Mamre as he sat a t  the entrance of 
his tent in the heat of the day. He looked up 
and saw three men standing near him. 
When he saw them he ran from the 
entrance of his tent to meet them and 
bowed down to the ground. He said, 'My 
lord if1 hind favor with you do not pass by 
your servant. Let a little water be brought, 
and wash your feet and rest yourselves 
under the tree. Let me bring a little bread 
the  you may refresh yourselves and after 
that you may pass on.. . 
They said to him, "Where is your wife 
Sarah." And he said, "There in the tentn 
Then one said, Surely 1 ml1 return to you 
in due season, and your wife shall have a 
son." And Sarah was listening at the tent 

entrance behind him. Now Abraham and 
Sarah were old, advanced in age; it had 
ceased to be with Sarah after the manner of 
women, So Sarah laughed to herself; 
saying, &mer 1 have grown old and my 
husband is old, shall 1 have pleasure?" The 
Lord said to Abraham, "Why did Sarah 
laugh and say, 'Shali 1 indeed bear a child 
now that i am old?' Is anything tm 
wonderful for the Lord? At the set tirne I 
will return to you in due season, and Sarah 
shall have a son." But Sarah denied sying, 
"1 did not laugh; for she was afraid. He 
said, "Oh yes, you did langh" 

The Lord dwelt with Sarah as he had said, 
and the Lord did for Sarah as he had 
promised. Sarah conceived and bore 
Abraham a son in his old age, at the time of 
which God had spoken to him. Abraham 
gave the name Isaac to his son whom Sara 
bore him. And Abraham circumcised his 
son when he was eight days old, as God bad 
commanded him, Abraham was a hundred 
years oId when his son h a c  was born to 
him. Now Sarah said, “Gad has brought 
laughter for me; everyone who hears will 
laugh with men And she said, %O wonld 
wer have said to Abraham tbat Sarah 



would nurse children? Yet 1 have borne him a son in his old age" 

1. If you had k e n  Sarah a t  90 o r  Abraham at 100 y e a ~  old and you received word that a baby 
was to be born to Sarah what questions might you want to ask? 

2. If you had been one of the three LLangels"(Gen.. 18:2) who were given the task of s e e h g  out 
a suitable couple to be the parents of a great nation of people, characteristies would you have 
would you have looked for. 

3. What do think the message was and is from this passage of scripture? 

4. God blessed Sarah and Abraham not just to make them feel good, but that they might go iato 
the world and be a blessing to others. Think of a time when you felt blessed o r  a f f i  or  
loved beyond your deserving. Did i t  cause you to act differently? Having been Yblessed" did 
you feel YcaUed" to be a blessing to others? Mnke two lists below. On one, üst the ways that you 
have been cared for or about. On the otber, list the ways that you bave cared for or about 
others. 

5.Do you think how much one is able to love othen depends on how much love one receives? 

l Today, God hm blased you with a love that wiZl not lei you go. 
This day, share the blessing with others. 



STEP - ONE DAY THREE 

YOU CAN RUN BUT YOU CANlYOT HIDE 

We talk about mountain top experiences as those times when we believed we were standing in 
the presence of God. For a moment we may have had the feeling that we were being blessed 
and perhaps addressed by none other tban our creator. 

One of the foundational and pivotal stories in the Old Testament is the story of Moses. Our  
scripture selection describes Moses' encounter with God. 

Moses is a fugitive from the justice of Egypt. He was guilty of murdering an Egyptian guard, 
but was able to elude the law and find refuge in the land of Midian. He marries the daughter 
of a priest and sheep rancher and as a refugee, settles into the pastoral life as a shepherd. He 
had it made - as one might Say. Then one day he looks up... 

Exodus 3 : 1 - 8 a 11,12 

Moses and the Burning Bush 

Moses was keeping the flock of his 
father-in-law Jethro, the priest of Midian; 
he led his flock beyond the wilderness, and 
came to Horeb, the mountain of God. 
There the angel of the Lord appeared to 
him in a flame of fue out of a buming bush; 
h e  looked, and the bush was blazing, yet it 
was not consumed. Then Moses said, "1 
must tum aside and look at this great sight, 
and see why the bush is not burned up." 
When the Lord saw that he had tumed 
aside to see, God calIed to him out of the 
bush, "Moses, Moses!" And he said, "Here 
1 am." Then he said, "Come no doser! 
Remove the sandals from your feet, for the 
place on which you a re  standing is holy 
grounà." He said further, "1 am the God of 
yonr father, The God of Abraham, The God 

of Isaac, and the God of Jacob." And 
Moses hid his face, for he was afraid to look 
at  God. Then the Lard said, "1 have 
observed the misery of my people who a re  
in Egypt; 1 have heard their cry on account 
of tbeir taskmasters. Indeed, 1 know their 
sufferings, and 1 have corne down to deliver 
them from the Egyptiam, and to bring îhem 
up out of the land to a g d  and broad land, 
a land flowing with milk and honey," 

But Moses said to G d ,  "Who am 1 
that 1 should go to Pheraoh, and bring the 
hraelites out of Egypt?" He said, "1 will be 
with you; and this shall be a sign for you 
that it is 1 who sent you: when you have 
brought the people out of Egypt, you shall 
worship God on this mountain." 



1. Moses' access to God or  rather God's access to Moses wns through nature, although the 
encounter is described in supernatura1 terms. 

Think about the places in nature wbere you feel close to God. Do you feei blessed or called? 

List them: 

2. Take a moment through your imagination to go there. M a t  are your feelings? What is 
God saying to you? 

3. Sometimes God speaks in and through Our conscience, What might have k e n  in Moses 
conscience that enabled bim to hear God's cail? What might be in your conscience? 

4. Was G d ' s  message welcomed? Why o r  why not? Do you think that Moses was sorry that 
he went beyond the wilderness to the mountain of God? 

5. Moses' essignment from God was to set people free. If God is calling us to do that, and you 
decide to Say yes to that d l ,  what are some of the tbings that would be involved in that 
ministry? 

Todîzy think about God who addresses us sometimes on the mountah and 
sometSmes in the valky. 



STEP - ONE DAY FOUR 
LAST BUT NOT LEAST 

Much has happened since the days of Moses. The Hebrews have arrived in the b n d  that was 
promised them. They have moved from being governed by judges to the appointment of longs. 
Samuel, a priest hm been instructed by God to choose a new king, even though King Ssul is 
still in power. Samuel is told to go to Bethlehem and seIect one of the sons of Jesse, the 
shepherd. The scripture describes that process. 

1 Samuei 16 : 1 -13 

The Lord said to Samuel, "How long 
will you grieve over Saul? 1 have rejected 
him from k i n g  King over Israel. Fil1 your 
horn with oil and set out; 1 will send you to 
Jesse the Bethlebemite, for 1 have provided 
for myself a king among his sons." Samuel 
said," How can 1 go? If Saul hears of it, he 
will kiU me." And the Lord said. "Take a 
heifer with you, and say, '1 have come to 
sacrifice to the Lord.' Invite Jesse to the 
sacrifice, and L will show you what you 
shall do; and you shail anoint for me the 
one whom the Lord commanded, and came 
to Bethlehem. The eiders of the city came 
to meet hirn trembling, and said, "Do you 
come peaceabiy?" He said, "PeaceabIy; 1 
have corne to sacrifice to the Lord; sanctify 
yourselves and come with- me to the 
sacrifice." And he sanaed Jesse and his 
sons and invited them to the sacrifice. 

When they came, he looked on Eüab 
and thought, "Surely the Lord's anointed is 
now before the Lord" But t h e h r d  said to 
Samuel, "Do not Look at his appearance or 
on the height of his stature, because 1 have 

rejected him; for the Lord does not see as 
mortals s e ;  they look on the outward 
appearance, but the Lord looks on the 
heart." Then Jese cailed Abinadab and. 
made him pass before Samuel. He said, 
"Neither has the Lord chosen this one, 
Jesse made seven of his sons pass before 
Samuel, and Samuel said to Jesse, "The 
Lord has not chosen any of these." Samuel 
said to Jesse, "Are ali your sons here? And 
he said, "There remains yet the youngest, 
but he is keeping the sheep." And Samuel 
said to Jesse, "Send and bring him; for he 
will not sit down untii he cornes here." He 
sent and brought him in. Now he was 
ruddy, and had beautiful eyes and was 
handsome. Tbe Lord said, "Rise and anoint 
him; for this is the one" Then Ssmud 
took the horn of oil, and anointed him in the 
presence of his brothers; and the spirit of 
the Lord came mightily upoo David from 
that day forward. Samuel then set out and 
went to Ramah. 

1. Think of a time as a chüd when you chosesides to play a game. Were you ever chosen fmt? 
Last? m a t  was that like for you? - . 



2. God through Samuel chooses (a) the youngest son, @) the one who is not considered eligible 
by his father Jesse. What is the message about whom God chooses for disciples? 

3. Who are the "world's" chosen ones? Who are not? Where do you fit in? 

- .  

4. We "anoint" with water (although some traditions use oil as well) at Baptism. m a t  is 
being said about who and whose we are? 

5. David was "called" through the voice of another person. Thiak and make note of those who 
"cal1 you," and of those whom yoo cal1 to "serve". 

6. Do you feel blessed and chosen? Sometimes Nat much of the tirne 

Most of the time Comments: 

Fred Craddock once said that God's love is not an evening love that asks a t  the end of the day 
' how you have lived befure it is available to you. God's love is a morniag love that sends you 

into the day saying: "No matter what happens to yoar day, 1 wül love you. 
1 No matter what you do or might not do, 1 will love you." 

Go inro this day with that Benediction 
(Bene-good Diction-word) 
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STEP- ONE DAY FIVE 

HOLY SMOKE !! 

The book of Isaiah is a book that describes the overthrow of Palestine, the destruction of 
Jerusalem and the temple, the move into exile and finally the vision of a new community. In 
the scripture below Isaiah the prophet is called by God. It is the sixth cenhiry B. C. 

In the year that King Uzziah died, I 
saw the Lord sitting on a throne, high and 
Iofty; and the hem of his robe filled the 
temple. Seraphs were in attendance above 
him; each had six wings: with two they 
covered their faces, and with two they 
covered their feet, and with two they flew. 
And one called to another and said: 

"Holy, Holy, Holy is the Lord of 
hosts: the whole earth is full of his gIory." 
The pivots on the thresholds shook at the 
voices of those who called, and the house 
fille- with smoke, And 1 said, "Woe is me! 

1 am lost, for I am a man of unclean lips; 
yet my eyes have seeu the King, the Lord of 
hosts!" Then one of the seraphs flew to me, 
holding a Iive ma1 that had k e n  taken from 
the altar with a pair of tongs. T h e  seraph 
touched my mouth with it and said, Wow 
that this has touched your lips, your guilt 
has departed and your sin W blotted out" 
Then 1 heard the voice of the Lord saying, 
"Whom shal l1  send, and who will go for 
us?" And I said, "Eere am I; send me!" 

Recall the first four storîes of blessing and -11: 

i. God calls the world into k i n g  and fmaliy creates human beings, in Gods image, and blesses 
them and sayq "It was very good." 

6. Sarah and Abraham are blessed with a son. They celebrate new iife and begin their mission 
to be a blessing to others. 

ii. Moses experiences God on the mountain and from there begins the journey of Iiberation 
for hi3 people, 

iii. David, the youngest and most unlikely son is anointed to be Judah's last, best  hop^ 



1. Isaiah's world is thrown into chaos as King Uzziah dies. Isaiah probably always knew 
where he was when he got the news. It was enough to send Isaiah to worship where md 
s p h  to him. Think of examples, either from your life or in the [ives of others, when tragedy 
or  grief makes one more open to experience God. 

2. Notice the sequence of the call: a sense of the holy, a feeling of unworthiness, then king 
forgiven. Do you see the similarity with how Sunday worship begins? How is thh sequence 
listed in the bulletin? 

3. Imagine yourself as baiah in the temple. Close your eyes and move through each stage of 
that experience. What are  the felings? Do you feel blessed? Calieà? 

4. Isaiah's experience in the temple was the experience of coming before God with ali of his 
short comings and being accepted anyway. Being accepted as we are is W e  giving. Think of a 
time when you have felt unconditional love. Did it lead you to some new attitude or action? 

Read the Hymn (third verse) "1 the Lord of Sea and Sky" 

"1 will go Lord, ifyou lead me. 1 wiC2 holdyour people in my heartt' 
and take it with you into the day. 

Scriptures for Group Session One: 
Mark 1: 1 - 11, Genesis1:l-4 



Step Two 
Second 

Crash 
And Recovery 



- STEP TWO- CRASH AND RECOVERY - INTRODUCTION 

"Life is diffculf" wrote Scott Peck W e  hardly need him to remind us. Last week's readings 
spoke of people being blessed and called. They began with the account of God's "good" 
creation. This week's readings from scripture continue with the creation story and in that 
story we discover that the first family not only became dysfunctioaal but Cain, in a jealous 
rage, k W  the only brother that God has given him. It is believed that the creation stories were 
written as late as the 6& century before Christ, and were an attempt to make sense of the 
observation that good p p l e  cou1d do bad things. It is bebelieved tbat a t  the time of writing there 
was much brokeness in the world. 

We alI aeed and hopefully we al1 experience those moments of rich blessing; those time when 
we feel that  we a r e  loved and cherished, either by friends o r  by the creator Godo There a r e  
times when we Say that indeed, 'God U in heaven and all's right with t h e  world." In those 
moments we not only feel calied to new life, but want to share that life with others. Having 
been blessed, we want to be a blessing. This week we look a t  the times when we feel more 
broken than blessed; more like failures than resounding successes. Wbat is life for anyway? 
The world auggests that we are  to produce, be successful and consume on its term. But is that 
it? There bas to be more, 

There a r e  many things that become a reality check for us. We worry about children. The 
internet brings the blessings of the wide world of knowledge into our homes, but with it cornes 
an opening to parts of the culture that are 1- than desirable. The video games began a decade 
ago with a little yellow creature called Pack Mun who gobbled up everything in sight A 
popular video game is called Doom and takes the viewer down a labyrinth of corridors from 
which evil creatures suddenly appear. The player's only option is to Ici11 them before he  o r  she 
is killed We worry about parents and fmd ourselves between two generations that seem to  
have more needs than we ever imagined. We are  told that we in North America have ten 
percent of the world's population and use eighty percent of the world's resources; that forty 
thousend people die each day because they do not have adequate food o r  clean water. There 
is a kind of helpless exhaustion that sets in. The world is need of healing- and so are we. 

The two Biblical words and experiences tbat describe this state of anxiety, are wilderness and 
exiie. The stories that you will read this week speak of those people who found themselves up 
to their necks in trouble. They emerge perhaps sadder, but wiser, and more important, with 
a sense of G d ' s  acceptance, in spite of having failed The group session wül focus on a number 
of themes. One is the need to grieve losses, whatever they may be. Another theme emerges 
from the wilderness experience of Jesus where after his onn  spintual high of baptism, 
struggles to fend off the temptations of power, prestige and production; temptations that 
emerge for us the first time a child points to a pair of one bundred and fifty dollar Nike shoes 
and says, uThose are the shoes that 1 just to have. Step Two is to acknowledge the 
brokeness of the world. Then it  is to move the &brokeness under the blessing" of God's 
acceptaaœ; it U to be forgiven and to forgive, to aeapt the Tiet that we are accepted as we are. 
Out of d e  came the vision of a new community. Step Two moves us toward that community. 





- F m  STEPS TO CHRISTIAN DISCIPLESEfLP 

PARTICIPANT'S WORKBOOK 

STEP - 'IWO DAY ONE 

SECOND CHANCE CRASH ANI) RECOVERY 

PURPOSE: To look a t  how one moves from alienation to reconciliation. 

QUESTIONS: What if 1 fail? What do 1 do with a the feeling that so much is expeeted and 1 
have only so much time and energy? 

THEOLOGICAL ISSUE - Gad's covenant broken and restored. 

For the next five days and during the next group session we ml1 be looking a t  the second steps. 
Like a child who takes its second step toward the outstretched arms of i ts  mother, or father, 
then falis, often backwards on i 6  diapered bottom, the people of God experience a second step 
"fall". This step is about falling and being picked up again. It is about Csilure and what we 
do aboutit - or rather what God does about it. 

MARKED FOR LIFE 

We began last week with the story of creation. You read about God creating Adam and Eve 
in the image of God and blessing them. As we know the blessing led as much to faU as to cab 
Now this human experiment goes from bad to worse. Adam and Eve's sons, Cain and Abel 
fight and Abel is murdered. Cain is given a "marktt and sent east of Eden to the land of Nod. 

Genesis 4 verses 1-16 
Now the man knew his d e  Eve, and 

she amceived and bore Cain, saying, "1 
have produced a man with the help of the 
Lord." Next she bore bis brother Abel. 
Now Abel was a keeper of sheep, and Cain 
a U e r  of the ground. In the course of time 
Cain brought to the Lord an offering of the 
fruit of the ground, and Abd for his part 
brought of the firstlings of his fiock, their 
fat portions, and the Lord had regard for 
Abel and his oflering, but for Cain and his 
offering he had no regard. So Cain was 
very angry, and his countenance felL "If 

you do weii, will you uot be accepted? And 
if you do not do well, sin is lurking a t  the 
door; its desire is for you, but you must 
master i t  " 

Cain said to his brother Abel, "Let 
us go out to the field" And when they were 
in the field, Cain rose up against his 
brother Abel, and killed him. Then the 
Lord said to Cain, 'W'here is your brother 
Able?" He said, "1 do not know; am 1 my 
brothen keeper?" And the Lord said, 
" M a t  have you done? Listen; your 
brotherts blood is crying out to me from the 



ground! And now you are cursed from the 
ground, which ha3 opened its mouth to 
receive your brother's blood from your 
hand. VVhen you till the ground, it will no 
longer yield to you its strength; you wilï be 
fugitive and a wanderer on the earthmT' 
Cain said to the Lord, "My punishment is 
greater than 1 can bear! Today you have 
driven me away from the soil, and I shalï be 
hidden from your face; I shalï be a fugitive 

and wanderer on the earth, and anyone 
who meets me may kill me" Then the Lord 
said to him, "Not so! Whoever kills Cain 
wil1 suffer a seven fold vengeance." And 
the Lord put a mark on Cain, so tkat no one 
who came upon him would kili him. Then 
Cain went away from the presenee of the 
Lord, and settled in the land of Nod, east of 
Eden. 

1. Have you ever bad high hopes reduced to failure. How did - or do you feel about the 
situation? 

2. Read and underline points of interest or for questioning. 

3. Cain's gifi was rejected. How does rejection lead to violence? 
List exam ples. 

4. What would the rnarkon Cain look like? Would it be an "MW for murder o r  mine? Would 
it an "Sm for sinner or  saved? 

5. With what "ID" are we marked? What is it that you carry or  Wear that identifies you? 

Go into todoy remembering that in spite of all 
you are Godk 



STEP - TW-O DAY TWO 

HOW SOON WE FORGET 

In the first week we read of Moses' rail. In Exodus 32, Moses went up the mountain and there 
received the 10 Commandments, the laws by which the Hebrews were to live, Rules for living 
which make up most of the books of Exodus, Lmiticus, and Deuteronomy were as  important 
to their life as bread and ma t .  But when Moses stayed away too long, the people felt 
abandoned and sturnbled. 

Exodus 32 : 1 - 14 

When the people saw that Moses 
delayed to come down from the mountain, 
the people gathered around Aaron, and said 
to him, T o m e  let us make gods for us, who 
shall go before us; a s  for this Moses, tàe 
man who brought us up  out of the land of 
Egypt, we do not know what has becorne of 
him." Aaron said to them, "Take off the 
gold rings that a r e  on the ears of your 
wives, your sons, and your daughters, and 
bring them to me? So aii the people took 
off the gold rings from their ears, and 
brought them to Aaron. He took the gold 
from them, formed i t  in a mol& and an 
image of a calfi and they said, "These are 
your gods, O Israel, who brought you up 
out of the land of Egypt!" M e n  Aaron 
saw this, he built an  altar before it; and 
Aaron made proclamation and said, 
"Tomorrow shaU be a festival to the Lord." 
Tbey rose early the next day, and offered 
burnt offerings and brought sacrifices of 
well-being; and the people sat down to eat 
and drink, and rose up to revel. 

The  Lord said to Moses, "Go down 
a t  once! Your people, whom you brought up 
out of the land of Egypt have acted 

perversely; they have been quick to turn 
aside from the way that I commanded 
them; they have cast for themselves an 
image of a calf, and have worshiped it  and 
sacrificed to it, and said, "These are your 
gods, O Israel, who brought you up out of 
the land of Egypt!" The Lord said to 
Moses, "1 have seen this people, how stiff- 
necked they are. Now let me alone, so that 
my wrath may burn hot against them and 1 
rnay consume them; and of you I will make 
a great nation." 

But  Moses implored the Lord his 
God, and said, "O Lord why does your 
wrath burn hot against your people, whom 
you brought out of the land of Egypt with 
great power and with a mighty hand? Why 
should the Egyptians Say, 'It was with eviI 
intent that he brought them out to ki11 them 
in the rnountains, and to consume them 
from the face of the earth'? Turn from your 
fierce wrath; change your mind and do not 
bring disaster on his people. 



1. When the Hebrews in a strange land felt alone and abandoned they tunied to making their 
own go& What are some modern parallek? 

2. Whet do you think of God who loses i t  and says to Moses, "Let me consume these people, 
and you and I will start again and build a great nation." 

3. Notice Moses gets God back on track so to speak by saying " remember , remember, 
remember"..... Eow is memory connected to how we stay centered? 

4. Can you think of a time when because of circumstances, you felt abandoned? Did it bring 
you closer to or take you fartber away from Godl  

Tuday remember those who may feel abattduned 
You may be the Bridge to belonging. 



STlEP-'IWO DAY THREE 

BROKEN PROMISES IN THE PROMlSED LAND 

Background 

The Hebrews, aeer forty years, made it to the promised land. They erosseà the Jordan River 
which separated wilderness from homeland. At last they bad a home, a gift to be valued and 
csred for. However, they began to treat it not as a gift to nourish ail, but as a commodity to 
possess, own and manipulste for the benefit of a few. Soon they were treating people as they 
treated land, with the rieh gaining advantage over and exploiting the poor. m g s  were 
appointed and anointed (Samuel rihooshg David) to lead the people into a strong and just 
community. When they were not up to the task, prophets were called to utter the critical word 
of God Even this would not restore justice. The following is bow Hosea the prophet saw what 
was happening. He believed that God was about to take away their land. He uses the anaiogy 
of a parent and son to describe God's relationship to IsmeL 

Hosea 11:l- 7 14: 4 -7 

God's Compassion Despite krael's Ingratitude 

When Israel was a child, 1 loved 
him, and out of Egypt 1 called my son. The 
more 1 called them, the more they went 
from me; they kept sacrificing to the Baals, 
and offering incense to idols, Yet i t  was 1 
who taught Ephraim to walk 1 took them 
up in my arms; but they did not know that 
1 healed tbem. 1 led them with cords of 
human Endness, with bands of love, I was 
to them like those who lift infants to their 
cheeks. 1 bent down to them and fed them. 
They shall return to the land of Egypt, and 
Assyria shali be their king, because they 
have refuseù to return to me. The sword 
rages in their cities, it consumes their 
oracle-pries* and devours because of their 

schemes. My people a r e  bent on turning 
away from me. To the Most High they c d ,  
but be does not raise them up at al]. I d l  
heal their disloyalty; I will love them 
freely, for my anger ha8 turned from them. 
I will be like the dew to Israel; he shail 
blaasom Iüce the My, he hall  strike root Iike 
the forets of Lebanon. His shoots shali 
spread out; his beauty shaU be like the 
olive tree, and his fragrance like that of 
Lebanon. Tbey shaU again üve beneath my 
shadow, they shall flourish w a garden; 
they shaii blossom like the vine, their 
fragrance shall be ükc the vine of Lebanon. 
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1. What is the turning point in the story? 

2. m a t  impIication does the passage have for us? 

3. Does disobedience separate us from God? Does G d  give up and abandon? Have YOU 

felt the absence of Gad? 
ever 

4. Why would the mind of God change Dom sending Israel into exile to bringing Lprael back 
home? 

Today remember God's word to Isruel and us, ''1 led them with cor& of 
human kindness, with ban& of love. '' 



STEP - W O  DAY FOUR 

BLOOM WEïERE YOU ARE PIAYIED - AT LEAST FOR A WHLE 

It  shouldn't surprise us that the God who waits four centuries for a Moses to lead his people 
out of Egypt where they were slaves, may not move quickly to rescue his people from exile in 
Babylon. Cd seems to be saying, "this will not be a quick fm. For a while you will live in exile 
to settle and seme where you are. There is something better but in the meanthe..." 

Jeremiah 29 : 4 - 14 

Tbus says the Lord of hosts, the God 
of Israel, to all the exiles whom 1 have sent 
into exile from Jerusalem to Babylon. 
"Build houses and live in them; plant 
gardens and eat what they produce. Take 
wives and have sons and daughters; take 
wives for your sons, and give your 
daughters in marnage, that they may bear 
sons and daughters; multiply there, and do 
not decrease. But seek the welfare of the 
city where I have sent you in exile, and 
pray to the Lard on its behalf, for in its 
welfare you wiil find your welfare. For 
thus says the Lord of hosts, the God of 
Israel: Do not let the prophets and the 
diviners who are among you deceive you, 
and do not listen to the dreams that they 
dream, for it is a lie that they are 
prophesying to yon in my name; 1 did not 

Psalm 137 : 1 - 3 

Lament over the Destruction of Jerusalem 

By the rivers of Babylon - there we 
sat down and there we wept when we 
remembered Zion. On the willows tbere we 
hung up our harps. For there our captors 

sent them," says the Lord. 
For thus says the Lord: "Only when 

Babylon's swenty years are  completed will 
1 visit you, and 1 wiil fuLtdl to you my 
promise and bring you back to this place 
For surely 1 know the plans 1 have for you, 
says the Lord, plans for your welfare and 
not for harm, to give you a future with 
hopa Then when you call upon me and 
corne and pray to me, 1 will hear you. 
When you search for me, you wiil find me; 
if you seek me with a l  your heart. 1 will let 
you find me, "says the Lord," and 1 will 
restore your fortunes and gather you from 
al1 nations and al1 the places where 1 have 
driven you," says the Lord, "and 1 wd l  
bring you back to the place from which 1 
sent you into exile." 

asked us for songs, and our tormentors 
asked for mirth, saying, 
"Sing us one of the songs of Zion." 

1. Life is not perfécti I t  is an uncertain and winding road. There are two reasons we find 
ourselves in ede, one is our own doing, the other is from circumstances beyond Our control. 
The Hebrews ended up in Egypt through no fault of their own. Exile in Babylon was the result 
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of disobedience according to the word from the prophets. 

Describe how you experienced both kinds of "exile?" 

2. The people are in the land of the enerny. When God says to them, "Seek the welfare of the 
city wbere I have sent you... and pray to the Lord on its behaif, for in its weliere you will fhd 
your welfare" The text seems to suggest that our weuare U conaecîed to praying for one's 
enemies, How is this m e ?  

3. TO live in exile for Israel was to live in a land where it was dacult to maintain one's own 
identity and spiritual roots, Is that tnie for you? In what ways? 

4. Where do you fmd hope in thio word fmm Jeremiah? 

5. There was reason to weep ('dm 137) over the loss of what used to be. What is it we need 
to grieve about wben we look back? 

T o d q  take time to gneve, It is Hdy work 
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STEP-T'WO DAY FIVE 

ANOTHER KIND OF EXXLE 

Background: 

Let us now move five centuries ahead to the New Testament to the letter of Paul to the church 
a t  Rome Paul, a tent maker by trade and a devout Jew under the law, joined a group that was 
committed to starnping out this "Christian" movement. He was present when newly converted 
Stephen was stoned to death by this group. Soon after this event, Paul "saw the light and 
became a follower." Out of that wilderness of guilt defined by law he was delivered. 

Romans 4 : 13 4: 20 - 5 : 11 

For the promise that he would 
inherit the world did not come to Abraham 
or to his descendants through the  law but 
through the righteousness of faith. No 
distrust made him waver concerning the 
promise of God, but he grew strong in his 
faith as he gave glory to God, being fully 
conviuced that God was able to do what he 
had promised. Therefore his faith was 
reckoned to him as  righteousness. Now the 
words, "it was reckoned to him," were 
written not for his sake aIone, but for ours 
also. It wiU be reckoned to us who believe 
in him who raised Jesus our Lord from the 
dead, who was handed over to death for Our 
trespasses and was raised for our 
justification. Therefore, since we are  
justified by faith, we have peace with God 
through Our Lord Jesus Christ, through 
whom we have obtained access to this grace 
in which we stand; and we boast in our 
hope of sharing the gIory of God. And not 

only that, but we also boast in our 
s u f f e ~ g s ,  knowing that suffering produces 
endurance, and endurance produces 
character, and character produces hope, 
and hope does not disappoint us, because 
God's love has been poured into Our hearts 
through the Holy Spirit that has k e n  given 
to us. For while we were stU weak, a t  the 
right time Christ died for the ungodly. 
Indeed, rarely will anyone die for a 
righteous person-though perhaps for a 
good person sorneone might acîuaily dare to 
die. But God proves his love for us in that 
while we still were sinners Christ died for 
us. Much more surely then, now that we 
have been reconciled, we will be saved by 
his Me, But more than that we even boast 
in God through Our Lord Jesus Christ, 
through wbom we have now received 
reconcilktion. 

1. Theologian Paul Tillich once said that the message of salvation is that we are accepted. 
What we need to do is to accept the fact that we are accepted. In St. Paul it states that "we 
have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ" 



Do the words of Paul Tillich speak this truth? How would you explain this t m t h  to sorneone 
else? 

2. Paul was writing out of a context of the Jewish sacrificial system. Animals were Iolled and 
offered to God so that sins might be forgiven. He uses "justifeà by his (Jesus) blood." 

Would you use those words in Our cultural context? If there are words that speak more 
meaningfully of Godts forgiveness through Christ, write them. 

3. Do you think guilt is a problem in Our culture, o r  is not feeling guilt a problem? 

4. Paul says that while we were enemies we were reconciled to Gad. Does that  meon our 
acceptance is not dependent on o u r  repentance? 

5. Take a minute, close your eyes and envision Jesus. He reaches out  his hand, takes yours, 
srniles and says peace be with you ....... 

The good news about exile isyou don't have to sfay thete 

Group Session Two Scriptures 
Mark1:9-12 

Luke 15 : 11 - 24 



Step Three 
Threeto Get 

Communlty 



STEP THREE - COMMUNITY - INTRODUCTION 

Step One was about k i n g  blessed and called. Step Two which we c a U e d  %rash and Recovery" 
was an extension of God's love; a love that accepts us though we a re  imperfect and a r e  part of 
a broken world. The acknowledgment of our complicity in the brokeness and the acceptance 
of G d ' s  amazing grace begins the heaiing. If you look at most Sunday morning church 
bulletins you wül notice that adoration and praise are followed by confession and the assurance 
of forgiveness. Next coma the word that is read and proclaimed; a word that speaks to the 
gathered community. Community is the theme of Step Three. 

Psychologkt Robert Kegan says that we bave two needs; one is to be a unique individual and 
the other is to be in community. We need to know our uniqueness but we need to beloag. We 
become a person only in community; we become who we a re  only as we are known and loved. 
Kegan cites examples of this when he suggests that a child wiii engage the attention of another 
by watching their eyes. They are "recruitingn o r  drawing another into community. Erik 
Erikson says that the initial building block for pewonality is trust. It needs to be established 
early. It is established by the presence of loving relationships. 

The community of faith is not just a community of Ne-minded individuals who meet together, 
it is a community that is created by the realization that we are bound together by God's 
acceptance. This acceptance extends beyond those who gather in the name of Jesus. Kt applies 
to al1 of God's creatures and to the earth itself. If I can accept the fact that 1 am accepted, 
then it is easier to accept the fact that others are accepted as wek If God is iike a loving father 
o r  mother as the scriptures suggest, (Matthew 7:11 and Ksaiah 49:15) then we are  sisters and 
brothers to one another. Forgiveness is possible. Theologian Douglas John Hall says that 
Christians know something that the world does not yet know, and that is, t isgreatly loved 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer once said that "Christian community depended on wbether each 
individual is seen as an indispensable link in a chain. Not only do the weak need the stroag but 
the strong need the weak. The elimination of the weak is the death of fellowship." 

When we lookat the stories of Jesuq we see that he was part o f a  number of communitia. He 
recruited a small number of followers and within that number there was an even smaller group 
that he sometimes singled out to be with him. The poor were part of his community as were, 
accordhg to hi9 critics, u~b l i l i c a s  and sinners." He also belonged to another community; the 
more formal community caiied the synagogue, It was that community that gathered to hear the 
word of God the day that J a u s  announced the Jubilee, which was in effect announcing the 
beginning of the r e i p  of God. It was about this r e i p  that Jesus spoke to the gathered 
community. 

Community then is that which supports us, encourages us, enables us. We often find thh  in 
smaii groups. The eommunity is also the worshiping community that gathers to hear  and 
rehearse the good news before taking it into the world. 





FIVE STEPS TO CHRISTLAN DISCIPLESHIP 

PARTICIPANT'S WORICBOOK 

S'MCP - TaREE DAY ONE 

THREE TO GET READY COMlbmMTY 

QUESTION: Who is going with me? 

THE PURPOSE OF STEP THREE: To examine the community into which God caUs us. 

TaEOLOGICAL ISSUE: Community - the place where God prepares people for ministry 
through word, sacrament, and fellowship. 

A TlME AND PLACE TO LISTEN AND TO TAEK 

Early in the life of the Hebrew people, a tirne and a place to listen and talk to God became 
important. In the scripture verses betow God outlines a tirne, and instructs Moses to build a 
place for communication. 

Exodus 35 : 1 - 3 

Sabbath Regulations 
Moses assembled ail the have a holy Sabbath of solemn rest to the 

congregation of the Israelites and said to Lord; whoever does any work on it shali be 
them: These a r e  the things the Lord bas put to death. You shall kindle no fire in all 
commanded you to do: Six days shail work your dwellings on the Sabbath day. 
be done, but on the seventh day you shall 

Exodus 35 : 4 - 10 
Preparations for Making the Tabernacle rams' skins, and fuie leather; acacia 

Moses said to au the congregation of goats' hair, tanned wood, oil for the Iight, 
the Israelites: This is the thing that the spices for the anointing oil and for the 
Lord has commanded: Take from among fragrant incense, and onyx stones and gems 
you an offering to the Lord; let whoever is to be set in the ephod and the breastpiece. 
of a generous heart bring the Lord's Ail who are s W u l  among you shaiï 
offering: gold, silver, and bronze; blue, corne and make..the tabernacle, 
purple, and crimson yarns, and fine h e n ;  



1 Exodus 25 : 10 - 12 

The Ark of the Covenant 
They shall make an ark  of acacia i t  al1 around. You shaU cast four rings of 

wood; it shail be two and a half cubits Iong, gold for it and put them on its four feet, two 
and cubit and a half wide, and a cubit and rings on one side of it, and two rings on the 
a half high. You shail over lay it with pure other side, 
gold, inside and outside you shali overlay it, 
and you shall make a molding of gold upon 

The Table for the Bread o f f  resence 
You shall make a table of acacia with which to pour drink offerings; and 

wood, two cubits long, one cubit wide, and you shali make them of pure gold. And you 
a cubit and a half high. You sbaU overlay it shaIl set the br&d of the Presence on the 
with pure gold, and make a molding of gold table before me always. 
around it.. You shall make its plate and 
disha for incense, and its flagons and bowls 

1. The ark of the covenant contained the law, the table was for "drinkttoEerings and for bread.. 
What is the modern equivalent in onr churches? 

2. W e r e  are the places and when are the tirnes you set aside to communieate with others? 
With God? 

3. The purpose of these directions from Gad were to keep the faith in a hostile environment 
Do you face similar issues? If " yes" give exam ples. 

The tabernacle was portable su God's presence couCd go with the people. 
This day carty with p u  the God of the wilderness. 



AND NONE SHALL MlAKEI TKEM AFRAID 

In 586 B C. the temple was destroyed and the Jewish people w e r e  taken into exile i n  Babyloa 
Out  of that experience of despair and hopelessness came a need for liturgical detail to maintain 
their identity in a f o r e i p  land. This you read about yesterday, Now cornes the h o p  for a new 
community. A gospel paraliel might be the new community tfiat  followed the c r u c X i o n  and 
resurrection of Jesus. Today the scripture describes the community in social and  economic 
terms. 

1 will make with them a covenant of 
peace and banish wild animals from the 
land, so that they may live in the wild and 
sleep in the woods securely. 1 will make 
them and the region around my hill a 
blessing; and 1 will send down the showers 
in their season; they shall be showers of 
blessing. The trees of the field shall yield 
their fmit, and the earth shail yield its 
increase. They shall be secure on their soil; 
and they shall know that I am the Lord, 
when 1 break the bars of their yoke, and 
Save them from the hands of those who 
enslaved them. They shaU no more be 

Deuteronomy 15 : 1,7,8 

Laws Concerning the Sabbatical Year 
Every seventh year yoa shall grant 

a remission of debts. 
If there is among you anyone in 

need, a member of your community in any 
of your towns within the land that the 
Lord your God is giving you, do not be 

plunder for the nations, nor  shall the 
animals of Che hnd devour them; they sball 
live in safety, and no one shall make them 
afraid. I will provide for them a splendid 
vegetation so that they shall no  more be 
consumed wi th  hunger in the land, and no 
longer suffer the insults of the nations. 
They shail Pmow that I, the h r d  their God, 
am with t h a n ,  and that they, t h e  house of 
Israel, are my people, says the Lord  God. 
You are  m y  sheep, the sheep of rny pashire 
and 1 am y o u r  God says the Lord Cod, 

hard-hearted or  tight-fisted toward your 
needy neighbor. You should ra ther  open 
your hand wïilingly lending enough to meet 
the need, whatever i t  may be. 



1. Read the account of whit God envisions for the world. List the things that go into the 
makeup of this community. 

2. What would Our world look like if this vision were implemented? 

(a) 1-n~ 

(c) environmentally 

3. Wbat are your hopes and visions for the world? Where do you get support to work toward 
this vision? 

Go into th& day as part of the vision of the new cummnify. 



STEP - THREE DAY T-E 

A MOTLEY CREW 

We now move six centuries from yesterday's reading. The time has corne to live out the vision. 
Jesus emerges unscathed, thougb no doubt deeply shaken from his forty day sojourn in the 
wilderness on the other side of the Jordan river. He aeeds a community and begins to select 
twelve disciples, one for each tribe of Jacob. The following is the aceount from Mark: 

Mark 1 : 16- 20 
Jesus Calls the First Disciples 

As Jesus passed d o n g  the Ses of 
Galilee, he saw Simon and his brother 
Andrew casting a net into the sea-for they 
were f~shermen. And Jesus said to them, 
"Follow me and 1 wi1l make you fmh for 
people." And immediately they left their 
nets and followed him. As he went a little 

Mark  2: 13 - 17 
Jesus C a k  Levi 

Jesus went out again beside the sea; 
the whole crowd gathered around him, and 
he  taught them. As he was walking along, 
he saw Levi son of Alphaeus sitting a t  the 
tax booth, and he said to them, "Follow 
me" And he got up and foliowed him. And 
he sa t  a t  dinner in Levi's house, many tax 
collectors and sinners were a h  sitting with 
Jesus and bis disciples-for tbere were 
many who followed him. 

farther, he saw James, son of Zebedee and 
his brother John, who were in tbeir boat 
mending the nets. Immediately he called 
them; and they left their father Zebedee in 
the boat with the hired men, and fotlowed 
him. 

When the scribes of the Pharisees 
saw that he was eabing with sinners and tax 
colleeton, they said to his disciples, "Why 
does he eat with tax collectors and 
sinners?" When Jesus heard this he said to 
them, "Those who are weIl have no need of 
a physician, but those who are sick; I have 
corne to cal1 not the rigbteous buy sinners. 



1. Galilee was a long way from Jerusalem where the temple was loeated Jesus picked h i ~  
community from the non religious crowd. 

Can you think of his reasons? 

2. Jesus picked Levi who was a tax collecter. Tex coiiectors were looked upon as traitors in 
that culture. 

m y  would Jesus include a tax coiiector? 

3. We don't hem very much from the disciples except Peter who is the most vocal Most didn't 
Say anything worth writing down. 

How them do yau explain the incredible impact that this tiny community had upon the world? 

4. Do you feel called to be in a committeà community? How? Why? To what? 

Go in& your doy more of one of the greutest mr*racIes; 
whut God is able to accompCish through those who 

speak and through those who don Y 



STEP - THREE DAY FOUR 

STAY W H  US THROUGH THE NLGHT 

Like in the story of Moses and the tabernacle there were two symbols that helped create the 
community, the word (ark in which the law was kept) and the table. Community which was 
shattered by the crucifuion of Jesus is now recreated through the story and the b r ak ing  of 
bread. The following is Luke's account of the walk of two heart broken disciples from 
Jerusalem to the little village of Ernmaus. 

Luke 24 : 13 - 35 

The Walk to Emmaus 
Now on that same day two of them 

were going to a village called Emmaus 
about seyen miles from Jerusalem, and 
talking with each other about al1 these 
things that had happened. While they were 
talking and discussing, Jesus himself came 
near and went with them, but their eyes 
were kept from recognizing him, And he 
said to them, " m a t  are you discussing 
with each other while you walk along?" 
They stood still, looking sad Then one of 
them, whose name was Cleopas, answered 
him, "Are you the only stranger in 
Jerusalem who does not know the things 
that have taken place there in these days?" 
He asked them, " M a t  things?" They 
replied, "The things about Jesus of 
Nazareth, wbo was a prophet mighty in 
deed and word before God and al1 the 
people, and how our chief priests and 
leaders handed him over to be condemned 
to death and crucified him. But he had 
hoped that he was the one to redeem Israel. 
Yes and besides al1 this, it is now the third 
day since these things took place. 
Moreover, some women of our group 
astounded w They were a t  the tomb early 
this morning, and when they did not find 
bis body there, they came back and told us 
that they had indeed seen a vision of angels 
who said that he was alive. Some of those 
who were with us went to the tomb and 

found it  just as the woman had said; but 
they did not see him. Then he said to them, 
"Oh, how foolish you are, and how slow of 
heart to beliwe ail that the prophets have 
declared! W a s  it not necessary that the 
Messiah should suffer these things and then 
enter into his glory?" Then beginning with 
Moses and all the prophets, he interpreted 
to them the things about himself in al1 the 
scriptures. 

As they came near the village to 
which they were going he waiked ahead as 
if he  were going on, but they urged him 
strongly, saying, "Stay with us, because it is 
almost evening and the day is now nearly 
over." So he went in to stay with them. 
When he was a t  the table with them, he 
took bread, blessed and broke it, and gave it 
to them. Then their eyes were opened, and 
they recognized him; and he 
vanished from their sight. They said to 
each other, "Were not our hearts burning 
within us while he was talking to us on the 
road, while he was opening the scriptures 
to us?" 

That same hour they got up and returned to 
Jerusalem; and they found the eleven and 
their companions gathered together. They 



were saying, "The Lord has risen and he has appeared to Simon!" Then they 
told what had happened on the road, and 
how he had been made known to them in 
the breaking of the bread. 

1. Notice in the story the place of lament, the telling of one's story as well as the telling of 
God's story, hospitality, breaking of bread. Wbat does "did not O u r  hearts burn within us" 
mean? What do you think they heard that would cause them to Say this? 

2. Why do you think they went back to Jerusalem? 

3. What in the above story createa community? 

4. In what way does telling one's story lead one into the "community?" Can you recall an 
experience in your own Me? 

Go into your day tuking in your heart those 
who are part of your community. 



S'IZP - THRE;E DAY FIVE 

THIS VARIEGATED CO- 

Have you ever noticed that b wery community that claims that all people are equal, there a r e  
usually some who a r e  more equal that others. Do you know a church community like that? 
Paul did. It was Christ's Church in Corinth in Gr- (They wanted to name it St. Paul's but 
Paul had some words to Say about tha t )  W e  get the impression that there were some 
"important" members and some who were not so "important". Paul wants to create a place 
for al1 members in the community. 

1 Corinthians 12 : 12 - 26 

One Body with Many Members 
For just as the body is one and bas 

many membem, and al1 the members of the 
body, though many, a re  one body, so it is 
with Christ. For in one spirit we are al1 
baptized into one body-Jews or  Greeks, 
slaves or free-and we were aiï made to 
drink of one spirit. 

Indeed, the body does not consist of 
one member but of many. If the foot would 
Say, "Because I am not a hand, 1 do not 
belong to the body, " that would not m a k  
i t  any I e s s  a part of the body. If the whole 
body were an eye, where would the haring 
be? If the whole body were hearing, where 
would the sense of smeïi be? But as it  is, 
God arranged the members in the body, 
each one of them, as he chose. If  ail were a 
single member, where would the body be? 
As it is, there a re  many members, yet one 

body. The eye cannot Say to the hand, "1 
have no need of you," aor again the head to 
the feet, "1 have no need of you." On the 
contrary, the members of the body that 
seem to be weaker a r e  indispensable, and 
those members of the body that we think 
less honorable we clothe with greater 
honour, and our less respectable members 
a r e  treated with greater respect; whereas 
our more Our more respectable members do 
not need this. But God has 80 arranged the 
body, giving the grtxter honor to the 
inferior member, that there may be no 
dissension within the body, but the 
members may have the same care for one 
another. If one member suffers, al1 suffer 
together with it; if one member is honored, 
al1 rejoice together with it. 



1. Do you think there is a oeed to raise up those who teel that they are on the edge of the 
church community? Who are they and how do we do it? 

2. How does this letter speak to Our congregation, to our denomination and to the whole body 
of Christ? Eow does it speak to Our society? To our world? 

3. M a t  does "we were al1 made to drink of one Spirit" mean? 

4. List the ways you might contribute to building up the body of Christ, the church, and 
keeping it fit. 

Go into your day appreci~ting the 
diffences - and celebrating fhem 

Group Session Three Scriptures 
Luke 4 : 16 - 30 

Ezekiel34: 25-31 



Step Four 
Four 

Compassion 



STEP FOUR - COMPASSION - INTRODUCTION 

Making a difference in the world is what we al1 want to do, although it seems more and more 
dinicult There is an old and familinr story of P young girl walking along a Florida beech after 
a storm. She is throwing star fish that bave been washed up and stranded on the sand, back 
into the water. Someone asks what she is doing. am saving the lives of these star fwh," she 
says without looking up. 'But there are so many," said the stranger, Yyou will hardly make a 
düierence." '1 will make a difference to thW one+" she said, as she picked up a star fikh and 
threw it far out into the water. 

Step Four's "Cm word is 'Compassion." It is to have compassion for one another and for the 
world If Step Two is to learn to walk humbly, Step Four is to love mercy and seek justice. Old 
Testament scholar Walter Brueggemann says that the churcb Y this Uodd" people who have 
decided to live in an alternative way in the world; a way that subverts and undermines the 
status quo. They are  the prophets and p e t s  and ordinary people who see and uo things 
differently. Moving against the Stream U not easy. We need al1 of the heïp that we crin get. It 
is why it is helpful to have taken Steps One through Three. When the reformer Martin Luther 
became discouraged and despondent, he would take a piece of chalk and write have been 
baptized) on the blackboard When we take the fourîh step on the journey of faith, we wiU be 
able to recall the meaning of our baptism in Step One. We will be able to remember the 
amazing grace of Step T W O ~  We go into the world being strengthened by the memory that we 
are not alone, having been supporied by the fellowship and mandate of Step Three. Dietrich 
Bonhoeffer said that there were two esective expressions of the Christian chnrch - prayer and 
action. Step Four takes the preyer and action of the worshiping community into the streets 
with transfomation in mind. Jesus, the apostle Paul and the church cal1 this love. It is this 
love that we know in Jesus that in the power of the Spirit, transforms and makes new. 

Can one make a difference? Sometimes it is discouraging, but here is a penon who decida to 
ask a simple question of a friend or acquaintence on the way out of church, in the market, or 
on the street The question is something Iike, 'How is it going with you?* It is the invitation to 
share the joy or sorrow in the h a r t  of another. It is the invitation to the person to whom you 
are now linked by virtue of God's embracing love. 1 know many people who make a dinerence: 
the people who continually Yhumanizen theù workplace by who they are and how they treat 
others; the people who d i t ,  who volunteer to teach, who take their turn at emergency 'help" 
phones; the people in the Hospice program, the drivers from the cancer clinic; the people who 
pray; the people who give time, energy and money. . . The list is lengthy. But what about 
making a difference in justice issues? 

1 know an outreach cornmittee in a church that decided to talk to ttreir member of parliament 
about the debt forgivene~s Jubilee project. The member brought the issue to the attention of 
the government caucus. The Prime Minùter said that they were considering i t  They had begun 
to take steps and would continue to give it attention. A few months later, Canada becomes a 
Ieading example of debt forgiveness to third world counhies. Did the outreacb cornmittee bring 
about the change? Maybe not, but it made a dinerence. 





FIVE STEBS TO CHRISTLAN DISCIPLESHIP 

PARTICIPANT'S WORKBOOK 

STEP - FOUR DAY ONE 

FOUR TO GO COMPASSION 

QUESTION: Where do 1 go? 

TEE PURPOSE OF STEP FOUR: To look a t  what it means to live God's vision in the 
world. 

THEOLOGICAL ISSUE: Living out God's reign in the world. 

FROM TKE MOUNTAIN TO THE VALLEY 

We now move from the church to the world. We have bken those three steps of being blessed, 
of being forgiven, of being cailed into community. We now move into the world. The 
temptation always is to stay on the mountain. It was the temptation of those first disciples. 
Read the story from Matthew. 

Matthew 17 : 1 - 8 14 - 18 
Six days later, Jesus took with him 

Peter and James and his brother John and 
led them up a high rnountain, by 
themselves. And he was transfigured 
before them, and hh face shone like the Sun, 
and his clothes became dazzling white. 
Suddenly there appeared to them Moses 
and Elijah, talking with him. Then Peter 
said to Jesus, "Lord, it  is good for us to be 
here; if you wish, 1 will make three 
dwellings here, one for you, one for Moses, 
and  one for Elijah. While he was still 
speakîng, suddenly a bright cloud 
overshadowed them, and from the cloud a 
voice said, "This is my Son, the Beloved; 
with him 1 a m  well pleased; listen to him!" 
When the disciples h a r d  this, 
they fell to the ground and were overcome 

by fear. But Jesus came and touched them, 
saying, 'Ce t  up and do not be afraid." And 
when they Iooked up, they saw no one 
except Jesus himseif alone. 

When they came to the crowd, a 
man came to him, kneIt before him, and 
said, "Lord have mercy on my son, for he is 
an epileptic and he suffers terribly; he 
often falls into the fire and often into the 
water. And 1 bmught him to your disciples, 
but they could not cure him. Jesus 
answered, T o u  faithless and perverse 
generation, how much longer must 1 be 
with you? How much longer must 1 put up 
with you? Bring him here to me. " And 
Jesus rebuked the demon, and it came out 
of him, and the boy was cured instantly. 



1. Jesus in the previous chapter speaks of his death and challenges his followers to ''take up 
tbeir cross" (16:24) After this announcement Jesus and his disciples go up the mountah. 
Notice the sequenee of being blessed, the disciples reacting in f a r  (a sense of their 
unworthiaess) and then being 'ttouched" and told not to fear (forgiven). It is such a powerfui 
experience that Peter wants to stay. 

What are some modem day examples of waating to stay with the "mountsin top" expenence? 
Can you think of some examples in your own Me? 

2. As soon as they came down the mountain they were confronted with the need of a father 
and son. Think about your day and the people who need from you. 

What are the spiritual resources you take with you into your day as you "minister" to them? 

3. Where in your world do you live the vision of the new cornmunity? 

Today rementber G d ' s  love, God's forgiving grace and the vasl 
cornmunity of belbers pasf and 
present who go with you into 

those areas wlrere demands are made upon you. 



STEP - FOUR DAY TWO 

FREE AT LAST 

The name Moses appears 850 times in the Bible. He appeared in the experience of 
"Transfiguration" that you read yesterday. Moses' mioistry wss one of liberation. Moses w e ~  
cailed by Gad not in order that Moses might be made whole but because God had heard the cry 
of an enslaved people and needed someone to set them free. That freedom story WM 
foundationaf for the Jewish sacramental meal tbat was given new meaning by Jesus. Each 
evening the Hebrews a h r  their regular evening meal shared bread and wine and remembered 
the deliverance from slavery to freedom. In our communion we celebrate freeàom in and 
through Christ. We visit the story of Moses again in step four. 

Moses e t  the Burning Busb 
Moses was keeping the fiock of his 

father-in-law Jethro, the priest of Midian; 
he led his flock beyond the wilderness, and 
came to Horeb, the mountain of Gad. 
There the angel of the Lord appeared to 
him in a flame of fue out of a bush; he 
looked, and the bush was blazhg, yet it was 
not consumed. Then Moses said, "1 must 
tum aside and look at this great sight, and 
see why the bush is not burned up." When 
the Lord saw that he had turned aside to 
see, God called to him out of the bush, 
"Moses, Moses!" And he said, "Here 1 
am." Then he said, ""Corne no doser! 
Remove the sandals €rom your feet, for the 

place on which you are standing is holy 
grounà" He said further, "1 am the God of 
your father, the God of Abnibarn, the God 
of Isaac, and the God of Jscob." And 
Moses hid his face, for he was afraid to look 
at  God. Then the Lord said, "I have 
observed the misery of my people who are 
in Egypt; 1 have heard the cry on account 
of tbeir bskmasters. Indeed 1 kncrw their 
sufferings, and I have come down to deliver 
them from the Egyptiaiu, and to bring them 
out of that land to a good and broad land, a 
land fïowing with mi&, and honey, to the 
country of the Canaanita the Hittities, and 
the Jebusites. 

1. What does it mean to t'liberate" or deliver someone from bondage in Our day? 



2. Who are the p p 1 e  who need "liberating" in our world? List them: 

m a t  is their ministry to us? 

3. What part of yourself needs liberating? What part of the church? 

4. In what ways a r e  you part of G d ' s  liberating ministry? 

5. How is your church at different levels part of this ministry? 

RememBer that in the minishy of Cioeration Gad Zs already 
ut work irt the world 



STEP - F O ~  DAY THREE 

UP A TREE AND OUT ON A LIMB 

The story of Zacchaeus is a familiar one. Zacchaeus was a tax collector, who in that culture 
worked for the Roman govemment. Tax collectors were considered to be traitors. Luke is the 
only gospel writer to tell the story of Zacchaeus' encounter with Jesus. 

Luke 19 1 - 10 

Jesus and Zacchaeus 
H e  entered Jencho and was passing 

through it. A man was there named 
Zacchaeus; he was a chief tax collector and 
was rich. He was trying to see who Jesus 
was, but on account of the crowd he could 
not, h u s e  be was short in stature. So he 
ran ahead and climbed a sycamore tree to 
see him, because he was going to pass that 
way. When Jesus came to the place, he 
looked up and said to him, "Zacchaeus, 
hurry and corne down; for 1 must stay at 
your house today." So he hurried down 
and was happy to welcome him. AL1 who 

saw it began to grumble and said, "He has 
gone to be the guest of one who is a sinner." 
Zacchaeus stood there and said to the Lord, 
"Look, half of my possessions, Lord, 1 will 
give to the poor; and if 1 have defrauded 
anyone of anything, 1 will pay back four 
times as much." Then Jesus said to him, 
"Today salvation has corne to this house, 
because he too is a son of Abraham. For 
the Son of Man came to seek out and to save 
the lost" 

1. One of the major themes of the New Testament is conversion. People who meet Jesus get 
turned around. They are never again the same. 

What did conversion mean to Zacchaeus? 



2. Notice the sequeoce of events thst led to the transformation of Zacchseus. List them. 

3. Christian soeiologist Donald Posterski says that according to hW study of North Americens, 
those who go to church are three times more likely to donate to charitable causes than those 
who do not. 
Do you think that they might be three times more likely to speak out for justice? 

What W there in Our faith that may account for this? 

Have you experienced something like Zaccheus? What did you do in response? 

Today imagine meeting Jesus, who goes out of his wqy tu meet you and 
is eager tu have dinner with you. m a t  might that conversation be Zike? 



STEP - F 0 . m  DAY FOUR 

AND THE GREATEST OF TEESE 

For St Paul, the ethicaf implications of living a life saved by God9s grace was to live the life 
of love in the world. He mentions faith and hope bot suggests that love is the greatest Read 
this well known passage of scripture. 

1 Corinthians 13 : 1 - 13 

The Gift of Love 
If I speak in the tongues of rnortsls 

and of angels, but do not have love, 1 am a 
noisy gong or a clanging cymbal. And if 1 
have prophetic powers, and understand ail 
mysteries and all knowledge, and 1 have all 
faith, so as to remove mountains, but so not 
have love, 1 am nothing. If 1 give away al1 
my possessions, and if I hand over my body 
so that I may boast, but do not have love, 1 
gain nothing. 

Love is patient; love is kind; love is 
not envious or boastful or arrogant or  rude. 
Kt is not irritable or resentful; it does not 
rejoice in wrong doing, but rejoices in the 
truth. It b a r s  al1 things, endures ail 
t hings. 

Love never ends. But as for 

prophecies, they wül come to an end; as for 
tongues, they will eease; as for knowledge, 
it will come to an end. For we know only in 
part, and we prophesy only in part; but 
when the complete cornes, the partial wili 
come to an end. When 1 was a child, 1 
spoke like a child, 1 thought like a child, I 
reasoned like a child; when 1 became like 
an adult, 1 put an end to chüdish ways. For 
now we see in a mirror, dimly, but tben we 
will see face to face. Now 1 know only in 
part; then 1 will know fully, even as 1 have 
been fuiiy known. And now faith, hope, 
and love abide, these three; and the 
grea test is Iove. 

1. In the second paragraph St Paul definea love. Read these words slowly and carefuiiy 
thinking about how they are expressed in (a) the life of a person you know (b) in your l e  

2. List the characteristics of iove that St. Paul mentions then add to them. 
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3. List the quatities of love that a re  the easiest for you to express. 

4. List those qualitiesthat are more difiicuit. 

5. Is love how you fee1 toward others or is it what you do for others? Give examples. 

6. St Paul mentions faith, hope and love as king important to the  foUower of Jesus. The writer 
of the book of Hebrews (11:l) says that faith is 'Cthe assurance of things hoped for, the 
conviction of things not seen." Withh the Christian faith, what is it that we are assured of and 
what are we convinced of that we do not see? 

7. How is hope related to the reign of God? 

T o d q  become aware of some of the hungers and hopes that 
people around you have and what it means tu be an ambassodor of love. 



STEP - FOUR DAY FIVE 

LIVE LOVE 

Living ones faith in the world was one of the challenges for the early followers of Jesus. It still 
is. St. Paul gives the members of the church in Rome some instructions. 

Romans 12 : 9 - 21 

Marks of a True Christian 
Let love be genuine; hate what is 

evil, hold fast to what is good; love one 
another with mutual affection; out do one 
another in showing honor. Do not lag in 
zed, be ardent in spirit, serve the Lord. 
Rejoice in hope, be patient in suffering, 
persevere in prayer. Contribute to the 
needs o f  the saints; extend hospitality to 
strangers. 

Bless those who persecute you; bIess 
and do not curse them. Rejoice with those 
who rejoice, weep with those who weep. 
Live ia harmony with one another; do not 
be haughty, but associate with the lowly; 
do not claim to be wiser than you are. Do 

not repay anyone evil for evil, but take 
thought for what is noble in the sight of all. 
If it is possible, so far as it depends on you, 
live peacefully with all. Beloved, never 
avenge yourselves, but leave room for the 
wrath of God; for it is written, "Vengeance 
is mine, I will repay, says the Lord." No, 
"if your enemies are hungry, feed them; if 
they are tbirsty, give them something to 
drink; but by doing this you will heap 
burning coals on their heads." Do not be 
overcome by evil, but overcome evil with 
good. 

1. Read the above verses slowly. (a) Of all of the suggestions that Paul makes, which do you 
find most difficult? 

(b) Which apply to your relationships with people in (i) your home (ii) your work place 
(iii) your church. 
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2. Which o f  the suggestions do you And yourself doing Le. which do you have "gifts" for? 

3. Which of the suggestions for Christian ministry might be suggestions for your church's 
Session, Stewards, Mission and Service Committee, Pastoral Care Committee? 

4. Think about love as (a) Listening (b) speaking. Think of the times when you were the 
recipient of both. 

Read the passage once again and write a sentence that 
speaks to you. Make this your thought for today 

Group Session Four: 
Scriptures 

Matthew 14 : 13 - 20 
Luke 8 : 40 - 48 



Step Five 
The Final 

Cross 



STEP FIVEl - THE CROSS - INTRODUCTION 

Life hurts, or that is the impression we get when we read the headlines in the newspaper most 
days. 1t is also one's experience, a t  least some of the time. The horts that affect us most are the 
suffering of the innocent often through no fault of their own and the suffering that is caused 
by those who &choose the darkness rather than light." Jesus knew both kinds of suffering. We 
know also that Jesus tried to avoid suffering. He did not choose it; susering was the 
consequence of resisting evil. It was the result of confronting the powers. 

Theologian Dorothee Soelle says that the cross as it was used in the first century, and i t  was 
used extensively, was the result of people wanting to be free. Step Five is one step farther along 
the road of compassion. It happens when one begins to move from acts of compassion to acts 
of justice There is the familiar quote €rom the Brazilian bishop Dom Helder Camera who said 
that when he fed the poor, he was called a fine Christian but when he asked why there were 
so many poor, he was accused of being a communist. Dietrich Bonhoeffer, a German theologian 
who was impnsoned and put to death aear the end of World War II for being part of a team 
that had plotted to kiU Adoif Hitler, said that it is not enough for the church to pick up those 
who have k e n  run over by the wheel of injustice. There cornes a time when the church needs 
to "put a spoke in the wheeLn (to stop it) 

Resistance is never easy. It is almost always unpopular. Taking a stand against power and 
control, against exploitive behavior whether it be in the home, community o r  in the wider 
world is something that we may be called to do. Writing a letter to the local member of 
parliament to remind the government of a promise that was made to end the child poverty in 
the country, writiag a letter to a newspaper to protest the local council's plan to change the 
bylaws to allow the introduction of dot  machines into the community, giving support to a 
person who seeh to move out of an abusive relationship may be examples ofwhat  it means to 
share the  cross. Suffering is never the purpose, it is the by-product of the struggle for 
liberation. 

The cross in another seme shows us a God who shares our humanity and suffers with us. When 
suffering, for example, from some iiiness cannot be taken away, it can be re-framed within the 
context of a sanering God who suffers with us; who knows first hand the painful brokeness of 
our world. God stands in suffering solidarity with the victim, whether one is the victim of 
injustice or  üiness. Suffering with another and in some way sharing their pain invoka Gad's 
presence, even if it feels at  the time, more like God's absence. It is just there that we discover 
the possibility of the hope we cal1 resurrection. 

Step Five as  we follow the star diagram to its depths, turns to the blessing of victory. We are 
returned to Step One and the new life that it promises and delivers. 

This 1 s t  week's readings hclude a meditative moment This is an opportunity to envision each 
of the fîve themes and place them on the star that shines in the darkness. This U the 'moraiiig 
star," the Christ of which the book of Rwelation speaks, the one who is the sign of a new day 
dawning. The hope is that this might become a blueprint for daüy meditation. 





FIVE STEPS TO CHRISTIAN DISCIPLESHIP 

PARTICIPANT'S WORKBOOK 

STEP - FIVE DAY ONE 

TRE FINAL FRONTIER 

QUESTION: How far do 1 go? 

THE PURPOSE OF STEP FIVE: To examine what i t  means to bear the "cross." 

TEEOLOGICAL, ISSUE: The cross in Christian Discipleship. 

THE HIGH COST OF PUTTING PEOPLE FIRST 

CROSS 

In Step Two the cross of Christ is part of God's reconciling love, Ln Step Five taking up  the 
cross becornes part of ministry. Jesus began his ministry of raising up the margînalized. As 
he continued to do this he became more of a threat to the religious status quo. Eere  in 
Luke's story of healing the man with the withereà hand Jesus pub people before 
requirernents of the law. A "withered hand" was not exactly life threatening. He could 
bave waited until the ne- day. However, he doesn't. 

The Man with a Withered Hand 
On another Sabbath he entered the 

synagogue and taught, and there was a 
man there whose right hand was 
withered. The scribes and the Pharisees 
watched him to see whether he would 
cure on the Sabbath, so that they might 
fmd an accusation against him. Even 
though he knew wkat they were thinking, 
he said to the man who had the withered 
hand, "Corne and stand here'' He got up 

and stood there. Then Jesus said to them, 
"1 ask you, is it lawful to do good o r  to do 
harm on the Sabbath, to Save life o r  to 
destroy it?" After loolong around at al1 
of them, he  said to him, "Stretch out your 
hand." He did so, and his hand wae 
restored. But they were filleci with fury 
and discussed with one another what they 
might do to Jesiw. 

1. M a t  were the issues involved in Jesus' decision? 



2. If yoo had beeo one of Jesus' disciples would you have advised him to respect the 
Sabbath tradition? 

3. A contemporary issue that might relate to thU text is health care and the priority that is 
given, or not given to it. 

m a t  does the story have to say to this issue and what might be a contemporary disciple's 
response? 

4. As Jesus journeyed even closer to Jerusalem he encountered more and more resistance 
from those who were in power. This growiog conflict with the authorities led him to the 
cross. Jesus could have stayed in Galilee where it was safe. Why do you think he decided 
to move into areas that resulted in greater and greater coaflict? 
5. What are  contemporary examples of resistance? 

6. m a t  gave Jesus the courage to go to Jerusalem? Why do you think he was going there? 
When have you had to go Yto Jerusalem'' in your life? What helped you go there? 

Jesus gave us a picture of God's new cornmuni@. 
Our task is to live as ifif were here. 

f ~ e d i t a t î v e  Moment: Think of the step one, the star logo and the love of Gad ..--..-.----.-----.-.~-~.--.~-~--~-~.*.*-*~~-*~~-~--~~~--.*..*--~..-~.--....... *. l-*...-l.-.-.-..--.-.-----*.- _.______._..__.___.~--~------.-..-------------------------------. 



STEP - FIVE DAY TWO 

GUESS WEO CAME TO DINNElR? 

Much of the controversy arouad Jesus' ministry had to do with the Company that he kept; 
the people witli whom he ate. He was invited to the home of a Pharisee and had just hken 
his place a t  the table when a city woman described by Luke as a "sinner" came in. 

Luke 7 : 36-39 
A Sin fui Woman Forgiven 

One of the Pharisees asked Jesus to 
eat with hirn, and he went to the 
Phariseefs house and took a place a t  the 
table, And a wornan in the ci- who was 
a sinner, having learned that he was 
eating in the Pharisee's house, brought an 
alabaster j a r  of ointment, She stood 
behind him a t  his feet, weeping, and 
began to bath his feet with her tears and 

Luke7:  44-50 
Then turning toward the woman, 

he said to Simon, "Do you see this 
woman? 1 entered your house, you gave 
me no water for my feet but she has 
bathed my feet with her tears and dried 
them with her hair. You gave me no Ioss, 
but from the time 1 came in she has not 
stopped kissing my feet. You did not 
anoint my head with oïl, but she has 
anointed my feet with ointment. 
Therefore, 1 tell you, her sins, which were 

to dry them with her hair. Then she 
continued kissing bis feet and anointing 
them with ointment. Now when the 
Pharisee who had invited him in saw it, he 
said to himself, "If this man were a 
prophet, he would have known who and 
what kind of woman this is who was 
touching him--that she is a sinner." 

many, have been forgiven; hence she bas 
shown great love. But the one to whom 
little is forgiven, loves littla" Then he said 
to her, "Your sins a re  forgiven." But 
those who were a t  the table with him 
begûn to Say among themselves, "Who is 
this who even forgives sins?" And he said 
to the woman, "Your faith has saved you; 
go in peacc" 

1. Jesus was no respecter of boundaries. Just when those who set boundaries had decided 
who was in and who was out, who was acceptable and who was oot, Jesus came and upset 
the system. Sometimes he seemed to reverse the accepted standards of who were the 
acceptable ones, 

Who are the "outsiders" in Our culture? 

2. Why do you think the woman came so eagerly and gave so generously? What 
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marginali-d part of yourseIf might gratefully wash the feet of Jesus? 

3. What were the risks (a) for Jesus? 

(b) for the woman? 

4. Think of communion in your church. Who is "at the table?" Who is mhsing? 

To think about: Jesus who took a towel and b m h  and warhed bis diSc@lesrfeet, 
now g& his feet wushed - but by an uni&& &c&k 

Today look for unlikeiy d&cipIes, 

f Meditative Moment: Think of step two and peace with God through the grace of / 
f Christ Now think of steps one and two - the love of God and the grace of Christ f 

Put them in the star logo. --------------.----*-.-*-.--*-*---~-~*-~---.*~~.~~.--~-~~-..~~-~~-.---~-~~.-~-~.~-~~~~~-~~~-~.--.--.--~ .-______.___-..--------*---.--*..----*--.----------------- 



STEIP - FIVE DAY TEREE 

BEING OBNOXIOUS FOR THE RIGHT REASONS 

When Jesus sent his followers into the world with the good news it was news to some eg. 
the poor, but it was not good news to those who benefited by the poor staying poor. 

John 15 : 18 - 20 

The World's Hatred 
"If the world hates you, be aware hates you. Remember the word that 1 

that it hated me before it hated you. If said to you, 'Servants are  not greater than 
you belonged to the world, the world their master.' If they persecuted me, they 
wouid love you as its own. Because you will persecute you; if they kept my word, 
do not belong to the world, but X have tbey will keep yours ab ."  
chosen you out of the world-therefore the 
world 

Can you imagine getting your marching orders from Jesus He gives you hY blessing and 
sends you into the world and says "Oh, by the way, when you begin to live the message, 
some wiU hate you? 

1. Dom Helder Carnera the former Bishop of Reclne, Brazil said, " When 1 help to feed the 
poor, the goverurnent says what a fine Christian 1 am. When 1 ask why there are so many 
poor, they accuse me of being a c0mrnunist2~ 

How does this reflect what Jesus said? 

2. What are the ways in which the values within our faith put us a t  odds with the world? 

3. What kinds of confikt of values and life-style do yoa experience in the comrnunity or  the 
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work place,-and how do you deal with thk conflict? 

4. Society seems to divide itself M o  the important and the unimportant, into the favored 
and the forgotten. Jesus seemed to go out of his way to reverse this ag. "Didn't God heal a 
Syrian who had leprosy when there were many lepers in Israel?" (Luke 4 : 27) 

What is the equivalent message in our culture? Doea the proclamation of this message lead 
us into conflict? 

Todrry think about this word, so controversial that in s o m  countries 
it is ogm0nst the lm to read if in public 

"he has brought down the powerfu l from iheir thrunes and Ciftd up the lowCy; 
Le has/iZZed the hungry wilh good things, und sent the rich away empSœ9' 

Luke 1 : 52,53 

.-..-..*...........-*.----*-.-....*.--..*.-.-.-.--.--...---. ~..*-.*..*.*...-.--..-~-------.-.--*.----.".-*.~--.-..-..~~~...-.-..-~....-...-*......--*----------------------.-.-------. 
Meditative Moment: Think about step one - the Love of God, two - the grace of Christ / 

f and now three the Spirit calling you into the feliowship of the church. Place them on the 
! 

star  l s o  hi your mind. :.,-.*.-.,..,,,..,-.~.-~.~...-..-~..~~~....~....~-~.-...~.....----*.-*,-..& .....*.... .- ~~.*.l,..-*I~.....-.-~..I--&..~.~..--.-**-..........-.---..-.--..-.----.-.------. 



STEP - FlVE DAY FOUR 

PRAYERS BY DESPERATE PEOPLE 

The book of Psalms is a collection of Hebrew hymdprayers that were recited out loud in 
the temple. When one was feeling "down" or  "up" on any given day one could go to the 
temple in hopes of finding someone reciting a Psalm, putting the feeling into words . Two of 
the Psalms that express despair a re  Psalms 39 and 88. Another is Psalm 22 which Jesus 
repeated to express his feeling of God-forsakeness on the cross. 

To bear the cross is ta stand with those who a re  in despair. The following is a selection of 
verses from Psalm 88. 

Psalm 88 : 1 - 7,13 - 18 

Prayer for HeIp in Despondency 
O Lord, God of my salvation, 

when, a t  night, 1 cry out in your presence, 
let my prayer corne before you; incline 
your ear to my cry. For my sou1 is full of 
troubles, and my life draws near to Sheol. 
1 am counted among those who go down to 
the Pit; 1 am Iike those who have no help, 
like those forsaken among the dead, like 
the slain that lie in the grave, like those 
whom you rernember no more, for they 
are  eut off from your hand. You have put 
me in the depths of the Pit, in the regions 
dark and deep. Your wrath lies heavy 
upon me, and you overwhelm me 

with all your waves. 
But I, O Lord, cry out to you; in 

the morning my prayer cornes before you. 
O Lord, why do you cast me off? Why do 
you hide your face from me? Wretched 
and close to death from my youth up, 1 
suffer your terrors; L am desperate. 
Your wrath has swept over me; your 
dread assaults destroy me They 
surround me like a flood al1 day long; 
from al1 sides they close in on me. You 
have caused friend and neighbor to shun 
me; my companions are in darkness. 

1. Why would such a Psalm have a place in this collection of hymdprayers? 
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2. What is the value in putting our pain into words? 

3. Do such despairing thoughts have a place in our worship? Should they? Why? 

4. What does Psalm 88 have to do with being one of Jesus followers? What does i t  have in 
common with "taking up one's cross? How do you feel as you think of taking up your cross? 
What is your cross? 

Today, fhink of those whose Cives might be described in Psdm 88, 
and Say a payer for them 

who need sueport and encouragement .----*.-..--.-.-.---------------.----.--.-...---.--------.-*---*- ----..-..---.------- ~**1..-~.~.~-~.-~.-.--..~.~---.-.-..*-.----------------------- 



STEP -FWE DAY FIVE 

SUFFERING AND HOPE 

In St Paul's letter to the Roman church, persecution and extreme hardships seem to be the cost 
of living faithful. He suffered from bing shipwrecked on his visits to the churches that had 
been established in the cities around the Mediterranean. He was beaten several times and spent 
much of his ministry in prison writing letters of encouragement to otbers. Those In spite of the 
harsh treatment a t  the hands of those who saw his vision as a threat he was convinced that al1 
thinga work for good for those who love God and that nothing can separate us from God's love. 

Read the word of St Paul to the community of Christians in Rome, 

Romans 8 : 1&28,35 - 39 
1 consider that the sufferings of this present 
time a re  not worth comparing with the 
gIory about to be revealed to us. F i r  the 
creation wates with eager longing for the 
revealing of the children of God; for the 
creation was subject to futulity, not of its 
own will but by the wiii of the one who 
subjected it, to h o p  that the creation itseif 
will be set free from its bondage to decay 
and wili obtain the freedom of the glory of 
the  children of God. We know that the 
whole creation has been groaning in labour 
pains until now; and not only creation, but 
we o u r s e h  who have the first fruits of the 
Spirit, groan inwardly while we wait for 
adoption, the redemption of our bodies.. . 

good for those who love God, who are 
called according to his purpose. 

Who will separate us from the love of 
Christ? Will hardship, o r  distress, o r  
persecution, o r  famine, o r  nakedness, o r  
peril, or sword? As it  is written, "For your 
sake we are  being killed ail day long; we 
a re  counted as sheep to be slaughtered." 
No, in ail things we are more . than 
conquerors through him wfio loved us.. For 
1 am convinced that neither death, nor life, 
nor angels, nor rulers, nor things present, 
nor things to corne, nor powers, nor height, 
nor depth, nor anythhg else in all creation, 
will be able to separate us from the love of 
God in Christ Jesus Our Lard. 

We know that al1 things work together for 

1. Dorothee Soelle says that while we a r e  made in the image of Gad, suffering means we take 
on the image of Christ. What do you think she meant? 

2. Suffering was not something that Jesus chose o r  welcomed. It was the result of Jesus 
resisting both by word and deed al1 in the culture of h h  time that demeaned human beinga 
Wbo are some of the people who have suffered as the result of resisting unjust situations, either 
by what they said or  did? 
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3. Have there been times when you have stood up for justice, supported a cause or went out 
ofyour way to show compassion for a cause that would furtber the healing in some way? Did 
you have a sense of Goà being with you? Have you ever felt like Jesus did on the cross, that 
God had forsaken you? If so were you brought closer to the experience of J a u s ?  

3. St Paul speaks of the whole creation as "groaning in labour pains until now." He expected 
that al1 of creation was on the verge of being freed from sickness, conflict, poverty and even 
death itself. We can appreciate wbat Paul is anticipating, but the creation is still groaning. 
Life hurts. Has there been a time when you felt God was absent? When prayer was not 
answered? Ifso what sustains yoa in those moments of discouragement? What is the hope that 
ge& you through? 

Remember. Nothing separates usfrom the love of Cod 

Group Session Five Scriptures 
Luke 14 : 25 - 33 
Luke 19 : 41 - 47 
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Appendix N 

A Short, Short Story of the Faith Journey 

Sometime between lûûû and 2000 BCE, an elderly, childless in the vicinity of the country now 
lmown as Irak, were told by a God who had not previously been known in that area, that they 
would have a baby. Moreover, this child would be the beginning of a whole race of people, 
They were to move from their present retirement home and follow the fertile crescent to the 
land of Palestine, along the Mediterranean Sea. (See map Appendix 1) Nine months later much 
to everyone's surprise, especially Sarah's Isaac was boni. They named him Isaac which means 
Ulaughter" perhaps because they first thought God's plan was a joke. This couple, Sarai and 
Abram, because they had been given a new lease on Life, a new future and a new identity, 
changed their names to Sarah and Abraham. 

Isaac grew and married Rebecca. The account of Isaac's selection of Rebecca (Gent 24) is 
worth reading. Abraham sends a servant to look for a wife for Isaac in Abraham and Sarah's 
home country. The instructions are to go to the village weii where camels a re  watered and ask 
women who corne to water camels, for a drink The fîrst one who not only gives a drink of 
water but who offers to water the servant's cameIs, is to be the wife of Isaac. When a woman 
by the name of Rebecca gives the servant a drink and proceeds to water his camels, the servant 
produces a gold nose ring weighing a qusrtre of an ounce, and two gold bracelets weighing five 
ounces, and the proposal is made. Rebecca says 'yesmW Isaac have two sons, Jacob and Esau. 
When RebecCa's favourite son Jacob is of marriageable age, Rebecca sends him to her brother 
to choose one of Jacob's cousins for his wife He chooses the younger Rachel but eventually is 
forced to marry the older Leah as welL With Leah and Rachel, and two concubines, Bilhnh and 
Zilpah, 12 sons and one daughter are born, one of whom was Joseph. Favourite son Joseph was 
sold by his jealous brothers to traders on their way to Egypt Joseph found favour with the 
King of Egypt and was eventually put in charge of the food. When a seven year famine struck 
Palestine, Joseph brought not only his family but almost everyone else in Palestine to Egypt 

After four centuries as refugees in Egypt, most of the time in slavery, God eah Moses to free 
the people (1200 B. Cm) They take 40 years to get to the promised land where evenhiaily Engs 
were appointed. ( David - 1000 B. C.) ISrael eventually becomes disobedient and corrupt 
exploits the poor, does not measure up to the vision of a community of justice and mercy that 
God had envisioned and is sent into exile. (587 B. Cm) Prophets such as Amos and Hosei as far 
back as the eight century had tried to warn Israel but to no avai1. They lose the land that was 
part of the covenant agreement and are taken into exile to live again as refugees for two 
generations. With the loss of land went their temple, their faith in God and their identity as a 
people. Prophetic poet-preachers we know as Ezekiel, Jeremiah and Ipaiah, are part of the 
people in exile. With words they weave a new vision of hopa 



Appendix IV (continued) 

Füty years tater, when Cyrus defeatP the kingdom of Babylon where they are in exile, they a re  
free to go back home The temple is restored and the people wait for the Messiah. 

Jesus arrives on the scene. He is boni in Bethlehem, grows up in Nazareth, although according 
to Mntthew, his early chiMhood is spent in Egypt where is family, for a time, lived as refugees. 
He begins hU ministry with h b  baptism in the Jordan. His ministry begins in the home 
province of Gaülee but eventually moves south through Samarie to the province of J u d a .  It 
eventually takes him to Jerusalem where he encountem resistance, is accused and tried in a 
makeshift court of law. He is cnicified and r a i d  from death. At a harvest fativai called 
Pentecost, fîfty days later, the ehurch is born. Both wind and tongues of fire are  mentioned as 
sigm of the beginning of the reign of God. This would connect the hearers to the Yruach" o r  
s m t  of God in creation, and to the Tire of the burning bush of Moses' call. It was seen as the 
prophet Joel's predictions for Gd's reign. (Acts 2: 28-32) The age that God had promised had 
arrivecl. Y wes seen as a threst to both the reügious and the political establishment at the tirne. 
On every Roman were the words, Taesar is Lord,* The first creed of the LLfoIlowers of the 
way" ris they were called, was, YJesus is Lord." There were many who became committed tô 
stemping out this movement before it spread- 

Saul, a Jew and a Roman citizen, was one of those who were attempting to kill thh new 
movement and those who are part of it. Saul, however, has a dramatic change of mind and 
k a r t  as he watches Stephen, one of the early foilowers, die by stoning. Saul's experience is so 
profound and life-giving that he changes bis Hebrew name Saut to the Greek name Paul 
(which means small) and takes the gospel message to the people beyond Jewish Paiestina He 
traveb to the Mediterranean cities of Rome, Corinth, Phüippi, Ephesis, Colossia etc and 
establishes small groups of followers called churches. From there the faith traveis to the rest 
of the world. 



Morning Star 

"1 saw a c h r  Zight around the people gathered I saw many 1Me Zights and 
1 think those lighis are linle stars and ihose lights are the lights of our young 
people as they begin to take training and become the leaders in our 
communities. " * 

Jessie Saulteaux 

* From Women 's Concerns, FalI, 1999. The Division of Mission, The United Church of Canada. 
Used by permission. 




